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IMPROVING ACCESS TO PRESCHOOL AND
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1988

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND HEALTH

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2359, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Scheuer, Snowe, Williams, and Lowey.
Also present: Deborah Matz, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER,
CHAIRMAN

Representative SCHEUER. I am delighted to welcome all of you to
this first day of a 2-day hearing on improving access to preschool
and postsecondary education. This should be a marvelous 2 days of
hearings.

I am particularly pleased and honored that Congressman Pat
Williams, chairman of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
of the House Education and Labor Committee, will be joining us on
both days and sharing with me eqt.ally in the conduct of these
hearings.

Quigressman Pat Williams, is todayand I say "today" advised-
ly, because our opening witness held that mantle a decade or two
agothe champion of postsecondary education in the House of
Representatives. While the Joint Economic Committee is holding
hearings on the economic significance to our country of improved
access to preschool and postsecondary educationand that is our
proper functiononce we finish the clarion call, then the time for
legislative action is with us and the mantle of responsibility passes
to Chairman Williams and his subcommittee and they are in the
catbird seat.

Talking about birds, I'm a little sparrow chirping away up here,
but Congressman Pat Williams is a 600-pound canary. When it
comes to legislation, he is the voice that is listened to. I couldn't be
more pleased that he is joiring me here today.

These hearings are the last 2 days of an 11-day set of hearings.
We have a published report on our first 9 days of hearings on the
subject of what our country has to do to produce a competent,
skilled, and competitive work force so that we can r6gain our edu-

(I)
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cational eminence and regain our posture of successful competitor
in world commerce.

The report of these hearings entitled "The Education Deficit,"
which is being released toaay and is available, makes several
points. It calls, among other thing's, for making early childhood
education universally available to American kids. That is not the
situation now. The situation now is that middle and upper class
children receive early childhood education. Those are the kids who
need it the least. The kids who need it the most, from poorer and
educationally and culturally deprived families, are getting it the
least. That is one of the major problems we are here to address.

The report also calls for lengthening the school yearkeeping
schools open evenings, weekends, holidays, and summers; not only
for kids, but also for the use of the community.

It calls for a greater effort to teach higher order skills in school,
that is; not only the basic literacy skills of reading, writing, and
math, but also teaching children how to think and how to learn;
how to solve problems.

The report calls foi viewitig schools as capital investments in the
communities which should be used intensively for a wide variety of
civic and community needs such as alcohol, drug, job counseling,
and adult literacy programs.

It calls for updating vocational education programs and increas-
ing the quality and availability of on-the-job training.

In addition, the report recommends that we consider an entitle-
ment to all qualified students for up to 4 years of postsecondary
education. In effect it would be extending public education 4 years
up, and we have already recommended that we extend it 2 years
down, as well.

I am going to read you a few sentences from a Presidential com-
mission which evaluated the Nation's higher education needs and
recommended that, "The time has come to make education through
the 14th grade available in the same way that high school educa-
tion is now available." This would be a simple 2-year extension of
the public education system from kindergarten through 12 to kin-
dergarten through 14.

The report elaborates:
"We have proclaimed our faith in education as a means of equal-

izing the conditions of men. But there is grave danger that our
present policy will make it an instrument for creating the fery in-
equalities it was designed to prevent. If the ladder of educational
opportunity rises high at the doors of some youth and scarcely rises
at all at the doors of others, while at the same time formal educa-
tion is made a prerequisite to occupational and social advance,
then education may become the means, not of eliminating race and
class distinctions, but of deepening and solidifying them. It is obvi-
ous that free and universal access to education in terms of the in-
terest, ability, and need of the student must be a major goal in edu-
cation. The time has come to make education through the 14th
grade available in the same way that high school education is now
available."

That doesn't mean loans or grants. What it means is a simple ex-
tension of high school, a simple right to 14 years of education
rather than 12.

7
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You are wondering which President may have issued this report.
I hope you are. It wasn't the last one. This prophetic message was
actually written in 1947 by the Truman Commission on Higher
Education.

In the early 1900's, when we started public education for kinder-
garten through 12, that was considered an appropriate level of edu-
cation for a country just barely beginning to move into the indus-
trial age. We were basically an agricultural country with a very
modest skills requirement on the part of its workers. By 1947, the
Presidential commission that I just quoted felt that K through 12
would not be sufficient to meet the needs of a postindustrial
nation.

That report was issued about halfway through the 80 years that
have taken place since 1910 and the current datethe start of our
publit education system K through 12 and the present.

Around the halfway point, 1947, the Presidential commission was
saying that we need to do better than that; we need to go 2 years
higher Iii universal availability of postsecondary education.

Yet here we are four decades later and we haven't even begun
seriously to debate this issue.

Well, we are debating it today. It seems obvious that kindergar-
ten through grade 12 education, which probably was adequate for a
predominantly agricultural work force over three-fourths of a cen-
tury ago, is simply obsolete in terms of today's complex and sophis-
ticated high-tech work force.

Minorities constitute an ever-increasing proportion of public en-
rollments. Yet the percent of high school graduates enrolled in col-
lege is well below the levels of a decade ago. Increases in postsec-
ondary costs in constant dollars, even in public institutions and the
least expensive of them, the black colleges, far outstripped the rise
in family income in the 1980's. There is no doubt that if this nation
is to continue to prosper these trends must be reversed.

[Charts pertaining to the above colloquy follow]

I mu
1
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Chart I

High School Graduates Enrolled in College
1976 - 1988
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Chart 2

Change in Four Year Postsecondary Costs
and Family Income 1980 1987
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Representative &REM:. It is clear to me that we must assure a
higher education opportunity for all students just as we did for re-
turning soldiers after World War II.

According to a cost-benefit analysis that has just been completed
by William Buechner, one of the Joint Economic Committee's top
economists, the rate of return vastly exceeded the Government in-
vestment in that program by a factor of between 5 and 12 to 1, de-
pending on the circumstances. And that didn't even count the
return to the Government of the cost of education from that veter-
an as he worked through his working life from the increased taxes
that he paid.

It was one of most spectacularly attractive and profitable invest-
ments our country has ever made in ita youth. The benefits would
be obvious today if we replicated that kind of a program.

The lives of the recipients would be enriched and they would be
better citizens with greater waning potential.

The investment would be zepaid many times over in terms of in-
creased wages and taxes and reductions in social service outlays,
ineluding some expenditure-A in the criminal justice system.

Most important of all, the additional infusion of trained workers
into our economy would greatly increase our competitive posture in
the world once again when Re urgently and desperately need it.
And that is the real payoff.

It was the infusion into our society of millions of trained work-
ers, engineers, scientists, mathematicians, accountants, and other
professionals who flowed from the GI bill of rights into our society
that fueled our explosion of progress into the postindustrial econo-
my following World War U. We must do that again.

[The cost-benefit analysis referred to by Representative Scheuer
followtc]

vi
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A COST-BENEFIT ANALYV.3 OF GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT
IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

UNDER TE WORLD WAR U GI BILL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Following the end of World War II, the Federal government
provided $14 billion in education and job training benefits for 7.8 million
veterans under the Servicemens' Reacljustment Act or, as it was
popularly known, the GI Bill of Rights?

This study is a coat-benefit Analysis of the portion cf that total
an estimated $7 billion that was invested in the 2.2 million GI's who

used the funds to attend college or graduate schooL

Based on an eatimate of the increase in the nation's total output
of goods and services produced by GI bill beneficiaries, this analysis
found that the ratio of benefits to costa for the government's investment
in education under the GI bill was a minimum of 5 to 1 and as high as
12.6 to 1 that is, for every dollar the government invested in education
under the GI bill, the nation received at least $5 of benefits and as much
as $12.50 of benefits. These are extraordinarily high ratios of benefits
to coats, far above the returns earned by moet other forms of
investment, either government or private.

Furthermore, the additional taxes paid by these college-educated
veterans during their working lives more than paid for the cost of the
program.

.11 Whether or not government investment in post-secondary education
today would have precisely the same ratio of benefits t4 costs as resulted

1 Library of Gong:rem, Congremional Renard Service. "Veterans' Education
Amiatance Programa Report #86-32 EPW, January SL 1986, pp. 10, 24.
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from the investment wade under the IN bill is a question that requires
Anther research.

During the past 35 years, a number of changes have occurred in
the economy that would effect the coat-benefit ratio for post-secondary
education.

On the one hand, the percent of Americana who have college
educations hae risen significantly. Taken alone, this would reduce the
potential benefits of policies and programs that Mrther increase the
et.pply of college-trained workers. On the other hand, the pace of
tachnological change and the WWI requirements of new jobs have risen
aignificantly when compared to the end of World War n, a factor that
would raise the expected benefits from an expanded government
investment in college education.

Altogether, the extraordinarily high ratio of benefits to costs that
this analysis found for the GI bill program suggests dist posteeecondary
education has been, and mbably remains, a highly productive form of
government investment for the nation.

2
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INTRODUCTION

During World War U, Congress enacted a number of laws designed to assist
the transition of veterans back to civilian life. Among the most important of these
was the Servicemens' Readjustment Act of 1944 (P.L. 78448), batter known as the
GI Bill of Rights, The GI bill provided a number ofbenefits to returning veterana,
including education and job trainhig et government expense, guaranteed IONA for the

purchase of homes and businesses and readjustment allowances far the unemployed.
The education and training assistance constituted the largeet single readjustment
benefit for veterans both in terms of the amount of money spent and the number of
participating veterans?

According to a recent study of veterans' education amistence programs by the
Congressional Research Service,

Education assistance was one element of a whole new
system of benefits Imown as 'readjustment benefits'
created for World War II veterans by a series of laws
enacted between 1940 and 1944. The purpose of the DOR
readjustment benefits was to help veterans, even those who
were not disabled or poor, to make a mute:awful transition
back to civilian life, and to make up for educational,
business or other opportunities lost while in service.3

Under the GI bill, the Federal government provided education or job training
benefits to 7.8 million returning veterans. Just over half of all World War II veterans
participated in this program, including 2.2 million who attended college or graduate
school, 8.5 million who received educational training below the college level, and 2.1
million who received on-the-job or farm training. These figures are presented in
Table I.

The total met of the education and job training provided World War II veterans
under the GI bill cm 1114 billion. There are no government data that indicate how
much was 'pent on zed% type of education and training. The annual amount of
educational benefits that =eh veteran could receive under the GI bill, however,
suggeete that approximetely $7 billion, or about half of this total, was inveated in the
2.2 million GI's who used the funds to attend collego or graduate school, with the
remaining $7 billion being used for the etlier programs.

2 Congressional Research Service, OD, Cit., p. 2.

3 Congressional Research Service, sul_st, p. 1.

3
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The pm-poes of
this analraia is to
determine whether the
nation benefited from
the investment made in
college educations for
veterans under the GI
bill and, if so, by how
much. The Committee
believes that such an
analysis is timely
because most World
War II veterans have
recently reached the
end of their normal
working lives and are
retired or about to
Mira. It is now
powerbla, based csn data
that has been collected
dining the past 35
years, to make a
reasonable estimate of
the economic benefits
resulting from the GI bill.

11

Table I

PARTICIPATION RATS IN 11/ BILL
ADOCATION & TRA.TNING PROGRAMS
(June 1944 - And of program)

MUAber of
veterans

Percent of
eligible

Veteran population 15,440,000 100.0%

Total trained 7,800, 000 50.5%

School trainees
of which:

5,710,000 37.0%

Collage 2,230,000 14.4%
Other schools 3,480.000 22.5%

On-sob trainees 1,400,000 9.1%

tame trainees 690,000 4.5%

Sources Library of Congress

This analysis attempts to answer two questions:

1) How much did the nation's total output of goods and services inereue
between 1962 and 1987 as a result of the government's investment in college
education for World War II veterans under the GI bill, compared to what the nation's
output would have been if tines veterans had not gone to collage? How much in
additional tams did them veterans pay to the Federal gtivernment?

2) What is the benefit-cost ratio for the government's investment under
the GI bill, using appropriate discount techniques?

4
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INCREASED OUTPUT OF GOODS AND SERVICES

This section provides an estimate of the increase in the nation's total output
of goods and services that could be attributed to the government's investment fa the
college education of World War II veterans under the GI bill. The period chosen for
study is the 35 years between 1952 sra4 1987, which encompasses the working lives
of most World War II edema.

Although s handfial of veterens were enrolled bo collage under the GI bill by
as mart! as 1945, the peak years far college enrollment were 1947 to 1950. Most
beneficiaries had completed their education by 1952. The number fell rapidly after
that, even though a small handful al veterans received college benefits into the early
1960'1.4 This analysis assumes that most GI bill beneficiaries were in the labor force
and st work by 1952.

By 1987, the end of the study period, most World War II veterans had reached
the end of their normal working lives and were retired or about to retire. The data
collected over the past 35 year,. 'should thus reflect most of the output of goods and
services produced during the working lives of World War II veterans.

Although 2.2 million
veterans received a college or
graduate education under the
GI bill, not all were employed
or productive during the entire
35 year period because at
deaths, retirements, and
unemployment. A. Figur* 1
shows, all three factors
contributed to a Fundy decline
in the ertimated number of GI
1.411 beneficharies employed
each year. Death took the
biggest toll, with lees than 70
percent of veterens stall alive
today. The big drop in labor
force participation at the end Figure 1

4 Veterans Administzation, Office of Information Menagement and Statistics.
'Historical Data on the Usage of Educational Benefits, 1944 1983." D3 70-84-2,
April 1984, 9. 2.

5
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of the 1970's reflects the fact that most veterans were by that time in the 55-84 yearold cohort, when the lebor force parti-cipation rate for men begins to decline.

There is no data Reliable to make a direct cakulation of the added outputproduced by the World War II 'onerous who attended easy or graduate school
under the GI bill. PIOr this reason, this analysis develops an indirect estimate of theadditional output by calcuktins the income differential between GI bill college
educated veterans and Ohne in the same age cohort, who did not go to college. This
income differential measures the additional output generated by the GI billinseetment in aducetkm.5

Throughout the period from
1952 to 1987, college-educated men
earned subetantialb Weser incomes
than did those without a college
education, as shown in Figure 2.
The income differential pew
annually from approximately $400 in
7052 until, by 1987, college educated
11111&. of World War 11 age earned an
average of $19,000 more per year
than did those without college
education& This differential
measures the additional output
produced by college-educatedveterans
compared to those without college
educations.

'MAME ARNIM INMAN
=LEW MEL NONCOLLEGE MEN

oftwooft*ord

ow Tao our urs un
VV,Pa

limb «me in* -*- Oder. vo vain
Figure 2

Based en this messurs, the extra output of goods and services produced eachyear by GI bill witerans in nominal or currentlear dollars, rims from just under $1
billion in 19f2 to 910 billion by the early 1970's and to shook $19 billion by 1987,as shown in Figure 3.

5 In computing the additional output attrlutable to the college education ofGI bill veterans, number of chokes had to be made concerning the but data andprocedures to use. The data and the procedures used in this study are discussedin detail in the Appendix. In every instance, however, the most conservativeapproach possible was taken in selecting the data for this study and the estimatingprocedures.

6



Much ot the growth in the
value of the nation's goods and
services that occurred between 1962
and 1967, however, was the Iseult el
inflation. Only the real pin, after
eliminating inflation, shoula be
counted as a benefit of tha GI Ws
investment in education. The gain in
constant 1962 dollars, also shown in
Figure 3, grew from $1 billion in
1952 to a peak of $7 billion in 1969

and declined gradually thereafter,
largely due to the decline in the
number of workbg veterans as the
World War II cohort grew older.

14

ADDITIONAL OUTPUT ATMIBUTABLE Tr.
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Figure 3

The total gain in the nation's output of goods and oervical between 1952 and

1987 resulting from the government's education spending under ths GI bill the

sum of the annual figures amounted to almost $312 billion in clurent-year dollars,

as shown in Figure 4A. In constant 1952 dollars, the, total gain amoontod to almost

$148 billion.

Although all GI bill veterans contributed to this increase in output, it is likely

that at least some of the veterans who attended college or graduate echool under the

GI bill would have done so even without federal assistance. Counting the added

output from theee veterans overstates the actual gain resulting from the edlestional

investment under the GI bill, since the benefits from the investment in their
education would have occurred anywsy.
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There ia no data to utermine what fraction of tho bars beneficiaries would
have attended college or graduate school had Ow bawl dependent on their own
remoras. In 1940, the last normal year prior to enactment of the GI hill, 9 percent
ot all college-age men attended collage. Following World War U, 15 percent of eligible
veterans attended college or graduat.) school under the 01 bill. This suggest& that
40 percent of the 01 bill beneficiaries who pursued higher actuation did eo because
of the bill's financial assistance and would not have guns to collage without ft. Thus,
this anal** will assume that 40 percent of the added output from the 01 bill
beneficiaries is the net gain from the bille

Thk net increase in output, shown in Figure 4B, was approsimately $125
billion when measured in nominal or current-year dollars and $59 billion in constant
1952 dollars.

There was also a significant return to the government itself, in the form of
additional taxes paid to the federal government between 1952 and 1987 by the

veterans who received college educations =der the GI bill The total additional taxes
paid by all GI bill veterana came to $67.7 billion in current-year dollars over this
period and to 933.0 billion in constant 1952 dollars, as shown in Figure 5A. The net

6 This figure, however, probably represents the minimum gain from the bill,
since many of the returning veterans were above the normal age for pursuing a
college degree and many had wives and children. Without financial assistance, a
barge fraction of these veterans would probably have been compelled to find jobs.
The data does not mist to determine how many veterans fell into these categories,
and no adjuetmeut will be made.

8
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additional taxes amounted to $27.0 billion in ament.year dollars and $12.8 talon
in 1962 dollars, as shown in Figure 103. All four mamas indicate that GI bill
veterans paid more than enough additional taxes OM their working lives ta pay for
the total oost of the program

BENEFTDCOST ANALYSIS

As the previoue section indicates, the investment in the education of WorldWar
II veterans during the late 1940's and early 1950. paid off during the nut 35 years
in the form of a higher output of goods and services for the nation, with this
additional output generating enough additional taxes to pay fbr the program.

It would not be entirely accuse^ however, to compute the oost-benefit ratio
for this investment by simply adding up the increased output as Was done in ths
previous section and eompuing the total to the program's cost Such a procedure
puts an equal value on an additional dollar of output regardless of when it gets
produced. However, from the viewpoint of the late 1940's and early 1950's, a dollar
of extra output produced far in the future would not be valued es 1.401y as current
production. To get a true valuation of the benefits of the GI bill from the vantage
point of the late 1940's and early 1960'a, the funtre benefits would have to be
discounted by the long-term discount rate to determine the present value of the
stream of fbture benefits in 1962. This anabsie follows the accepted practice of
calculating the present value of the benefits of the GI bill as of 1952 by discounting
future benefit; using a long-term rsal interest rate of 2.6 percent?

Assuming that the benefit of the program ie the entire additional output
generated between 1952 and 1987 by all veterans who received collage educations
under the GI bill, the 1952 present value of the total benefits of the program came
to $88.9 billion. This fgure is then compared to the $7 billion cost of the program
to compute the cost-benefit ratio. The ratio of benefits to costs is 12.5 to 1, as shown
in Figure 6. For every dollar invested in college or graduate education for veterans
after World War B, the nation gained more then $1250 in benefits, properly
discounted.

7 In calculating the benefits of the GI Bill, this study only measures material
benefits, the additional output resulting from the education of GI Bill veterans. Non-
material benefite, such as thoie resulting from having a more-educated population,
would be in addition to ths material benefits found by this study and would probably
greatly raise the benefit-cost ratios reported here.

9
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heats were taken into amount, the ratio would robs* be signantly nigher.

In addition, the additional federal intone tans paid by those who benefited from the

GI bill apparently mon then paid 5rr the Forgo

%ether or not pvernment irrestroant in caw education today would have
precisely the some ratio ot benefits to costs es resulted from the inmetment made

under the OI bill is question that requires Miller nesareh. During the past 35

years, a number of changes have awned in the economy that would diet the cost.

benefit ratio for college education. On the one hand, the percent of Marione who

have rasp *durations has then significantly. Taken alone, this eguld reduce the

potential benefits of policies end programs that Author increase the supply °trollop-
trained wears. On the other band, the pace of tachnokigical change and the skill

requhementa ot nowjobs ham rim significantly when compered to the end ofWorld

War II, a factor that would raise the selected benefits from an expanded government

investment in college education. Altogether, the artraordlnerfiy high alio°though'
to costs that this analpda found for the GI hill program suggests that college

education lc. 1 been, and probably remains, a highly productive form of government

investment for the notion.
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APPENDIX

INTRODUCTION

The purpose ol this appendix I. to provide details on the data and procedures
used to compute the cost-benefit tido for the governmenes investment in the
postsecondazy education ot Merano under the World Wet U Gil bill.

There is levy little data thet applies directly to the sooninsic contribution of
eollepoducated World War II veterans. Indeed, And in of taw date mild to
compute the benefit-cost ratio had to be &toed from published dela Get applied to
populations incorporating World War II vettessa but also ioneperating ether plum
such se tom of the seas age who were not veterans or who did not pertidpete in
postasoondary education or training programa Nadir the GI bilL

In every one, however, this analysis took the most otinsenative approach
available in selecting the neaseury data where alternatives added, ender the
assumption that it wee better to understate the benefits then to open the analysis to
aiticim by using data or weedurse that would overstate the possible benefits.

There were two main problema that had to be resolved. The Bret was to
obtain data that could be used to 'Almelo the number of GI bill baueficiaries who
were actually working during each year al the study period. The second was to
estimate the additionsl output produced by each of these veterans that could be
attributed to the education they obtained under the GI bilL

SURVIVAL AND EMPLOYMENT DATA

Bonus* 1962 was the lest year in whiet a large number of veterens were
enrolled in college under the GI bill, it was maimed for this analysis that meet of
those who participated in the college program bad finished their studies and entered
the labor market by 1962. It is likely that many veterans, particularly those who
started co!lege in 1946 or 1947, entered the labor market even earlier, while some
enteNki later. 1952 thus represents a reasonable starting point for the analysis of the
benefits of the GI bill.

1987 was chosen as the last year for the study period for two reasons. First,
it is the latest year for which data Inn available. Second, by 1987, most voUrans
were at or approaching the normal retirement age. The period from 1952 to 1987
would thus represent the normal working life for most World War U veterans and the

12
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period during which the benefits of the GI hM would be realised.

Under the aseumption that mot World Wor U esters= who pezticipated in the
pngraut ware in their orb We at the end of the war, this mall& armed that
the average age of GI bill beneficlerhe in 1952 was29. By 1967, the &map veteran
would thua be 04 rare old. If this munaptior. were wrong by one or two years, the
effect on the overall coethenefit ratio would ba minor, since the reel output estimates
for the beginning end ending years ot the period were lower then for the middle

years.

Out of the initial population of 2.2$ million World War ll veterana who
attended college under the CU bin, three futon would affect the numker who actually
worked each year betwesn 1962 and 1987 their survival rate, thei: lebor force
participation rata end their =employment rate.

No government data for them factors were available that spplied specifically
to World War ll veterans. Alternative sources of data bad to be wed. These data,
presented in Table Al, are deecnIed below:

1. Survival rata& The National Center for Health Statistics supplied survival
rates for white melee who were 29 yeas old In 1962 at five-year intervals beginning
in 1962. The intervening years were estimated by linear interpolation. These data
are presented in column 3 of Table Al.

2. Labor force perticipation raw. Column of Table Al presents annual
civilian lobar force participation rates for all men of the appropriate age soup: for
1952.67, man aged 25-34; for 196847, men aged 36-44; for 1968-77, men aged 45-
64; for 197847, mon aged 6644. Source: Bureau of Lebor Statistics, labatipm
Pawl= Derivet from the Curtent Posyjation Survey. 191947. Bulletin 2307,

August 1988, Table A-10.

3. Unemployment rata. Column 5 of Table Al presents annual civilian

unemployment rates for all men of the appropriate age group, listed above. Source:
BLS, ma. Table A41.

Finally, column 6 in Table Al provides the computed estimate of the number
of GI bill veterans who were employed or earning incomes in each year between 1952

and 1987.
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INCOME DUTERENTIAL

A me* task of the =Iris wu to develop data an the additional output

attributable to the government's investment in atm& education under the GI bill.

There is no direct we, given mailable data, of masuring tha Inagua in the output

of goods end senior by 01 bill edema resulting from the feet that they were more

highly-educated than the would have been without the financial assistance provided

by the GI

Instead, this analysis admitted the additional output indirectly from income

data. These admits, are based on the assumption that each factor of production in

a market economy is paid the value of its marginal product. To the extent that

college-educated veterans were found to have higher incomes than men of the same

age without Copp edueatione, the income differential is assumed to nuance the

imam in output attributable to their higher level of education.

The data wed to estimate the difference in inbilta0 between college-educate

veterans and these without college educations are presented in Table A2 for the years

1952 1987.

All income data were obtained from the Census Bureau's Current Population

Sopa Consumer Incomes, Series P-60, various issues i....t.ntified below.

The income data reported in the Series P-60 relaxes became progressively

more detailed over the years. For each year, the data turd for this anaiyais were the

closed available measure ot the total money incomes of college-educated World War

II veterans and non-college educated man of the same cohort. The specific data wed

are a foam for esch par:

1. 1956. Median income, all males, by years of school completed, from

Table 20 of Series P40, No. 2$.

2. 1958 and 1961. Median income, all males 26 years and over, by years

of school completed. For 1958, the data are from Table 26, Series P-60, No. 33. For

1961, the data are from Table 27, Series P-60, No. 39.

3. 1963 - 1966. Median income, all males aged 35 - 44 years old, by

years of school completed. For 1963, the data are from Table 22, Series P-60, No.

4$. For 1964 - 1966. the data are from Table 21, Series P40, Nos. 47, 51, and 53.

4. 1967. Mean issrame, all males aged 35 - 44 years old, by years of

school completed. The data are from Table 4, Serial P40, No. 60.

IS
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8. 1908 1977. Mean income, all males egad 45 54 years old, by pars
of school completed. For 1972, the data are from Teble 51, Serias P40, No. 90. Far
1973 and 1974, the deta are from Table 55 Series P40, Noe. 97 and 101. For 1975,
1976, and 1977, the data are from Table 47, Series P40, Nos. 105 114 and 118. For
1968 through 1971, the data ware supplied by phone by the Census Bureau.

6. 1978 - 1986. Mean income, all males aged 56 - 64 parsold, by years
of school completed. For 1978, the data are from Table 50, Series P40, No. 123.
For 1979, the data are from Table 52, Serise P-60, No. 129. For 1980, the de.. are
from Table 61, Series P40, No. 132. For 1981, 1982 and 1983, the data are from
Table 471 Series P-60, No. 137, 142 and 146. For 1984, the data are from Table 33,
Series P-60, No. 161. For 1985 and 1986, the data, are from Table 35, Saks P-60,
Noe. 166 and 159.

7. Other pars. In 1952-55, 1967, 1959-60, and 1962, the Census Bureau
did not publish data on booms hy educational level. For these years, the data were
estimated by interpolating or extrapolating from data for other para. At the time
this analysis was prepared, the final data for 1987 had not been released and the
figures were also estimated.

For all years, the measure of income used for collep-educated men was the
income for all men who had attended college for 1 to 4 or more rums For those
without a college education, the income measure was the income for all men who had
graduated from high school. This assumes that GI bill veteran' did not all complete
four yens of college, but that the proportion who completed 1, 2, 3, 4 or more years
web the same ea for all men in the same cohort. This income comparison is shown
in Figure 1 of the text of the analysis and in Table A2. These choices resulted in the
minimum income differential between those with and without college educations. If
mom* other commis:a were used, such as (1) the mama income of men with 1-4+
years of college MMUS men with 14 years of high schcol or (2) college graduates
versus high school graduate., the earninp differential im"iwolou college and non-college
educated men limuld be about one-third larger than reported here as would the
resulting cost-benefit ratios.

TOTAL BENEFITS

The additional income received each year by 01 bill beneficiaries is presented
in column 2 of Table A2 The figure for each year la the product of the number of
working veterans (column 6 of Table Al) and tha additional income earned by each
college-educated veteran (column 5 of Table A2). These figure. are In nominal or
current-year dollars.

17
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TA111.8 /3 s TOTAL 11112111PITS DATA

TOTAL INC0111 DIFFICRUTLAL
ATTRIBUTABL8 TO CZ SILL

TZAR tZurront dollars) (1952 dollars)

(1) (2) (3)

1952 0850,566,600 8850,566,600
1953 $1,059,993,544 $1,038,062,644
1954 $1,234,426,512 $1,204,732,403
1955 0,464,419,756 $1,409,814,274
1956 $1,675,528,155 $1,580,896,997
1957
1958

$2,115,430,544
$2,528,001,834

$1,938,007,337
$2,272,001,648

1959 $2,669,807,641 $2,347,446,966
1960 82,770,570,202 $2,391,616,830
1961 $2,849,344,952 $2,430,071,971
1962 $3,248,789,768 $2,721,699,983
1963 $3,610,296,409 $2,980,593,547
1)64 $4,366,921,571 $3,543,444,932
1965 $4,568,647,746 $3,644,651,573
1966 $5,173,073,795 84,003,141,674
1967 $7,697,610,592 $5,814,152,681
1960 $8,639,662,875 $6,243,420,500
1969 $10,281,490,837 $7,121,813,165
1970 $10,081,250,461 86,673,834,804
1971 $9,950,474,203 $6,293,841,144
1972 $11,255,893,808 $6,845,125,999
1973 $11,099,481,005 $6,355,347,995
1974 $11,510,642,343 $5,965,369,390
1975 $12,108,841,033 $5,808,971,036
1976 $13,860,908,764 $6,288,335,605
1977 $14,583,153,675 $6,209,318,806
1978 $12,701,790,741 $5,038,140,462
1979 $13,783,775,570 $5,005,872,458
1980 $13,547,924.837 $4,442,968,750
1981 $13,747.469,031 $4,127,147,151
1902 $14,040,528,945 $3,987,510,220
1983 $14,107,185,469 $3,948,645,180
1984 $15,930,401,684 $4,165,230,415
1985 $16,190,293,649 $4,120,110,570
1986 $17,712,915,890 $4,401,109,460
1987 $18,838,752,945 $4,477,159,696

TOTAL $311,856,268,388 $147,610,175,766

INI=1
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To exclude the income growth that occurred solely se the result of inflation,
the annual gauzes in column 2 were deflated to 1952 dollars using the Personal
Consumption Ulster from the National Income end Product Accounts. The
resulting reel pins ore presented In column $ ofTable a

In addition to factors discussed above, du Was in Tags ft3 should Puha*
be interpreted al the minimum annual pins Rom the golernment's GI bill education
spending, for two mamma First, to the extent that the value of marginal product
curve for each rooms is downwardeloping, the shift of 2,2 million men from the
non-collage to college-educated lebor pool would reduce the market wage for college-
educated man and raise the market wage for times without college educations,
everything else being squid. Secend, ft is likely that the fnmstnent in education of
World War II veterans bad spillover effects thst raised the productivity even of
workers who never attended conage, thus raising their wages ma well. Both effects
would boost the observed waps or non-college educated men relative to college
educated men, and thus understate the income differential resulting from the
investment in education made under the GI MIL

This analysis also derived estimates of the additional personal income taxes
paid to the Federal government out of the additional income received by veterans who
obtained postsecondary educations under the GI bilL These figures am presented in
Table A4. In computing the additional Meek it was assumed that all of the
additional income received by college-educated veterans wail taxable, since this was
a net income pin above what they would have earned with only a highachool
education. Rather than estimate marginal tax rates for each yosr based on arbitrary
aseumptions concerning exemptions, deductions and exchisions, it was decided to
simply apply average tax rates for each year since the average rate should be below
the morginal rate. The average rates were obtained from Joseph Perlman, Mord
lahlkm, Fifth Edition (Brookinp Institution, 1987), Table B-5, 'Personal Income,
Taxable Income and Individual Imo= Tax. 1947-84,' with ths UM tax Tata aasuroad
to apply to 1985-87. No attempt was made to estimate other tans paid the Federal
pvernment or time paid Stata and local pvernments.

The figura for the net additional income and federal tame were obtained by
multiplying the data in Tables A3 and A4 by a Dieter of 0.4, for reasons discussed in
the tart of the analyst'.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

For the beuefit-cost analysis, the only major data decision concerned the
appropriate discount rats. It was decided to use 2.5 percent,which is at the high end

19
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?Ma .114$ P8DICR1L 1111CCIE Tilt OITA

PCT. or TOM MUM MOM ISISSTAM= 0222280TAIL8 TO GI 8ILL
TZAR INCONZ (Curtest dollars) (1952 dollars)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
wememmamamoolsOmmmewwwammammammill

1952 25.9% 0220,296,749 8220,296,749
1953 25.7% 4272,418,341 $266,782,099
1954 23.2% $206,396,951 0279,497,918
1955 23.1% 6338,290,964 $325,667,097
1956 23.1% 6307,047,004 $365,187,206
1957 23.0% 4486,549,025 $445,741,688
1950 23.0% 0501,440,422 $522,560,379
1959 23.2% 8619,393,373 8544,607,696
1360 13.0% 0037,231,146 0550,071,871
1961 23.2% $661,048,029 $563,776,697
1962 23.0% 6747,221,647 $625,990,996
1963 23.1% $833,978,471 $688,517,109
1964 20.5% $895,218,922 0726,406,211
1965 19.4% $884,317,663 $707,062,405
1966 14.6% $1,013,922,464 6784,615,749
1967 20.0% $1,539,522,118 81,162,830,536
1960 21.7% $1,874,806,844 $1,354,822,249
1969 22.3% 42,292,772,457 $1,589,164,336
1970 20.9% $2,106,981,346 $1,394,831,474
1971 20.6% $2,049,797,686 $1,296,531,276
1972 20.9% 32,352,481,806 $1,430,631,334
1973 21.1% $2,341,990,492 $1,340,978,427
1974 21.6% $2,486,298,746 81,288,519,788
1975 20.9% $2,530,747,776 $1,214,074,947
1976 21.0% $2,910,790,840 $1,320,550,477
1977 21.8% $3,179,127,501 $1,353,631,500
1878 22.34 62,832,499,335 $1,123,505,323
1979 23.2% $3,197,835,932 $1,161,362,410
1980 24.0% $3,251,502,201 $1,066,312,500
1981 24.3% $3,340,634,974 $1,002,896,758
1982 22.6% $3,173,159,542 $901,177,310
1983 21.1% $2,976,616,134 8812,064,344
1984 20.9% $3,329,453,952 $874,713,157
1985 20.9% $3,383,771,373 $861,103,109
1986 20.9% $3,701,999,421 $919,831,877
1987 20.9% $3,937,299,366 $935,726,376

TOTAL 07,656443,012 $32,021,041,378
-es
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at the range of es post real inteseet rates far the period bora 1952 to 1997. This reel

interest rate Ives then used to discount the strewn atbenelite to a 1952 present value

exam which yes thee. compered to the program cad to obtain the cost-benefit ratios

preeentod in Qua test of the analysis.
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Representative SCHRUM. I am now delighted to introduce my col-leagues for any statements they wish to make.
First, Olympia Snowe, the distinguished Representative from theState of Maine, who, incidentally, will be introducing the Governorof Maine in just a few moments.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SNOWE
Representative SNOWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to take this opportunity to commend you foryour dedication and commitment to holding a series of hearings onthis very critical issue. It is obvious that a key to our Nation'sstrong economic future will be a well-trained and a well-educatedwork force. To achieve this goal, it is imperative that we examineclosely all obstacles in the path of the necessary preparation.It pleases today to see two of our former colleagues here, theHonorable John Brademas and the Governor of the State of Maine.I think we are privileged to hear the testimony from Mr. Brade-rnas, who is eminently well qualified to speak to a number of theissues that this subcommittee will be addressing.
I am also pleased that the Governor of the State of Maine is herebecause Maine has been recently recognized by the American Asso-ciation of State Colleges and Universities for its effectiveness in ad-dressing access to postsecondary education. Maine was specificallyheralded for the development of a telecommunications program toreach out to rural residents, its financial commitment to highereducation, and the commitment of both the Governor and the legis-lature, as well as the Maine ASPIRE program to involve both thebusiness and the education community in increasing the goals andaspirations of Maine's high school students.
I think this commitment is especially important for our State aswe move from an industrial and agricultural economy to an econo-my based on technology and services, requiring a work force withpostsecondary training.
We all recognize how difficult it is. Many of our students in theState of Maine are denied access because of cost. Even with publicinstitutions, the average cost is now approximately $4,000. So clear-ly the scope of this discussion and hearing is to analyze fmancialassistance, including savings plans.
On the other end of the educationel spectrum, we recognize thedifficulty in developing preschool education for many of the at-riskpopulation. We know the first 5 .) ears of education are so impor-tant to our youngsters and to the future of this country. So often itis the low-income students who are denied this access.I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for focusing entirely on thesesubjects and more in your hearings and also in the subcommitteereport which was released today.
Thank you.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, CongresswomanSnowe. We are delighted to have you here with us.Now for the star of these proceedings, the chairman of the Post-secondary Education Subcommittee, Congressman Pat Williams ofMontana.

95-658 0 - 89 - 2
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAMS

Representative WILLIAM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I want to commend you for your aggressiveness in_pursuing these

hearings. It is particularly appropriate that the Joint Economic

Committee is the sponsor of these hearings because Americans un-
derstand that there is a direct and very real and undeniable link

between America's economy and how well we educate ourselves.

I am delighted to be able to participate in most if not all of your

hearings.
The Federal Government has primarily limited itself to matters

of equity and access with regard to its involvement in education in

the United States. You will notice T left out the word "quality." We

have primarily left quality to State and local governments, and

even below that, at the school district levels. It is those Americans

and those levels of government in the Unitee Stat.:4 that are pri-

marily charged with delivering quality. Whatever the quality that
Americans decide to deliver to the students within their jurisdic-

tions, the Federal Government then says now that all of those stu-

dents must have equal access to that quality.
Occasionally the Federal Government has to send the troops to

assure that access, and has done so, as you all remember. But pri-

marily, we assure access and equity with legislation such as Head

Start or Pell grants.
Let me make this point about Pell grants. Perhaps it is not en-

tirely inappropriate to the purpose of this hearing. My subcommit-

tee and the full House Education Committee voted out legislation

just a couple of months ago thathad it reached the floor of the

House and been passed through both this body and the Senate
wou'd have made Pell grants an entitlement.

know the political climate in America is such today that adding

,..nother entitlement may not be considered to be following the

wave of political thought. I submit that if you ask the American
people whether or not all young students should have access to col-

leges or a university without regard to their income status, their

financial condition; Americans would overwhelmingly say, but we

do that now, don't we? The answer is no, we don't do that now.

One of the ways that we might assure doing it is to create yet

another entitlement, this one being Pell grants.
My subcommittee is going to try again in this coming Congress

to achieve exactly that. I would encourage the witnesses today, if

they think of it, if it is not in their prepared statements, to com-

ment and give us your judgment about entitling under law access

and equity to higher education for all American peop Le.

Congressman Scheuer, again I want to commend you for these

hearings. I want to thank in advance each of the wi messes for the

time and efforts that you spend in trying to improve education in

your school district, your community, your State, and in this coun-

try as well.
Thank you very much.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Pat.
Before we begin, Senator D'Amato has requested that his open-

ing statement be placed in the hearing record. Without objection, it

is so ordered.
[The written opening statement follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

MR. CHAIRMAN, IT GI7ES ME GREAT PLEASURE TO WELCOME SUCH

A D TINGUISHEU PANEL OF WITNESSES TO TODAY'S JOINT ECONOMIC

commIrrn HEARING. I LOOK FORWARD TO A SPIRITED EXCHANGE OF

IDRAS ON HOW TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO PRESCHOOL AND POST-SECONDARY

EDUCATION.

I WOULD LIKE TO COMMEND THE CHAIRMAN OF THIS

SUBCOMMITTEE, MY GOOD FRIEND CONGRESSMAN SCHEUER, FOR

CONVENING HEARINGS ON THIS URGENT AND TIMELY SUBJECT.

TODAY MARKS THE RELEASE OF A REPORT OUTLINING THE

FINDINGS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE'S HEARINGS ON "COMPETITIVENESS

AND QUALITY OF THE AMERICAN WORK FORCE." THE IPUCATION

DEFICIT TAKES AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT WAYS TO REVAMP 001 "DUCATION

SYSTEM TO MEET THE WORKFORCE NEEDS OF THE 21ST CENTUR1. AS WE

KNOW, TODAY'S FIRST GRADERS WILL BE THE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING

CLASS OF THE YEAR 2000.

A LITERATE, SKILLED WORK FORCE IS ESSENTIAL TO

MAINTAINING OUR NATION'S COMPETITIVE EDGE IN AN INCREASINGLY

GLOBAL MARKETPLACE. THE IMATION DEFICIT HIGHLIGHTS THE

RECURRING THEMES HEARD FROM THE MORE THAN 50 WITNESSES AT

THESE HEARINGS:
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WE SHOULD CONSIDER LENGTHENING THE SCHOOL DAY, SCHOOL

WEEK, AND SCHOOL YEAR.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS SHOULD BE USED FOR COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

SUCH AS ADULT LITERACY COURSES AND COUNSELING.

MORE EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PLACED ON THE SKILLS NEEDED IN

THE WORX FORCEI PROBLEM-SOLVING, REASONING, THE "HIGHER

ORDER° SKILLS.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SHVULD BE UPDATED TO MEET CURRENT

AND PROJECTED DEMANDS.

THE ROLE OF TEACHERS MUST BE RE-EXAMINED. TEACHERS MUST

BE WELL-PAID AND INVOLVRD IN MORE DECISION-MAXING.

WE MUST FOCUS ON RETRAINING THE CURRENT WORK FORCE AND

UPGRADING SKILLS.

WE MUST NOT OVERLOOK THE CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS OF

TOMORROW'S LABOR NMRKET. AS THE SUPPLY OF YOUNG WORKERS

SHRINKS, THE MAJORITY OF JOBS WILL REQUIRE HIGHER LEVELS

OF EDUCATION.

IN ADDITION, THE REPORT EMPHASIZES PROVIDING BROADER

ACCESS TO BOTH PRESCHOOL AND POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION -- THE

THEME OF TODAY'S HEARING.

3 7 4
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JUNLITY PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS ARE PARTICULARLY VITAL FOR

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN. THESE CHILDREN, OFTEN LABELED

"AT-RISK" DUE TO THE STRESSES ASSOCIATED WITH POVERTY, FACE

SEEMINGLY INSURMOUNTABLE OBSTACLES FROM THE START -- AND THEIR

NUMBERS ARE INCREASING DRAMATICALLY. BETWEEN 1978 AND 1986

THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN LIVING IN POVERTY INCREASED FROM 16% TO

20%. DURING ROUGHLY THE SAME PERIOD, THE SHARE OF CHILDREN

UNDER AGE 6 LIVING iN SINGLE PARENT HOUSEHOLDS INCREASED FROM

17% TO 22%.

OUR EXPERIENCE WITH PROGRAMS SUCH AS HEAD START AND

CHAPTER 1 HAS SHOWN THAT EARLY INTERVENTION PRCGRAMS CAN

PROVIDE THESE "AT-RISK" KIDS WITH THE COMPETITIVE EDGE THEY

NEED TO SUCCEED -- LEADING TO IMPROVED CHANCES FOR HIGH SCHOOL

GRADUATION, COLLEGE ADMISSION, AND PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT.

UNFORTUNATELY, THESE PROGRAMS REACH ONLY A FRACTION OF

THE CHILDREN THEY ARE INTENDED TO SERVE. HEAD START, WHICH

ENROLLS APPROXIMATELY 440,000 CHILDREN NATIONALLY (30,000 IN

NEW YORK), CURRENTLY SERVES LESS THAN ONE OUT OF FIVM ELIGIBLE

CHILDREN. AT THE SAME TIME, CHAPTER 1 SERVICES REACH ONLY

ABOUT HALF OF ALL ELIGIBLE CHILDREN.

IT IS CLEAR THAT WE CAN DO A MUCH BETTER JOB OF PROVIDING

EARLY EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO THOSE WHO NEED IT MOST. I AM

ENCOURAGED BY THE RECENT ENACTMENT OF PROGRAMS SUCH AS EVEN

START AND THE SCHOOL DROPOUT DEMONSTRATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF
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1988. THESE TWO PROGRAMS -- AUTHORIZED UNDER THE

HAWKINS/STAFFORD ACT -- WILL VITALLY AUGMENT OUR EFFORTS TO

ASSIST THE DISADVANTAGED.

I AM ALSO ENCOURAGED BY RECENT EVIDENCE -- HIGHLIGHTED IN

JIM MURPHY'S TESTIMONY -- OF GROWING CORPORATE SUPPORT OF

EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAMS. THESE EFFORTS MUST BE FURTHER

ENCOURAGED. WHEN COMBINED WITH A STRONG FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO

HEAD START AND CHAPTER 1, THEY HOLD THE PROMISE OP VASTLY

IMPROVING ACCESS TO PRESCHOOL EDUCATION FOR ALL AMERICAN

CHILDREN.

SEVERAL RECENT TRENDS DEMAND THAT WE ALSO FOCUS OUR

ATTENTION ON IMPROVING ACCESS TO POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.

ONE SUCH TREND IS THE GROWTH OF JOBS REQUIRING MORE SKILLS AND

MORE EDUCATION. THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ESTIMATES THAT WELL

OVER HALF OF ALL JOBS CREATED BETWEEN NOW AND THE YEAR 2000

WILL REQUIRE EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL.

AT THE SAME TIME, WE ARE WITNESSING AN ALARMING DECLINE

IN THE ENROLLMENT OF MINORITIES IN OUR NATION'S COLLEGES.

ACCORDING TO THE CENSUS BUREAU, THE PERCENTAGE OF 18-24 YEAR

OLD BLACK HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ENROLLED IN COLLEGE HAS

DECLINED 15% SINCE 1976, WHILE HISPANIC ENROLLMENT HAS

DECLINED 18%. RETENTION RATES ARS ALSO ON THE DECLINE, WITH

LESS THAN 20% OF MINORITY STUDENTS WHO ENTER COLLEGE REMAINING

THROUGH THE FOURTH YEAR.

3
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IF OUR ECONOMY IS TO AVOID A CRIPPLING SHORTAGE OF

QUALIFIED LABOR IN THE CONING DECADES, WE MUST STRIVE TO MAKE

HIGHER EDUCATION KORB ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE. TO DO

THIS WE MUST MAINTAIN OUR COMMIT(ENT TO PROVEN FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS -- PARTICULARLY PELL GRANTS AND STAFFORD

LOANS. WS MUST ALSO EXPLORE ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF FINANCING

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.

I AM.ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN SUCH INNOVATrVE PROPOSALS

AS CUNY'S NEHEMIAH II PROGRAM. I LCOK FORWARD TO HEARING HOW

THIS PROGRAM HAS INVOLVED THE BANKING AND EDUCATIONAL

COMMUNITIES IN AN EFFORT TO MOTIVATE DISADVANTAGED SCHOOL-AGE

YOUTH THROUGH THE PROMISE OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION. IN

ADDITION, I HOPE TO LEARN HOW THIS AND SIMILAR PROGRAMS MAY SE

REPLICATED IN COMMUNITIES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

DURING THESE HEARINGS, WE WILL EXPLORE WAYS TO PROVIDE

APPROPRIATE EDUCATION FOR TOMORROW'S GENERATION. I LOOK

FORWARD TO HEARING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF OUR WITNESSES.

INVESTING IN OUR HUMAN CAPITAL WILL REAP RICH REWARDS IN TERMS

OF ECONOMIC STRENGTH AND THE ENRICHED LIVES OF OUR CITIZENS.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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Representative SCHEUER. I am now privileged to welcome our dis-
tinguished witnesses. The first witness is particularly welcome
since he was a driving force in Congress for over two decades and
had a hand in producing virtually every single major education bill
of that era.

Former Congressman John Brademas, now president of New
York University, has come to be recognized as one of the outstand-
ingly thoughtful and creative university presidents in our country.

He served 11 terms in the House of Representatives, the last 4 as
majority whip, the third ranking leadership position.

I understand from this morning's papers that they are consider-
ing giving $40,000 additional salary to members of the leadership.
John, it's a shame that you couldn't have hung on.

Mr. BRADEMAS. A salutary development.
Representative SCHEUER. As a member of the Education and

Labor Committee he was involved in virtually every piece of legis-
lation that was passed from 1958 to 1980 and he was especially con-
cerned with student aid, libraees, the handicapped, and museums.

I remember working with him long and hard over a period of
many years on a substantial program for child care. It didn't
happen then, John, and it hasn't really happened yet. That's a
major piece of unfinished business.

We couldn't be more pleased to have this protean figure with us
this morning, with his vast experience on both private sector edu-
cation leadership and the legislative education leadership. We are
delighted to have you. Please take such time as you may need.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BRADEMAS, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the subcommittee. Let me ask unanimous consent that my
prepared statement be printed in the record.

Representative SCHEUER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for your

very generous remarks.
I want to congratulate you, my old and valued friend and col-

league, long an imaginative and creative legislator, now represent-
ing the State and city where I live, as well to salute my other
former colleagues, Congressman Pat Williams, who ably chairs the
subcommittee on which I served all my years in the House of Rep-
resentatives, and my friend Olympia Snowe, who shares with me a
Hellenic ancestry and therefore a deep commitment to education.

I am honored to appear before you and with such distinguished
witnesses as will be following.

It is, of course, a particular pleasure for me to be here because,
as you know, I served as a Member of Congress for 22 years. I
regard that service as one of the most gratifying periods of my life,
and I continue to take great pride in having made some contribu-
tion during that time to shaping the policies of our National Gov-
ernment in support of education, the arts and other areas of Amer-
ican life.

For over 7 1/2 years, I have had the privilege of serving as presi-
dent of New York University, one of the foremost urban universi-
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ties in the Nation. With some 47,000 students in 14 schools, colleges
and divisions and an annual operating budget of $900 million, it is
the largest private university in the world. I must tell you that as
a result of my Pxperience on the campus, I am even more con-
vinced of the wisdom of the judgments that you and my other col-
leagues in Congress and I made over the last generation in forging
policies to assist the colleges and universities of our country and
the students who attend them.

You will also not be surprised to learn that I have not lost my
concern about questions of public policy. I have sat on special task
forces and study groups that have investigated a range of issues
currently, for example, the National Commission on the Public
Service, chaired by Paul Volcker; the Carnegie Commission on Sci-
ence, Technology and Government; and the Consultant Panel to
the Comptroller General of the United States.

Moreoversomething I could not do as a Member of CongressI
now also sit on several corporate and foundation boards, including
Governor Cuomo's New York State Council on Fiscal and Economic
Priorities, which I chair.

So I come before you today as one who wears several hats: that
of a former Member of Congress; president of a major private uni-
versity; and one who now devotes some attention to matters of
public policy.

You have asked me to testify on national programs for education,
particularly higher education, and the relationship between an in-
vestment in education and the country's future. Let me begin by
discussing the changing role of the Federal Government in educa-
tion and the pattern of commitments made by past Presidents and
Congresses.

For as we meet at the close of 1988 and prepare for the swearing
in of a new President and a new Congress, we should keep in mind
that the current structure of Federal contribution to our schools,
colleges, and universities represents the deliberate and thoughtful
work over the past three decades of both chief executives and legis-
lators.

Then I want to outline some of the major challenges facing the
country that higher education can help meet.

I want to also comment on policies of the departing national ad-
ministration, and speak particularly of the ongoing issue of assur-
ing access to higher education. Then I want to weigh the prospects
for improvement with a new President and Congress.

I shall conclude by rnaldng a bold outline of an agenda for con-
sideration by President Bush and the 101st Congress to ensure that
America's colleges and universities are prepared for the Nation's
needs of the 21st century.

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN EDUCATION

As you all know, the National Government has been involved in
education in one way or another for a century and a half with Fed-
ere ' initiatives adapting to the changing demands of an expanding
society. The benchmarks of that evolution are well-known:

As early as 1787, Congress, through the Northwest Ordinance,
reserved land for public schools.

1
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Nearly a century later, the Morrill Act made possible the estab-
lishment of land-grant colleges and universities.

The GI bill of 'World War II, one of the most sweeping Federal
aid programs for education ever enacted, afforded millions of re-
turning veterans, including me, the means to go to college.

The National Defense Education Act of 1958 provided Federal
funds for improving the teaching of mathematics, science, and for-
eign languages.

Each era has produced its own stimulus and rationale for the use
of Federal tax dollars to help education. The movement toward
land-grant colleges in the 1860's took place in the context of Ameri-
ca's entrance into the industrial age and the necessity to prepare
students in the sciences, mechanical arts, agricultural, and other
skills essential to that time. The GI bill arose from a sense of na-
tional obligation to our returning soldiers.

In 1958 the justification for an expanded Federal role in educa-
tion came with the Soviet launching of Sputnik. With the passage
of the National Defense Education Act, a new Federal purpose in
education was articulated:

The national interest requires that the Federal Government give assistance
to education for programs which are important to our national defense.

I entered Congress the year following enactment of the NDEA,
sought and won assignment to the Committee on Education and
Labor, and remained on the committee throughout my service in
Congress.

Federal activities in education expanded significantly during
that time, and I took part in the process.

FOUR COMMITMENTS

Here briefly, during my years in Congress, is what we in Wash-
ington sought to accomplish.

First, we madeand when I say "we," I include Presidents, Sen-
ators, and Representatives of both partiesa commitment that
education be accessible to those likely to be excluded.

Obviously, I cite here the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 which for the first time provided substantial Federal
funds to grade schools and high schools. In addition, there were
Head Start, the Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, Upward
Bound, and all the other components of the War on F'overty. We
also created vocational education and manpower training programs
as well as a measure on which I labored long, the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act.

To assure talented but needy young men and women a chance
for a college education, Presidents of both partiesEisenhower,
Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, and Carteras well as Democrats
and Republicans in Congress, put in placefrom the National De-
fense Education Act through a series of higher education lawsa
fabric of grants, loans, and work-study jobs.

We made a second commitment during my time in Washington
to assist our institutions of culture. The milestones on this path in-
cluded the National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities as
well as programs to help public libraries and museumsall meas-
ures that I championed.

L.)
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There was a third commitmentto strengthen international
studies at our colleges and universities. Here I cite the Internation-
al Education Act of 1966 and other efforts to encourage teaching
and learning about the peoples and cultures of the rest of the
world.

A fourth commitment was to research. Support from the Nation-
al Government has been crucial in enhancing our understanding of
ourselves and our universe through, among other entities, the Na-
tional Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, and
the National Institute of Education.

These then were the four commitments when I was on Capitol
Hill that guided and informed our actions as lawmakers for educa-
tion.

SCHOLARSHIP AND NATIONAL CHALLENGES

In the years since I left Washington, DC, for Washington Square,
there ha's appeared a flood of studies and reports that have under-
scored the close conr ection between education and the country's
future.

There is rising re.ngnition on the part of the people of the
United States that what we as a nation door fail to doto sup-
port education will in large part determine America's well-being
till the end of this century and into the next one.

Here I note that last year I served on the Commission on Nation-
al Challenges in Higher Education, sponsored by the American
Council on Education and chaired by William Friday, president-
emeritus of the University of North Carolina. I know that Robert
Atwell, the president of ACE, will be testifying before this subcom-
mittee tomorrow. Last December, the 33-member commission, com-
posed of college and university presidents and business and labor
leaders, issued a "Memorandum to the 41st President of the United
States."

Our commission urged the next President to place the problems
and perspectives of higher education in the context of the formida-
ble challenges confronting the Nation.

My colleagues and I spoke of five challenges that we believe the
United States will face and that our colleges and universities can
help our newly elected leaders meet.

As I enumerate the challenges highlighted by the ACE Commis-
sion, I shall also mention some other studies before and since that
reinforce our findings.

STRENGTHENING INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

First, our commission said, we must educate Americans for an
increasingly interdependent world. To conduct effective foreign,
economic, and defense policies, the 41st President and the new Con-
gress must turn for knowledge and expertise to our institutions of
higher learning.

Indeed, the people of the United States, in whose hands, for
better or worse, lies much of the responsibility for building a peace-
ful and stable world, must do a far better job than they have been
doing of learning about other cultures, countries, and languages.
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In 1979, a Commission on Foreign Language and International
Studies, appointed by Presdient Carter, described our "scandalous
incompetence" in the United States in foreign languages and de-
clared itself "profoundly alarmed" by its inquiry.

Nearly a decade after the 1979 report, the news is not much
better. In a poll conducted last summer by the National Geograph-
ic Society of 11,000 people in nine countries about their knowledge
of basic facts of geography and world affairs, Americans ranked in
the bottom third.

Some of the disheartening findings:
Half the adult Americans could not identify Nicaragua as the

country where the Contras and Sandinistas are fighting;
More than half could not find Japan on a map; and
A third of the Americans polled could not name a single member

of NATO.

REVITALIZING THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

A second challenge for the new President, our commission said,
is that in an increasingly competitive world, we must revitalize the
American economy. A critical determinant of our economic health
in the remainder of this century and beyond will be our colleges
and universities. As major sources of discovery, innovation, and in-
vention, they can contribute significantly to the renewal of our ad-
vanced, technology-based economy.

But the need among others for enhanced investment to upgrade
and replace outmoded facilities and equipmentthe laboratories,
libraries and classrooms that constitute the infrastructure of the
academic enterprisewill require substantial public funds.

A panel of the White House Science Council, cochaired by David
Packard, chairman of Hewlett-Packard and former Secretary of De-
fense, and Professor Allan Bromley of Yale, deplores the deteriora-
tion of facilities and obsolescence of equipment. The needs in this
area are staggeringsome estimates run as high as $70 billion.

Indeed, more and more voices are urging renewed attention to
education, research and development as essential to restoring
America's economic position in the world. Among the most promi-
nent of those making this case are the panel of the White House
Science Council I have just mentioned; the Cuomo Commission on
Trade and Competitiveness; Erich Bloch, director of the National
Science Foundation; both the Congressional Caucus on Competitive-
ness and the Council Competitiveness; and the National Gover-
nors Association.

EXPANDING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

A third challenge for President Bnsh and the Nation, according
to our commission: We must expa,' d educational opportunity. Per-
sistent unemployment in some areas and a rapidly growing under-
class require that we open the doors to learning at eveq level.

But a recent report from the American Council on Education and
the Education Commission of the States warns of an ominous
trenda decline in minority participation in higher education at
all levels. As the report says, "During the same period when the
pool of minority high school graduates was becoming bigger and

4
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better than ever, minority coller attendance rates fell and have
remained disproportionately low.

Although enrollment of black students in American colleges and
universities rose during the 1970's; between 1980 and 1984, it
dropped by more than 3 percent. In like fashion, although the
number of young Hispanics of college age in the United States
grew by 62 percent over the past decade, the number enrolled in
colleges and universities increased by only 43 percent.

Moreover, the number of black men earning doctorates fell by
nearly 27 percent in the past 10 years with fewer of them studying
medicine, dentistry, business, and law. During that same period,
only 2.1 percent of all doctorates granted in the United States were
awarded to Hispanics. In certain fields, minorities have become vir-
tually nonexistent. For example, in all of 1986, only one black re-
ceived a doctorate in computer science.

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE

Fourth, our ACE Commission said, we must address human
needs and the quality of life. Although there is no single set of
remedies for such tough problems as poverty, homelessness, envi-
ronmental pollution, and poor health care, finding solutions re-
quires new knowledge and research.

Unfortunately, as public officials have increased the proportion
of Federal research funds for defensemilitary research now ac-
counts for two-thirds of Federal R&D fundsthey have scaled back
support of social science research directed at such problems as
housing, unemployment, adult literacy, and poverty. In conse-
quence, we know much less today than we should about these per-
sistent national concerns.

Government support for the arts and humanities has also, in
recent years, been accorded a lower priority, weakening their ca-
pacity to make their indispensable contributions to the quality of
our civilization.

RESTURING RESPECT FOR VALUES AND ETHICAL BEHAVIOR

And finally, our ACE Commission said, we must restore respect
for fundamental values and ethical behavior. Colleges and universi-
ties can help, for example, by offering courses that deal with moral
reasoning and ethics as well as by making institutional decisions in
fair-minded and honorable fashion. And college leaders can encour-
age student participation in community service activities.

Here I should mention Campus Compact, a coalition of college
and university presidents who strive to create public service oppor-
tunities for their students. An idea supported by Campus Compact
is the establishment of a voluntary national service corps. Under
legislation introduced last year by Senator Claiborne Pell, students
would receive Federal financial aid in exchange for community
service.

We must all be disturbed that the annual surveys of freshmen by
Alexander Astin of UCLA indicate a 16-year decline in altruism
and concern for others. In light of these findings, all of us who lead
colleges and universities should urge our students to help the
hungry, homeless, and disadvantaged.
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What our commission was saying, in brief, is that in order to
overcome its problems and take advantage of its opportunities, the
United States depends in fundamental ways on educated men and
women and the ideas and skills they generate. The vitality of the
United States is, we insisted, directly linked to the character and
quality of our institutions of higher learning and of the teaching
and scholarship that take place there.

Now, I have asserted that a healthy system of colleges and uni-
versities in the United States is essential to meeting the problems
and opportunities of the next decade and next century.

And I have looked at five spheres of activity where the modern
university seems particularly influential in its impact on society.

If institutions of higher learning are to fulfill their responsibil-
ities, a vigorous response is required not only from our colleges and
universities, but also from foundations, corporations, and individ-
ual benefactors and from local, State, and Federal governments.

In other words, as we look to the 21st century, it is imperative
that we renew, that we reinvigorate, the traditional partnership
that has supported higher education in the United States.

THE REAGAN RECORD

I use the words "renew" and "reinvigorate" for as most of you
know, the Government-university partnership at the Federal level
has been unraveling in recent years. Indeed, at a time when more
and more Americans have come to believe that we need all the
education we can get, the administration of President Reagan has
year after year attempted to reduce support to our schools, col-
leges, and universities.

Let me talk about just one area of the Federal education
budgetstudent aid. As one of the architects of the Federal stu-
dent assistance programs, I am proud that they have made an es-
sential contribution to enhancing access to higher education for
millions of Americans.

In 15 years of existence, Pell grantsthe largest grant pro-
gramhave helped some 28 million students go to college. In the
1987-88 academic year, more than 2.8 million students received
Pell grants, each averaging $1,306.

Guaranteed Student Loans, the biggest of the academic loan pro-
grams, have aided over 30 million students since 1966. In 1987-88,
the GSL program, which prevides a Federal subsidy and insurance
for loans to students by banks and credit unions, dispensed more
than $8 billion in loans to 3.5 million students.

Despite these and other atudent financial assistance programs,
we have seen over the last decade the reemergence of barriers to
equalizing educational opportunity. Too little Federal money for
the student aid program has been the biggest obstacle. To cite the
most glaring example, Ronald Reagan's budget for fiscal year 1988
would have slashed student assistance by an astonishing 45 percent
below the amount Congress voted for fiscal 1987.

Moreover, in recent years, the Reagan administration has at-
tempted to shift more student assistance from grants to loans as
the primary means of providing financial aid. Loans now represent
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more than half the total student aid that college and university
students receive.

One consequence of the increased use of loans has been a rapid
rite in the default rate. The growth in the volume of loans and the
recent jump in the rate of defaults threaten increased funds for
Federal student assistance programs.

Another result of the shift from grants to loans, some analysts
believe, is that this policy is discouraging low-income and minority
students from going to college.

Add to this concern another. I speak of the real damege to our
colleges and universities contained in several provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986.

First, the legislation taxes scholarships and fellowships to the
extent that students do not use the stipends for tuition and equip-
menta particular hardship for graduate students in payin for
room and board. Second, deductions for interest on student loans
are phased outanother cost increase for students.

Third, the legislation mandates a $150 million ceiling per institu-
tion on access to We-exempt financing by private but not public
colleges and universities. And finally, the law threatens giving to
higher education by eliminating the charitable deduction for non-
itemizers and by imposing a minimum tax on gifts of appreciated
property.

Moreover, the Technical Corrections Tax bill just signed into law
contains further onerous provisions.

One would change the tax treatment of employee educational as-
sistance which allows employers to pay for certain educational ex-
penses of their employees without the employees being taxed on
these benefits. The new bill taxes tuition for graduate students who
are not teaching or research assistants.

Another provision would permit imposition of an upfront, one-
time tax on faculty buyout agreements, changing current law
which taxes faculty members over the period of the payout. The
consequence will be both a higher tax burden for faculty and much
greater difficulty for colleges and universities negotiating retire-
ment agreements with them.

Overall, Mr. Chairman, the cumulative effect of these tax laws is
a serious loss for higher education at a time when we should be
giving greater support to our colleges and universities.

A STRAINED PARTNERSHIP

Beyond budgets and tax laws, one of the most troubling dimen-
sions of the present administration's posture toward aigher educa-
tion has been its rhetoric. I need not remind you, for example, of
the charges leveled by former Secretary of Education William J.
Bennett, who attacked colleges and universitiesand their stu-
dentsfor a wide range of alleged failures.

Now as I have indicated, the combination of, on the one hand,
contracting budgets, destructive tax policies and divisive r ietoric
with, on the other, escalating needs has produced serious points of
friction in the Government-university relationship.

Let me here simply list some symptoms of the strain:
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More and more students now borrow to meet their college costs
and will graduate as members of a new debtor generation.

Financial aid cuts constrain student choice and threaten to
create a two-tier system of higher education with private colleges
for the rich and public ones for everyone else.

Universities, desperate for funds for science facilities, go directly
to Congress, bypassing merit-based peer review.

Competition for dollars pits independent institutions of higher
learning against public ones, colleges and universities from one
region of the country against those from another, and postsecond-
ary education against grade schools and high schools.

Federal officials pour out provocative statements, studies, and
schemes that shake public confidence in higher education while
colleges and universities, on the defensive, marshal lobbyists,
public relations specialists, and polling experts to help polish their
tarnished image.

That the Government-university partnership has deteriorated, in
my view, is especially damaging to colleges, universities, and their
students and faculty. But I believe that this erosion also does grave
harm to the country as a whole.

For if current Federal policies represent a serious loss for higher
education, they also endanger achieving those national goals that
our colleges and universities so clearly servea stronger economy,
an effective foreign policy, a more secure America, a healthier and
better educated people.

BIPARTISAN TRADITION

Here let me reiterate a fundamental fact about Federal support
for learning and research over the last generation. It has always
been bipartisan. The battle of recent years over appropriate poli-
cies toward higher education has not been between Democrats and
Republicans. Rather the struggle has been between, on the one
hand, the bipartisan tradition of legislators, Presidents and other
public officials of both parties who have worked together to
strengthen our colleges and universities, and, on the other, a
narrow, ideological view that would undermine them.

Fortunately, both Republicans and Democrats in Congress have
joined to prevent the most destructive of the present administra-
tion's assaults on higher education. Support for education on Cap-
itol Hill, I am very glad to say, has continued to be bipartisan.

PREINAUGURATION REFLECTIONS

Because I speak to you during the transition to a new Presiden-
cy, I want to make a few observations about the prospects for
higher education under the administration of George Bush.

I think it highly significant that repeatedly on the campaign
trail President-elect Bush said he wanted to be an "education
President," and that he promised to continue programs for educa-
tion Mr. Reagan repeatedly attempted to reduce.

Indeed, Mr. Bush made the following pledge: "I can say un-
equivocally that I will not support any further cuts in total Federal
funding for education. We can spend more wisely, but we must not
spend less."
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The Bush position papers called for increased support for early
childhood education; more funds for school reform experiments; im-
proved teaching and magnet schools; and a new college savings pro-gram.

During the late months of the Presidential campaign, Mr.Reagan chose as Secretary of Education to replace the departing
Secretary William Bennettan outspoken enemy of many effortsto support educationa person with views decidedly more sympa-thetic. Lauro F. Cavazos, the first Hispanic-American to serve in
any Presidential Cabinet, is himself a former university president.
In a clear departure from his predecessor, Secretary Cavazos hasboth voiced his concern about student fmancial aid and the educa-tion of minorities as well as, believe it or not, expressed admiration
for university presidents.

Moreover, Mr. Bush declared that he would urge his Secretary of
Education to work with teachers, administrators, and college presi-
dentsthe aTOUpf3 Mr. Bennett enthusiastically attacked. And, aswe know, the President-elect has announced his intention to con-
tinue Secretary Cavazos in his present office.

These are, of course, encouraging developments for higher educa-tion in this country, at least with respect to the policy of the Feder-
al Government. Now the new President must deliver on his prom-ises.

Indeed, as a Democrat and former Member of Congress, I takethe liberty of offering this advice to my former colleague in the
House of Representatives who will next month occupy the WhiteHouse. Mr. Bush has said he wants to be an "education President"
and has signaled a desire to work in harmony with a Congress con-trolled in both bodies by Democrats. What better way to accom-plish these two goals than to present to the lawmakers on CapitolHill after Inauguration Day a creative and substantive proposal for
strengthening American education?

Because the opportunities for conflict between a White House
controlled by one party and a Congress controlled by the other will
be many, I believe that it is obvious that a President who seeks tolead the Nation effectively must look for ways to forge constructive
relationships with Capitol Hill.

In my judgmentand I speak as a Democratic legislator whoworked closely with Republicans in this place for over two dec-adeseducation is the perfect issue for a Republican President touse as a bridge to a Democratic House and Senate. And I believethat President Bush, for the reasons I have assigned, has a splen-did opportunity, in offering his program for education, to rebuildthe historic tradition of bipartisan support for teaching and learn-ing in our country.
So, Mr. President-elect, I modestly but most sincerely urge thatyou extend an olive branch to Congress in the form of serious,

solid, imaginative proposals to serve the schools, colleges, and uni-versities of our nation and the students who attend them.
AGENDA FOR ACTION

Now I have asserted that our ability to meet the challenges of
the next decade and century depends directly on the capacity of
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our colleges and universities to produce new knowledge and pre-
pare Metre generations of scholars and scientists. If we fail to exer-
cise leadership in education, we jeopardize all these dimensions of
our national life.

Nor are colleges and universities the only arena to which we
must direct our attention and resources. Upgrading the skills of
the American work force will demand concerted action across a
range of educational fronts, from improved preschool programs to
reform of our public schools adult literacy and worker retrain-
ing.

In light of the concerns of this subcommittee and of my position
as a university president, I shall, in concluding my testimony, con-
centrate for the most part on the responsibilities of the Federal
Government toward higher education.

If the Nation's colleges and universities are to effectively help
prepare America for the competitive challenges of the coming dec-
ades, we must, I believe, take several actions. I draw this agenda,
Mr. Chairman, in large measure from the report of the ACE Com-
mission on National Challenges in Higher Education. To reiterate,
I was an active member of the commission.

1. We must educate Americans for an increasingly interdependent
world.

As the American economy grows more reliant on international
trade, we need people prepared to work effectively with Japanese
business executives, Arab oil ministers, European Common Market
officials, and Third World governments.

I recommend that the President and Congress take the following
actions:

Strengthen international studies and research, including the
teaching of foreign languages.

Title VI of the Higher Education Act supports research and in-
structf.on in modern foreign languages. Currently authorized at $54
million, title VI supports university-based national resource cen-
ters, fellowships, and independent research projects as well as a
small number of undergraduate programs. As the legislative father
of the forerunner of title VI, the International Education Act of
1966, I urge continued and expanded support of title VI programs.

Encourage student and faculty exchanges to enable Americans to
study and teach abroad and students and teachers from other coun-
tries to attend American institutions.

I must mention here our most famed international exchange
effort, the Fulbright program. First created in 1946, the program
reached its peak in the mid-1960's but then suffered a long decline.
By 1980, Fulbright funds had fallen, in real terms, to half the
dollar amount of 15 years earlier.

From 1981 to 1986, Congress doubled appropriations for the Ful-
bright exchanges to :9.5 million. Even so, the number of exchange
grants was only 5,785almost 40 percent less than two decades
ago. I believe it is in our national interest to reach our previous
level of commitment.

Here, Mr. Chairman, you may be interested to know that earlier
this month, at the invitation of the Fulbright Commission in Brazil
and the United States Information Agency, I spent several days in
Brasilia, Siio Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro.
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I took part ir a television program, broadcast throughout Latin
America, which marked the 10th anniversary of the Hubert H.
Humphrey Scholarly Exchange. This program enables midcareer
professionals from developing countries to spend a period of time
studying at universities in the United States.

Indeed, although the Fulbright exchanges in Brazil represent but
a modest investment, I was most impressed by what they have
achieved.

Assist colleges and universities in the United States in develop-
ing joint educational and research programs with institutions in
other countries.
' 2. We must support education and research to help revitalize the
economy.

There is widespread agreement that serious attention must be
paid to upgrading the skills of the American work force.

To that end, Congress and the President must:
Make a major effort to attract and prepare the ablest men and

women as teachers at all levels of our educational system. The Na-
tion's schools and colleges are in particular need of improved math-
ematics and science instruction.

Make permanent the current provisions of the Tax Code that
exempt from taxation the educational benefits that members of the
work force receive from their employers.

Encourage State governments, in cooperation with the private
sector, to monitor labor force needs so that educational institutions
can design training programs to serve their communities more ef-fectively.

At a time when the economic challenges facing kr...erica are
grave and immediate, we must also attend to the vital infrastruc-tureboth intellectual and physicalthat sustains the advanced
research from which most innovations and discoveries flow.

In this area, our national leaders should:
Respond to the Nation's need for more scientists and engineers

by expanding Federal support for graduate student assistantships
and for faculty research. The evidence of shortages is clear; for ex-ample, foreign students now account for about 40 percent of enroll-
ments in U.S. graduate schools of engineering and they now re-ceive more than half the doctorates in engineering granted in thiscountry.

Take steps to rebuild the outmoded research and teaching facili-
ties of colleges and universities. A mWor first step should be to ap-
propriate funds for the new authority granted the National Science
F'oundation for renovation of graduate and undergraduate research
facilities.

Implement existing legislative authority to help colleges and uni-
versities obtain access to capital markets for construction and ren-ovation of eqpipment and facilities; and provide private colleges
and universities the same access to the tax-exempt bond market al-
ready available to public institutions.

Make permanent and strengthen the R&D tax credit and reex-
amine those provisions of the Tax Code changed in 1986 and 1988
that threaten graduate study, including taxation of scholarships,
fellowshi and some kinds of educational employee assistance;
and nondeductibility of interest paid on student loans. Also look to
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the impact of tax changes governing faculty retirement agree-
ments.

3. We must reaffirm the national commitment to educational op-
portunity.

We cannot expect to restore our productivity as a nation by
slamming shut th.e door of educational opportunity on millions of
Americans. But if colleges and universities are to keep their doors
open, particularly to low-income students, we need changes in some
Federal policies. I recommend our leaders take the following steps:

Intensify efforts to enable disadvantaged students to finish high
school and go to college. Programs like Head Start and Upward
Bound should be expanded.

Increase funds for grants rather than loans to needy students;
this shift will also help solve the loan default problem. A key goal
should be adequate funding for the Pell grant program to increase
the maximum award to the neediest students and assure that all
students receive the full awards for which they are eligible.

Encourage consideration of legislative incentives for families to
save for future educational casts. Such incentives might include
savings plans, tax deferral of a portion of education expenses and
the use of accumulated IRA funds for payments of college tuition.

Expand graduate fellowships for minorities and, especially in the
physical sciences and engineering, for women. Fellowship programs
should include summer research grants, assistantships, advanced
research and training opportunities and early identification of po-
tential recipients.

4. We must encourage educational activities that address human
needs and the quality of life.

Experience and common sense tell us that we will not easily
solve such problems as poverty, unemployment and inadequate
health care. But in each case, new knowledge and research can
help provide the key.

I recommend, therefore, that the President and Congress:
Increase support for applied social science research in areas vital

to the formulation of national policy by agencies such as the D,...-
partment of Health and Human Services, the Department of Labor,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the De-
partment of Education.

Initiate programs to study and improve the quality of public and
preventive health care and the delivery of health care services.

Strengthen the capacity of the Federal Government to collect
and disseminate statistical data about the demography of the work
force, patterns of health and education, and other social and eco-
nomic indicators.

Reaffirm the importance of the liberal arts tradition in our socie-
ty. Federal support for the arts and humanities, libraries and mu-
seums, for example, should resume its rightful place among the
Nation's priorities.

Increase support for the preservation and maintenance of books
and other scholarly resources, and through the Library ofCongress
and other Federal agencies, support for the development of new
computerized capabilities for information storage and retrieval.

5. We must restore respect for fundamental values and ethical be-
havior.
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Our national leaders, in all sectors of public life, are in a unique
position to help rekindle a spirit of social obligation. At the Federal
level, they can build on successful existing programs that provide
opportunities for college and university students to serve society.

The President and Congress should:
Expand such programs as the Peace Corps and Vista for commu-

nity service at home and abroad.
Strengthen, through Federal student aid programs, incentives to

students for community service work.
Explore ways to encourage students to enter public service ca-

reers in such fields as teaching, public health, and social welfare.
Encourage talented men and women, as I am sure the National

Commission on the Public Service will do in our final report, to
consider entering the career Federal civil service.

CONCLUSION

Let me conclude my testimony with some history that bears di-
rectly on what brings us together today.

Over eight decades ago, at the start of the 20th century, Great
Britain was caught up in a spirited public debate over the eclipse
of British economic might by the upstart Americans. A leading in-
dustrialist of the time organized a commission of businessmen,
labor leaders, and educators to travel to the United States to find
out why the American economy was booming and the British sput-
tering.

That commission, which issued its report in 1902, reached the fol-
lowing conclusion:

American industrial efficiency and its openness to the introduction of labor-saving
innovations (were] largely due to the superior education of the American worker" '. It is the interest in and expansion ofeducation on every level in the U.S. and
the willingness of the U.S. Government to spend money on education that is making
American industry so threatening to Britain.

This connection between education and a nation's creativity and
prosperity was echoed 86 years later in an editorial which ap-
peared in the Financial Times of London of November 15, 1988, en-titled, "In Defense of a Good Schooling."

The piece contains this passage:
In today's world, and even more in tomorrow's, an educated population is going tobe by far the most important national resource of each country. Education should be

considered not merely as a "popular spending programme" but as a key elementifnot the key elementin national security ."
It is, Mr. Chairman, the Members of the Congress of the United

States who, beginning in 1958 with the passage of the National De-
fense Education Act and extending to the present, have taken the
initiative to support education as an indispensable national re-
source. And Mr. Chairman, I am confident that, as we look to the
future of' our country, it will be the Congress of the United States
on whom the American people can continue to depend for such
leadership.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear before
you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brademas follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BRADEMAS

Introductory Remarks

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. I should like at the

outset of my testimony to xtend w4rm greetings to the distinguished

members of the Subcommittee. especially the Chairman, my old and

valued friend. Congressman Schauer. long an imaginative ani creative

legislator. Now, of course, I live in the city and State he so ably

represnts. Indeed, I
offer all members of the Subcommittee my best

wishes as you prepare to carry out your responsibilities in the

10Ist Congress.

1 mm honored to appear today in such distinguished company including

two other good friends, my former c 'segue. now Governor Jim

01anchard of Michigan: and Jule Sugarman, Secretary of Social and

Health Resources of the State of Washington; as well as Governor

John McKernan, Jr. of Maine and Admiral James Watkins.

ft Is. of course, a particular pleasure for ate to be here because,

as you know. I served as a Member of Congress for twenty-two years.

I
regard that service as one of the most gratifying periods of my

1;fe. and 1
continuo to telt, great pride in having made some

contribution during that time to shaping the policies af our
national government In support of education, the arts and other

areas of American life.

for over seven-anda-half years. I have had the privilege of serving

as president of New York University, one uf the foremost urban
universities In the nation and, with some 47.000 students in
fourteen schools, colleges and divisions and an annual operating

budget of WO million, the largest private university in the

world, I must tell you that as result of my xper:sineo on tho

campus. I am ven more convinced of the wisdom of the Judgments that

you and my other colleagues in Congress and I made over the last

generation In forging policies to assist the colleges and
universities of our country and the students who attend them.

you will also not be surprised to learn that I have not lost my

concern about questions of public policy. I have set on special

task fortes and study groups that have Investigated range of

issuescurrently. for example. the National Commission on the

Public Service, chaired by Paul Volcker: the Carnegie Commission on

Science, Technology and Government: and the Consultant Panel to the

Comptroller General of the United States.

Moreoversomething I could not do as Member of Congress-1 now

also sit on several corporate and foundation boards. Including

Governor Cuomo's New York State Council on Fiscal and Economic

Priorities, which I chair.

So I
come before you today as one who wears several hats: that of

former Member of Congress. president of a major private university.

end one wn0 now devotes some attention to matters of public policy.

You have asked me to testify on national programs for education.

particular.), higher education, and the relationship between an
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Investment in education and the country', future. Let me begin bydiscussing the changing role of the Federal government In educationand the pattern of commitments made by past Presidents ondComp

For as wo meet at the close of 1211 and prepare for the swearing inof new President and a new Congress. we should keep In mind that
the curient structure of ridaral contribution to our schools.
college. end unlversitlee reprsents the deliberate and thoughtful
work over the pest three decades of both chief xecutives end
legislator,.

Then I wnt to outline some or the major challenges facing the
Country that higher education con help meet.

I want leo to comment on pollcies of the departing notional
Administration, end speek particularly of the ongoing issue of
assuring access to higher education. Then I went to weigh the
prospects for improvement with now President and Congrese

I shall conclude by making bold to outline en agenda for
consideration by President Bush and the 10Ist Congress to ensure
that America's colleges and universities are prepared for tho
notion's needs of the 71st century

The Federal Note in !duretjon

As you all know, the national government has been involved in
e ducation in ono way or another for a century and a half, with
federal InItiatIveit adapting to the changing demands of en expandingsociety. The benchmerks of that evolution ere well-known

o A. early es 1717. Congreso. through the Northwest Ordinance.
r o eel lend for public schools.

o Nearly a century later, the Morrill Act made possible the
establishment of land grant colleges and universitieso The G I. Rill of World War II, one of the most sweeping
federal aid to education progrems over enacted, afforded
millions of returning veterans. including me. the means to goto college.

o The National defense !duration Act of 12%11 provided Federal
funds for improv.ng the teaching of mathemetics. SCIIIAte andforeign languages.

tech era has produced its own stimulus end rationale for the use ofloderei lex dollars to help education The movement toward landgrant colleges In the 111140s took piece in the context of Americo'se ntrance into the industrial ege and the necessity to prepare
students In the sciences, mechanical

arts. agricultural rind otherskills essential to that time The C I. Rill *rose from a seht. ofnational obligation to our returning soldiers.
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In 1956 the justification for an xpanded Federal role in educatton

came with the Soviet launching of Sputnik. With the passage of the

National Defense Education Act, a new Federal purpose in education

was articulated:

The national interest requires...that the federal government

give assistance to education for programs which are Important

to our national defense.

I
entered Congress the year following enactment of the NDEA, sought

and won assignment to the Committee on Education and labor, and

remained On the Committee throughout my service in Congress.

Federal activities In education expanded significantly during that

time. and 1 took part in the process.

Four Commitments

Here briefly, during my years in Congress. Is what we in Washington

sought to accomplish.

First, we madeand when 1 say "we," 1 include Presidents. Senators

and Representatives of both parties--a commitment that education be

accessible to those likely to be excluded.

Obviously, 1 cite here the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

1965, which for the first time provided substantial Federal funds to

grade schools and high schools. in addition, there were Head Start.

the Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps. Upward Bound and all

the other components of the War on Poverty. We a!so created

vocational education and manpower training programs as well as a

measure on which I
labored long, the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act.

To assure talented but needy young men and women a chance for a

college education. Presidents of both partiesEisenhower, Kennedy,
Johnson, Nixon, Ford and Carter--as well as Democrats and

Republicans in Congress. put In placefrom the National Defense
Education Act through a series of higher education lawsa fabric of

grants, loans and work-study jobs.

We made a second coMinitment during my time in Washingtonto assist

our institutions of culture. The milestones on this path included

the National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities as well as

programs to help public libraries and museumsall measures that I

championed.

There was a third commitmentto strengthen international studies at

our colleges and universities. Hers I cite the International

Education Act of 1966 and other efforts to encourage teaching and
learning about the peoples and cultures of the rest of the world.
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A fourth commitment wee to research. Support from the national
government has been crucial in enhancing our understanding of
ourselves and our universe through. ameng other entitles. the
National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health endthe National Institute of Education.

These then were the four commitments when I was on Capitol N111 that
guided and Informed our actions es lawmakers for education.

Scholarship and National Challenw

In the years since I left Washington. D.C. for Washington Square.there has appeared flood of studies and reports that have
underscored the close connection between ducation and the country's
future.

There Is rising recognition on the part of the people of the United
States that what we as a nation do--or fall to do--to support
e ducation witi in large pert determine America's well-being till the
e nd of this century and into the next one.

Here I note that last year I served on the COmmission on National
Challenges in Nigher Education, sponsored by the American Council onEducation and chaired by William Friday, president-emeritus of theUniversity of North Carolina.

I know that Robert Atwell, the
president of ACE, will be testifying before this Subcommttee
tomorrow. Last December, the 33-member Commission. composed o'
college and university presidents and business and labor leaders,
Issued a "Memorandum to the 41st President of the United States."

Our Commission urged the next President to place the problems and
perspectives of higher education In the context of the formidable
challenges confronting the notion.

My colleagues and I spoke of five challenges that we believe the
United States will face, and that our colleges and universities can
help our newly elected leaders meet.

As 1 enqmerate the challenges highlighted by the ACE Commission, Ishall also mention some other studies before and since that
reinforce our findings.

Strengthening Interr.tional Education

First. our Commission said we must educate Americans for an
increasingly interdependen% world. To conduct effective foreign,
economic and defense policies. the 4Ist President and the new
Congress must turr for knowledge and expertise to our institutions
of higher learning.

Indeed, the people of the United States, in whose hands, for better
or worse, lies much of the responsibility for building peaceful



end stable world, must do a far better lob than we have been doing
of learning about other c.4: ures, countries end languages.

In 1979. Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies.

ppointed by President Carter, described our "scandalous
incompetence In the United States in foreign languages 4ind declared

Itself "profoundly alarmed" by its inquiry.

Nearly decade after the 1979 report, the news :11 not much better.

In poll conducted lest suMmer by the National Geographic Society
of 11.000 People in nine countries about their knowledge of basic
facts of geography and world affairs, Americans ranked in the bottom

third.

Some of the disheartening findings:

o Half the adult Americans could not Identify Nicaragua as the

country where the Contras and Sandinistas are fighting;

o More than half could not find Japan on a map;
o A third of the Americans boiled could not name a single member

of NATO.

Revitalizing the American Economy

A second challenge for the new President. our Commission said. Is

that in an Increasingly competitive world. we must revitalize the

American economy. A critical determinant of our economic health in

the remainder of this century and beyond will be our coltages and

universities. As maior sources of discovery. Innovation and
invention. they can contribute significantly to the renewal of our

advanced, technology-based economy.

But the need among Others for enhanced investment to upgrad4 and

replace outmoded facilities and equipmentthe laboratories.
libraries and classrooms that constitute the Infrastructure of the

academic enterprisewill require substantial public funds.

A panel of the White House Science Council. co-chaired by David
Packard. chairman of Hewlett-Packard and former Secretary of
Defense. and Professor Allan Bromley of Yale. deplores the
deterioration of facilities and obsolescence of equipment. The

needs in this area are staggeringsome estimates run as high ts $70

billion.

Indeed, more and more voices are urging renewed attention to
education, research and development as essential to restoring
Nrowrica's economic position in the world. Among the most prominent
of those making this case are the panel of the White House Science

Council I
have just mentioned; the Cuomo Commission on Trade and

Competitiveness; Erich Bloch, director of tha National Science
Foundation; both the Congressional Caucus on Comprtitiveness and the

Council on Competitiveness; and the National Governors Association.
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Expanding Educational Opportunilx

A third challenge for President Bush end the nation, according to
our Commission: We must xpand educational opportunity. Persistent
unemployment In some aaaaa end a rapidly growing underclass require
that we open the doors to learning at every level.

But recent report frOm the American Council on Education end the
Education Commission of the States warns of an ominous trenda
decline In minority participation In higher education at ail
levels. As the report says. "Curing the same period when the pool
of minority high school graduates was becoming bigger and better
than ever, minority college attendance rates fell and have remained
disproportionately low.'

Although enrollment of black students In American colleges and
universities ros during the 1970s, between 19110 and 1914. It
dropped by more than three percent. In ilke fashion, although the
number of young Hispanics of college-age in the United States grew
by 62 percent over the past dcade. the number nrolled In colleges
and universities increased by only 43 percent.

Moreover, the number of black men arneng doctorates fll by nearly
27 percent In the past ten years with fewer of them studying
medicine, dentistry, business and law. During that same period.
only 2.1 percent of all doctorates granted In the United States ware
awarded to Hispanics. In certain fields. minorities have become
virtually non-existent. For xaMpis. In all of 1916, only one black
received a doctorate In computer science.

Improving the Quality of Life

Fourth. our ACE Commission said, we must address human needs and the
quality of life. Although there la no single set of remedies for
such tough problems as poverty, homelessness, environmental
pollution and poor health care, finding solutions requires new
knowledge and research.

Unfortunately, as public officials have incrased the proportion of
Federal research funds for defense--mIlltary research now accounts
for two-thirds of Federal R&D funds--they have scaled back support
of social science research directed at such problems ai-nusing,
unemployment, adult literacy and poverty. In consequence, we know
much lass today than we should about these persistent national
concerns.

Covernmont support for the arts and humanities has also. in recent
years, been accorded lower priority, weakening their capacity to
make their indispensable contributions to the quality of our
civilization.
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Restoring Respect for Values and Ethical Behavior

And finally. our ACE Commission said, we must restore respect for
fundamental values and ethical behavior. Colleges and universities
can help, for example, by offering courses that deal with moral
reasoning and ethics as well as by making institutional decisions in

falr-minded and honorable fashion. And college leaders can
entourage student participation In Community service activities.

Here I
should mention Campus Compact, a coalition of college and

university presidents who strive to create public service

opportunities for their students. An idea supported by Campus
Compact Is the establishment of a voluntary notional service corps.
Under legislation introduced last year by Senator Claiborne Pell,
students would receive Federal financial aid In exchange for

community service.

We must all be disturbed that the annual surveys of freshmen by
Alexander Astin of UCLA indicate a 16-year decline In altruism and

concern for others. In light of these finCings. all of us who lead
colleges and universities should urge our students to help the

hungry, homeless and disadvantaged.

What our Commission was saying. In brief, Is that In order to

overcome its problems and take advantage of its opportunities. the
United States depends In fundamental ways on educated men and women

and the ideas and skills they generate. The vitality of the United
States is. we insisted, directly linked to the character and quality
of our institutions of higher learning and of the teaching and

scholarship that take place there.

Now 1
have asserted that a healthy system of colleges and

universities In the United Statss is essential to meeting the
problems and opportunities of tht next decade and next century.

And I hati looked at five spheres of activity where the modern
university seems particularly influential in Its impact on society.

But for institutions of higher learning to fulfill their
responsibilities will require vigorous response not only from our
colleges and universities but also from foundations. corporations
and Individual benefactors and from local, state and Federal

governments.

In other words, as we look to the 21st century. It is imperative

that we renew, that we reinvigorate, the traditional partnership
that has supported higher education In the United States.

f'
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The Reson Record

I use the words "renew" and "r-.nvigcrate" for it most of you know,
the goysrnment-university partnership at the Federal level has In
recent years been unraveling. Indeed, et a time when more and more
Arnericano !:ave come Io believe that we need all the education we can
get. the .".4minIstration of President Reagan has 'ear after year
attempted tu reduce support to our echools, colleges nd
unlversItISS.

Let mo talk about lust one area of the :"ederl education
budgetstudent aid. A. on* of the archlteCtO of the Federal
student assistance programs. I am proud that they have made an
eosentlel contribution to enhancing for millions of Americans access
to higher education.

In fifteen years of existence. Pell Grantsthe lerwert grant
programhave helpe4 sOMM 'I million .tudents go to .'ollege. In the
i927-111 academic year, more then 2.6 million studentt received Pell
Grants, each averaging $1.306.

Cuarenteed Student Loans, the biggest of 1he academic loan programs.
have aided over 30 million students since 1966. In 1007-00. the GSL
progrem, which provides Federal subsidy end insurance for loans to
students by benkS end credit unions, dispensed more than
81 Wilton In loans to 3.S million students.

Despite these and other student financial assistance programs. we
have seen over the last decade the re-emergence of barriers to
equalizing (1w:redone! opportunity. Too little Federal money for
the tudent old progrem has been the biggest oheticie. To cite the
most glaring example. Ronald Reagan's budget for fiscal year 1281
would have lashed student assistance by en astonishing percent
blow the amount Congress voted for fiscal 1987.

Moreover, in recent years, the Reagan Administration has attempted
to shift more student assistance from grants to loans as the primary
means of providing financial aid Loans now represent more than
half the total student aid that college and university students
receive.

Una consequence of the Increased use of loans hes been a rapid rise
In the default rate. The growth In the volume of loans, and the
recent jump in the rote of defaults, threaten

1 d funds for
Federal student assistance programs.

Another result of the shift from grants to loans, some analysts
believe, is that this policv is discouraging low-Income and minority
students from going to college.

Add to this concern .nother. I speak of the real damage In our
colleges end uniw_reitios contained in several provisions of the tas
Reform Act of 1986.
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First. the legislation taxes scholarships and fellowships :o the
extent that students do not use the stipends for tuition and

equipment. particular hardship for graduate students In paying for

room and board. Second, deductions for interest on student loans
are phase0 out, another cost increase for Students.

Third. the legislation mandates a $ISO million ceiling per
Institution on access to tax-exempt financing by private but not

ublic colleges and universities. And finally, the law threatens

g v ng to higher education by eliminating the charitable deduction
for non-itemisers and by imposing a minimum tax on gifts of

$ppreclated property.

Moreover, the Technical Corrections Tax Bill just signed into law

contains further onerous provisions.

One would change the tax treatment of mployee educational
assistance. which allows employers to pay for certain educational

xpenses of their employees. without the employees being taxed on

these benefits. The new bill taxes tuition for graduate students

who are not teaching or research assistants.

Another provision would permit imposition of an upfront. one-time

tax on faculty buyout agreements, changing current law which taxes
faculty members over the period of the pay-out. The consequence
will be both a higher tax burden for faculty and much greater

difficulty for colleges end universities negotiating retirement

agreements with them.

Overall. Mr. Chairman, the cumulative effect of these tax laws is a

serious loss for higher education at a time when wet should be giving

greater support to our colleges and universities.

A Strained Partnership

Beyond budgets and tax laws, one of the most troubling dimensions of

the present Administration's posture toward higher education has

been its rhetoric. I
need not remind you, for example, of the

charges levalec by former Secretary of Education William J. Bennett.

who attackd col'eges and universitiesand their students--for a

wide range of alicled failures.

Now as I have indlca..d. the combination of. on the one hand.
contracting budgets. o'structive tax policies end divisive rhetoric
with, on the other, sca'ating needs has produced serious points of

friction In the governmen.-university relationship.

Let me here limply list some vimptoms of the strain.

o More .and more students now borrow to meet their college costs
and will graduate as members of new debtor generation.

o Financial aid Cuts constrain student choice and threaten to

create a two-tier system of higher education with private
colleges for the rich and public ones for everyone else.
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o Universities. desperate for funds for science fecilities. ge
directly to Congress. bypassing merit-based peer review.

o Competition for dollars pits independent Institutions of
higher learning against public ones. colleges and universities
from one region of the country against those from nother. and
postsecondary education against grade schools snd high schools.

o Federal officials pour out provocative statements, studies and
schemes that shake public confidence In higher education while
Colleges and universities. on the defensive. marshall
lobbyists, public rel:tions specialists and polling experts to
help polish their tarnished image.

That the government-university partnership has deteriorated. In my
view. is specially damaging to colleges. universities and their
students and faculty. tut I believe that this erosion also does
grave harm to the country as whole.

For II current Federal policies reprsent a serious loss for highr
education. they also endanger achieving those national goals that
our colleges and universities so clearly serve--a stronger economy.
an ffective foreign policy, a more secure America, healthier and
better ed..A.7.ted people.

pipartisan Tradition

Here let me reiterate fundamental fact about Federal support for
learning and reserch over the lost generation. It has always boon
bipartisan. The battle of recent years over appropriate policies
toward higher education has not been between Democrats and
Republicans. Rather the struggle hos been between, on the one hand.
the Wpartisan tradition of legislators. Presidents and other public
officials of both parties who have worked tOgether to strengthen our
collegcs and universities, and, on the other. narrow. Ideological
view that would undermine them.

Fortunately, both Republicans and Democrats in Congrlss have joined
to prevent the most destructive of the present A In stration's
assaults on higher education. Support for education on Capitol
Hill, 1 om very glad to say. has continued to be bipartisan.

Pre-Inauguration Reflections

Because I speak to you during the transition to a new presidency. I

want to make few observations about the prospects for higher
education under the Administration of George Bush.

think It highly significant that repeatedly on the campaign trail
President-elect Bush said he wanted to be an "education President,"
and that he promised to continue programs for education Mr. Reagan
repeatedly attempted to reduce.

Indeed. Mr. Bush made the following pledge. "I can say
unequivocally that i will not support any further cuts in total

f; :
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Federal funding for education. We can spend more wisely, but we

must not spend less."

The Bush position papers called for increased support for early
Childhood education: more funds for school reform experiments:
improved teaching and magnet schools: and a new college savings

progrmn.

During the late months of the Presidential campaign, Mr. Reagan
chose as Secretary of Education to replace the departing Secretary
William Bennett--en outspoken enemy of many efforts to support
educationa person with views decidedly more sympathetic. Dr.

Lauri) F. Cavazos, the first Hispanic-American to serve in any

Presidential Cabinet, is himself a former university president. In

a clear departure from his predecessor, Secretary Cavazos has both

voiced his concern about student finat.ial aid and the education of
minorities es well as, believe It or not, expressed admiration for

universitv presidents!

Moreover, Mr. Bush declared that he would urge his Secretary of

Education to wOrk with teachers. administrators and college
presidents, the groups Mr. Benntt nthusiastically attacked. And.

as we know. the President-elect has announced hls Intention to
continue Secretary Cavazos In his present office.

These are, of course, encouraging developments for higher education

in this country, at least with respect to the policy of the Federal

government. Now the new President must deliver on his promises.

Indeed. as a Democrat and former Member of Congress. I take the

liberty of offering this advice to my former colleague in the House
of Representatives who will next month occupy the White House. Mr.

Bush hes said he wants to be an °education president" and has
signalled a desire to work In harmony with a Congress controlled in

both bodies by Democrats. What better way to accomplish these two
goals than to present to the lawmakers on Capitol Hill after
Inauguration Day creative and substantive proposal for
strengthening American education?

Because the opportunities for conflict between a White House
controlled by one party and a Congress controlled by the other will

be many, I
bolleve it obvious that a president who seeks to lead the

nation effectively must look for ways to forge constructive
relationships with Capitol Hill.

In my ludgment--and I speak as Democratic legislator who worked
closely with Republicans in this place for over two decades--

education Is the perfect issue for a Republican President to use as

s bridge to a Democratic House end Senate. And I believe that

President Bush, for the reasons i have assigned. has splendid

opportunity, In offering his program for education, to rebuild the

historic tradition of bipartisan support for teaching and learning

in our country.
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So, Mr. Presideont-elect. 1 modestly but most sincerely urge that you
xtend an olive branch to Congress in the form of serious. solid,
Imaginative proposals to serve the schools, Colleges and
universities of our nation and the students who attend them.

Agenda for Action

Now I have asserted that our ability to meet the challenges of the
next decade and century depends directly on the capacity of our
colleges end universities to produce new knowledge and prepare
future generations of scholars and scientists. If we fall to
e xercise leadership in education, we jeopardize all these dimensions
of our national life.

Nor are colleges and universities the only arena to which we must
direct our attention and resources. Upgrading the skills of the
American workforce will demand concerted action across a range of
educational fronts, from Improved pro-school programs to reform of
our public schools to adult literacy and worker retraining.

In light of the concerns of this Committee and of my position as
university president, 1 shall, In concluding my testimony,
concentrate for the most part on the responsibilities of the Federal
government toward Higher Education.

If the nation's colleges and universities are effectively to help
prepare America for the competitive challenges of the coming
decades, we must. I believe, take several actions. i draw this
agenda, Mr. Chairmen, in large measure from the report of the ACE
Commission on National Challenges in Higher Education. To
reiterate. 1 was an active member of the Commission.

I. We must educate Americans for an increasingly interdependent
world.

As the American conomy grows more reliant on international
trade, we need people prepared to work effectively with Japanese
business executives, Arab oil ministers, European Common Market
officials and Third World governments.

I recommend that the President and Congress take the following
actions:

o Strengthen international studies end research. Including the
teaching of foreign languages.

Title VI of the Higher Education Act supports research and
instruction In modern foreign languages. Currently authorized
at $54 million, Title VI supports university-based national
resource centers, fellowships and independent research
projects as well as small number of undergraduate programs.
As legislative father of the forerunner of Title VI. the
International Education Act of 1966, I urge continued and
expanded support of Title VI programs.

95-658 0 - 89 - 3
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O Encourage student and faculty exchanges to enable Americans to
study and teach abroad and students and tachers from other
countries to attend American institutions.

I must mention here our most famed international xchange
e ffort, the Fuibright program. First created In Mi. the
program reached its peak in the mid-1960s but then suffered a
long decline. By 1110. Fulbright funds hed fallen. in real
terms, to half the dollar amount of IS years earlier.

From 1941 to IBM Congress doubled appropriations for the
Fulbright exchanges to VICS million. Even so, the number of
e xchange grants was only 5,795almost 40 percent lets than
two decades ago. I believe it is In our national interest to
reach our previous level of commitment.

Hrs. Mr. Chairman, you may be interested to know that arlier
this month. t the invitation of the Fulbright Commission In
Brazil and the United States In'ormation Age cy. I spent
several days in Brasilia, Sro Feulo and Rio de Janeiro.

took part in television program, broodcast throughout
Latin America, which marked the 14th Anniversary of the Hubert
H. Humphrey Scholarly Exchange. This program nables
mld-career professionals from developing countries to spend
period of time studying at universities in the United States.

Indeed, although th Fulbright exchanges in Brasil represent
but modest investment. I was most imprssed by what they
have achieved.

o Assist colleges and universities In the United States in
developing joint educational and research programs with
institutins in othr countries.

2. We must support education and research to help revitalize the
e conomy.

There is widespread agreement that serious attention must be
paid to upgrading the skills of the American workforce.

To that end. Congress and the President must:

o Make major ffort to attract and prepare the ablest men and
women as teachers at all levels of our educational system.
The nation's schools and colleges are in particular need of
improved mathematics and science instruction.

o Make permanent the current provisions of the tax code that
exempt from taxation the oducas!»nel benefits that members of
the workforce receive from their employers.

o Encourage state governmen. In cooperation with the private
so:tor, to monitor labor lore* needs so that educational
institutions can design training programs to serve their
communities more effectively.
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At time when the economic challenges facing America are
grave and immediate, we must also ttend to th vital
infrestructuroboth Intellectual and physicalthat sustains
the dvanced research from which most innovations and
discoveries flow.

in this area our national leaders should:

O Respond to the nation's need for more scientists end engineare
by xpanding Federal support for greduate studnt
assistantships and for faculty research. The vidence of
shortages is clear; for example, foreign students now account
for ebout AOS of enrollments in U.S. graduate Schools of
ngineering and they now receive more than half the doctorates
in engineering granted In this country.

O Take steps to rebuild the outmoded research and teaching
facilities of colleges and universities. A maior first step
should be to epproprlate funds for the new nuthority granted
the National Science Foundation for renovation of graduate end
undergraduate research facilities.

o implement existing legislative outhority 10 help colleges and
universities obtain access to capital markets for
construction, renovation and quipment of facilities; and
provide private colleges and universities the same access to
the tax-exempt bond markt already available to public
institutions.

o Make pemeanent end strengthen the R&D tax credit and
re-examin those provisiona of the tax code changed in 19111
end MS that threaten graduate study. including taxation of
scholarships and fellowships; some kinds of ducational
employee assistance and non-deduCtibliity of interest paid on
student loans. Also look to the Impact of tax changes
governing faculty retirement agreements.

1. We must reaffirm the national commitment to educational

We cannot expect to restore our productivity as a nation by
slamming shut the door of educational opportunity on millions of
Americans. But if colleges end universities ,re to keep their
doors open, particularly to low-income students. re need changes
in some Federal policies. I recommend our leaders take the
following steps:

o intensify efforts to enable disadvantaged students to finish
high achool end go to college. Programs like Need Start and
Upward Sound should be xpanded.
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o Increase funds for grants rather then loans to needy students;
this shift will also help solve the loan default problem. A

key goal should be adequate funding for the Pell Grant program
to Increase the maximum award to the neediest students and

assure that ll students receive the full awards for which

they are eligible.

o Encourage consideration of legislative incentives for families

to save for future educational costs. Such Incentives might
include savings plans, tax deferral of portion of education

expenses and the use of ccumulated IRA funds for payments of

college tuition.

o Expand graduate fellowships for minorities and, especially in

the physical sciences end ngineering, for women. Fellowship

programs Should include summer research grants,
assistantships, advanced research and trsining opportunities

and early Identification of potential recipients.

4. We must encourage educational ctivities that address human

needs and the quality of life.

Experience end common sense tll us that we will not easily

solve such problems as poverty, unemployment and Inadequate

health care. But in each cast, new knowledge and research can

help provide the key.

I
recommend, therefore, that the President and Congress:

o Increase support for applied social science research in areas
vital to the formulation of national policy by agencies such

as the Deportment of Health and Human Services. the Department

of Labor, the Department Of Housing and Urban Development, and

the Department of Education.

o Initiate programs to study and improve the quality of public
and preventive hasIth core and the delivery of halth care

services.

o Strengthen the capacity of the Federal government to collect
and dissemina!e statistical data about the demography of the

work force, patterns of health and education, and other social

and economic indicators.

o Reaffirm the importance of the liberal arts tradition in our

society. Federal support for the arts and humanities,
libraries and museums, for example. should resume its rightful

place mmong the nation's priorities.

o increase support for the preservation and maintenance of books

and other scholarly resources, and through the Library of
Congress and other Federal agencies, support for the

development of new computerized capabilities for information

storage and retrieval.
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We must restore respect for fundamental values and ethical
behavior.

Our national leaders. In all sectors of public life, ere In aunique position to help rekindle a spirit of social obligation.
At the Federal level. 'hey can build on successful existing
programs that provide portunities for college and university
Students to serve ac: tr.

The President and Conoresa should:

o Expand such programs as the Peace Corps and Vista for
Community service at home and broad.

o Strengthen, through Federal student aid programs. Incentives
to students for commvnity service work.

a Explore ways to encourage students to enter public service
careers In such fields as teaching, public health and social
welfare.

o Encourage talented men and women. as
I am sure the National

Commission on the Public Service will do In our final report,
to consider entering the career Federal civil service.

Conclusion

Lot me conclude my testimony with [WO history that boars directly
on what brings us together today.

Over eight decades ago, at the start of the 20th century, Creat
Britain was caught up In spirited public debate over the eclipse
of British economic might by the upstart Americans. A leading
Industrialist of the time organized a commission of businessmen,
labor leaders and educators to travel to the United States to find
out why the American economy was booming and the British sputtering.

That commission. which Issued its report in 1902, reached the
following conclusion:

American Industrial efficiency and its openness to the
introduction of labor-saving innovations (were) largely due to
the superior education of the American worker.... It is the
Interest in and expansion of education on every level in the
U.S. and the willingness of the U.S. government to spend money
on education that is making American industry so threatening
to Britain.

This connection between education and a nation's creativity and
prosperity was echoed eighty-six years later in an dltnrial whith
appeared in the Financial Times of London of November IS. 19$111,
entitled. "In defense or a good schooling."

W-
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The piece contains thls passage:

In today's world, and even more In tomorrow's, an ducated
population Is going to be by far the most Important national

resource of ach country. Education should be considered not

merely as "popular spending programme° but es a key
elementif not the key elementIn national security....6

It Is, Mr. Chairman, the Members of the Congress of the United
States who, beginning In 19511 with the passage of the National

Defense Education Act and extending to the present, have taken the

initiativ to support education as an indispensable national

resource. And Mr. Chairman, I am confident that, as we look to the

future of our country, it will be the Congress of the United States

on whom the American people can continue to depend for such

leadership.

Thank you, Mr. ChaliTien, for thls opportunity to appear before you.

71
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Representative SCHEIJER. Thank you, Congressman Brademas, for
that marvelous trip across the length and breadth of American
education.

I share your optimism that President-elect Bush will try to play
the role of education President. There are many straws in the wind
to indicate that. Certainly some of his statements in the latter part
of his campaign.

And I think it is important, and I say this very seriously, that
Barbara Bush, his partner, is a dedicated and knowledgeable sup-
porter of public education. She will provide a constant wellspring
of support and encouragement for the President as he goes about
the job of truly emerging as the education President, which we
fondly hope he will.

I would like to introduce a member-elect of Congress who has
joined us, Nita Lowey, the memberelect from the 20th Congres-
sional District of New York, who fate seems to destine for a great
role on the Education Committee come January.

Now I would like to yield to my colleague Pat Williams for ques-
tions.

Representative WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brademas, can you point to what might be in your judgment

the most significant or one of the most significant changes in legis-
lation over the last few years which has affected your institution of
higher education? And that might be a positive effect or a negative
effect.

As you know, 3 years ago we authorized the Postsecondary Ma-
cation Act; a year or so ago changes were made in the tax laws;
there have been other changes in the past several years. Can you
point to one or a couple that have made significant differences?

Mr. BRADEMAS. Yes, I can, Congressman Williams. One of the
particular concerns to me, and I know to you, has to do with stu-
dent aid. The fact of the matter is that although, as I said in my
testimony, in the last several years both Republicans and Demo-
crats in Congress joined to prevent the most damaging of the ad-
ministration's proposed very sharp reductions in student assist-
ance, nonetheless in the earliest years of the present administra-
tion there were some substantial reductions in student assistance.

It has been my observation that you here on Capitol Hill have
been engaged in basically a damage control operation. You have
not really been able to provide the additional appropriations necee-
sary even to keep up; you've been fighting to do that.

New York University, which, as I said, is a very large urban uni-
versity, where we have a very large number of students who come
from low- and middle-income families, was founded 157 years ago
basically as a university for the sons and daughters of inunigrants.
We still are, although they are coming from different parts of the
world than in earlier years. That reduction in student assistance
money has caused us serious problems in keeping our doors open to
talented but needy student&

What have we done? First of all, 80 percent of the full-time stu-
dents at New York University have part-time jobs. I used to get my
back up when Mr. Bennett suggested that students were driving
around in their automobiles and playing stereo seta and chasing off
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to Florida on vacation. Not at New York University. They work
very, very hard indeed.

&mnd, I would say that about 65 to 70 percent of our students
have some form of student assistance, not all Federal, but many of
them do have Federal funds.

We at the university have worked very hard to help students.
Under my regime at NW, we have more than doubled the amount
of student assistance from university resources.

There is another point that I think is very important to mention
in response to your question, Congressman Williams, and that runs

ito a point I made earlier n my testimony when I spoke of the
change in the tax law that imposes a ceiling of $150 million in
access to tax-exempt financing on the part of independent or pri-
vate colleges and universities but continues such access for State
universities or public universities.

When I was a Member of Conferees, the idea that the Education
and Labor Ccimmittee would write a student aid bill that would
say, to take my native State of Indiana, well, you can get a guaran-
teed student loan or a Pell grant to study at P' urdue 1Jniversity or
Indiana University _but you can't get one if you want to study at
the University of Notre I:tame, St. Mary's College, or Goshen Col-
lege, a Mennonite institution, would have been regarded as outra-
geous. For on the Education and Labor Committee, on which three
of us here served, we said we want to provide equitable treatment
for both public and private institutions.

As Congressman Jrn Scheuer will agree, John Brademas while a
Member of Congress was a militant champion of both public and
private higher educationthat pluralism is a key to the success of
our systemand although I lead a private university now, I still
am.

That change in the tax law marked, at least for the first time I
know of, the writing into law of an invidious distinction for private
institutions. I think morally that ill not proper.

But beyond that, there is an assumptionand I know that many
Members of Coagress feel this waythat private institutions are
rich and that we are all Harvard. I am h graduate of Harvard Uni-
versity and a loyal son of Cambridge. But I must tell you, Mr.
Chairman, that if you look at the per capita student endowment of
private colleges and universities in the United State J, you will see
an enormous range.

I do not say this critically, by the way. I am not being critical of
my colleagues' institutions. I say this as a matter of descriptive
fact. Some institutions, especially some institutions in the Ivy
Leagueand I reiterate, I am a product of the Ivy Leaguehave
very large endowments per student.

Other institutions, like the University of Notre Dame, in my
home townand I sit on the board of Notre Dame, and St. Mary's
College where I used to teachhave far less endowment per stu-
dent. New York University, although we have been very successful
in raising money from the private sector, is very low on the totem
pole with respect to per capita student endowment.

So when Members of Congress with the best will in the world say
we want to eliminate what we perceive to be a misuse of access to
the tax-exempt bond market and therefore we are going to treat
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colleges and universities although they are private, nonprofit insti-
tutions, the sector of which I speak, as if they were somehow com-
mercial ventures making a great deal of money or using the tax
laws in some inappropriate way, I think do a serious injustice to
institutions like mine that simply do not have some vast pot of gold
into which we can dip.

Those, Congressman Williams, are two areas where I think real
damage has been done. I have said in my prepared statement and
reiterate now that those are two areas to which I hope Congress
will give attention.

Representative SCHRUM Congresswoman Olympia Snowe.
Representative SNOWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, John, for your outstanding testimony.
What has contributed to the increased cost of education in this

country?
I was just looking at some statistics. According to the College

Board, the cost of attendance when adjusted for inflation has in-
creased 21 percent at public 2-year colleges, 25 percent at public
universities, 26 percent at public 4-year schools, and 40 percent at
private universities between 1980 and 1981 and between 1986 and
1987.

Mr. BRADEMAS. There are several factors.
Mr. Chairman, if I would be permitted to put on my former hat

and ask unanimous consent, I would like to ask consent that there
be included in the record an article by Lynne P. Brown, who used
to work for me when I was mAjority whip of the House and now
serves on my staff at New York University, from a recent issue of
New York University Magazine addressing the question of the cost
of higher education.

Representative SCHEUER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The article follows:1
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The Ascent of
Higher Education
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IV LYNNE P. BROWN
FTER FIFTEEN YEARS OF MA-
tive tranquility. colleges are em.
broiled in controversy this
spring. But unlike an 'edict era,
when campus unrest was sparked
by student protests against the es-
tablishment, this time the instiga-
te* is the establishment m the
mann of the itighest-esnlong
government official in charge of
education. Secretary William
Bennett.

The focus of the debate, which has been
carried on in pont and public appearances, is
money. On one stde is Bennett who, over the
last year. has accused colkges and unaversines
of being "under-accountable and under-pro-
ductive." Students and their parents should
"kick the tires" of higher education to ensure
that they are getting their money's worth.
claims Bennt.t. Arrayed against him are kid-
en of the academic community, who are cry-
ing foul and accusing the Secretary of manipu-
lating data in an attempt to discredit their
institutions and perhaps divert anention from
the budget-cutting measures of the Reagan
Administration that have hurt higher educa-
tion_ Over the past several months, Bennett
and his cntics have traded charges in an esca-
lating minuet of point-counterpoint.

When the Secretary of Educatton used the
occasion of Harvard's 350th birthday last fall
to take that university and its sister institu.
tions to task for flabby curncula. lapsed atten-
tion to moral issues, and meoccupation with
money. Harvard president Derek Bok fol
lowed with a stinging rebuttal to Bennett's
charges. Bok defended Harvard's "core cur-
neulum, which many colleges use as a
model, pointed to a resurgence of courses in
moral and ethical reasoning on campuses
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acrou the nation, and admonished the Secre-
tary foe dealing with complicated financial is-
sues such as appropriate levels of student an1
"by thetorkal statements about divesting stu-
denu of their stereos and their vacations as the
beach." (At a press conference two years ago.
Bennett suggested that college students facing
cutbacks In financial aid should consider "di-
vestitum of certain sortsstereo divestiture,
automotive diveststure, three-weeka-at-dse-
beech divestiture.")

As evidence of price-gouging by colleges
and universities. Bennett has fastened on rtil-
non increases that outunp inflation. Yet sep-
arate reports recently released by two Wash-
ington-based groups representing higher
educationthe Amencan Council on Educe-
non and the National Association of Indepen-
dent Colleges and Universitiesdemonstrate
that in the 1970i tuition lagged behind infla-
tion, and so aradefIlle institutions may now be
in a "catch-up" phase. Moreover, these stud-
ies argue, thebasket of goods and services that
a college must purchate to stay in business is
full of items. including saltines and benefits.
books and periodicals, and state-of -the-art
scientific equipmen that have risen in pnce
faster than most items contained in standard
measures of inflation In fact, over the past
five years the Higher Education Pnce Index
developed by the Federal government as a
measure of higher-education costs. has in-
creased at an average rate of almost two per-
cent a year above the Consumer Pnce Index.

New York University Chancellor L. Jay
Oliva points Otts that "it is only inflationary
when you charge a higher pnce for the same
product. It is not inflation when you raise the
price because you're delivering a better prod-
uct. At NYU we're providing a constantly
improving product for the money."

And certainly the cost of four years of
higher education is not the only item, after
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two inflation-drenched decades, that induces
sticker shock among consumers; we now pay
for automobiles what good-sized houses cost
in 1%5. Still. college remains an expensive
proposition for most American families: the
bill for undergraduate education at an inde-
pendent institution of higher !Wiling Can
now range frora $40,000 to $65.000. Why are
the costs of college rising?

Analysts point to *rectal factors. Educe-
non is a highly labor-intensive industry, and
faeulty salaries have been increasing in the last
sevefal years. These gains follow dramatic
lona when the purchasing power of faculty
salaries plummeted by twenty-eight percent
between 1973 and 1981. Many schools have
alio delayed making needed repairs to their
hysical plants, but can wait no longer. Col-

e consumersthe studentsmust be pro-
vided with an increasingly sophisticated array
of costly "tools" such as computers, high-
powered microscopes, and electronic and en-
gineering equipment that supplement class-
room or laboratory instruction.

College officials cite anothet reason for
higher tuitions: the fall-off of Federal student
financial aid, which has Imed institutions to
fill the pp with their own resources. Bennett
puts the opposite spin on this, claiming that
Incresset in financial aid in recent years have

enabled colleges and universities blithely to
raise their tuitions, confident that Federal
loan subsidies would help cushion the in-
crease." However, statistics show that tuition
hikes were rather modest when student aid
was growing most rapidly from 1970 to 1980,
while during the curren period of slow
erowth in student aid, tin ions have climbed.

Underlying the debate over cost is the
larger question of value: what is a college edu-
cation worth, and how is it measured? Ben-
nett cautions students and their families to
follow tht ancient dictum: Let the buyer be-
ware. Higher-education leaders are adding to
"caveat emptor." another caveat: a college
education is not a quantifiable purchase. The
valueand the priceof an educated person
are .mmeaturable. "The danger may be less
that universities charge too much than that
they charge too little to maintain high qual-
ity." says Princeton University president
William Bowen.

As the largest private university in the na-
tion, New York liniversity clearly figures in
the current debate, and hu a stake in its out-
come. NYU president John Brademas and
Chancellor and Executive Vice President for
Academic Affairs L. Jay Oliva recently dis-
cussed the issue of college costs in terms of the
larger national scene and the institution they
know best. To Bennett's cnticams of higher
education. headlined "Our Greedy Colleges-
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in a New York Times op-ed article this spring,
both men take strong exception.

"Is Bennett cornet in calling us 'greedy'?" .
41131$ Brademu. "If he means 'greedy' to pro-
vide the finest possible education for the peo-

rwho
study here, in that sense, yes, we are!

flehe means are we 'reedy' to provide 0Yr
students decent housing; adequate libraries,
laboratories, and classrooms; safe, up-to-date
athletic and recreational facilitiesthen, yea,
we're 'greedy' fa. these as well. We 7.1so think
it's euential tkre talented but needy students
are not for lack of funds denied the chance to
study here. During my senate as president,
we've doubled the amount of financial aid to
students from University, as distinguished
from government, sources. So we're 'greedy'
to make it possible for able, motivated men
and women to attend NYU. We're also com-
mitted to offering per compensation to the
people who teach alA work here. We realize
that beyond competition for our faculty from
the pnvate Helot, we alys have to keep them
from being lured away by richer institutions.
So in all these ways, yes, we're 'greedy'. As
far as efficient use ol money it concerned. I
ran tell you that since I've been at this Univer-
sity." Bradesnas says. "our budgets have been
balanced every year, which is more than can
be 'aid of the Adnunistration Mr. Bennett
serves!"

Both Bradernu and Oliva fault Bennett for
painting the world of higher education with a
broad brush, treating all colleges and univer-
sities as if they were Harvard, bleated with a
fiscal serenity bred of large endowments,
wealthy donon, and shrink-resistant appli-
cant pools. "There are some 3.500 posuecon-
dary institutions in this country, and only
two hundred of the private ones have endow-
ment! that reach even $1 million." explains
Brademas. "Moreover." he continues. "a
more important statistic in usetsing the
wealth of a university is its endowment per
student. And by oat meature, even institu-
tions that on die surface have large total en-
dowments, such as NYU, are really not rich
at all. In fact, more than one hundred pnvate
colleges and universities have per-student en-
dowinc as larger than ours at NY U."

Chrncellor Oliva emphasizes that like most
colleges and universities, NYU will increase
tuition next fall. "There arc special costs asso-
ciated with moviag into the first rank of
American universities in the space of a single
generation." he says. "We are in the process
of doing in this generation a long list of things
that other schools did a generation ago. We
art building dornutones now and. therefote,
funding thousands of beds in an era when
construction costs are higher. In the last fif-
teen years, we have built Bobst Library, Tisch
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Hall, Coles Sports and Recreation Center,
and the Meyer Mall of Physics. And we're
taking on many caber major projects to up-
grade our computing facilities, science facili-
ties, and classroomsall to enhance the edu-
cation we offer our students. We are
competing with institutions that made these
commitmenuand paid the bills for them
a long time ago. We are moving ahead now,
and we have to pay kw it now.

Both NYU'sPresident and Chancellor find
it ironic that an Administration committed to
the virtues of free entarise and tht place of
pnvare values in public hie should smear pol-
icies that harm private colleges and universi-
ties. Oliva observes that, by temperament and
practice, universities life just the eyrie of insti-
tutions the Reagan Administration should ap-
plaud because they see sa-regulating and
subject to the preasures of a highly competi-
tive marketplace.

-Colleges and univeraities are among the
best self-policing organizations in American
society." says Oliva. "We subject ourselves
to conttAnt internal review, as well as evalua-
tions bv outside accreditation boards and re-
gional and national associations. Philanthro-
pists, foundations, corporations, and alumni
don't spend their money blindly or without
stnngs of review attachcd.

"We put ourselves on the line every srtnes-
ter by saying to our 'customerethe stu-
dents and their parents'Would you like to
come here? Would you like to stay here? Noe
will good faculty," he adds, "remain at insti-
tutions where the quality of academic life has
grown shoddy. And our growing pool of ap-
plicants means we must be doing something
right. So talk about free enterprise! Collega
and universities are among the best examples
of free enterprise in operation."

Brademu also points to the gap between
the rhetonc and the reality of the Administra-
tion's posture. He recAs being present in
May 1981 at the UniversitY f Notre Dame
when President Reagan declared that it would
be a sad day for acemic freedom when tax-
supported collegss and universities drove out
the great independent ones. Yet the polietes of
the Reagan Administration work sCvefe hard-
ship on private institutions, contends Brade-
mu. "The sharp reductions in studentaid, for
example. have already caused real pain for
students at New York University." Brademas
says. "Since Reagan came ifItO office. NYU
students have suffered a net loss of forty per-
cent in total dollar volume of Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loans."
Several provisions of the 1986 Tax Reform

Act a/so harm academic institutions as well as
students. Explisns Brademu. "The new tu
law Junes continued deductibility of interest
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on student loans and imposes new taxes on
fellowships and scholarships. Other provi-
sions of the Tax Reform Act will discourage
chantahle contnhutions, (whim: it harder for
us to raise furds. Still other changes will hit
the private sector of higher education with
particular force. Especially outrageous as a
matter of prinsipk a the effective denial to
twenty or so independent research universi-
ties, including NYU, of access to tax-exempt
fmancing while continuing such access for
public institutions."

Challenges faced by private universities
also include a fundamental fact of economic
life in the woeld of higher education. Asks
Oliva: "What does it cost to educate some-
one? It costs no more st a private university
than a public one. But in the case of the private
institution, more of the cost is borne isy the
student At public institutions, the taxpayer
picks up a big share of the bill. Bennett ig-
rlott% diS distinction, and lets people think
that private education is more costly. '

Bennett "ma getting a lot of play inL be
some quaness, t I think it's significant that
on Capitol Hi/.1. both Republicans and Dem-
ocrats are rejecting his proposals." concludes
Bra/km& "In taking the positions he does,
Secretary Bennett betrays an snnocence of the
complexities of financing American colleges
and universities. If Mr. Bennett genuinely un-
derstands the real world of American higher
education and still makes such assertions,
not being wholly honest: if he does not un-
derstand, he should educate himself."

The great college-cost debate shows no
signs of abatinti In fut. the controversy is
likely to intensi as academic institutions an-
nounce new tuition levels for 1987-811, as
high-school seniors and their parents psu
through the anxious annual ritual of waiting
for admissons acceptances from colleges aa
universities, and as Congress votes on stu-
dent-aid budgets.

This much is clear; with an aggressive, ar-
ticulate of Education hammering
away at them, co es and universities can no
longer afford, in e words of New York
Tune, education reporter Edward Fiske, to
operate "on the premise that the fruits of
higher education are self- evident." I. cadets of
academic innitutions, including John Bradt-
ma: and L. Jay Oliva, agree that costs are
climbing, but make the cue that higher learn-
ing is among the soundest investments a per-
sonand a societycan make.

Lynne P. Brown is Director of the Office of
Wnting, Research, and Editorial Services at
NYU. She collaborated with John Brademas
on a forthcoming book, The Politics of Educe-
tion Conflui and Consensus ou Capitol HA
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Mr. BRADEMAS. One of the reasons is one to which I was refer-
ring in responding to Congressman Williams. Namely, we have
seen a reduction in the flow of Federal student aid money. When
that money goes down, particularly at a university like New York
University, which is heavily tuition dependent, we have to increase
tuition. We don't enjoy doing that.

Let me explain. New York University's annual budget is over
$900 million. Half of that is for the NYU Medical Center, which is
composed of the NYU Medicial School, the Rusk Rehabilitation In-
stitute, and the Tisch ilospital. Fm the other half of the budget we
are dependent for 70 percent of our income on tuition and other
fees paid by students. 'Why are we so heavily tuition dependent?
Because we do not have a huge endowment per student which can
mitigate the reliance on tuition.

We do not enjoy increasing tuition, but if we are to continue to
provide education of quality, that is a major source, and that is one
reason I work so hard to raise money for NYU. I have to lead the
effort to raise for New York University in the year ahead $2 millon
every week. It is not surprising that the board of trustees chose a
former Member of Congress for the job. We are going to achieve
this goal, and we are doing it.

But we are not able to plow all of the money we raise back into
endowment. We have to build housing. Congressman Scheuer rep-
resents New York City. Congressman Scheuer is very knowledgea-
ble about housing. He knows that housing in New York City, espe-
cially in Manhattan, is very expensive. Since I came to New York
University in 1981, we have increased the supply of housing from
providing for 16 percent of our undergraduates to over 40 percent
of our undergraduates. We have expended over $200 million in the
last 7 years in building new housing.

This additional housing is in large measure responsible for the
fact that we have seen an increase in applications to study at NYU
in the last 2 years of 40 percent. So that investment has proved a
wise one. We are also increasing the quality of what we offer.

A third concern in addition to the diminution of Federal aid for
students and high costs, particularly in an urban university, is that
universities are heavily reliant on personnel, and so on salaries.
That's where most of the money goes. You can only go so far in a
labor-intensive activity like a university. It isn't as if we are pro-
ducing widgets on an assembly line and we can apply computers or
robots and thereby turn out students much more efficiently. The
cost of personnel is also one of the reasons that the so-called educa-
tion cost index is a couple of points higher, my memory tells me,
than the Consumer Price Index.

These, Mr. Chairman, are some of the reasons that it is not inex-
pensive to go to college in the United States.

There is one other observation I cannot resist making. This is the
year 1988. Are you paying more for your automobile today than
you did 20 years ago? You are paying a lot more. Are you paying
more for your house than you did 20 years ago? You are paying a
lot more. The cost of living has gone up generally in our society. I
would conclude by saying, as Congressman Scheuer suggested in
his opening remarks, that an investment in education is the best
investment you can make even from an economic point of view.

I 3
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So those are some of the reasons, Congresswoman Snowe.
Representative SNOWE. I would like to ask one additional ques-

tion. How do we address the issue of the default rate which repre-
sents almost 46 percent of the guaranteed student loan program
cost?

Representative SCHEUER. And when you address that will you
give us an explanation as best you can as to why we have such a
default rate? What is there about the process or about the formula
of the student borrowing money to pay for his education?

Mr. BRADEMAS. This is a complex issue. I will make a couple of
observations. I would be glad to submit in writing, Congresswoman
Snowe, a statement that gives you some more observations.

Representative SCHRUM. We would appreciate it if you would.
Mr. BRADEmAs. I shall.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

recordl

7 )
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Observations on the Student Loan Default Problem

Supplementary material submitted by Dr. John Brademas to accompany
his testimony on December 14, MI before the Joint Economic
Committee's Subcommittee on Education and Health

The Nature and Scope of the Problem:

Most of the debate over defaults on student loans centers on the
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, now known as the Stafford
Student Loan Program.

The following points should be kept In mind about GSL defaults:

o Although the volume of dollars In default for GSL loans has
lumped significantly over the past several years, the actual
default rate has not risen dramatically.

So while Federal payments for GSL defaults rose from $233 million in
1979 to $1.6 billion In 1967, the total default rate has remained
relatively stable -- in the 11-12 percent range.

o The increase In default costs should be put In the perspective
of the tremendous growth In total loan volume for the GSL
program, from $3 billIon In 1979 to over $9 billion In 1966.

o The default rate for the GSL program is lower than the default
rates for many other Federal loan progrems, such as Small
Business Administration loans and farm relief loans.

Reasons for the Default Rate

First, it is not possible to make meaningful comparisons between
guaranteed student loans and commercial bank loans and, therefor*,
between the defeult rates on the two types of loans. For example:

o Guaranteed student loans ere provided by intent to persons of
modest ,tonomic means, who often have no aidTT records or
earnings history. Banks would not make unsecured loans to
such persons.

o Accounting rules for classification of defaults on guaranteed
student loans are significantly different from rules for
commercial loans. In computing the'- loan default rates,
banks are allowed, after certain period, to write off o!d
bad debts and subtract them from their reported default
rates. Figures for goverment student loan defaults, on the
other hand, are cumulative over the entire life of the
program, with ne loans written off as bad debts.
Understandably, the student lean default rate appears larger
by comp..rison.

Another significant point: The CSL program has shifted away from
Its original purposes, thereby adding to the default problem.

4'
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Intended as a low-interest,
deferred payment plan for students from

middle-income families, GSL hasittApme the primary Federal program

for helping low-Income students p IF for college. This shift toward

encouraging students from low-Income families to borrnw is directly

related. In turn, to the decline in Federal support for grants (Pell

Grants) to needy students.

Third, data show that a substantial volume of GSL defaults occurs

among students enrolled at profit-making trade schools. Latest

figures reveal that students at proprietary schools now constitute

35 percnt of all borrowers of guaranteed student loans.

Steps to Reduce the Default Rate

o Provide adequate Poll Grant assistance to students from

low-income families so that they will not be forced into heavy

borrowing.

o Explore new risk-sharing mechanisms to give lenders added

incentives to avoid defaults and improve collection.

o Ensure that students have adequate counseling, from both

lending institutions and colleges and universities, at the

time they take out loans In orderhay lb understand their

obligation to repay those loans.

o Review the current operation of aid programs for students in

proprietary schools. At a minimum, stricter requirements are

needed to ensure adiquate occupational counseling andeArtew

assistance for borrowers.
A
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Mr. BRADEMAs. The greater the extent to which we rely on loans
as distinguished from grants, by defmition you are going to have
an increase in default rates because there is obviously a greater op-
portunity to default on loans than, in the nature of the stipend, on
wants. We already know from analysis that low-income family stu-
dents, particularly minority students, are high-risk students. Many
low-income minority families are not accustomed to borrowing. It is
not part of their culture.

If you want universities sharply to reduce default rates, universi-
ties can do so by saying, well, we simply are not going to invite as
many low-income minority students to come study at our place and
thereby we are going to diminish the risk and we won't have so
high a default rate.

I would also point out that universities themselves are not the
ones that make the loans. It is the banks and credit unions that
chiefly make the loans. I think there is a misunderstanding on the
part of some who think that colleges and universities are somehow
in the business of making loans. We are not. We are not well
equipped to do that.

There is, however, a role for colleges and universities that is a
positive one, and that is to do more counseling, to work more close-
ly with students, to encourage students, to help students who may
be at risk understand their obligation to repay those loans.

I'm a Calvinist when it comes to this matter. I believe that if you
make a contract to borrow money you have a moral obligation to
pay that loan back.

As one who helped write these student aid programs all those
years ago, I feel all the more deeply about the importance of bring-
ing down the default rates because I am well aware, given your sit-
uation as elected Members of Congress, that the greater the extent
to which there is a default problem, the more public support for
the entire fabric of student aid programs will be eroded.

I will make one other point. This is not by way of justifying the
default rate, because I have already said that I don't think defaults
are justifiable in any respect. As a society we pay particular atten-
tion to default rates when it comes to loans to college students.
This is the way it has been from the time I first became a Member
of Congress.

We don't say very much when the General Accounting Office
issues reports on incredible cost overruns when it comes to defense
contracting. Maybe on one contract we could take care of all the
student loan defaults in the country for some period of time.

My point here is simply that we single out students rather than
farmers, small businessmen, veterans, and defense contractors who
may get into trouble with government loans.

ving said that, I want to make very clear that I am not inter-
ested in special pleading for colleges and universities. People, in-
cluding students, should pay their loans. The extent to which per-
sons who have my kind of responsibility can help bring student de-
fault rates down, believe me, I think we should.

Representative W ILLIAMS. Congresswoman Snowe, would you
yield?

Representative SNOWE. I would be glad to yield.
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Representative Wn.Luzes. To ensure that the discussion about
student loan defaults is in its proper perspective, I just want to
mention that we always use the term "default rates" when discuss-
ing this matter. If we are going to use that term, then we ought to
understand that the default rate is not high; it is the volume of dol-
lars in default that is high and growing.

Most of you don't need an explanation for that, but for those mil-
lions of 'Americans who are going to read the transcript of this
hearing, let me explain.

Last year 3% million college students took out a government
guaranteed loan. Uncollaterilized. When I say to bankers what is
your rate of return on uncollateralized loans to low-income people,
they say, we don't make such loans.

Well, we do. We guarantee their making that loan. So we are in
that business federally. The astonishing thing is that every year 90
perceet of those students, and in most years in excess of 90 percent
of those students, will pay back those loans. So it is not the default
rate that is high. The default rate is astonishingly low. It is the ac-
cumulation of the unpaid debts through the years that has grown
to a size that is now unreasonable.

Congresswoman Snowe is correct. Almost half of the Federal dol-
lars that we now spend on guaranteed student loans are used to
just pay off the volume of dollars in default. But the rate itself, I
think, remains very reasonable.

Thank you for yielding, Congresswoman Snowe.
Representative SNOWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative &MIER. C.ongreeswoman-elect Nita Lowey, why

don't you make your opening statement and then ask any ques-
tions that come to mind.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE-ELECT LOWEY

Representative LOWEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank the chairman and all of my new colleagues

for giving me this opportunity to address the crucial issue of im-
proving the quality of education in the United States.

Throughout my campaign for Congress, I stressed the importance
of improving our Nation's schools. Moreover, I pointed out that
there is an intimate connection between our declining competitive-
ness and our failure to provide first-rate education and training
programs.

While I was making these points on the campaign trail, Chair-
man Scheuer and the other members of the subcommittee were
creating an extensive hearing record that clearly outlined the
extant of the economic crisis that we will face if we do not improve
our educational programs immediately.

In fact, the subcommittee today released a report that summa-
rized the findings of 9 days of hearings late last year entitled "Com-
petitiveness and the Quality of the American Work Force." The
report convincingly demonstrates that America cannot remain
competitive in the world economy without an adequately educated
and trained work force, and the report contains specific recommen-
dations for improvements that I am proud to endorse.
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Today the subcommittee will focus on the issue of access to both
preschool and postsecondary ,...ducation. I strongly share the con-
cern of the members of the subcommittee that universal access is a
necessity if we hope to increase the skills of American workers and
restore American competitiveness abroad.

As an official in the New York Department of State, I was in-
volved in both preschool and postsecondary programs. When I
served as deputy director of the New York Division of Economic
Opportunity, I was involved in evaluating and approving the Head
Start program

This program, more than any other, represents solid and abso-
lute proof that preschool education is of significant benefit to the
at-risk populations in our schools. However, only one out of five
children eligible for Head Start is actually participating in the pro-
gram.

Our failure to provide adequate preschool education programs is
a national tragedy that should be correcten immediately.

In addition, I was a strong supporter of Governor Cuomo's inno-
vative Liberty Scholarship program which guarantees to any sev-
enth grader who is qualified from a low-income family a college
education upon graduation from high school.

I strongly believe that the Federal Government has a role to play
in improving access to postsecon4ary education and I am eager to
use the successful New York model in crafting a nationwide strate-
gy to address this problem.

I do not believe we can stand by at a time when the United
States is falling behind its competitors in combating illiteracy, in
improving school achievement, and ii providing effective job train-
ing. Rather, we must devise and implement strategies right now to
reverse this dangerous trend.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for permitting me this opportunity
and I look forward to continuing to listen to the rest of the testimo-
ny.

Mr. Brademas, I do have a question concerning the Liberty
Scholarship program. I would appreciate your comments on it. Do
you think it is feasible, do you think it will work in New York, and
do you think it can be replicated throughout the Nation?

Mr. &LAMMAS. I think it is a highly imaginative and creative en-
terprise created, as you know, by Eugene Lang, an outstanding
New York businessman.

I will make two points about it.
First, you spoke of the Liberty Scholarship program. There is an-

other part of Governor Cuomet3 program called the Liberty Part-
nership program. In fact, it was mentioned in the New York Times
this morning, I think. Let me tell you where the Liberty Partner-
ship program came from.

I spoke 2 or 3 years ago to then-New York State Assembly
Speaker Stanley Fink. I have great respect for Speakers, by the
way. As a Member of the House of Representatives, I was brought
up that way. I said, "Mr. Speaker, we are in desperate straits in
the State of New York for help from the New York State gove.trn-
went for graduate education."
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He said, "Mr. President, you have your problems; I have my
problems. I'm worried about high school dropouts. See what you
can come up with to help meet both problems."

And so we sat down and worked out a program whereby the
State of New York provides stipends to graduate students in some
dozen public and private universities, principally in urban areas, so
that those graduate students can mentor at-risk high school stu-
dents to help them stay in school. The program has worked marvel-
ously well and it saves the State taxpayer money because you don't
have these kids dropping out of school and they have a better shot
to pursue postsecondary education.

More broadly, however, Mrs. Lowey, let me observe that I think
it would be a mistake to assert that the Liberty Scholarship/Liber-
ty Partnership programs would in and of themselves make a sub-
stantial impact on the problem of assuring access to disadvantaged
young people to complete grade school and high school. I think it
would be wrong to suggest that such a program could replace exist-
ing student assistance programs in the United States. I think it
should be regarded as a supplement, a creative one.

We have testifying here this morning, in my judgment, along
with Gene Lang, as a champion of education, the most articulate
and effective business leader in New York City whom I have heard,
William Woodside, who understands the importance of business ex-
ecutives in urging government leaders to support education as dis-
tinguished from relying solely on private sector support for our
schools. He understands that point in a very sophisticated way. I
am sure Woodside's testimony won't betray my confidence in him.

I would like to make one other point, because I am seated along-
side Jule Sugarman.

I was very touched, Mrs. Lowey, by your strong support for Head
Start. Twenty years or so ago, Jule Sugarman and I worked closely
with a young Senator from Minnesota named Mondale. Senator
Mondale and I wrote the Comprehensive Child Development bill.
Unfortunately, although Congress passed it, the then-President of
the United States, a man named Nixon, who was from California,
vetoed it with an outrageous veto message.

I find it fascinating that 20 years later even Republicans are
coming around to understand the importance of early childhood de-
velopment, and George Bush, our new President, during his cam-
paign, to his credit, spoke of the importance of Head Start and chil-
dren's health.

Mr. Chairman, it takes time for these matters to come to maturi-
ty. I think I may say that Congressman Jim Scheuer and I served
in Congress long enough to have seen how ideas that were planted
years ago finally have taken root and are flowering.

Mrs. Lowey, I would just say that aside from being a university
president, you have the greatest job in the country.

Representative LOWEY. Thank you very much.
I just returned from Harvard, a school which you seem to know

very well, and we all agree that Head Start and postsecondary edu-
cation should be a priority. I think our major problem and our
major task is how do we fund these programs. That is what we are
all going to figure out together.
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Mr. BRADEMAS. I am glad you had your undergraduate education
at Harvard. Now you must come to NYU for your graduate educa-
tion.

Representative ScHEtma. She is coming to Congress for her grad-
uate education.

President Brademas, you have discussed the importance of Head
Start. You were a powerful supporter of Head Start in 1965 when
you wrote the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. You have
indicated some of the unhappiness that you have about the trend
toward a lower level of grants and higher level of loans. Grants
that used to be 80 percent are now down to 50 percent.

You have indicated that you believe loans, at least to the low
income and especially the low-income minority population, are a
bit of a turnoff. They don't understand them; they are fearsome
about them. Their parents have a lot of reservations about big
loans. It's not part of their culture, as you said.

So it is a turnoff to the low-income population of kids that we
urgently need to get educated. When we have a high default rate it
is also a turnoff to society. It is very unfair. Society doesn't think
about the defense contractors, which you talked about, but it does
have a way of demagoguing a student default rate that seems high.

If you have all of these problems with student loans and ru.
seem to feel that access to postsecondary education is terribly im-
portant and access to preschool education is terribly important,
why don't you think that it is time to bite the bullet? As the
Truman Commission said 41 years ago, the time has come to make
education through the 14th gradeand that could be 16th grade
available in the same way that high school education is now avail-
able.

I feel like the kid who is looking at the king on horseback and he
is saying, but the king is naked. Why don't we take the scales off
our eyes and do what this society seems to want to do, which is
provid.e assured access both to preschool and to postsecondary edu-
cation?

Mr. BRADEMAS. I have tried to indicate in my testimony my
strong support for the bipartisan tradition of support of education,
especially Wgher education, in the United States. I must now in
light of your question make an observation that could be taken as
partisan, but I don't really think it should be. The issue has to do
with the budget deficit.

We are experiencing a grave challenge to the future strength of
our country, to the capacity of our country to respond to a whole
range of issues. You included some of them in your opening state-
ment when you talked about the problems of drug and alcohol
abuse, for example. I was chairman of the subcommittee and I
managed on the floor of the House to successful passage the DruF
and Alcohol Abuse Education Act when Richard Nixon was Presi-
dent of the United States. Some of us have been working at this
matter for a long time. You were there, Jim.

Representative SCHEUER. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS. And we still have those problems. We didn't put

much money into those particular programs.
It seems to me therefore that if we are effectively going to come

to grips with a whole range of major issues facing our country,

E
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such as, for example, the challenge of AIDSyou are going to hear
from a distinguished leader in that struggle, from Admiral Wat-
kins, in a momentwe have to get this budget deficit under con-
trol. I, therefore, must say that I think the major issue with which
you are going to be wrestling in this city in the next year is con-
trolling the deficit, and the heart of that question is, how do you do
it?

The budget deficit has been a problem ever since Mr. Reagan
first came into office and won support for a huge reduction in Fed-
eral revenues as a result of the change in the tax laws and huge
increases in spending for defense. A predictable result of these two
actions, so at least it seemed to me, to any rational personbut I
understand that doesn't always hold true in our Nation's Capital,
which I lovewas huge deficits. Until we get these deficits under
control, we are going to have a hard time providing the kind of re-
sources we need for Head Start, for preschool education, for post-
secondary education.

What to do about it? Here are my remedies, for whatever they
are worth. I have been saying this for several years now, so it is
not new, and I make these points in no order of priority. I think
they are all indispensable.

First, we have to slow down the rate of increase in defense
spending, make tough choices. Second, we have to raise tax reve-
nues. Third, we have to look with great care at some of the entitle-
ment programs and say this one we can continue to support, this
one may have to be modified, this one may have to be amended.
And you have to act on all three of these fronts.

I think the President of the United Staths should sayand so far
he has not indicated that he is willing to do so"ladies and gentle-
men of the Congress, this is a bottle of castor oil. I don't like it and
you are not going to like it, but we all have to drink it and we have
to drink it together."

For if Mr. Bush comes to Capitol Hill and says to all of you, "I
want to keep up defense spending. In fact, I want to increase de-
fense spending. I don't want any new tax revenues, no new taxes.
Read my lips. The only way you are going to solve the deficit prob-
lem is to cut more out of the domestic programs like education,"
increases for which he has campaigned, as he has also spoken
about the importance of environmental protectionboth of which
will cost more resourcesthen you are going to have gridlock in
this city. You are going to have gridlock, and it is going to be a
profoundly damaging development for the future strength and se-
curity of the United States and we are going to become far more
dependelt even than we are today on the Japanese and others who
pay tive loans on our credit cards.

Representative SCHEUER. That assumes that the Japanese are
prepared to permit us to be far more dependent than we are today,
and that is not all clear.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman.
I am morally sympathetic with the thrust of your question that

we should expand opportunities for preschool child development,
for study through grade school and high school, and for education
at the postsecondary level. But I live in a real world. We all live in

57
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a real worid. There is no cornucopia out there. That is why you are
now having to face hard choices.

I simply hope that when the President-elect of the United States
comes into office next month, he will face up to hard choices. I be-
lieve that if he is willing to saythis is the art of politics, not the
science of it"I've taken another look at the little old document
called the budget and it somehow doesn't seem to work out, and so,
ladies and gentlemen, come let us reason together," as President
Johnson would say, then I think we can come to grips with this
problem.

If I were he, I would listen to people like Bob Dole, the distin-
guished minority leader of the Senate, who can count. Indeed, we
need some basic arithmetic if we are going to deal with these prob-
lems, some courses in basic arithmetic, and the courses should be
offered by tutors, if necessary, at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue next
month.

Representative &HEUER. 1 have confidence in George Bush's
basic integrity and decency.

Mr. BRADEMAS. He's a very decent man.
Representative SCHEUER. 'Yes. I knew him when he was in Con-

gress two decades ago, and so did you.
He is a committed man, too, and I think he is going to want to be

the environment President and I think he is going to want to be
the education President, and I think he is going to understand that
the country needs to get over the hump of a candidate who may
have been saying "read my lips" but who as a President feels a
moral as well as a political compulsion to do the right thing for his
country. The right thing for his country is to make some invest-
ments at this time. Not expenditures, but investments in our
human capital.

Getting this budget under control is not going to be done in an
instant; it is going to be done over a period of years. I can't think
of anything that would contribute more to getting our financial
house in order than producing an educated citizenry, an educated,
productive, skilled citizenry that will make us competitive once
again in a way that we are not at the present time.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I will conclude, because I have
taken too long now. The quotation that for me sums it all up was
from a great philosopher, Alfred North Whitehead, who once said,
"In the conditions of modern life the rule is absolute. The race that
does not value trained intelligence is doomed." I don't believe the
American race is doomed if we have the wit and the will to provide
the resources to assure an adequate supply of educated men and
women.

Representative SCHEUER. We can agree on that fine closing sen-
tence to your outstandingly fine statement. Thank you very, very
much.

Mr. BianniAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative SCHEUER. Governor, Congresswoman Olympia

Snowe was very keen to introduce you, but unfortunately she had a
prior appointment with Department of State Secretary-designate
Baker and she had to leave. So let me substitute for her.

Governor McKernan is a former Member of Congress. He served
two terms on the Education and Labor Committee. He is chairman

,-.);
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of the Telecommunications Subcommittee of the National Gover-
nors' Association. He has perhaps been one of the outstanding Gov-
ernors in the country in assuring access both to preschool and to
postsecondary education.

We are delighted to have you, Governor. Tell us about what you
are doing.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN R. MCKERNAN, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
MAINE

Governor MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Having served
on your side of the panel for 4 years, I would ask that I be allowed
to submit my prepared statement and to summarize it.

Representative SCHEUER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Governor MCKERNAN. I am sort of having a hard time deciding

where to begin.
Representative SCHEUER. Tell us about your scholarship program.
Governor MCKERNAN. I will. That is my reaction to President

Brademas and the discussion which took place on whether or not
any of you here in Washington can reed the President-elect's lips.

I think what I would like to do is just talk a little bit about what
is happening in the States. Because I think it is important for you
all to hear that and realize that there are a lot of things happening
outside the city of Washington.

I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for the indepth series of
hearings and the report which you have issued, which I think is
going to go a long way toward forming the debate that has to take
place in this country.

The question is going to be, in my view, How we are going to ad-
dress the problems and whether or not we truly are going to have
dollars at the Federal level that are going to do the many things
that you would like to do and that I think a lot of us would like to
do?

My feeling is that my eyesight is pretty good and I can read the
President-elect's lips, and Congress is going to have to realize that
it is not going to have significant additional new dollars with which
to accomplish many of the things that I think we want to do, and it
is time to get creative and look at how we can form the right kind
of partnerships to accomplish what have to be the goals of this
country.

In the past 2 years in our administration in Maine, we have done
a number of things. In 1987 we had the largest percentage increase
in State funding of local elementary and secondary education.

In the last 2 years we have had the largest percentage increase
in State funding for our university system of any State in the coun-
try.

We have implemented a creative telecommunications system of
interactive television to bring education to many of the rural parts
of our State so that people, wherever their geographic location hap-
pens to be, have access to the kind of programs that are necessary
for them to get the skills they need and to have the opportunity we
hope to bring to our State.
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We have also embarked on child care, education and training
profframs, and welfare reform to make sure that people who need
additional skills have the opportunity to get them.

Having served on the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
when I was in CAmgress, I would like to talk a little bit about the

ndary aspect. I do believe that Federal higher educationgiltslarare absolutely essential to accomplishing what we want for
opportunities for people in this country.

Frankly, there are people who are falling through the cracks.
What we are trying to do in Maine is to begin to try to fill those
cracks. We are doing it with a two-pronged approach that we will
be proposing to the next session of the legislature which is going to
guarantee to every qualified student in our State that we will find
the financing, some of it grant, some of it loan, to make sure that
every student in our State who is qualified to go on to postsecond-
ary education has the financial opportunity to do that.

We are going to do it, as I said, with two prongs.
One is to increase our grant under the State Student Incentive

grants which we think are absolutely essential to reducing the high
indebtedness we are now starting to see through the excess of loan
programs that President Brademas talked about compared to grant
programs.

We are also moving all of our postsecondary education funding
programs into one agency for one-stop shopping. We are going to dothat in a way that will allow us to counsel students on a regional
basis so they know what is available.

We are convinced that through coordination, through consolida-
tion of programs, and through counseling we can get to students
and continue our program of increasing their aspirations. We tell
students in our State to dream big dream The problem is that too
often those dreams are deferred because they don't have the fi-
nances available to get the education they need to achieve those
dreams.

We think that in our State, where we `Lave one of the highest
high school graduation rates of any State in the country but one of
the lowest percentages of students who go on to postsecondary edu-
cation, that it is absolutely essential to address the aspirations
issue and then the financing issue because we have to make surethat students can implement their dreams.

I talked to Secretary-designate Cavazos recently about four
changes that I would like to suggest to your subcommittee that Ithink can be made in the way we fund higher education. They arechanges that will pale in comparison to some of the suggestions
that you are making, Mr. Chairman, but they are also some which
I think upon reflection you will realize perhaps are at least the
first step that we can take in these tight budget times.

First, I think that we ought to be having a matching grant pro-
gram for counssling students. We are going to hnplement this on
our own in Maine. I think if there were a matching grant program
at the Federal level that other States would do the same thing.There are a few States that do it now. They have found a signifi-
cant increase in knowledge among students once they have done
the counseling about the kind of financing that is available and it
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has in fact increased the number of students going on to postsec-
ondary education.

We are also going to triple the amount of State funds going into
the Student Incentive Grant program because we feel that the high
indebtedness is a problem that we have to look at.

We are also going to implement a loan program of last resort.
What that would mean is that we would have a program where we
would be able to say to all students that we intend to make sure
you have the finances; if all the other programs together leave you
with an unmet need, we will in fact be there to take care of that
unmet need with some type of program. That, I think, gets away
from the financing issue and allows children to concentrate on
what their goals are and how they are going to get there.

Finally, let me conclude by saying the tax-exempt fmancing issue
on these loan programs is essential. I hope that you in Congress
will do everything possible to make sure that the tax-exempt fi-
nancing is allowed to continue.

There are some in the last administration, in the Education De-
partment and Treasury Department, who have thought thrt we
ought to do away with tax-exempt financing. The extra cost of bor-
rowing for lenders in the taxable market compared to the shrink-
ing spread that they are being allowed under the program is going
to mean that fewer and fewer lenders will participate if we don't
allow that market to continue.

We can live under the caps that were passed under the 1986 Tax
Reform Act; we can't live with the taxable financing and still have
the kind of expansion of programs that we think are necessary.

Mr. Chairman, I have elaborated on these types of changes in my
prepared statement. They cost probably under $200 million but
they could result in well over $2 billion in additional funds avail-
able to needy students to make sure that they have the opportunity
that I think all of us in public life want to have for them.

Thank you for letting me be a part of the program.
[The prepared statement of Governor McKerr.an followal

Ir 1
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1REPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN R. McKERNAN
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Representative &HEUER. Thank you very much for comiug down
here to testify and telling us about your experience. We are very
grateful to you.

You are quite right. If we do go to this business of extending
public education, it will have to be phased in over a period of years.
It cannot be done overnight. But the logic of it seems to stand.

I notice that in your prepared statement you state:
That we need more fmancial aid counseling and coordination. In many instances,

the aid programs exist and the resources are available, but students and their fami-
lies are either unaware of the resources or unable to sort through the myriad of
Federal and State programs.

I must say from my own knowledge that is a masterpiece of un-
derstatement. The array of different Federal and State aid pro-
grams is absolutely mind blowing; it's dazzling. We have this im-
pressive bureaucracy of people who are trying to explain it, trying
to interpret, trying to help kids and their parents find their way
through the labyrinth, and it isn't very successft 1.

We have heard from Mr. Brademas that especially for low-
income minority kids taking on these enormous loans early in life
before even the beginning of their careers can be a daunting phe-
nomenon. It's a turnoff for a lot of kidsnot only the low income.

You talk about the myriad of programs and indicate that we
need mgre counselors and more information to guide people
through the maze, and you say that in the ultimate instance we
are going to provide the money for you to do it anyway. Wouldn't it
therefore be a lot simpler and wouldn't it be intellectually clearer
f3r our country to say we are going to extend public education?

You are saying any kid that needs it is going to get it. Why don't
we make a simple declaratory statement that public education
through college is a given?

We started out with public education, K through 12, in 1910.
Then the Truman Commission came along 40 years after that, in
1947, and said that we should extend that through 2 years of col-
lege, treating it just the way we treat high school.

Now, 41 years after the riuman recommendation, which got very
little notice and absolutely no debatewe are suggesting today
that we build on what Truman was suggesting 40 years ago; we
think public entitlement ought to be for another 4 years of public
education after high school. Then we can get rid of this nightmare
of aid programs that it takes a skilled professional to understand
and relate to and interpret to the kids and their parents.

Wouldn't it be more intellectually honest of us to say that we are
to establish education as a top priority? That based on the three-
quarters of a century that has taken place since 1910 we have de-
cided to extend public education down 2 years to ensure an en-
riched Head Start experience for every kid who needs itnot just
the ones who don't need it, as is the case now. And we are going to
extend public education up to 4 yearsnot just because the kids
need it, but because our society needs it.

The pain and the cost in our society is such that we simply
cannot afford not to do that. As a financial matter, if the model
that we are referring. toGI bill of rightsindicates that the Gov-
ernment gets back at a minimum between $5 and $12 for every
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dollar it expended assuring postsecondary access for GI's, how can
we afford not to make that investment?

And isn't it more honest simply to say we are extending the
system 4 years and you can forget all of this nightmare, this
morass, this swamp of different competing programs and just
assume when you come to the schoolhouse door at age 3 you are
going to have a ticket to education through elementary school,
through secondary school, and through college, and that we are
doing so because we need it as a society?

Governor MCKERNAN. I think your suggestion is one that obvi-
ously merits continued discussion. It seems to me to fall into the
category, however, of lniversal health coverage. The same type of
issue which the new Senate majority leader from our State, Sena-
tor Mitchell, recently responded in response to a question about
universal health care:

I don't even address those issues because I try to deal in the realm of the attain-
able and it is not going to happen.

I guess that is sort of my reaction to your suggestion. I am not
sure that at this point this country is prepared to have taxpayers,
people who are earning $15,000 or $20,000 a year, having their
taxes go to finance the college costs of the richest in this country. I
think that we now have a program which tries to identify those
people for whom access is a problem.

I think we would be better served, especially in the short run,
perhaps discussing the larger issue of where we ought to be going
as a nation in the long run on education. We have to be discussing
in the short run how we are going to make sure that those people
who are falling through the cracks and for whom access really is a
problem receive their education.

Representative SCHEUER. It might be that access to the 4 years of
postsecondary education might be means tested. That certainly is a
possibility. Again, if yew means test it, that would be one barrier,
but we still would be getting away from this nightmare of a with.,
variety of programs that very few people understand even when
they study them.

Let me make a point about your illusion to aur health care
system, that we can t afford universal access to health care. Gover-
nor, we hav.. it right now. We have universal access to health care.
But it isn't very well thought through and it isn't very efficient.

When poor people who do not have health insurance, who can't
afford a doctor, get sick they go to the hospital emergency room,
and the hospital emergency room across the length and breadth of
the United States has become the family doctor.

That is a damn poor way of setting up universal access to a
health care system. It uses scarce resources in a veu inefficient
way. We could do a heck of a lot better if we decided to bite the
bullet and move into a national health care system that was well
planned and tightly administered.

This same JEC Subcommittee that I chair held hearings about a
year ago on what is wrong with our health care system. Joe Cali-
fano, the former Secretary of HHS, indicated that we are wasting
about $125 billion a year because of the rather unplanned, chaotic,
ill-thought through nonsystem that we have as our health care

9
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system. This is a perfect example of it. You know perfectly well
that there isn't any place in the United StatesI hope there
isn'twhere a poor person if they are sick can't go to get help. It's
the hospital emergency room. That is an unplanned, wasteful,
highly cost-ineffective way of producing heelth care.

Maybe we have the same thing with our education system. And
one wonders why we have to go through all these convolutions that
you are talking aboutthese myriad of programs which require
counselors to interpret them, a loan program with a high-default
rate, a loan program that turns off a lot of the kids that we most
urgently want to include in our postsecondary system. This raises
questions that we are not going to solve today.

Governor MCKERNAN. I would like to make two points. One to
clarify the record. I did not say that we should not have universal
access to health care. I said the whole issue of universal health
care coverage is something which at this point this country is not
going to be able to afford. I heartily concur that if you look at
almost every State in the Nation, we are struggling with the in-
creased cost of health care and the whole issue of access to health
care.

I think it is also important to realize that we can do better witli
what we now have. That ought to be our short-term goal, making
sure that we do have adequate access either to health care or to
postsecondary education, which is why we are here, to look at the
myriad of programs and find a way to consolidate those and to
make sure that people do understand what is available so that we
maximize those programs that do exist while we are talking about
the kind of creative changes that you are looking to make in the
long term.

Representative SCHEUER. Thank you.
Congressman Williams.
Representative WILLIAMS. No questions.
Representative SCHROER. Congresswoman Lowey.
Representative LOWEY. Governor, you talked about your counsel-

ing program and that you are going to increase that. Sorting
through the maze of Federal and State programs in most States is
a difficult problem for families and students. How have you dealt
with it? Is it in practice now? And how successful have you been?

Governor MCKERNAN. We are about to propose to our State legis-
lature the consolidation of the various programs. We have, as do
most States, programs that are run in State government as well as
some private programs that are run to implement various Federal
programs, both grant and Joan programs.

The problem is that there isn't a great understanding even with
the high school guidance counselors. There are a couple of States
Vermont is onewhere they have taken all the programs and put
them in a separate agency and they have people they employ on a
part-time basis to go to schools to explain programs and what is
available. They have seen a significant increase in the percentage
of their students who have gone to postsecondary education. That
is the program that we intend to implement with some changes in
addition to the major program which I talked about, whkh is a last
resort loan program, to say if all else fails don't worry about find-
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ing adequate funds; we are going to have the kind of flexible loan
program to make sure that we make up the unmet need.

I think that kind of one-stop shopping is really important for
young people, especially those that Mr. Brademas talked about,
who are of lesser economic means, for whom the wholc. aspect of
trying to figure out how you go and borrow a'l this kina of money
and what it really means and how you combine grants with loans
is just more than they want to deal with and therefore oftentimes
that turns them off to going on to getting the education that they
are going to need.

Representative LOWEY. In times of the budget deficit many of us
are looking toward the private sector for a partnership. I wonder to
what extent you have the private sector involved in Maine?

Governor MCKERNAN. We have done a number of things. Not as
much in postsecondary as we have with the preschool and elemen-
tary and secondary. We formed what Congresswoman Snowe re-
ferred to as our aspirations compact.

As I said in my testimony, aspiratims are a problem in many
parts of our State. We have businesses involved with the communi-
ty and with the local schools to work on increasing aspirations, pro-
grams that identify for the schools and the children what is in
store for them, what they can do with an education, how they are
going to be able to do the kind of things that they want to do and
to improve their standard of living with education.

You have probably all heard of L.L. Bean, which is one of our
major employers. They have just given $600,000 to our Aspirations
Foundation, which is an example of the kind of corporate participa-
tion that we are getting.

Representative LOWEY. Thank you.
Representative SCHWER. Thank you very much, - Governor

McKernan. We are delighted that you came down and chatted with
Ils.

Governor MCKERNAN. Thank you very much. I apologize for leav-
ing, but I have a plane to catch.

Representative 3CHEUER. Jule Sugarman directs the largest and
most complex State agency in the State of Washington, with 14,000
employees and management problems ranging from medical assist-
ance for low-income people to the supervision of convicted juvenile
offenders.

Maybe if we had had a more adequately funded and well-directed
Head Start program over the last. 20 years, since the years that you
began the program, we would have fewer convicted juvenile offend-
ers to deal with.

It is a source of great personal pleasure and gratification to me
that you are here. We worked together 24 years ago when you led
us into the Head Start era. We are delighted to have you back.

Please tell us, as you look back in retrospect over the history of
the Head Start program, how do you appraise it? Do you think it is
worth xpanding so that every American child, especially those
who need it most, the low-income kids from perhaps culturally and
educationally deprived families, have access to it?

r!, I
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STATEMENT OF HON. JULE M. SUGARMAN, SECRETARY, DEPART-
MENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, STATE OF WASHING-
TON

Mr. SUGARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to be here today. With
your indulgence, I will file my prepared statement for the record
and then simply highlight it.

Representative SCHEUER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SUGARMAN. The hearing today creates an interesting juxta-

position between the needs in the higher education field and the
needs in the preschool field, the early childhood field, as I would
define it.

It is interesting in two ways. One, they may be competitive for
what so far you have described as very limited resources. I want to
comment later in my testimony on the resources issues.

But also there seems to be an assumption that in future years
there will be a need for a great expansion of higher education. I
want to say to you, very frankly, that in my judgment we are pro-
ducing a group of young people who are not going to be ready for
higher education, who will not be able to successfully participate in
it, and your problem may be exactly the opposite: more colleges
available than there are students to fill them.

I say that because of the experiences I have had in the State of
Washington since I have been there for the last 21/2 years and
based on a very broad range of contacts throughout the country,
people in the Head Start programs, people in positions similar to
mine in State agencies, and contact with the chief State school offi-
cers.

Basically, ladies and gentlemen, the children of this country, in
my judgment, are in the most desperate condition that thay have
ever been in. I don't say that very lightly. As you know, Congress-
man I am not a very flappable person.

The desperation that I see in your own State, the State of New
York, around children and family issues, the incidence of child
abuse and neglect, the incidence of drug and alcohol addiction
among parents and among children, the serious delinquency, the
unhealthy lifestyles, the gross incidence of misparenting and aban-
donment of parental responsibilities, failures to thrive in school
and the serious deficits in self-esteem and motivation among youth
should be truly alarming for this country. There isn't going to be a
work force in this coutnry if these trends continue.

Representative SCHEUER. There isn't going to be a work force?
Mr. SUGARMAN. A productive work force in this country if these

trends continue. It is simply too late to deal with the issue at the
college level if you haven't also dealt with it at the younger age
level.

I find a true desperation existing among people who are working
with families and children.

I was in New Yurk City recently visiting with some of the wel-
hire agencies in that community, the private welfare agencies.
They told m_ that they can no longer find people to work in their
programs because of the conditions of the families with which they
are dealing.
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The antagonism, the desperation, the lack of concern and motiva-
tion, the lack of hope for the future is now endemic among families
and their behavior is so dangerous to the workers involved that
those public service systems are crumbling. They are crumbling not
only in New York, but in Philadelphia, in Detroit, in Chicago, in
the District of Columbir, and in almost all of the major urban
areas of this country.

So I think the magnitude of the issue and the significance of the
issue that you are dealing with here today is much larger than
most people realize.

Children born in the last 10 years are different than children we
have talked about over the last 20 years. They come in majority
numbers from families that are single parent families, from fami-
lies that are in poverty, from families that have a high incidence of
drug and alcohol abuse and all the other debilitating conditions
which make it impossible for them to function well.

Ten years ago when I would talk to people in the public school
systems about how social and health services relate to what goes
on in education, they would say education is education and social
and health services are something out there for welfare families.

What I find all through the State of Washington, in our affluent
communities as well as our rural communities, is a desperate cry
for help now. We have families out there we can't deal with; kids
who can't function because the family situation is so dysfunctional
that we are just not able to deal with it.

If I had the capacity to do so, I would put social workers from
our department and health workers from our department in virtu-
ally every school in the State of Washington. I think my experience
is not dissimilar from what I hear as to the need elsewhere.

My testimony is a curious blend of optimism and realism. Opti-
mism in the sense of saying we know what to do about younger
children; realism in saying that if there are not the resources to do
that, we are not going to do what we need to do.

We are on the cusp of really going at early childhood in a serious
way. Let me explain to the subcommittee what I mean by early
childhood.

I mean those activitieseducational, sociel and health in
naturethat cover children from preconception, family planning,
and the point of conception through good maternal and child
health care, through good assessment, through good preschool pro-
grams of all sorts on into, I would say, through the second grade.

Those of you who were on the committee at the time remember
our discussions about followthrough and the importance of having
a continuity of service.

If I could be king in this country, I would essentially reorganize
our educational and other systems to cover that period from birth
through age 7 and see that as a continuous spectrum of activities.

The need for these programs to meet the needs of children also
intersects with the growth of the child care need in this country
care that is necessary basically because people are working, be-
cause families have to work to survive in the society; th-it. is, both
members or all of the adult members of the family have to work in
order to survive. The problem of how to care for children in that
context is very difficult.
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I would submit that the day-care or child-care needs and the
early childhood needs are not different in nature, that they are all,
or should be, developmental, that we should be concentrating ard
providing an equal quality of care in our child-care programs to
what we provide in our early childhood periods.

I have submitted to the subcommittee in my prepared statement
some data which indicate that by 1994, if one had the will and the
motivation to do so, we could have in place an industry of roughly
$100 billion. We now probably have an industry of between $30 and
$40 billion consisting of public funding and private funding and pa-
rental funding. But the need is to munificently and magnificently
increase that amount.

Not all of this is the responsibility of the Federal Government by
any means. I think it does take a combination of resources, from
State and Federal Governments, and a very significant contribu-
tion from individuals.

There are those who believe that private industry will make a
significant contribution. I share John Brademas' reservations as to
their capacity to do so. If you look at all the child-care programs in
the countrj, some six-tenths of 1 percent of private companies are
involved. That may grow incrementally, but not very large.

I recognize the subcomittee has limited time today, so let me just
concentrate on this funding issue.

I don't share Governor McKernan's reservations on the capacity
of this country to provide what it needs to provide. I believe if you
look at our tax situation in this country we have very modest taxes
compared to the other industrialized economies of this world. And I
believe that there is both a capacity and a will to see significant
additional taxes if they are directed toward the needs of children.

Every poll that I have seen in recent times says three things:
No. 1, we believe that children, youth, and families are a critical

issue. No. 2, we think that those programs are underfunded and
need to be better funded. No. 3, we are willing to support them
with our taxes as long as we are assured that the money will go
into that kind of activity.

We are testing that in the State of Washington now through an
initiative which we will place on the ballot next Novembera $720
million tax increase in the State, funded by an additional sales tax,
because the need is so apparent out there and people are so com-
mitted to it.

A group of us have been working nationally on a similar concept
at the Federal Government level which would call for the creation
of a children's trust fund, basically to be financed by an additional
payroll tax, a minimum, I would say, of three-tenths of a percent,
which will produce about $20 billion a year.

That sounds like an enormous sum. I would submit to you, to use
the chairman's words of a few minutes ago, this is an investment
in America. This is not an experditure in America. It is an invest-
ment that is absolutely essential if we are going to be able to serve
the needs of the population now coming into maturity and if we
are going to be able to preserve the competitive ability of this coun-
try to survive in economic terms.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sugarman follows]

1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MON. JULE M. SUGARMAN

Cheican anl Members at tbs Comitare

appreciate the opportunity to testify tcday. Sy way of idantification

as currently Sscratary of Social ani Health Seminole in the State of

Mabingtm. In earliar and raiment inoarnations I directed tbs national

Heed Start mgras rWring its first five years, brinfLy heeded the federal

Childranis Burma and the Ctfice at Child Dewelapient, alainistered the Nat

York City Won aesourceslarbtliMmratim and ths National Day Cars end Child

Daveloomnt Council. Hy Racial swam is in ths translating at pregres

concepts and goals into operating reauxus. I will CCIWKOMMUN today an

those: that is questions of policy, =warmth:a, funding, infrastructure

and veration.

I plan to focus wy testimony today antra separate, bat amelappizq types of

programs thaw Michas gmerally cell dhiLd demlnpmatand those

generally called dhild cue ar day cere. The need for and Wi'VM11 at these

program has bean well docamted in 'celiac Maims of this and other

committses of the Congrome and I do at inbuwl to spina suCh tima an

lustibilng the neml. There are hamar, thres fininmaal paints I want to

Mad nn wi operianoes in the State af illamhirqtan and kraiudg

of carditions tbsrughout the intim, our childrun and familial' ne

in greatar peril than a anytime in history. Ibe incidmaa at

doiLl abuse arcinaggert4 drug and Uranium, marina

dslinquency, uthealtby life styles, grows instances of
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aimparenting and ebandonment of parental responsibilities,

failures to thrive in school and swims deficits in mat extent

ard activation among youth is truly alarming.

o Virtually every group in the country, *other it be the Chief

State School Officiate, the National Aemociatian at Stara Soaris of

Edmomtion, the Ameticen Aomolemy of Padistrine, or the Committee

for Eccelado Osseleipmelt, that hem losbmiet the immus has

conoluded that the early childhood period in both the period of

greatest vulnershility and greatest opportunity for investment in

the future of cur moiety and cur eomoiy.

An increemed amber of people have cartaudiet that the values to be

'paned are so greet that other chibitanvith, prdbleme may have to

be assigned a lamer priority in banding of amrvices. 2 do us

agree that the country need's to sake that choice, but i2 it is to

be awl& then I reluctantly %marl support this emerging vim.

o *ile there is 011231011111 consensus on the need ter early childbcod

programs, ve cureintly have grams inadeogaseiee in goals,

organization and infreetzuoture ea well am personnel, rbyeical ard

financial remoteces to achieve cur objectives. Ilkittbet_g_usi' 1 a a

. 1,1..

/0
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nailistamatiar lyChilaturitmELCI

The tea °early chilaPcor promos seem dittererC tb.ings to diffetent

perple. In this presentation it excupeame wide variety ot activities

tccumed thildren sig their 4 14 from the pte-conoaption wird

throxgo age seen. leopues of the multiple tom at families in toiry's

society use that teas to irolucle all Mee inlividuals who play a

signiticant rola in the =Wring at the child. Mu upper age laml of

seven is eimittelly ecoodiet arbitrary, tut X use it far two ressms. First

it the continuiVy of davelrgemue tcra infamy theca* the

toddler, pteechool ant kirdergartin re= into the begirnings of the ethool

yeas. Mn oar misting eassy at eardoms this age period at service; is

likely to traneand several pablic and private delivary systems. Second,

age seen is the =rent %per Malt for tiedicald trim servicsa

chuck's% lap to loot ot the ;warty legal, an boar lo1 laid% is

significantly higher then aost states %ass far vowel ledicaid services.

The types of services I envision as fuelmental to a semi swirly child:cud

prams itIthrbli family foweed services Exit as sdatatian in parenting ar

nurturing and family agapart netwate which welds crettssing peer grump

and prafemairmal help on raising thildte. erd family plarnirq. Such badly

fecund props also reed to hem liniceps with etaalt service magma such

as health cars, drug emi alcohol. control, jab training and cansalirq, write

maisgarnt and =Wet resoluticn. Pat another way the developent of

chi-Wm is integrally related to the healthy development of their ackat

nurturers.
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Good prenatal medical and nutritional services are an essential ingredient

of early Childhood along with a fall range of pediatric services. There

suet he good dental, mental health and other specialized health services

swat as optometric, audiology and speech the:nappy activities. A till and

effective prop= of lemeklamtlems must be include&

I think it is essential that periodic developmental assemments

conducts& first at birth, then at six to nine months and at least once more

in the ages at two and three.

The range at aducatinnaliescial services needed includes infan._ cars

mamma (in a Child ore sodaliv), toddler and preschool propos in both

pert day and child ore modalities, kindergarten, *may schooling and Seed

Start. Also seserCial are special adisaitian activitiss tor Children with

developmental deficits or the potential for developing eudh deficits.

Therepeutic Child cars far abused Children is very nocosary.

All dhildnel at theme ages need acceem to the Child abuse and neglect

networks as well am various child welfare services.

20.1anaitttia1 alardan

."..f./ ,11 w we . a # e ..% . A. ag .g,

Zen Cra another, All aluoiticral emery ackncededges that children devalcc

at different rates eni haw widely varyirq needs as to inteneity of

-mrvices. Yet um persist in designing prtgrame strictly accoselinq to age

BEST tOPY AVAILABLE 1ilt
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ard with estazding uniformity. There are sew children inio need no,

services in the early yeses bowed those peovided dismatly by the family.

At ether ard at the ipsctrua a child in a eiriersly dysfuncticnal fily

mg mad total care by perms outside the erectly. teat is mow la a well

thought cut. and cientinually uplatud dmulegment proms few fads irdivicasa

child Match is mderstord. eorepted by led utiliald by the family and all

service providetu. lbat prop= needs to achieve occedinstion of activities

among servioe peovidees.

All children need services thisla ars demi, e.xl to further their edscstion,

aacdal, physical and matinee' develasemest- 3iU program should be desimed

with tholla =mho JAI ahwi 111..11LAtille...itaiLIAICialLiaLIAABEEdah-Ig

ws, at i

neys4 Ibis is not to argue far organised carriage in every type of

service. rt is to argue that every smcvlas wovider needs to misestend boo

experiences envie the Child soi ia rewired to tailor those OnAlla4MCOS to

tbe needs of eodh perticular

a-- a ` 9
ubp M -.9 9

uigibmssinclak I am not endmanlamMtia about public import far mikes

moth:al progenies at ages three, f I think universal

programs tend.to waste Amble which are more critically needed by other

children. / do recognize the value of having children from different
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bedkprduois in & particular service proms, but anly in moderation. It we

aceadkv hada a financial nimula then we can have universal service

avetlelmlity although I wculd argue that mudh cf it would be superflucus for

many children.

A critical question tar pUblic afficials im %hat is the scaPol of Med for

saviors. here we see critical jumOhaqm bohemia mods vhich arise from

the Child's awn developmental needs the tnmily need tar services during

emplaymmrit, education, pericds at illness and other family related remora.

?km children reed service for koth reasons. Huy Children need more than

cne service. For simple, the child euolled in kindergarten Whom family

wisdom mod service &rim the timeolebenicindsrgarten is not in

sessice. Similarly the Bud Start child needs care in the summar months if

Seed Start is not operating daring that period.

In the.cables and charts which follow, I have tried to provide a very rough

esthete of idis numbers of childron needing service f ily or child

purpoess. Thorn ertihdtas are, at test, an intoned julgrrit of service

need. They art mat empirically bused cn diagnostic eansiamenta. They

probably combine !meth real need and family preferences whiCh result in the

pachase ct service even time* the need tor it is dubious.

The estimates anticipate the expended participeticn of woman in the wotk

farm.
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TABLE A

NUMBERS OF CHILDREN BY TYPE OF PROGRAM
(in Thousands)

% Served
of Age

firggo

UnAHAMIdAirt___

[golly

Part Dry Programs

Offltlen____ Preschool
Kinder-

9.11d2D

Head Start

ind_OtherfiERUR Loath firggo Public Privite

Infants (0-)) 50% 2,900 700 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx

loddlers (2-3) 65% 2,600 1,500 xxx xxx xxx 700 xxx xxx
CD
ul

Preschool

(1) Age 4 65% 900 1,000 700 400 600 200 xxx 600

(2) Age 5 90% 900 900 1,700 600 xxx xxx 3,400 200

School Age

(6.14) in _ . A All AAA 11.30D 14..09 AAA KIX __AAA AAA

101AlS xxx 7,300 4,100 15,700 11,000 600 900 3,400 800

NOW Sone children receive more than one type of service.
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Litimated 1994 Unit Costs Bv Type of Proarag

full Day Child tiff Part Day Programs

Child Care PreSchool
Kinder- Head Start

ABB Emily fa= Emily fiCAMR r161.11 fault win And Other

A. Infants (0-1) $5,040 $6,000 S xxx $ xxx $ xxx $ xxx $ xxx $ xxx

0. Toddlers (2-3) 4,000 4,500 xxx xxx xxx MOO xxx xxx

C. Preschool

(1) Age 4 3,000 4,000 1,040 2,400 2,400 2,200 xxx 3,600

(2) Age 5 3,000 4,000 1,000 2,400 xxx xxx 2,200 3,600

D. School Age
(6-14) xxx xxx 1,200 1,600 XXX XXA XXX XXX

MOIL: All programs are assumed to incorporate a developmental philosophy.
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A. Infants (0-1)

B. Toddlers (2-3)

C. Preschool

(1) Age 4

(2) Age 6

0. School Age
(6-14)

70lALS

full Diw Child Cart

Lath G12112

$14,500 $4,200 $ xxx

10,400 6,750 xxx

TA8tE C
IOTAt COSTS DV TYPE Of MORAN

(Dollars in Millions)

Partbav_Proorami

Child Care Praktioal

UMW 6E80 Public

$ xxx $ xxx

xxx xxx

2,700 4,000 1,260 960 1,440

2,700 3,600 3,060 1,440 xxx

Kinder- Head Start Total

Friuli min ind_Olbir alias

$ xxx $ xxx $ xxx $18,700

1,680 xxx xxx 18,830

440 xxx 2,160 12,960

xxx 7,480 720 19,000

xxx __AAA ALM MOOR __MX AAA AKA xxi _31100

$30,300 $18,650 $20,280 $18,400 $1,440 $2,120 $ 7,480 $ 2,880 $101,450

I



CHART I

1994 Numbers of Children In Early Childhood
and Child Care Programs

(Estimates by Jule Sugarman)

PAION MOP MOLY OOP

FLU BAY PART DAY
CHILD CAW CHILD CAW

POO. I C. imtvtai

PiciEM1tAt

,IPOLPYVOIO. IMAT
0110%

0THEii

Note: Some children require more than one service



MART X It
PROPORTION OF CHILDREN BEING SERVE)

By Ago Group
Estimmtms by Ade Sugarman
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b. 1 ' A significant

portion of &mud ie arrzently bath; out by dutch ard civic ;caw as wall

as the private !cc wont rad rot fcc private sectors throne% day cas

canters ard =sew actcals as wall as by private divia IMO otter

family day cars ad nutarcy prognen. Data a% than pccoridars, particarlarly

than Ito axe atliareed, is nat really avallattle

I %add =anal& reacmsad that Capper adartalcs a aces scialtific

analysis of aggregate Mord as wall as an assmanart at :mat abould bs

finaaicisUy suppartad by the easily aid what by tederal, starts and/ar lccal

fords.

.
jjstm=ya, Lilaa all irdastrias dfl4 dasalcgornt/child ascs needs physical,

perscamal, lemdetsbip and notarial asaucces, it also nerds both individal

antraprineurship and scat% basir s. plans if it is to kw raloomsful. %tat

follaa is an analysis of the easeatial ingrediarts to dseeloping that

iniatry.

INVA12tta

Don Maar, an anthusiastic awe tic at child davalopment magma, a

foams saber at =cress cal now Maya, at kirewspolis states the leadership

imam in a rattshall °Ma pctialoa is that nab* is in chazga. we brat

rat, in grvernsantal tams, dsoicIrd whoa arganiartirm cc organization aught

1 1
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defend the salaries pad in day cars, the payment of Whool level wages

would martmntially emcmlate the costs of service.

Map child care activities are carried out under the auspices of mutate or

local government social or human service agencise. There agendas often

license and in some owes fUnd early Childhood propane. Their authurity to

limos may extend to for pmrit am well as other organisations.

In addition, way preschool podgras Ce.g. mussy schools ars operated by

irdividials or private entrepreneur without governs* rpervisian cc

firardrq. Finally, we have rimy health, soulml erd Weft ellerViallB being

clawed by arginitaticts that have no official or even wreldng relationships

with child devaltpant peogremm.

%tat :os have huh is a highly drawtmlited industry vith no dear corporate

leadership. Uwe are no industrywide stmalards and inadequate concepts as

to What various otgasications should offer to the twmi34y and child.

There is considarabla attractiveness to this highly decentralizsd indumtry

in that it offers families a wide variety of choices. Brawasr. tbs lock of

wan minimal standards ant the discatinuities amaig /awn= argues

foroefUlly for some two of control authority and ramonaibility.

I suggest to this oommithee Mkt this assignment of responsibility and

authority for child davelomenr/child care activities need not be uniform

throughout the nation- Individual states and local gowarnments Would be
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parmittad to davelop the/articular type of arrangsmant they find most

usaftl. What tom fadsral gomommunt should be anoouraging and assisting

financially are a variaty of organizational wrongt, that:

o Assure that fUnding for child develop:ant/child care activities

will ba vigomoualy puraued

o nocconald paid.* an the dogma to whiCh programs thould be

publicly finanoad at various family inoomm lavas

o Facilitate planning and priority setting, at least in tarns of

public funding

o Integrate planning f or physical t acilitims with other calamity

Plarrlinif

o Provide carping tcainin; ard career paths among pnwpmms

o Provide mmential shimmilads and tor liransing ant acnitorinq of

programa of all types

a Facilitate wick:1m relationahips with health, :modal and family

pirccEms

o Fmoilitatas ocntirmity of swirl= in workim with the badly

ard/Cr child

95-b58 161

11J.
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a Provides for accessible infatuation and referral services

o Ircorporerms data collection and enalysis activities adequate to

permit =tinting plaguing art evaluetion

It any be that rather than salsotirg a *wino operating orgenizatdon,

'iti y cbrawe to establiab some sart of cacedinsting organization.

I believe that can wort provided the ocomilmatinj forgeniastion bee

sofficiera sathoritg to aoampLieb the responsibilities described above and

a scram role in budgets mei miarity eattinp. Other aremalities y vial
to select a net csgenization or even to crests a child develqamt agmcy.

obetsver the orgenizational tore I think it is critical to mewl& for
semnbi#al itIV01.11111112t at (a) bailie* and (b) private providers Mimetic ar

rat they have pall* Osallizag.

Inctrairtnicaltials

Myst/al facilities, tremportetion aid (vilified start are verjec

comideraticre the derdelopeent of programs. Mime is virtually no

reliable data mailable an the need far ard availability at these revaeurces.

There is a carom amemption that pablic ezhools have lots of unwed specs.
I suspect tbe reality is that the situation striae widely ram; camunities.

Some cremaities have whoa "pm, bat in the vronq locatitss or in

buildings tisich are poorly configured tar child developeent purposes. The

availability of space can really only be detanaired on a cumunity by
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community basis and ought to bs part of ths aamasity planning getoras.

Thome laver? likely to bs a domed far financial assistance tar both public

andi private organisations far facility construction and mantic:a.

TransGartatien imams are more omplioned than Mat .221301 trifficertiti011

issues became (a) younger Children are invhbards (b) trerscarbstico batmen

dinerent programs (e.g.) )(indrawn:nor gird dhild me) mei be rewired/ (c)

earrioss (especially family day care) will be oterred in ankh Larger

nimble of locations; and (d) tremportstionnoy bey* to los to the door of

specific booms and aputmonts rather tun to OMUSCIttali points.

with rempect to staffing, them are major unsettled lames with respaot ta

lavals of staffing and basic Qualifications regUred. In seminal it is

high.ly unlikely that muffin/ant parmannal are cmtlelbe far solar expanalons

in services. Tharefore extansive training will have to be provided.

Zoa-ZslexhLligle

The scope of the intestry to be dovelvid, saes $101 billion by 1994, is

anormous. Mem are signifiszant alemeta of funding already in place.

iardargartans are largely financed throw* local or state funding. Federal

and state funds subsislioal Hoed Start as U. as dmy core in a segnitaris of

roughly $7-10 bilLiors. Families pay mat of tbe costs of moray school and

significant portions of part and full day care services. A handful of

employers contribr.a to tbs costs of day cars.
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lora

lammULAILnaliza-a2d2-'212.1.1ansitzialla-Didirs6 22.11/ 03 St. would

hive In ke Oared awry federal, atzta and lcchl gavernisnts. Hamer, X

holism thins ars tresendous vsziaticos in ths ability at statist snit local

amounitiss to Limos mob service. X estimate that 454 at infanta, 404 of

=IMAM 30% of four year olds, 25% of five year olds end 20% of actual age

children are in families with incomes balm Its Temrty 1a2.. Similarly,

an MOWS of 260 at Mildrso under firtimm are astiantad to be in single

;emit limes. both type at families have very limited csgscities to pw

the full casts af child tem movicss.

Zoos are significant ditterences in the prtportions of Mi.ldren wider five

to total popilstion in each stets. Utah is bigamist with 11.6%. States in

tbs 14 retrent rams include /maks, rafstm, lalUildana Klasiesi, Was

Median arid Wynadrg. Di martmst, tlis Distri.ct at dalashis, Ommecticizt,

Dessii, reamatemetts, Pessaylvenis and Wade Island hole 6.5% ar

less.

Py moth= asesms, caldron miler three in coverty (19410 dots) varied from

I percent in %mini! ta 31 pima& in Itisaissippi.

In still mother indicator pereansi per capita inams (19416) Levels varied

tram btgais of $33,600 in Cconsaticut, $16,626 in leas Jersey ard $19,397 in

D.C. to lows et $9.716 In IlialliasiSPL $10,576 in West Virginia and $10,191

in Valmont.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The thrust of all this data dmrstretes very
substantial differences in the

ability of ststas to finance early childhood programs.

Its Walla (poetics is What is tha capacity ot the !Warta government to

finance additional services
far childram As a paint at =tempos, redaral

e xpenditures tor sarvioes to cbildrefteYeurrh and families will total about

$33 million in 1989 ar anaroximstaly three Unto at a parount (.3%) ce the

federal budget. If ths tidscal gotiernmee Isms
to &nouns half at the coats

cd dsvelagdng the ver4
'ardor =would= lodcbmg at a need tor =gay $25

ball= as= year. Int= contact at the Lamest in =dimming the =ducal

deficit, I sas no way to firm= this level at critically naeled

elikatintla memos.

I breve keen diaruasizq with puny leaders in the children's field pmpumal

to =eats an amierind Children,s Twit to finmnas child care and atbsr

essential earl/ices tar childral, with and fmmiLias. Ikeding would mime

from a .3% payroll contribution
tram both =players ard emplopees, as wr11

op a higher rata of contribution an wagon and earnings atom the 198$ %wpm

at $45,300. This approanft, dr/ending cm the rate at contributices above ths

momps, could generate =tam ad and $80 4i 4 per year, themety

eliminating any =nos= 'bait increasing the deficit. I hove attached a

copy ct w proposal to the testimony.
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gar.Lako

Tte impacts's= of early Childhood/chill care program is universally

accapted and a not plain/rivets industry is =aging to meet ths need.

rarviose ought to amt the needs af ensiling' and Children from amiception

through age 7. The scrota's shaild craprehmeivs, tut =satanical to the

nods of sada family and children. la ahaAld avoid universal public

services far cbildrun who do not need thin.

A Ai 1.1 grapes in 19614 sauld mat affroadantely $100 billion. $ can $40-60

billion of pislic finials; is nodal by 1994 to flaws them program. If

the falaml gewermsant ben to accept bal2 lb* reepandbility for newpUe
factirq, additional rowans at $25 billian scold In reads& A Children's

Toast as proisamed by as could provide such of that tinsmaing.

Calor declaims 'Laths ands an state and local straotarns for developing

early childhood and Child cars asroices. Thar" needs lobe "samsans in

clangs.* That organization needs to have anmaratmd pow' %bids ankm

possible an iftegratmd industry.
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Representative &HEUER. Thank you very much, Jule.
I agree with your observations about our elementary and second-

ary school system. In New York the picture that you painted would
be an understatement. It is a school system in terrible crisis. This
crisis was the -:ubject of our first 9 days of hearings. I will make
sure that you I that report.

We appreciate your testimony very much.
Now we will hear from Admiral James Watkins, former Chief of

Naval Operations and former Chairman of the President's Commis-
sion on AIDS.

Admiral Watkins testified absolutely brilliantly before our sub-
committee about a year ago. He is such a unique public leader and
has fulfilled such a marvelous public role that we invited him back
to testify on the question of expanding America's education system.

Admiral, it is very comforting to us that a man of your superla-
tive quality can rise to the top in the ranks of our military.

Please take such time as you may need and tell us your reaction
to the statement of President Truman's commission that the time
has come to make education through the 14th or the 16th grade
available in the same way that high school education is now avail-
able, and likewise, to make Head Start available for every Ameri-
can kid, especially the 80 percent of the kids who need it the most
who are not getting it at the present time.

STATEMENT OF ADM. JAMES WATKINS (RETIRED), U.S. NAVY,
AND FORMER CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON Al )S
Admiral WATKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmon. par-

ticularly for asking me back this year. I think your report released
today on the education deficit is right on the mark.

You focused in that report on early childhood education program
needs. I am going to talk a little bit more about the health aspect
because we saw the vital importance of this issue in very clear and
clarion terms during our AIDS investigation.

You have clearly grasped the breadth and the depth of the liter-
acy issue across the Nation. I think you will recall that during our
prehearing discussions last year there were some who would indi-
cate that perhaps there is a relatively cheap and quick fix that we
could put in for adult literacy and this sort of thing. I think your
report clearly surrounds the issue in a much broader way, that this
is a much larger issue than can be solved in a quick-fix fashion.

So today I would suggest that perhaps I will come in from a dif-
ferent vantage point and focus on two additional elements and
then I will answer your question about the Truman belief in the
educational concept of the future of the Nation.

The health of the Nation and us application to a competitive
work force and the motivation of the youngsters as new entrants
into the work force become very critical elements, the glue, if you
will, that will bind your education deficit report together and bring
it to fruition.

Without the good health of the youngsters and without a motiva-
tion and extraction from the hopelessness so many find themselves
in, we are not going to realize your good literary objectivesI
agree 100 percent with Jule Sugarman on this. I thought his testi-

12)
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mony hit the mark right on the head and was in total synchroniza-tion with what we heard from 600 witnesses during 43 hearings onthe AIDS Commissionall extremely concerned about the healthand welfare of our young people, particularly those that we call atrisk, the disadvantaged, or the underclass.
As a matter of fact, before the commission, we asked the Nation-al Urban Institute to present a research paper which I felt wascompelling on this very issue. They defined the underclass in re-search terms: school dropout rate, single-parent family mother, thepoverty situation, and lack of access to health care and other simi-lar indexes, and drew the boundaries of that definition aroundNewark, New York, Chicago, Miami, Los Angeles, and the like.Then they overlaid the AIDS epidemic as another tragic symp-tom of our time and the overlay was direct. I think you may haveseen some of those curves. They are extremely impressive.This immediately gave the commission the clue that we weredealing with a much broader issue than condoms and clean nee-dles. We are dealing with the very issue that Jule Sugarman istalking about; we are dealing with the very issue that you are talk-ing about in your report on the education deficit. So there aremany complex elements in the equation surrounding the humancapital ills of the Nation.

First I would like to talk about the added dimension of health toyour education deficit report.
We reported to the President, among other things, that he hadgiven us a unique opportunity to look at the Nation by investigat-ing the medical, ethical, legal, social, financial, and internationalramifications of this epidemic. This was an unusual opportunity tolook at our Nation through what I have called the lens of the HIV,or the virus.
In addition to the frightening specter of drug abuse, the overlyburdening and unnecessary cost to the health care delivery systemand so forth, we talked about the absence of integrated health edu-cation and health promotion programs in our schools. The bestpublic health officials in the Nation came before us and gave ourschool system today a grade of D minus in health education andhealth promotion consciousness that could give children any hopeover a lifetime of developing a commitment to their own goodhealth and perhaps an understanding of the good health needs oftheir neighbors as well.

So I would like to discuss that element of literacy in the contextof our AIDS Commission work.
We made some recommendations in our report to the Presidentwhich, of course, dealt with the short-term response, the AIDS-spe-cific education.
But what we were concerned about in focusing solely on theshort-term specifics was the probability that we would again mis-lead the American people that we were going to solve this problemby another Band-Aid on a symptom. After all, we had been throughthe smoking, alcohol, drug abuse, safety-related accident, teen preg-nancy, teen suicide, teen crime, nutrition, and other specific pro-grams.

1
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We felt very .:learly that it was time to stop taking this fraction-

ated approach to health and institute a much more fundamental
health education process, preschool through postsecondary.

We made recommendations in that regard and we asked the

President to direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services

and the Secretary of Education to cochair a task force on compre-

hensive school-based health programs. This is not a new idea. The

Congress has pushed for sometime to bring these two Cabinet

heads closer together. It has not taken place yet.

The task force should articulate concepts which will drive devel-

opment of a truly comprehensive health education program at the

local level. The strategy of the funding should be addressed at that

time, and I will talk about that in a minute.
Until we allow the tremendous base of American youth, includ-

ing the one-fourth that now drop out of school, to have a chance to

understand about their own human behavior and biology, I don't

see how we can expect them to be part of the solution. They must

be part of the solution. These are bright kids. Persons with AIDS

today know more about their immune systems than the average

doctor I have talked to.
That tells me that, in the age of computers, these youngsters are

smart enough to know what happens in their systems from smok-

ing and drug use and so forth and what they are doing to their life-

styles or lives with early unwanted teen pregnancies. The latter,

alone, now costs the Nation about $12 to $16 billion annually.

There are some dollar offsets, then, if we could get 70 percent of

those kids back into the mainstreamour experience in the Navy.

There are opportunities here that are unusual. I had hoped that

this AIDS Commission would have provided the catalyst, because of

the shock that the Nation feels about AIDS. I had hoped it would

be the Pearl Harbor to inspire us to the broader approach to the

education excellence that your subcommittee is committed to.

I would like to ask that the particular short section, section III of

the education section of our report, be made a part of the official

record.
Representative SCHEUER. There being no objection, it is so or-

dered.
[The information follows:]

for
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he or she is um comfortable with the
subject

Local school boards should establish an
advisor) committee. coneasting of school
board members. professionals horn the
state and/or local public health depart.
ment. parents. teachers and students, to
develop aft WV education cutnculum
Ihe committee should meet as frequeni
intervals until the cistriculum is enacir4
and thereafter at least annually to mons-
tot and esaluate WV school.based edu
canon

7-34 The Department of hiusatteas. the Cen-
ters for Disease Control. states and lo-
tabors should increase funds to nanonal
edut atInn otganuations. school districts.
and other edwational entities to dc rgn
and implement Illy Mut anon ruins iota

7-35 ihe Centers for Disease Control should
nu tease funds to colleges and unisersi
ties for creation and/or expansion of

presermon And education programs
on campus lbe schools should cur
these funds to educate their students
about the medual aspects. including ap-
propnate nskreduction techniques. and
the societal aspeits of the epidenni

7-36 Stair and local health departments
should tooth:ft conferment to proside
cunt nt technical information About the
DIV epidemic to state anti local school
boards. pnncipals. and teachers Such
onferemes should be held regularh.

fussed n the amount of new information
asallahle or requests for updated infor
matton

7-37 State and local health departments. in
conjunction with state and local school
boards, should conduct conferences to
provide cunent and accurate informa-
tion about the }DV epidemic and u hoof.
based edocation inntanyes. including the
deunpiton of model programs, for par-
ents of school.age chtldren Such confer
meet should hr made available fire of
oharge to all parents of 14 hoot age chit.
then. arid should be held regularly.
based on the amount of new information
available. turnoser on the student popu
Limon ot requests LA opdated informa
lion

The Long,Term Response:
Comprehensive Health Education

The Commission strongly beheses that the
introducutm ccl aic age-appoopriate yornprehen
Use health education curneulum that encom

passes grades K through 12 Is long overdue.
Providing our nation's school children with
education about 111% transmission. as retool.
mended in the nearterm response section. is a
stgnificant step. However. it represents only a
stop-gap measure to correct a larger problem
lhe expert witnesses who testified before the
('ommission clearly demonstrated that the
problems that are afflicting youth today -- such
as sexually transmitted diseases including MV
ink-soon. drug abuse. school.aged pregnancy.
and der moos to drop.out or run away are all
inseparably intertwined The HIV epidemic
provides a unique Impetus to address these
problems in total rather than continue the
piecemeal. fractured. and largeh ineffective ap
proat h that is being undertaken today

The heaviest burden of illness to the techni-
call% advanced countries today is related to tn
dividual behavior. esp:t tally the long.term pat
terns of behavior often referred to as life
style In the United Suites. It is rellabli esti.
mated that 51) percent ftf. mortaltty from the 10
leading causes of death can be traced to life-
style -- health-damaging behaviors such as
smoking. donkmg. eatmg too many calories
and too much fat, and inactivity. Other behas
tots highly relevant to health and disease
both mental and physical -. are responses to
the sttesses of esents in life_

What we do early in li lays the foundation
for all the rest 'the eatly sears can provide the
basis for a long, healthy life span. Early preven-
use intervention tends to be exceptionally cost-
effective Ikalth and education are closely
linked in the development of vigorous, skillful.
adaptable young people. Investments in health
and education can be guided by research in
biomedical and behavioral sciences on NASA
hkelv to prevent much of the damage now
being done to children and adolescents

The onset of adolescence is a critical period
of biological arid psychological change for the
individual Puberty is one of the most far.
reaching biological upheasals in the hfe.span
For mans. It involves drastic changes in the
social ensironment AS well the transition from
elementary to vcondary school. These sears
(ages 10 to 15) are highh formalise for health.
relevant behasior patterns such as the smoking
of cigarettes in avoidance. the use cif alcohol or
tuber drugs or abstaining, the dosing of auto-
mobtles and niototcye les, habits of food intake
and exercise, and patterns of human relation-
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ships. including pre-mantal sexual activity lead-
ing to highoysk pregnant s arid sexualls flans.
mitted disease or abstinence Before health-
damaging patterns ate fit mls established. there
is a crucull opportunits for preventne intersen
tion and Alf niation of healthful living and sell.
respect

Despite the &astir biological. social. and
ter hnologic c flanges surf oundmg orioles( em r
that have taken plat e thu itug this century. there
appear to be fundamental human needs that
are endunng and crur '41 icc sursisal and health%
development

/1 I: irier.. 144 11.I groi.p th.at pros Airs
A sense of belonging
Dm tired to triennia tasks that .or grneralli ter
.ignited iii thr loots), As )441,ing M14111114. Nahir
and that theirhs ront respell when sioll is or.
mmed for coping with the i.sk
Ihr nerd to feel A sense of worth rs a person
rk Ir hi 4 4 11 I,,e neer. om.
ships soth other petiple. e, coalk a fess relator
Is dose relatiooships

Ihe experience of industnalocA nations slug.
gems that rapid social changes. the lueakdown
of famils suppotts. and piolongation of adoles-
cence are A subitated with ail increase in behos.
mraelated prohlems such as substance Abase.
school.age pregnancy. and education failure
'Ibe opportunities for piesention rest heasils
on finding «instructise wass to meet the basic
aspirations of Auks( ent deselopment in a new
scot ul context

lhe Commission behest.% that ccimpithen.
use health education. taught through a life mi .
emes c nnn offer a doom« opportimus
to stimulate earls interest m limn( e and to
learn how to deal mote ell« wick with matte«
of deep human concern The hie sin-Ores. bv
stimulating c hddien's interest in understanding
nature, can also lead the was to a deeper study
of other scientific. disciplines such as chemotrs
and physirs

In this context, then, health education in.
dudes At least three components in a system
(i) education in terms of classroom instruction
and curruulum. (2) 5( hoof poll( les that supPorl
the knowledge And skills that Me developed
through stub education. and (!/) governmental
policies Anti regulations that reinforce both of
the above But it is the school health program
that is "comprehensive- in taking into account
different levels of a total system from thr inch-

stigatotaittio. tttttttt stiois Arid goVe *IP
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mem, and sot thr cutriculum that is so often
referred to as "comprehetimse- A truly -com-
prehensive- health education p(ogrom is one
that integrates ham( «in«.pts in biological and
behavioral sciences. And opportunities to apply
piohlem.solsing arid decissmi.making skills in
the t-tntext ol real.lite indisidual Arid social
issues

Air impintant goal tri iinderstanding human
inologs will be to permit better solutions -.

with less strife and more informed puhlic par.
tic Mallon 44)14141log144) Aspects Eli Sirt14) proh
lems. such as (11\144414mental harords Know!
ed of human biologs is porn( ulails important
fro (:ectslons that ;elite to health .. decisions
on whethei to use al( ohol, cigarettes, or drugs.
to understand what «institutes healdo diet and
exeicise, decisions zbout sexualits -- as well AS
detisums on when and how to seek health care
Thus. education for health is a potentialls pow
rifts] offshoot cif Min Anon in the lift- stlefl«.1

objertis es of tea( hing life sciences to all
students is to proside A motor stimulus to thr
biologs rurocilluin for young adolescents An
age-appropnate «imprehensive health edtira-
non progiani throngh 12) would teach stn.
dents essential «in( epts in biology and then
relate these «incepts to problems that students
encounter in theit dads li..es These progiams
should emphasize p.t comal resporisibilits for
one's articon Arnim% hove consequences It
would promote health% behasiors, through the
knowledge thes will gain about theniselses
And whot thes can chi to then own bodies And
their own Ines

Ihe commission believes it is time to allow
mit children to berome patt of the solution to
all health thteats they fare, and to do this hs
engendering in them a bindamental knowledge
of then own builogir Al uniqueness AS part of a
timiprehensive health education program A
life sciences/health education cumculum must
he reinforced hs- consistent svhool climate and
policies. family And community support. con.
&outlive messages from thr media, arid favot.
able goyernmental policies -- a far better alter-
native than i ccrii iii uing the counterprodurtive
pi .1( tic e of allowing society to torntstentl c nti.
r tie youth as brmg tile problem itself

RECOMMENDATIONS
Ube President should (Inert the Secre-
tes of Health And Human Semites and
the Sri teiats of idurarson to to-r hAir a

1-
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task force on comprehensive school-
baled health programs. The task force
should articulate concepu which will
drive deielopmen' ..sf a truly comprehen-
sive health educauon program al the
local leyel Strategies for funding should
also be produced. Additionally. the task
force should explore the development of
incentives for school systems to Incorpo-
rate these concepts into thett programs
The Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act Amendments of 1988 ((he Raw.
king-Stafford bill), which provides funds

13:

for school systems to develop coordinat-
ed health and physical education pro.
grams. is an exampk of such an incen-
use.

7-59 All schools. both public and private.
should have comprehenswe health edu-
cation programa for grades K through
12 fully implemented by the year 2000.

7-40 School boards and parents should desel-
op means to incorporate values empha-
slung personal responsibility in tht gen-
eral education curriculum

9
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Admiral WATKINS. I will cut my comments short here.
I had an interview with Frank Newman who comes before your

committee periodically as president of the Education Commission
of the States, the right arm for education of the National Gover-
nors' Association. This interview was published in the September-
October 1988 issue of Change and was entitled "Students 1988, Vol-
untarism, Values, Jobs, and AIDS."

In that interview I discussed in some depth the need for postsec-
ondary education to be in the middle of health education and youth
community service, particularly as they relate to helping our un-
derclassmentoring, tutoring, and so forth.

Those kinds of incentives for postsecondary educated youngsters
to me would be the immediate focus of our interestto get kids in-
volved in community, get them inspired to be a part of important
community efforts. Much as some of the universities have already
inculcated into their students: "OK, Mr. MBA student, we applaud
your desire to be a city manager. We want A students to be in
there. We don't need another Ivan Boesky on Wall Street. We will
give you an incentive to meet your desires." So, let's get the best
and the brightest into the jobs where A students are teaching or
joining city governments or involving themselves in the kind of
social work that is so essential to bring one-thin; of our kids out of
poverty and hopelessness and give them a chance in life. our
young people are desperately needed in the work force today, as
you know.

I am now talking about the second added dimension of literacy,
one which I call motivation. I think the motivation of these young-
sters is so critical. Otherwise there is no sense of relevance to the
education process. We just heard Jule Sugarman talk about that.
So we have to find an institutional mechanism. Yes, Eugene Lang's
experiment was a wonderful experiment. It is the kind of concept
we would like to see impleinented nationally. But, whether you can
extrapolate that concept across the Nation to be the sole mecha-
nism is another question. On the other hand, it is one proven moti-
vational regime.

But let me talk about another one. While we have five bills on
Capitol Hill now on national service, I would rather see the focus
on youth community service at this point in time so as to prepare
youngsters to aspire to participate in public-private community
service projectssay, with the elderly, with the young, so as to
help this Nation out through their commitments for life to meet
societal needs.

It seems tn me we can inculcate such a commitment into our
youngsters in a concyt that goes from K to 12, providing core cur-
riculum underpinnirg of second language, of civics, of ethics, of a
study of the cultures that make up our society, and so forth. An
early emphasis on academic and practical community service un-
derpinnings can enhance the desire on the part of youngsters to
participate in our society.

That to me would build the self-esteem, the self-motivation, the
human dignity we need to instill in our people if we are going to
help Mr. Bush achieve his "kinder and gentler" society which I
happen to agree is a wonderful objective. And here are some ways
to do it.

13
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I am on the Carnegie Council for Adolescent Development. We
are developing a middle school model for ages 10 to 15, nominally
school years 5 through 8. This is a neglected area, but a very im-
portant area, to prepare these youngsters for the incredible
changes both physiological and social that take place as they walk
into these incredibly complex inner-city schools.

Also there is a program called Campus Compact. As you know,
this now involves over 100 colleges. Mr. Newman can talk about
this later. It is a very important one, where youth community serv-
ice is part of the educational requirements for a baccalaureate
degree. This means that we are getting the colleges involved in our
youngsters, and that is critical. To establish role models, to provide
the continuum of community service concepts from down to pre-
school on up, certainly in the area of health, are so critical.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act that Congress
passed last year is an excellent act. One of the six targeted pro-
grams nationally, under its title II provisions, is called personal ex-
cellence. That program iw.ludes health education, health promo-
tion, fitness of youngsters, youth community service, as well as all
of the other educational reforms in teaching and schooling that are
necessary.

Those incentives are in law now. If we can just expand on them,
and encourage demonstration projects at larger levels, and begin to
prove that such a holistic approach can bring the work to fruition,
then we. will achieve the kind of work force this country desperate-
ly needs now and certainly by the year 2000.

It's an integrated concept. These recommendations are contained
in both this magazine exchange that I had with Mr. Newman as
well as in our report, and I would like to also ask that that particu-
lar article be in the record.

Representative SCHEUER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The article follows:I

4
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AIDS,
YOUTH,

AND THE
UNIVERSITY

AN INTERVIEW MTN ADMIRAL WATKINS
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on the eionpu.s and the university's rale
in helping contain the emdenot Oat
Ain% whn wog over the l.t member ad .
vow, panel last Anthe, a a retired

pm. star admiral and member of the
1Joint Chiefs of Staff. imd served
as ehre/ tit %avid Operations from
IWO PO*

Chow tkotantarooetclase Igo

NEWMAN Jim. you've ig devoted
nine months of your life to an intensive
look at the AIDS situation What's the
moo important thing you learned'
WATKINS I think the lesson that has
come home to me throughout these
months is the fact that educatton is the
PsinciPal weapon We haw for dealing
with the virus Aftet all, we hove no
cute and no vaccine at this point

When I speak of -education,-
though. I speak of a term mounder
stood by many peopk who, too quick)).
fosus solely on the schoolroom trot
ronrnent -say. us the htgh schools Rut
our look at education should be much
broader For example. what we are see

mg is a Poorly educated healthcare
community- doc tors. nurws. dentists.
who simply don't know much about
the strus Or. we see religious leaders
engaged in bigotry ahout this epidemic
besause they lai:k education about the

Co we need a more comptelicn
use fat mashing appioash to edusa
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tton Vre mean education for the work.
place. lot those not in the workplace.
fter

of ur kids wh should he In the
or those in the schools, for th

o o
at guar I

high schools. but are not We ale talk
uts about health- sate provider educa.
lion, and about educating volunteers.
community based organtrations. and ;

puhlu health officials that have to he ;

Insolyed with this epidernis So wç are
talking about esers single aspect of ed
ucatton in order iii reach all segments ,
of society. particularly lhoK segMents
out of ihe mainstream who ate al

highest rwk

NEWMAN Where do you find the
knot lot that' N hil's got to take the
leadership'
WATKINS I think the federal gosern
ment. state giocinments, and all the
people who work rn health fields hase
to come together and desoop new con
cents of eduoning for broad. funds
mental understanding of our own hu .
man biology. so thkt youngstets them
wives can begin to parmtpase and be
part of the solution to the many health .
related ills that society faces

For exampk. we know shout low
turth weight and teen pregnano and
what it does us stow down sognitise
powesies in the catty %shoot grades

. . .

We know we art dealing with thangs
like nulntronal prohlems. inadequate
participation in Head Start, the teen
pregnancy issue, and suhuance ahuse,
whether ri's akohol, smokang. or drug,
So we are looking at an opponuntty
here to completely restructure the was,
we focus our efforts to understand
whin a healthy lifestyle is all about
Too often we assunte that a child in thts
nation will be healthy That may hose
been true years ago, hut society tr.

markedly changing tot csamplc. one
third of youngster. today are horn into
poseny now we ate hardening an un
derails% with inadequate health care
roadability. and Our studies show a
strong linkage in overlas between that
underslao and MISS I he oserlays are
direct and frightening to me With the
rapidly shanging demographics. this
underclass will consist mainly 01 tin

; panic and black Aineosans
.1 What emerges is mush larger spec.
1, ter hanging mkt the nation than tust
phis virus alone All)S Sims, into
focus a sanely of flaws in our %vs
tern flaws well known to ptisfession
als in edusation business. and health

maim flaws m the ways we approash
youth at risk and adolescent deselop
rncnt general!, MI those flaws are
brought into sharp focus ft. the Amer

Iican people by our look at sooets
through the HIV lens The rob of edu
%atom of all kinds. then, is to help rsto

I ple learn tn fundamental way about
human Mallows and their own bodies so
they can possess lifelong strategies for

/ healthy. wholesome lifestyles. not only
for then petsonal good and human dig
nits. hut with respect to others

M %%MAN So when you sas "eduCa
inom yOu Mean Mote than sirriph

knowing ahout what causes MISS
You arc talking about trying to get at
health sere prohkrns hs getting mu
dents to understand the nature of hu
man hiology

: ViAl IsINS Absolutely That larger

: ondeistanding is liar mote important
than HIV speCin, Issue% I know we

: hase to do things in the near term be
sank there is so mush misunderstand

, mg out there. hut we have to sun talk
mg now about how young people san
hi...time real players in wising the ;
health threat that fine them across the ;
hoard

You know, if younpters karned
irons kinckrganen thtough the stnth
grade. for eumple. how to apptoach

, the ;Ample,' transitional period to pu ;

benv. about the phruologaal change%
in themselves as they mose into new, !

Menge lispwireernIciabac INN
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more worldly envieOnnients, then AIDS
instruction would have a chance. II

would build on an educattonal bate. *0
that when we talk to our Yount Pee&
about AIDS they'd understaral from
what they learned corker about human
balm. We would engage them at a
point when they could begin to mike
then own dectuons-sound deouons
"len on V" knOwledae of theu own
bodies. And somehow, if we don't take
achlintalle of the concern created by
the HIV thrtae, we'll miss a great op .
portunity to expand our approach to
education at a time when the nation
desperately needs young people aware
of thor own umouctiess and human
dignity. key underpinnings 01 solichly.
ins *If-esteem

NEWMAN So you ate roguing that
we have a hod threat, which we muu
use as an opportunity because, as bad
as this threat is, it is not the only thing
we have to worry about
WATIONS Exactly. and because we
can't deal effectively with Allah in
wolarain Throughout our exarrunanon
of this epidemic, we raw a walet)
ptepared from an educationol point of
view. iii prepared from a health-care
delivery point of view; &prepared
horn a therapeutu.drug development
point of view It is ill-prepared On an.
other front- to ehminate the nicrechbk
specter hanging ovel us of drug or sub
stance abuse It is ill-prepared besause
our usciety toll has too little compas
non for the handisapprd and oral Con
demos and rejects and docnnunates
against the handicapped, a community
which now includes people with AIDS
I thought sve had motored beyond
those attitudes towards our fellow
man. hut we hasen't

NE-WMAN In your AllA omroiwon
work. did you find yourself surprised
by the degree of discrimination still

present In socrely1
WM KINS- I was surprtsed hi ii Vs hat

tugged al my heartstrings most were
people who were Infetted with the HIV
who had absolutely no knowkdge 11

coning to them There is n ass to
talk about -behassoral change" tor
them lees talk ebout the hemophilia.
or the transfused person in the boo
tat, kr% talk about the infant a .
AIDSthere will be IOW) to X1.000

cnsmao LagteernbeetOetabse Ian

of them by I991-with virtually no
parents to care for them We can non.
brume all we want about -family life.
styles'. or one thing or another. hut
these youngsters have no familso Or
the case of wives, married 37 years to
men whom they only resently found
were bisexual and had transmoted the
virus in them I found a tremendous
need to be sensitive to these individ.
oak People also tend to think of ho-
mosexuals or hisexual maks as com-
munities that can bc isolated so as not
to touch the rest of us But. In fact,
what we have out there is a Kr) worn
some potennal among adult Mutual
maks. for exampk, for heteroiesual
spread of the virus to individuals who
would have no knowledge that they
would be infected I think that fact
grabbed me more than anything else
This spidemis can touch all of us

Let me say a again. AIDS is not con
fined to saccial groups We hone got to
get beyond condemnation of lifestyle
as the answer. ot we ate not going to
get on with dealing with the virus. or
for that matter any of the related issues
with which we have to deal I think we
hate an opportunity here to go beyond
the HIV and do something king-range
that was desperately needed long hc .
fore this epidemic attired, and educa
non et a big part of the answer

NIWMAN l et me lust play through
yout argument fot a moment You'se
focused on several problems One is
undetsonding the disease itself, and
the nature of how one gets it A second
0 understanding our own bodies arid
human biology And thud. you've
argued. we need to undeistand the
nature of the health-care problem fax
mg us. and healrh.sare mofessionah
need to understand mush more. tcso
T hen. fourth. you've said that we must
address the questions of social hehas-
via atiO distrinurtation that all this es.
poses Aren't colleges and unrseriatiet
somehow forted to tie in the tenter of
all of this' Aten't they the ricrmal edu
vators in mans of these thina.,
SAAT KIN% I think thes have to he the
total poml ot an edutational fix for
dealing ,aith tho epidemic. and ans fu
lure epidemic It they would ow k up
this hanr.er in the medital and all other
olleges i hin universii. graduates

became involved and intended in a
healthy, wholesome life for themselves
and enjoyed fitness and self-under-
uanding. they'd carry that knowledge
into the workplace and ford a back into
the schools They'd become a catalyst
for moving the nation in the right di.
rectum I think a lasting movement of
this kind almost has to son as the Col-
lege level It has to start everywhere. of
courte, but colleges con provide the in .
seuranon and should be capable of
moving on tho right away

NEWMAN. Have you seen much re-
sponse from the universittes at this
point'
%ATKINS No, I hasen't really But
then I would have to say we didn't lean
on those from academia who came to
us on this tssue, except to ask, -What
grade would you give Madam or Mis.
let Public Health OfTietal, what grade
would you give the natton on to under
standing of the importance of health
education, health promotion, and fit-
nets in our whole schooling process.
from proschool up to the baccalaure
ate Answer mous. So this
told me that we hose a %emus peobiem

In the Canova. Council on Adolo
sent lk-selopment we are !causing now
on building a noddle school model
where health education, health protnn
non. and motivation of youngsters
(through youth community service) be-
come& an integral part of their educa
tional development We hope to show
how youngsters who ate now at high
risk can be motivated to bc Pan of the
solutton to thew problems to become
peer mentors, to help each other pull
themselso up in their undetoanding
about how to avrad things that threaten

, good, wholesome lives

NE WMAN You keep coming hat A to
a viewpoint. or No- that it's not as
'amok as teat rung someone how AIDS
is transmitted, that we base to teavh
what it is that males a health., whole
nowin
%Midst's I think that it's essential
betaute fekuvng on AIDS alone rant,

main> qUVVIons in the mtnd of a
vitungsiet So what are you tellmg hun'
f tom a youngster's itoint of slew. how
do I remember this Ito. do I plate it
an Contest' V. hat iv 'he meaning of hat

a piete n. automat., ' lot 3 Ir....M*1 Of

It



a student. it's very difficult to take
Doe, isolated health threat and jun deal
wish it a/one.

I recognize that in the immediate pee*
cm we hove to deal with certain ar
groups sad provide cenain informanon
at the high school or prom high school
level and perhaps even down into the
losvet grades Rut that gets to be peetty
dicey. And u will always be colored by
the clisurnatances and value system of
the community, so that the AIDS cur-
riculum detigned for New York City
won't be necessarily the same as that
for a small town in the Midwest Even
so. the question is then. Isn't there a
way to pull together much more as a
matron and build a common cumculum
of good health across the nation"
Can't we deal with these things in such
a fundamental way that when the next
vents Comet alone we aft ready to
move quickly and knowledgeably as a
people' Must we again go through this
incredible penou of social unrest that
we've wunessed with AIDS. where
myths and misunderstanding and von-
cite comment and condemnation have
been the norm? There roust be bole,
wao for codued axioms like ours to
deal anth something like this

NEWMAN That is an interesting
point You are saying we may not have
seen the er.d of this, that even if we ate
able to attack this Innis we may find
mutant that comes along and deepens
the problem You are mons that we
have got to have societal capabaity
Am I readmit you right on that one'
WATKINS. Absolutely. a societal cap-
ability to deal with factmoving sets of
unknowns slier all, we have never
docovered a vaccine for a retrovtrus,
so thts is new, and all of the projections
corning out of the Work) Health Orga-
nization or from the Institute of Medi-
eine love a rather somber picture of
what is ahead for us in cures and vac-
cines The HIV is something that a go .
tng to be wtth us for a tong tune We
have to be careful that we don't build
a Masonot kne around this vuus only to
wake up one morning and rind a new
man unon us. like an airborne mutant.
which would be quite different in how
it manifests itself These are the kinds
of things that a nation bke ours, a
leader in the world and in world heath.
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should confront and learn u lessons
We should package up these lessons
learned in the AIDS aims and factor
them back into our education and pub-
lic health arias systems so that we
don't lose opponumtles that an here
now to build a better somety for the fu-
ture We should roe in AIDS a "Pearl
Harbor" to wake us up and mobilize
beastly to commence a war on this
vtrus

NEWMAN lttn, you've mentioned
the importance of Oen mg young Pent*
to understand the nature of their own
bathes, what a healthy human being ik .
and so on One of the things that has
been commented on a good deal ss that
many at-rlsk youngsters lack the belsef
in thetr own future to care enough
about questions of their own health.
teener Pteanancy. AIDS, drug use.
and so on
WATKINS Absolutely

NEWMAN- How do we cope with
that"
WATKINS In this underclass. there's
a ono of hopelessness on the pan of
too many of our young people today-
We find s swamp of confusvon in some
of these hard.prened areas, parocularty
in the Large Inner cities We have seen il
here m Washington, in Philadelphia
and Neaark and New Tod, in KOMI
and los Angelmso many places Tho
ts why I feel that motivational concepts
have to be integrated Into our health
education, health promotion. anti edu.
cation reform us fact all our ao-
proaches need to be integrated ui a
holistic fashion. Now o the time to
grasp that concept and move 11' Be-

cause. as I indscated earlier to you, the
overlay between sonw of the 'octal
issues you mention and the AIDS virus
is dnect

NEWMAN The fast that ae have lot
of at risk kais who are hkelyunleo
we 4t, something fairly dramaticto
be mine and more uoolved with AIDS

does that pose a threat to the
larger society'
WATKINS Yes, in my opinion. it

does I et me talk a little hit about
adolescents Not so much late teens.
am talking about now

INI-WMAN Twelve' Fourteen/
%%ATKIN,. Yet. early in the middle

3

school period. We know this sexually
tranonated disuse la on the climb. At

ors sleep rale.

NEWMAN- Not p.m AIDS?
WATKINS: No. no. sexuaily trammeled
diseases of al types. herpes. gliormems.
syphilis. and so an Now also sn that
URIC group we have a suovarig number
who are experimenting on drugs other
than marijuana. Recent studio of tegh
school lemon show that One.third
hove experimented or are experiment
ing on drug& other than marijuana
That u very worrisome. Then there a
the recorded high sexual activity among
adoleScents in those same groups. Gen.
really. by the time mates have com-
pleted thor uPper-school educanon, /0
Percent have had significant sexual In-
tercourse . . and SO percent an the
case of the females Now, you tie that
with a seven- to erght.yeat latency pe.
nod from tune of infection to orne of
chrocal symptom. and you have a very
dangerous potential utualson Particu-
larly when the attitudes of adolescents
are. "It's not ring to happen to me";
"I won't wear a coodom anywayit's
not my bag"; "I an not going to be a
problem"; "I am going to kve forever";
"I CAS) id* into my partner's eye and tek
whether he or she has AIDS-1 already
know how to do that.**

When you have that kind of thought
pattern. as we heard before the Com-
mission in testimony, you have to
worry a great deal about effectiveoess
of any simple intervention strategy.
like mailer And we don't know what
ibe prevalence is of the virus among
adolescents today We have no Inowl.
edge of that. So a a a wonuome tht
because you are talking about poteni.say
significant ruks to the future generation
I would say that if I were left north one
unknown from tha whole nine months
of ssudy. it would be, "My God, what
is going on among adolescents ts-day?"
All those co factors in the wrong Mew
min are we budding somethina with
the potential to esplodt three. four, Or
five years from now' My feu a that
we have to be concerned with that po

I tents& Certainly we should take what-
ever steps we can today to deter such a
tragedy bore happening If we look
bask one day and someone says, "Well,
we spent too many resources tIoing

enema SwasswassdOosoin Oita
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that -see. it didn't happen.** then we'll
know we did the right thing

NEWMAN Right Let me take you
bark to srunethtng that you mentioned
tartar. that heahh-care profesuonigs do
nig seem to have anywhere ReS1 the un.
demanding that you would have &nun.
pated in 'ha Does this mean that in the
unnerves and professIonal &isms:lions
at are gosng to have to mount some sort
of major educational campatan'

WATKINS Absolutely l'sc been
working closely with the hierarchy in
the Amencan Medical Assostation. the
National academy of Science's Institute
of Medicine. and many other% I was
speaker al the annual leadership con
ference of the AMA in Chicago recently.
that was followed two weeks later tis
their first national conference dealing
with the entire range of education for
all health-care providers. sroluding
People like paiamedscs and volunteers

people who work with doctor% in 3nd
around the virus We dassosered how
important ii was to have an aggressive.
Integrated education policy tot all
levels of health-care providers But
most of iha all has to first man tnosing
down from the medical schools, whah,
unfortunately, move at a glacial pace
when tnaking change

NEWMAN. I was going tu ask you
what kind of grade you Rase to the
medical schools on the kind of changes
they've made

%ATKINS Let me tell you. I won't
grade the medical schools, but the i
medical people themselves assigned
about 13 plus to their responoseness
to needed change

NEWMAN Well that's up from a D !
mtnus

WATKINS Well, that minus wa% for ;

health edusation. health prumotion in
the schools We're talking about the ;
medical leaders in the natiun now !

even more disturbing

NEWMAN %elt, there you are they
get mush higher grades'

WATKINS But I will sas this of the
AMA its teaffumativ.n of the Hippo
coin% oath in relation to AIDS is not
an idle gesture but a vers important
move I gave theit leadership good

Meng. aseisambacrOesoba INS

Nou %mil to your
dodor and said. "Doe. tell
me. %mid you treat an
MIN patient?" If he said.
"AN) Intel% noC are you
f.tf)itig to Mime Watkins,
the ehaiman of the
commixKion that Says he
stioukP

marks tor soutsge Because thett are
many health-care prosiders-even with
that reaffitmation that they'll serve
others, that will still refuse to serve
those with AIDS lake the leadership
conference I mentioned After I ad;
dressed it. the audience was asked to
submn questions to those on the dirks,
who included the head of the AMA.
The questIons from the floor included
"Lan you get It from a bedhug";
"( an you get it from a mosquito?".
"What'about the toilet sere". "What
:how the man who cuts ha finger in
the restaurant and blood goes into your
salad", "What about tear ducts and
the tear drops" All of the old buga-
boos that sstenlists have alreads re
ported out thousands and thousands
of AIDS cases worldwide today. but
not one CAW where those methods uf
transmission led to AIDS Not one

13:$

%Sell, that fan mill hads't gotten
through to the medical leadership

Frankly. the AMA's wonderful DI
Sshwart: and Di Sammons were em
batrassell by it Whs.* they did was
gather the questions and then feed
them bask to their own doLtors al the
edui soon conference t*o weeks later

verybody there was shocked at the
task ot undemanding The ignorance
is not a sritalsm of tndisiduals but of
system mai ts too slow and too slug
soh What you have ts rapidly missing
scientific inforinatiOn that is changing
almost dints about a set of unknowns
that is sets frightening So we have to
locus on new and dynamic ways of es1
°sating health sate providers because
they are in the front lines dealing with
the moblem

All professionals count, for that
Mane% bCtill/St ske Look to them for
guidance If you went to your doctor
and said. "Dew., tell me, would you
treat an AIDS patient" If he said,
"AA...Mutely not,- ate you going to bc
hese Watkins. the chairman of the

I somata...non that says he should' No.
You're going to beln-ve your doctor Or
your dentist, or your pastor. who says
that, really, the problem is homosea.
utility, and we ought to quatannne them
all Those kinds of answers, when theY
come from the people we fetal the Most.
an going to tAny the day Thars why
the fundamental education of ad these
individuals a so important . why,
tot example, fundamental education in
the wurkplace is so tmponant Plan
rung for the flea AIDS case before It
ever gets there -that's an educational
process We need to work with the in
lected wrotker so that morale in the re,
minder of the uninfected workforce
stays up, so t hat the person stays on the
job After all, earners la e non-chnical
symptomatically for seven to sight
years Don't we want them at wurk'
no we want them on welfare, Du we
want them %pending clussn to poveny
and to Medicaid" Do we want them de
meaned for life' No, we ought to keep
them in the workplace they're not go
my to flaming 'het sous Ne now
know you hase to work .41 II to trans
mu the on%

NEWMAN that ralsf. questions for
colleges and unryersuies .1% welt (em

an
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fairly we are going to ean seems more
and mom audents on campus. or ern.
*yen Of the univeraity, who have
AIDS
WATKINS Abeolutely. The university
should be the very nim to leap into the
suldle and ride herd Oa mewing foe
its fine students. its Tust faculty mem.
bees. as list support forces with the
vinisto demonetrate to others Owl at
least academia haa Its *et together, that
it's educated itself and kaows how to
Madk the.

NEWMAN. Voter* taking about the
urines-say at a role model'
WATKINS' Aa a role model.

NEWMAN- And a should be educat.
mg peeler broadly. Swaim thu e so.
lag to require a btoad education

WATKINS Rieln And if they do it
riale, there * a down to the
high school, the middle tchool, the ek.
mentary school. arel to twelchool that
ail ties tosether. Somewhere in that
cheat ist ought to have the anchor, sad
it's the meirrsity that everybody can
ego oe se held ohm iond f we-
veal model that Mips yousgsten
siromm up build habsts for We that ere
wholesome aed Mahlty ust may
fru gaming new respect for ourvelves
but to allow us to respect other u well.
It mem to me that it's not difficult
concept to veep I know a may be dd.
ficult to implement. I'm aure there are
encruth colleen arid universities wow
the Amon that ere reedy to move that
it would make imse to convene scene
son of oonkrawm sow, to teen a move-
ment going at the university leNal for
them to do thee pen

NEWMAN len. were you encouraged
by the Stockholm Conference?

WATKINS Weil I am encouraged onty
in the knee the 1St nations were
there Ten thoinand papers were deliv-
ered. and MOO participants were
there So when a person lake lames .1
Kilpaitick says in The Washington
Port, "What's the big Mall," the an.
sawn is in those numbers It's very an-
Penult thal we all recognize thu ss a
global problem The Untied States
the manor perpetrator of the disease
neht now, so we'd better not start
pomung fingers st Africa or other na-

nom We're number one In the *add
We'se got a therd of the mooned caws.
And while there's probably undevre.
porting elsewhere, we shouldn't hide
behind that. So. It's global, and there.
fote I'm encouraged that peopie IN at
lest coming out of the woodwork and
admitting thst they have knour Pnrsh-
lents For rumple, Thadand recently
asreed that n had a very serious drug
abut problem, with a direct reletion.
ship to AIDS So these are sood things.
I mean, the tragedy is mu good, but it's
good that at lean we we ainag it across
the sawn.. I beheve that if the Presi-
dent picks up and accepts the erategies
the* the Coavelesco developed. It will
ao a long way towatds inspiring other
moons to follow our ' ad. Becaute we
ant a lewier re heath, we ought to be
taking a lead is thit epsdemac in a coke.
Ku way

NEWMAN lim, the lus been a long,
arduous battle Oil VOW Pan What's
Real fOr yOul And the Commation,
Whas happens now"

WATKINS: Weil, it ie my fond hope
that the Proudest will embrace the as
ha COOVIUM041 report, that he'll es-
done the those of a. That he will ac.
ceps the fact nut putting the HIV tin.
der protection of the haws for Medi.
capped, the anticliscrunination law, is
good for the nation. More importantly. I
would hope he'd then mike the entire
law applicable to all American, not
not thou mewing federal funds That
would be a tremendous step forward
IT be embraced it and zed ook I
will dod that I can to wont in !mph,.
teen way with leadership on the Hill to
pus a law that protests US Nadl .
capped. including *.hote with HIV, and
issue an executive order to do lo at
once in all federal agencies, he would
kt the right tone for the nation." He
doesn't need to Qo much more than that
We'd be underway in Oar veOe atzffili
the vuus

I can tell you that the goodnee us
wailsnit out there, wtth community.
bared organizations and people Me
yourself, and with leadership in
schools and PTAs and among teachers
wiles the nation They are sitting there
waiting for their positive energy to Iv
harnessed If they get the signal to
"go." then we'll take off and start do-

1. 3 `.
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kg these thing'. And vo my hope is
that he would steep this aa his owe im-
portant legacy to leave us. He tuned
with "A Maim at Risk." and embraced
excellence in educalloo In 143; in
19413, he spoke out for youth fitness
and spot% he's spoken out snootily
opine abuse or druga And sois he's
got the catalyst in the AIDS ono to
push all of this much hardet. He's got
a perfect combination . he's got a
goatee) already Malt and a moot' ready
to mow, so I'm himeful he'll grasp a as
ke and amet movie; tic: novo to tome-
*Us Meer foe all Americana.

I aho believe that he needs some-
body in charge. We Met haw some-
body cleatified with overrule the
foilowthrosiah on this thittg. at lelat
fOe so% watil the Oetitutsoael Fromm
osts he Itrouskit up to a impassive awed.
I do not feel that the procese is telb00.
We today. AIDS ts too fan-move%
*ad needs a mach mom tepid moose
system. owe Met ie coupled to the
smaarocas, to communsty-based orge-
attA104/4 that me comfiest to much of
the burden. We need fruit smooches
us ollf Pah& hotimele. aad so Want
AIDSa mat pies int aed on, what we
mod.

For myself, I will &Mays remain stn.
sitive to the woe. twcaure I've been so
doe, to it *ow ke tom months But
because I see it as a broader issue, I am
snag to dedcate myself even more folly
to the whole issue of the youth hue of
Amencans literacy. Its heakh. and
al motivationwith "motivate*" as
the hone before the cart. links at
start thankma broadly about youth de-
velopment, by the year 1000. when we
have the current fint-graders entering
our workforce. they are not rung to be
ready. They are DOI scans to be moti-
vated They sre going to be Wish kill,
and in brae numbers And America
empty isn't going to be able to ;crown.
pleb the objectives that everybody is
calling for in international competi-
tion. We won't have the readinese of
the workforce we need AU these is
wee, sa I've wed, are raued in how we
respond to this epidemic So I'm going
to take the lusher pound and stay with
Amencan youth and then heakh and
welfare as the most important issue, i
with HIV and AIDS es a subseta
tragic symptom of Muter

townie garisswearrOceow len
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Admiral WATKINS. To conclude, I would take these two added di-
mensions of comprehensive health education and motivation
through youth community service and add them to the concept of
education as you are addressing it in your current preschool and
postsecondary school recommendations.

On the subject of cost, I think too often we talk about up-front
investment and don't bother to take into account the kinds of am-
ortization regimes that are built into a cost-effective program. In
the military, when I would come over to Capitol Hill and talk
about that, they demanded that we show how we were going to
fund all of these new programs: Where are we going to get the
money out of existing systems? How do you translate investment
dollars today to more cost-effective dollars tomorrow? Isn't there a
cost offset?

I think too often we say it's just too hard, when dealing with
human potential, it's too difficult. It isn't. About 50 percent of the
programs we have in educating and motivating our youth can be
coated out by the General Accounting Office or by the Congression-
al Budget Office, somebody that has the capability to put on the
green eyeshades and say, look, there are certain things that we can
cost out.

For example, we pointed out in our commission report that we
can probably save $9 out of every $10 if we don't institutionalize
everybody and shift to a less costly alternate health care concept.
There are alternate health care settings, like home care, if we get
our antidiscriminatory act together in this Nation and deal with
these issues.

I believe that in the existing health and education programs
there are dollars that can migrate toward our up-front investment
over a 5-year period. We need to start looking beyond the current
budget year.

So far as defense is concerned, my feeling is that what we are
talking about here is the guts of national security. This is national
security. So we can't say, what do you want, defense or an educated
youth base? They are the same thing.

Defense has to get into the act, too, and say, "I am so concerned
about the readiness of the potential youth base that I am willing to
contribute dollars into that account because it is the guts of mili-
tary readiness." There is no question about this axiom, and every
service chief will support it. So therefore let's put some teeth
behind the rhetoric and say that all must share the educational re-
structuring burden.

But those on the domestic side must also share the investment
burden and identify the offsetting dollars. To achieve these various
objectives, we should set them as national objectives, then force the
dollar savings in the outyears that will surely be there as we tran-
sition from high-remedial costs of today to lower preventive costs of
tomorrow.

I am strongly a believer that we must stop fearing up-front in-
vestment dollars without even investigating the downstream amor-
tization regimes which cost-benefit analysts can just as well deal
with in at least half of human development programs as well as
they can with other programs in hardware and that sort of thing.

1 .1
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With that I want to again thank you for allowing me to be here.
Thank you for the breadth and depth of your report of last year. I
think it is a wonderful first start, and I would only add these addi-
tional elements into your thinking.

In answer to your very basic question, I would make Head Start
an entitlement right up front, for preschool health and education
preparation of our youngsters should be the first order of business.

Downstream I would be more on Jule Sugarman's side. I believe
there are other things we can do now at the baccalaureate level
that we are not doing. Until we can eliminate some of these incred-
ibly complex variables of early childhood development, I think it is
premature to predict what might happen downstream if we were to
get the whole level of education and literacy from preschool up to
secondary school on the beam and on track. We may not need the
added expense of entitlement to college education.

In lieu of the latter, I would focus our postsecondary programs
on incentives for youngsters to get into the kind of social service
and other community service we so desperately need out there to
deal with the major problems of the elderly, the youth at risk, dis-
advantaged and the underclass of the Nation.

Thank you.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Admiral.
Congressman Pat Williams.
Representative WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I found this panel to be very interesting. Let me make an obser-

vation rather than ask a question. I know we are pressed for time,
Mr. Chairman, so I will truncate my observation.

From listening to your testimony, Mr. Sugarman, you and I
would probably agree on the need for changes, including additional
dollars, on the social side of Federal spending patterns.

I find myself in a major personal dilemma, however, as to wheth-
er or not America is going to be willing to do that. I see the polls
that say that Americans indeed recognize that we need to make
significant progress in health care and education, but the only poll
that counts is that one that is taken on election day. When it
comes to that poll, the vote for the most important office in this
land, the American people have said very clearly in three elections
in a row spanning a timeframe of more than a decade io, no, we
will not support a President who will ask and demand these kinds
of changes we need and who will provide the aggressive leadership
to do it.

It is almost as if our country has come to believe that there is no
connection between the ballot box and then what happens in
WashinOon and therefore to their own individual lives.

I don t know whether the demand is out there in America to
make the kinds of changes you are talking about.

I have spent 6 years on the House Budget Committee. I am unal-
terably convinced that many of these changes cannot be made
without additional expenditures. Some of them c in, but most of
them cannot. So Americans have two choices. We can either raise
their taxes to pay for the changes, or we can cut the aged and de-
fense spending. Either or both. We can raise taxes on the one hand
or we can cut defense spending and the aged on the other.
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All the nonsense about fraud, waste, and abuse in welfare. We
have passed that now in America. We understand now that that
was political demagoguery. That is not the way we are going to pay
for these massive necessary changes.

I am pleased to hear, Admiral Watkins, that when you had come
up here the various defense subcommittees would question the de-
fense spending and ask you about offset. But I can tell you, as a
member of the Budget Committee, we will add $1 billion to the de-
fense spending in a heartbeat, but we will debate for a month $100
million more for health care or education in America.

Why? Because we know what happens on that Tuesday in No-
vember. We read that poll. That's the one that really counts. That
is the dilemma that many of us face here in the Congress. I for one
have come to the point where I don't know how to resolve it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SUGARMAN. Mr. Chairman, if you will permit one observa-

tion on Congressman Williams' remarks.
Representative SCHEUER. Yes.
Mr. SUGARMAN. I think that increasingly those of us who are in-

volved in the systems that help children, the health system, the
education sy3tem, the social system, plus a lot of people like Admi-
ral Watkins from the outside, are understanding that we need to
be very political in our approach to things, that we need to support
members like you and the chairman who have fought for years for
decent entitlements and decent programs.

Too often we have stood aside and said we don't want to let poli-
tics corrupt our programs. Well, if we neglect our political leaders,
they will neglect us. I think that balance is going to change. It may
not change quickly on Presidential elections, but I think you will
see much more support from the general public and from the pro-
fessionals involved and the advocacy groups involved.

Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Jule Sugarman,
and thank you very much, Admiral Watkins, for a very thoughtful
and p: Arocative panel.

I will now ask Congressman Pat Williams to introduce the speak-
ers for the next panel and conduct the questioning.

Representative WILLIAMS [presiding]. Thank you.
Will the next panel, Mr. Donley, Mr. Semerad, Mr. MacAllister,

Mr. Murphy, and Mr. Woodside, please join us at the witness table.
Edward Donley is chairman of the executive committee of Air

Products & Chemicals, Inc. Mr. Donley is a life trustee of the Car-
negie-Mellon University and is chairman of the board of members
of Lawrence Institute of Technology. He served as chairman of the
Business Higher Education Forum of the American Council on
Education from 1986 until today.

We are pleased you are with us, Mr. Donley. Please proceed.

.1 '1
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD DONLEY, CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEE. AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC., AND MEMBER,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ON
BEHALF OF THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY KAREN A. BERG, ASSOCIATE MANAGER OF EMPLOYEE RE.
LATIONS FOR THE CHAMBER
Mr. DONLEY. Thank you, Congressman Williams.
My introduction contained a few minor inaccuracies, which with

your permission I will correct. I have in the past couple of years
entered into a new profession; that is, a profession of former chair-
man. I am former chairman of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce; I
am former chairman of Air Products & Chemicals, Inc., a high-tech
company with 13,000 employees with headquarters in Allentown,
PA; and as you said, also former chairman of the Business Higher
Education Forum, a unit of the American Council on Education.

I have submitted a prepared statement of my position, Mr. Chair-
man and Congressman Williams. With your permission, I will have
that stand rather than take up an extensive amount of time.

Representative WILLIAMS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DoNLEy. I would like to highlight briefly two points in my

prepared statement.
One Mr. Brademas referred to, and that is the tax deductibility

for student loans and the deductibility of expense on the part of
corporations such as our corporation, Air Products, when we send
our employees off for further education.

Turning on section 127 and turning it off again and turning it on
retroactively creates a lot of confusion. My prepared statement
strongly recommends that we make those tax deductible aspects
permanent.

There is a true demand, I am convinced, for the loan programs
for higher education. In the U.S. Chamber of Commerce we intro-
duced during 1988 a new program called ConSern to provide loans
to employees of member companies. In the few months that the
program has been in existence, 4,300 companies, members of the
U.S. Chamber across the country, have signed on for that program,
paid the fees, obtained the literature, and are distributing it to
their employees. Already more than 2 million employees in these
4,300 companies have signed on for getting information about this
program. These are mostly small companies with less than 500 em-
ployees.

We have provided in the few months that the program has been
in existence over 6,000 loans, totaling in excess of $40 million, to
employees of these 4,000-odd companies.

That is the essence of the comments I would like to make about
the prepared statement that I presented. However, with your indul-
gence, I would like to take a very short time and bring to your at.
tention an education program in which I have been personallly in.
volved in the past 2 months.

This President, as has been said many times this morning, has
identified himself as the education President. I hope that this Con-
gress will identify itself as the education Congress. I think there
are some opportunities without federally funded programs to make
contributions in this area.
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I happen to be the cochairman of a small charitable foundation
in Pennsylvania. Four months ago we offered to two school districts
in Lehigh County a program which would make available to every
teacher who would come forth with an innovative program agreed
upon by the teacher and the students in the classroom a grant of
$1,000 for carrying out that program. We received an overwhelming
response. We made 150 grants, that is, $150,000, which is, of course,
a minuscule expenditure. The annual budget in these two school
districts is in the aggregate substantially in excess of $50 million,
80 $150,000 is not significant.

These teachers and their students have grasped this program,
which puts this minor amount of mvney into the classroom, with
great alacrity. They organired a fair held at Muhlenberg College.
The teachers and their students came and presented an outline of
what they were doing in an innovative way in their individual
classrooms. The local media including the press, the radio stations,
and the television stations, picked up this program and it has re-
ceived a great deal of very enthusiastic attention in our communi-
ty.

We announced last week that we were going to extend it for an-
other year. My telephone has been ringing off the hook ever since
as teachers and students call and express their great enthusiaem
for this program that gives them some money in their classroom,
even though a minor amount, and that they have under their con-
trol.

There is absolutely no question that many of these innovative
programs are going to be so well received and so highly admired in
the community that the school districts are going to have to fund
them on an ongoing basis.

So I say that you here in the Congress, wider your leadership,
Mr. Chairman, have a bully pulpit, as does the new President. I
hope that you will use that bully pulpit to advocate the kind of pri-
vate initiative that I think exists out there in the country to a
great degree but needs to be stimulated and encouraged by the
voice that can come from this chamber and from the chamber at
the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue.

Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Donley follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD DONLEY

ACCESS TO POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. my name is Edward Donley.

I so Chairman of the Executive Committee of Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

I serve on the Board of Directors of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and was

Chairman from 1986-1987. I am pleased to appear today on behalf of the

Chamber. I am ikeCOManifd by Karen A. Berg, Associate Manager of Employee

Relations for the Chamber.

Mr. Chairman. the Chamber applauds you for holding this hearing on the

imortant topic of assuring full access to preschool and postsecondary

education. The Chamber is committed to the goal of making high-quality

education available to all segments of the population ana appreciates the

opportunity to present its views, which will focus on postsecondary education.

The chance to participate in this debate comes at a propitious moment in

our history, as we prepare to enter the 21st century. Current international

competitive pressures suggest that a thorough review of national budget and

tax policy is appropriate and timely if we are to meet this country's f.ture

human resources needs. The 10Ist Congress and the mew Administration must

take stops now to ensure that tomorrow's wort force has the education end

training necessary to meet the work-place needs of the year 2000.

Much of the U.S.'s ability to retain its competitive edge in a global

economy is contingent upon providing the broadest access possible to

education. Coinciding with increased competition from abroad are fundamental

changes in both the industrial structure of the U.S. and the composition of

its labor force.

14,;
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On the demand side, high-sk111 jobs are the W.V. of the future. Bureau of

Labor Statistics projections to the year 2000 indicate that the greatest

grolsth will occur In occupations and Industries demanding high-skilled,

well-educated workers. In Borkforce aQQ, the Hudson Institute forecasts that

by the 19905 more than halt of all new jobs will require some education beyond

high school and that SO percent of those jobs will require a college degree.

Om the supply side, the labor pool is shrinking and will continue to do so

through the year 2000. In addition. 60 percent of those who will be working

the year 2000 are working today. We oust focus not only on the education of

our youth but also on the need for workers to continue learning throughout

their lives in order to keep pace with a rapidly changing work place.

A new report from the tusiness-Nigher Education Forum. the Executive

Committee of which I am a member, makes the Case eloquently:

'Unless we can make all our young pivots believe they are partners in

our national life, we may lose not only them, but the future we want

for them. The real issue for our society is how do we make available

for all our young people -- male and female, minority and majority --

a sense of the possibilities of life, faith in themselves and enough

confidence to stake their future on developing their talents?'

Meeting these needs and fully developing our human resources will require

a new focus on education -- including higher education. One of the greatest

impediments for those seeking higher education is the higb cost. According to

a study by the College bard. college Costs have soared since 1960. Private

universities registered the highest cost increases, with the average charge

for tuition, room, and board rising $0.1 percent to $11.670. Costs at public

two-year cottages. which showed the least growth. rose 56.4 percent to an

average of $3.160.
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Although the government funds several educational aid programs to assist

the poor, the grim fact is that education is increasingly beyond the reach of

the middle class. At present. 25 percent of college students receive federal

aid, but 60 percent of college students aro ineligible for aid.

A recent Gallup poll asked 1,000 lunior and senior high school students,

high school graduates who have not gone to college, and college students and

graduates about deterrents to college enrollment. Almost half -- 43 percent

-- of those surveyed responded that the key deterrent is the price.

Changes in the tax code have made financing the cost of a college degree

even more difficjlt. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986. the deduction for

interest on consumer loans -- including educational loans -- is being phased

out. In addition, the tax exemption for employee educational assistance

(Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code) will expire on December 31, 1988.

I would like to focus y remarks on the Chamber's perspectives on ways to

address access to higher education. The Chamber supports a three-prong

approach to financing higher education: permanent xtension of Section 127,

restoration of tho deduction for interest on student loans, and examination of

education savings incentives.

Employee Educational Assistance

In 1978, employee educational assistance programs became tax-exempt

through the creation of Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code. The

underlying Congressicoal intent for the enactment of Section 127 was "to

provide greater educational aid economic opportunity to those who have had

limited access in the past and wt.0 aro least able to pay . . .6 by excluding

from gross income value of employer-provided educational assistance.

Seven million workers have benefited from participation in such programs since

1978.
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However. the authorizatico for Section 127 has lapsed three times since

enactment and subsequently has been extended retroactively. Last mooth. the

President signed into law tax legislation that included a one-year extension

of Section 127, retroactive to January 1, ISIS. Rat on Decembre 91, 1986. the

exemption lapses again. The Chamber supports permtnent rtenslco Of Section

127 to alleviate the confusion and delays caused by the piecemeal

authorization ProCesS.

Studies in4itats that Section 127 has played an important role in Fleeting

the training end educational needs of the American work force. According to a

HISS survey conducted by the American Society for Training and Develop* it

(ASTO). 97 percent of all respondents educational assistance progrxes: 96

Percent of their eeployees wore eligible to participate; and 72 percent of the

participants earned less than $30.000 per year. In fact, employees making

less than S15,000 per year participated at twice the rate of higher-paid

employees. Small- and medium-siZe organizations made the greatest use of

educational assistance programs -- the highest participation rate was found in

organizations with fewer than SOO employees. Ninety-one percent cited local

community colleges as the primary provider of related courses.

The &STD survey clearly indicates the following trends:

o educational assistance benefits are offered by a broad and diverse

crass section of employers;

o Section 127 provisions are used by employees at different compensation

levels, with the highest concentration in the low-to-middle incoem range;

o Section 127 allows employers to offer cost-effective programs for

upgrading the skills of employees; and

o educational assistance programs encourage workers (and employers) to

keep up with new technology and industrial developments.
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These conclusions are reinforced by the findings of the Chamber's Survey

Center:
.W.1extejnnents_112fila revealed that more than 70 percent of all

firms provided employee educational
assistance benefits in 1987, almost double

the 37 percent of firms Offering this benefit 15 years ago. All major

industry groupings provide this benefit.

Employee educational assistance
benefits comoanies, their employees, and

society generally. Wowever, the short xtensions and continual expirations of

tnis program cause a great deal of confusioo about the tax treatment of

employee educational assistance.

In the absence of Section 127. employers must revert to a "job

relatedness test in order to provide tax-free education and training

assistance. This results in a greater behefit for higher-income,

better-skilled employees. who more easily may justify educational expenses as

job-related. If courses taken are not job-related, workers must pay incoee

tax on the value of the assistance, which may discourage some emoloyees from

continuing their sducation.

Currently, with the future tax status of educational assistance so

uncertain, both employers and employees are left guessing about how tuition

reimbursement should be calculated.
Permanent extension of Section 127 would

alleviate this uncertainty.

Studen t _Lan.

loans are the largest source of student assistance. Last year 3.5 million

students took out government-guaranteed
loans, borrowing an average of $2,381

each. Countless others secured loans through the private sector.

A recent study found that 43 percent of graduates of four-year

institutions complete college with education debts averaging $5,500. About

one of every three graduates employed full-time is using 6 percent or more of

his earnings to repay an educational loan.
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Until recently, interest on student loans (as well as all other consumer

loans) was tax deductible. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, this deduction

iv being phased out over five years. Educational loan recipients preparing

their 15141 tax returns next year may deduct only 40 percent of the interet

paid on their loans. By 1991, the deduction will be eliminated.

Congress justified the repeal of this deduction on the grounds that it is

a disincentiv to savings. Out in the face of rapidly scalating

higher-education costs, many American families are finding that saving enough

to educate their children is difficult, if not impossible.

Interest on loans secured by a primary or seccadary residence and used for

educational expenses remains deductible. But this does not help those who do

not own homes -- primarily lower-incame taxpayers -- or those who lack

sufficient equity in their homes. It is estimated that nearly 40 percent of

all Americans fit into this category. Clearly, this is an unfair situation.

Reinstatement of the deduction for interest on educational loans =mid

make the tax code fairer for Americans who must borrow to meet

higher-education expenses. Further, it would help to make education more

affordable and, thus, open more opportunities for ind4viduals as we approach

the Elst century.

The private sector also has en important role to play in ensuring the

availability of high-quality education and training programs for current and

future workers. This year, the Chamber adapted the ConSern program, which

makes low-cost educational loans available to employees of all Chamber members

and their families. There are no means tests: the only qualification is the

applicant's geed credit. Loans are made up to $25.000 per applicant per par

to a maximum of $100,000, with up to IS years to repay. These loans are made

for any and all educaticmal purposes and may be used at any accredited

college, university, or private elementary or secondary school. For 'Any

middle-incone f.aiiies, ConSern may bridge the gap between federal student

losn eligibility and the economic realities of sending one or more children to

college.
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This is not the Chamber's first ffort to assist in our nation's quest for

better educational 00portunity, nor will it be its last. I do. however,

believe that .:shis is its most drematic contribution to date: and if the

response thus far is an indicator of what is to Come, it will have a major

impact indeed. date. 4,300 companies representing more than two million

employees have participated in the ConSern program, which has provided sot*

6,000 loans totaling 140

11.11021.111LAJObir Educatton

We eust xamine creative methca to help r,arents to save flr their

children's education, The Gallup poll that I mentioned earlie- found that

more than one-third of those surveyed had saved no money for cnllege, nor had

their families. With continuously rising higher education costs, savings will

become an increasingly important element.

A number of education savings programs have been proposed and the Chamber

currently is undertaking a comprehensive review of all education funding

mechanisms. The Chamber's Board soon will be asked to approve policy

regarding tax incentives for education savings.

Tax legislation enacted at the close of the 100th Congress created a new

savings incentive program. Under this plan, interest received on EE U.S.

savings bonds redeemed for college costs is tax exempt.

Other proposals include education savings accounts, similar to individual

retireeent accounts (IRAs), which would allow families tO Contribute a certain

amount eaCh year solely for the purpse 0 financing higher education.

Cootributions up to a limit would be deductible from gross income. A similar

proposal would allow penalty-free deductions from IRAs to pay for

higher-education costs.

15
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The Chamber's Education. Employment and Training Committee has recommended

several critieria for evaluating tax incentives for education savings. 'Any

new tax-favored savings vehicle should:

o not establish complex rules and regulations ar create a new government

bureaucracy:

o %Insure voluntary participative by employers: and

o stablish a conveniset saviegs vehicle.°

Coimbili1b1

Mimi are costs involved alth each of these tax incentives for higher

education. Out I would maintain that there nay be no better investment for

business -- indeed for our couetry -- them edecation.

Employer interest in improvieg access to higher education is prtmarily

,rompted by economic concerns. Tne economic well-being of American business

is tied directly to tee educatiotal attainment of our citizenry. hut the

importance of education in our lociety goes Wood economics. The report by

the easiness-Nigher Education Forum, to whiCh I referred earlier, reminds us:

'It is esseetial that our people understand the Imam resources issue as an

opportunity for all to 044 a better life -- sot solely in material terms, but

in the matters of the spin* ar4 of the values that bind us together . . . .

Growth, freedom and a better l'4tere for all depend on adapting our human

resources to ever wpo SA4 ever ft.* chilleogisg times.°

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Representative SOMER. Thank you very much. Congressman
Williams is coming back to continue the management of this panel.

I do hope that all of you, from your business vantage point, will
tell us what the long-term cost to our country will be of not im-
proving access to postsecondary education, of failing to provide ade-
quate on-the-job training and retraining and upgrading of skills,
and the cost of not providing a preschool education opportunity for
all the kids that need it.

Congressman Williams.
Representative WILIAAMS. Mr. Roger Semerad is senior vice

president of American Express. The American Express Co. has pro-
posed the creation of the National Academy Foundation, a partner-
ship among business and education, government and labor aimed
at providing critically needed leadership and resources to improve
the education and career preparation of the next generation of
Americans.

Mr. Semerad, we are glad that you are here. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROCER 0. SEMERAD, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN EXI'RESS

Mr. SEMERAD. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I would like to join the other witnesses in congratulating you and

the subcommittee for this series of hearings and certainly those
that have come before. Jim Watkins and I were talking before the
hearing that this is our third appearance before this subcommittee.
It is really critical that the subcommittee focus on those human
capital issues that are facing this country.

Unfortunately, Lou Gerstner, the president of the American Ex-
press Co., was unable to join us because of another corporate obli-
gation. He sends his best regards for a good hearing.

In the interest of' time, I would like to just outline my prepared
statement which I have submitted in full for the record.

Representative WILIAAMS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SEMERAD. Even though the United States enters 1989 in the

middle of one of the longest noninflationary economic expansions
in our history, one of the most urgent tasks facing us is restoring
America's productivity. Our overall productivity growth relative to
that of our major economic competitors ranks dead last.

There are two main contributors to productivity growth of any
nation, and that is the national rate of savings and investment in
the education and training of our workers. All of you are aware of
our dismal savings performance.

I really want to discuss this morning the second half of the pro-
ductivity equation, the education and skills of our work force.

Historically, some one-half of American productivity growth has
come from increases in individuals' skills and knowledge. Yet as
this subcommittee has learned over the last couple of years in
these hearings and in its research, the skills of our current work
force and the knowledge of our society as a whole are dangerously
low already and they seem to be headed even lower.

Clearly something needs to be done. Unfortunately, those people
most in need of added education and training generally cannot
take on this responsibility by themselves. Yet trying to upgrade
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worker and student skills by spending vast new sums of Federal
dollars would worsen the aavings side of the productivity equation.

We should instead make better use of existing and potentially
available Federal, State, and private resources by restructuring fi-
nancial assistance for postsecondary education and training. In es-
sence, build a new mechanism according to what I would outline as
six principles.

The first would be that the financing mechanism should encour-
age savings. Two, that it should encourage devotion of increased
personal and other private business resources to education and
training. It should encourage all students to seek postsecondary or
needed training, starting young.

Throughout their worklife it should encourage personal achieve-
ment and philanthropic support of that achievement in education.

It should be centered on the individual and should encourage
choice and efficient operation of markets.

And it should be administratively simple.
Is such a program possible? I believe that it ia. I would like to

suggest one approach as a starting point for discussion.
I would ask the subcommittee's indulgence. This doesn't have all

the details of such a thing worked out. It is basically a conceptual
outline that would change the conversation on how we approach
this whole problem that everybody says we have and as we have
heard this morning in various pleas for increasing sums of money
going to entitlements and other things. Let me just propose an-
other way that we might begin to focus available resources.

I call this mechanism an education and training trust account.
The education and training trust accounts would be tax-exempt

savings accounts with three special elements.
Parents or the individuals themselves could set up these ac-

counts at any financial institution, just like a normal savings ac-
count, at almost any point in their life, from time al birth to the
end of the working career. Subsequently, contributions up to a le-
gally allowable amount could be made to the accounts, fully tax
free, by parents, the intended individual beneficiaries themselves,
or third parties.

Companies also could make tax deductible deposits for worker
training and reeducation, and current Government credits, such as
those for military service, could be rolled into these accounts.

In order to prohibit tax sheltering, the funds in the account
could only be used for the designated individual's postsecondary
education and training at accredited institutions. However, funds
could be withdrawn at any time in the person's life, making the
money available for midcareer retraining and/or return to school,
as well as for college attendance immediately after high school.

Second, upon graduation from high school or a comparable certi-
fied program, the Federal and perhaps State Governments would
grant each student a basic education award with bonuses given for
superior performance on a national standardized achievement test.

These awards would not be in ihe form of cash, but instead
would be credits to his or her education and training trust account
that permitted the student to draw upon the indicated amount of
Federal resources when he or she attended school. The basic award
size would be keyed to 2 years' worth of tuition at the lowest cost

434-
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public higher education in the State, but the actual grant amount
would be determined by a number of factors, with students from
low-income families automatically receiving the maximum and
more financially capable students receiving less.

Structured in this way, the education and training trust accounts
would guarantee every academically capable student access to at
least a minimum cost college education. Yet by providing aid in the
form of credits, the program would keep immediate Federal ex-
penditures under control.

Third, in cases in which the amounts in the fund, including pa-
rental and third party contributions as well as those from Govern-
ment, did not cover the full cost of an individual's education or
training, the trust account could serve temporarily as a debit ac-
count for these expenses; the debt so incurred would be partially
guaranteed by the Government so that institutions could be in-
sured against most of their risk.

Persons using their accounts in this fashion would pay market
interest rates on the outstanding balance and would make pay-
ments into the account on a monthly basis beginning the year after
the education or training was complete, just like a credit card or a
personal line of credit.

However, a number of features would be added to the repayment
provision for the trust account debt to minimize discouragement
from debt overhang. Most importantly, repayments would be made
contingent on the borrower's ultimate income, so that those incur-
ring debt would never have to spend more than a small fixed per-
centage of their farnings to make a monthly payment on their ac-
count. Any debt remaining after a preset payment period would be
absorbed by the Federal Government.

Third, borrowing limits would be established and could not be ex-
ceeded without prior debts having been extinguished.

Finally, the trust accounts would be directly integrated into the
income tax system, as IRA's and Keogh accounts are now, in order
to reduce debt collection and nonrepayment problems.

Taken together, these three elements of the education and train-
ing trust account would go a long way toward streamlining Ameri-
ca s financing of postsecondary education and training, hopefully
resulting in a more effective system for investing in our future
work force at little or no additional cost.

in particular, because of the program's universality, all other
Federal education and training assistance programs for individuals
could be combined into or linked with the trust account program,
leading to substantial programmatic and administrative savings.
As an added benefit, the long-term nature and savings account-like
features of the education and training trust would boost total pri-
vate savings, would raise the national savings rate and thus im-
prove this other equally critical side of the productivity equation.

Most important, however, the education and training trust ac-
count would benefit the people most in need of help. It would give
every student throughout their worklife, regardless of income or
background, a decent shot at a good higher education or advanced
training and an economically reward:ng life.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Sernerad follows:j
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PREPARED SIAIEMENT OF ROGER D. SEMERAD

"An Education and Tralnhsg Trust"

The United States men 1989 amidst both favorable and ominous ecornonic

conditions. Oa the positive side, the Anmican economy appears to be robust and well-

equipped far Me challenges of the fume. We are in the middle of me of the largest

economic expansions in our history, with more than 17 million new jobs having been

created since it began. six years ago. Both inflation And unemployna At hoc declined

sharply. and am at cr neat their lowest levels in a decade and a half. And U.S. industrial

capacity continues to pow.

But the news is not all good. We continue to face monwriental budget and nark

deficits. sod seem unable to do much &bent either.. The value of the dollar has fallen, and

may continua to decline. And inttrett rates have ooly recently begun to climb. Wbile the

economic gains of the past six yeen are real and substantial, they may not persist unless

we deal successfully with these underlying economic problem and mon.

One of the most urgent tasks in this regard is testoting U.S. productivity. W1ti3e

productivity particularly in manufacturing has risen somewhat in mcent years.

Amesica's overall productivity growth relative to that of our major economic competiton

ranks dead last. U.S. output per wake: has risen by an average of only onc patent over

the last ten years. That is me-sixth of the rate of productivity growth in Korea, one-third

that in Japan, atid only one-half that in West Germany and Gmat Britain.

t15 ,
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Largely because of our overall pioductivity problems, we have lost the global lead

in manufacturing, and have turned hom a creditor into a debtor netion the world's

largest. Our trade deficit now stands at a staggering $170 billion. Entire American

industries, such as meniory chips and televisions, have simply disappeared, or nearly so.

Others soon nmy follow.

Dangerously Low Workforce Skills

There arm two main conmbutoss to the productivity growth of any nation: the

national ram of savings and investmern and the education and training of its workers. In

both amas, the U.S. has begun to suffer, and the prospects for the future ant. if anything,

even worse.

Many econoinuts have commented on our dismal savings performance, and all of

you are well aware of this problem I want to focus instead on the second half of the

productivity equation -- the education and skills of the workforce. Historically, some one-

half of American productivity growth has come from increases in individuals' skills and

knowledge. Yet the skills of our cunent workforce and the knowledge of our society as a

whole are dangerously low already and they seem to be headed even lower.

For instance, the problem of functional illiteracy the moat obvious sign of low

job skills -- is quickly reaching new depths. As long WI a century ago, a larger proportion

of the American population had better reading and writing skills than is the case today.

Indeed, as a percentage of the population, there are mote functionally illiterate adults in

America than there art in any other industrialized nation. While Great Britain, West

Germany, Canada, France. Japan and Korea can claun between 97 and 99 percent literacy
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razes, the must optimistic estimate for the U.S. is oily 80 parent.

Yet a large share of those who am funedoeally Illiterate are part of the Amelican

woritforce, and they will continue to be for scone time. Most of those who will be

working is the yea 2000 an estimated 85 pervent are Already in the labor market. If

these funcdneally illiterate persons are unequipped fee cum= jobs. they will be even less

equipped for Moe of the fume, when much greater workplace :Ws will be demanded

And even of the majority of omen workers who are functionally literate, most still will

need some form of an educational and training booster shot during the course of their

camera if they are to amain as productive as they are now.

Similar ailments abound as well at the preparatory levels. More than four million

Americans under age 25 art high school dmpoots; almost a quarter of kids who enter high

school each yen do DOt graduate. Of those who do graduate. barely half go on to college.

Moreover, an estimmed 700,000 high school graduates each year nearly a thinl of the

toml graduating class cannot read and write at a level sufficient for them to function in

society. Their math aldlls art equally deficient. In a recent worldwide algebra teat, for

instance. U.S. high school students ranked 14th out of 15 countries' students who were

examined.

These are the kids wbo will join the wattforce between now and the year 2000. It

is not an encouraging prospect Education Semetory LAUTO F. Cavazos has cited studies

demonstrating that more than half of these students may be unrepared for jobs lurking

technical skills. What's worse, without increases in their basic skill levels, they may not

even be able to benefit from task-oriented on-the-job training. making ViSt segments of the

future labor market not only unqualified but unqualifiable for the largest sham of jobs.

15,
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Clearly something steeds to be done. Many of our current waders need to be

trained or retrained in cater to enhance cc upgrade their slag, and those young people

wbo are in school need to get mom or base "location. A superior high school education

is a must. But for the future, a college oducadon or some other form of advanced training

probably also will be required, at least in most cases. As the Hudson Instinne study

Workforce 2000 decurmated, the greatest job gmwtt in the fume will be in the high-

skilled professions, and the least growth in the low-skilled areas.

We will, in shot need more people in the laboratories and fewer on the ptoduction

lines. For instance, by the year 2000, the country will need an additional 192,000

electrical engineers, another 251,000 computer systems analysts and an additional 376.000

accountants and auditots all representing increases of from 40 to 75 percent. By

contrast, them will be a net rise in the number of jobs for operators, fel:demon and

laborers of only 2.6 percent. Thus, without increased training and education of the current

and future worldorce. then will be a sevem mismatch between job nerds and job skills by

the turn of the century vr'th serious implications for U.S. productivity and economic

performance.

The Affordability of Education and Training

Unfortunately, those people mon in need of added education and training cannot

take on this responsibility by themselves. A USA Today survey of high school graduates

last spring found that one-third had delayed or indefinitely put off college because of the

expense. This should not come as any surprise. Over the last decade, college costs have

risen at nearly twice the infation rate -- to an average of some $10,000 per year for

It)
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whim mom and board.

Defraying these costs is an immense bind= for all but the most well-off. Many

middle-class families cannot obtsin college loans because they do not qualify as financielly

needy. Putieularly for those families already supporting one child le college and wishing

to send another, the expense may be financially unbearable. Forthermost, thole students

wbo an able to some steridesd loam fee hil0er education mg pay these loans back

within ten pram ober leaving or completing schook this mates a unmeive financial bunko

for the madam who must namtgage a sixable portion of his cr hor future for the sace of

obtaining an educatios. Paz* this onerous bode°. many minim become discouraged

from pursuing higher leaning, especislly poorer ones who may believe that they have los

chance of beiag 'cooped to (allege or that the effon will not be financially weeth it a

them in iSMIS Ot hie= wnes the lont run-

Many et those already le the workforce alao am discouraged by the formidable cost

of pursuing addidossl and ohm much-needed mining. &mum both spouse mut

work in most households in order to keep the family economically shove water, veining is

often a financial inipoitibility. Mince it not only would require diem outlays but also

deprive the family of at least pm of its current eaninp. And while a muniber of larger

companies provide funding for employee training, many small and medium-sized fines,

which employ the lion's sham of American workers, either do not or cannot afford to offer

such training on their own.

The effect of these difficulties is to reduce the amount of higher education and

training that both yoLng people and experienced workers receive, which in turn Iv $ keep

U.S. pieductiviry from ,gowing as fast as it should fix us to krep up with our competimrs.
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And, unless the methods used to increase student and worker access to advanced traimng

are revised, these conditions are almost certain to persist well into the future.

The Question of Expanded Programs

One simple answa that has been suggested to these educational and training

deficiencies is to vastly increase federal funding for existing programs, to broaden or

universalize eligibility and, what necessary, to create large new programs. These steps

would be aimed at ensuring that any student or worker could get as much money for

training or education as be or she feels was necessary. However, like most simple

answers, this one is apt to be wiring, and perhaps dangerously so. in the first place, trying

to upgrade worker and student skills in this way that is, by spending vast new sums of

money would run directly counter to the savings rate problem: it would raise the

federal deficit and increase the total level of national dissaving. As a result, any longer

term gains in productivity that came about due to increased federal funding for skills

training could well be offset by declines in ptoductivity stemming from an even lower net

national saving rate. As important as education is to the nation's future, we cannot go

about trying to improve it while ignoring the negative effects of higher spending on overall

economic paformance.

But there is a second, most fundamental problem with this approach. Merely

expanding fedexal programs may not increase actual participation in high-quality higher

education and training programs which is, after all, the goal of such spending. For

instance, the creation of Pell Grants dunng the Nixon Administration led to nese), six

times as much means-tested financial aid being made available in 1974 as in 1969, a
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development that almost an* played a tole in the rising black college enrollment rates

Ewen the late 1960e to the mid-1970s. But these enrollment rates maned to decline dux

that, despite the tremendous expansion of the guaranteed student loan program aod other

federal educadonal assistance popams under President Cuter. And these lower levels of

entrance into crilege have poised during the Reagan years, even though total gxant aid

rose by 14 poem after Wilkie over the years 1981-87. Similarly, despite a few notable

successe& boosts in boding far federal job training programs have not always led to

equivalent inaeases in entollments and graduations from the palm& especially spent

the lear:

Nor is it necessarily the case that America does not spend enough in total on

educadon. On the contrary, education sad training accounts for one of the largest single

annual expenditures in dte United States. Preliminary estimates by the Department of

Education's Cetiter for EdDC811001 Sod:tics fa the 1987-88 school year show that we spent

a total of ;3308 billies at federal state and local education pograma. Approximmely $24

billion in federal, sue and local funding goes to such educational assistance initiatives as

Palls Grants, defaults and intesest diffetentials in the Onamotteed &Went Loan Program.

means' educed= propams and others. Governments at all levels spend some $4 billion

per year on job training partnership pograms. while American companies. according to the

Amezican Society for 'Dinning and Development, spend at least $30 billioa annually to

lain and twain their eampoyees. Finally. American indi.iduals. by the estimate of the

American Council on Education, paid for 70 potent of a total of $70 billion in college

educadoe costs last year, or $49 billice. Thus, in tool. the American people Tend some

95-658 0 - 89 - 6
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$413 billion each year on educatioo sod training a thinl moos than we spend on national

defense.

To be sum, much of this total education funding goes towsid the coas of

eleatenary and secondary educaion, what, giwn dm existence of free univasal public

education, the CCACC111 is lea with fiamaing and affordability ad mai with the quality of

schooling. But even fix plops= distally Waled m higher education and asking, where

access and effmdelaility awe patinas" arum the subasnsial MOWS of gamy

devoad to these papaw is mot always 'pent wisely. In spite of clese-vp effects during

the Realm Admisisustion, far example, billions at dollas SEC still lost each year in

iocamect grant mama ead defaults on sonleat lose meows, then by those with ample

ability to pay. Hundreds of mallow at dollars sae claimed away simply to Adlialliller

assiessom sod alanad mignon in scams of fedeell, anta sad load quake;

the fidesal govemeeens, far iesance, nos 22 swam training geograms, all with their

own adelinixrative ovabead. Stift, local sod private assistance imams mother in the

thouseads, hut the mama weeded often am too 31321111 on their own to do much good.

And parents, the grimiest resource fce flawing higher education, tonally do ax begin to

aye for its Cost midi their childsen are in higb school, when too little time renains to

enough motley fce four years of college.

This collection of problems pOws acme enough funiacial strains on rriddle-class

families, who typically Bad it difficult to pay for their children's college and complain,

often with much justification, about bow little ashcan= is available to them from

sovietism': or other soinces. But these problems ere literally overwhelming for most poor

Ind low-iocame working families. Even with access to some federal assistarice, they still
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may not have enough resources of their own to be able to Wont post-secondary edustion

or training. And they also may be mow likely to feel that the possible pins in lifetime

earninp from more education do not outweigh tbe very real prospect of taldng on a heavy

debt btetkut or tho CM Of faregOing four or moat years of full-duo income even in a low-

er moderate-pay job.

Howe, the inadequacies of dm nadon's current means of financing access to higher

4:c1umsiest and training act only impede our ability to boost productivity, but impose a my

great cost on individuals and families as welL As long as these inadequacies exist. the

most underaldiled sad undereducated students and wed= are unlikely to get the education

and training ''booster shots' they will need in oiler to hexane productive members of the

U.S. mammy over the next several years.

Some Prindpies for Reform

While these problems suggest that we need to change our systesn of financing

higher education, we should not expect to be able to reverse all of America's productivity,

savings, or skills defich with such refcrm. We can. however, help a substantial number

of people and, in the process, improve the other part of the productivity equation.

savings if we follow a few basic principles in designing reforms of higher educatiocal

and training assistance:

Ths fuwasciag mechanises should sitcom:age savings. While new or increased

federal funding should not be ruled out, the emphasis should be placed on making better

use of existing funds and, in particular, doing so in a way that Formes private savings.

This means that we should endeavor to fund more of higher education with savings and

f ;

NM
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less with borrowing. Achieving this objective would make :Ws and savings eehancement

mutually minforcing. rather than contradictory as they typically ars now.

TIN financing mechanism should encosalsge devotion of increased personal and

other pirate resources Sa education and training. No federal govecoment program could

provide enough waxy to pity far all of every person's *.tigher educaden or training nor

should it. The nscipieat, who benefits most from increased knowledge and dolls, should in

most cases ultimately bur the largest share of die cost. But most cuuest financing

mechanisms arc at best neutral to persoaal or private contribudons to education and

training, and some, such as inadequate eaftecement of (3SL paybacks, actually may

discourage individual contributions. In order to generate the most funds kr skills and

ktiowledge enhancement, federal assistance wherever possible should actively encourage

personal and other private contributions. In other wotds, federal assistance should act as a

kernel of support with a umuldplier effect" on contributions from other sources.

The financing mechanism should encourage all &admix So seek post-secondary

education or ;seeded insivini. Raising the total of government and Ovate resources

devoted to education and training should increue access to these services. But any reform

of financial assistance should go beyond aggregate improvements in access to specifically

iname both actual and perceived access on the part of those currently most discouraged

from tabng part in higher education and training pamcularly the poor and minority

group members. To this end, the ume financing structure should be available to all

students or workers, so that the poor are not singled out for special Foga= however.

because of the inherent limitation of available government funds, resources should to

targeted most heavily on the neediest. It should be clear to individuals and a matter of
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national policy that every qualified =dent or worker, no nutter what bit or her

background, should be financially able to attend college or mania& so that all people sr

awana that tbey are assured such an opportunity. Moreover, the repayment of any loans

should be made income contingent so that students especially tboae planning to enter

less lucrative fields would DM be discouraged from attending college merely by their

having to assume a large debt obligadon

The financing mechanism slsould excourage personal achlevemeat and

philanthropic support of 4t&earlon. Wherever possible, the mesas of financing also should

encountge such positive behaviors as superior academic performance and explicitly allow

for private third-party support of education and training.

The financing mechanism should be centered an the individual, and should

encourage choice and efficient operation of markets. Oac critical way of tedueing

progiurn costs and ensuring that the highest levels of benefits flow dhectly to recipients is

to place as much decision-making authority in individual hands. Doing so not only

reduces adminisuativa overhead, but also increase: the sensitivity of the program to costs

and opportunities in the marketplace. But the cost-savings that greater sensitivity to

educational and training markets could bring about would not be fully realized if the

program distorted tnie market costs. Thus, assistance to individuals that alters market

prices, such as interest rate subsidies, should be replaced by market-neutral assistance, such

as direct grants.

The financing mechanism should be administratively simple. It should go

without saying that the simpler a program's administration, the less adzninistrative overhead

will be involved and the easier it will be to enforce compliance with the program's
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provisions, such as repayment of loans. But them is moodier, pmentially more imponant

benefit so adneinisnadve simplicity. It has been suggested that we of the main masons

many students am discounged from applying for federal education aid is the complexity of

the application forms second only to income tax forma in terms of their tediousness. A

greedy meamlined financial aid mechanism could help ens= that more needy students

mceived aid while, because of easier enforcement and lower default rates, doing so within

an equividem cost.

The Euucalloo and Training Trust Concept

Establishment of a new federal financial aid system fen higher education and

training that panially or fully met each of them criteria would go a long way CDWitni

increasing access to these services, boosdng boag-terin wet:force aklfl levels, and

miming savings and panductivhy growth all within a fairly limited budget la such a

pug= possible? I believe that it is, and I would like co suggest one approach as a

starting point for discussion. This is an approach that could revoludonize the financing of

higher education and training, bring a large number of new participants imo the proms

either u contributes or u college er training enrollees, and yet do so within a mansteabi4

ma Although the details are still being worked ow, I would like to share with you the

outlines of such a proposal, which I call an &lucation and Training Trust Account.

The ET Trust Accounts would be taxexempt savings accounts with three special

elements. Parents or the inctividuals themselves could set up these accounts at say

financial institution just like a normal savings account at almost any point in the

penon`s life, from the time of birth to the end of the working meet Subsequemly,
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contributions up to a legally allowable amount could be made to the sccounts, fully tax-

fme, by parents, the intended beneficiary or third panics. Thus. if the account were

opened soon after the birth of a child, parents could ensure that a sizable fund had been

built up by the time the child was ready to strand college, and would have a mechanism

for spacing iegular payments flan monthly income for children's educadoo costs rather

than facing the monumental lump-sum payments now required.

Companies also could make tax-deductible deposim for worker training and re-

eclucaCon, and current govemenern ctedits. such as those for military semice, could be

rolled int) the accounts. In addidoo, companies, civic rewinds= and other groups that

currently offer college scholarships instead could make contributions to the ET Trust

Accounts. Perhaps most imp:cont, the program would open up vast new opportunities for

public-spbited individuals and corporations to invert in people, not for the sake of direct

personal gain but for the long-term benefit to society. In recent years we have witnessed

such cues as tbat of Eugene Ling. who promised a class of sixth-graders that be would

pay for their college educadons if they perfotmed well in high school. The tnat account

program would give many other AMOTicaal the chance to do this on a much larger scale.

In order to prohibit tax-shehering. the fund.s in the account could be und only for

the designated individual's post-secondary education and uoining. All monies deposited in

the account would remain there until paid directly to an accredited educational or training

institution, and could not be c..11ateralised, assigned or otherwise attached. The same

would be true of interest accrued on the account. However, the trust accounts would be

held in the individual's name, rather than any institution's, and thus would be completely

portable. Funds could be withdrawn at any time it% the person's life. making funds

16 )
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available for mid-cmeet retraining and returns to school as well as for college =soda=

immediamly after high school. Aod when withdrawn, the funds again would be taxexempt

for the individuals using them.

Second, upon graduadon from high school or a comparable, certified pogram, the

federal government would grant each student a basic education award, with boauses given

for supetior performance on a national, so:Idealized .achievenrait test. These awards would

not be in the form of cash, but instead would be credits that permitted the stodent to draw

upon the cated 'mount of fedesal resources when ha or she wended school. The basic

award size would be keyed to two years' worth of tuition at the lowest cost public higher

education in the $tale, but the actual gram size would he determined by a number of

factors. Far instance, students from low-income families automatically would tutive from

80 to 100 percent of the basic award, depending upon test scares. Grants for more

financially capable students would be less, and would be hoed In part on die fareily's

hismey of conoributions. While no family would be required to contribute to the trust

account, those that am aside a proportionately greater sham of their income over due

would receive lager awszds.

Snorted in this way, the ET Trust Accounts would panto= every academically

capable student access to at least a minimum-cost college education, end would make the

best use of limited federal funds in the process. The largest grequ would be reserved for

the poorest students and for those whore families make the greatest miaow effort at saving

far college. In addition, since the awards would be given only to grsdunss of high school

or the equivalent, the program should persuade more kids to finish school. and might even

draw some back in who already had dropped ow. And the performance-based aspect of
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the Mho wailkla :Mum larger awards to students who study border another activity that

sordy needs to be encouraged- Rosily, by providing aid in the farm of credits, tbe

pogrom would keep immediate federal expenditures under cootrol.

Mini, in Cain In which the amounts in the fund. including Parental and third-PattY

contributions u well u those from the government, did not cover the full con of an

individuars education or training, the ET Thu Account could serve as a temporary debit

account for these expenses. The debt so incuutd would be partially gummed by the

government, so that instimtions could be banned against most of their risk. Persoas using

their accouats in this fashion would pay market hetes= rates on the outmoding balance.

and would make payments into the account on a monthly basis beginning the year after the

education or training was complete just like a credit card account or personal line of

credit. Thus, students not accumuladng enough money from histadcal contributions or

government grants, than wanting to wand a mote presdgious and hence mom expensive

colkle or those wishing to go on to graduate school would be able to do so, but would

have to assume the added cost themselves, and would have to repay these amounts in a

timely and regular manner

However, a number of femur., would be added to the repayment provisions for the

trust account debt to minimize the discouragement from "debt overhang*. Most

imponamly, repayments would bc made contingent oa the borrower's ultimme income. so

that those inclining debt would never have to spend more than a unall fixed percentage of

their earnings to make a moathly payment on their account. Second. repayment periods

would be set at 20 years for debt incurred fix college or graduate school and ten years for

training or retraining programs. Any debt remaining after these periods, during which time

1 Ts,
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income-coutingent moments had been mode, would be absothed by the federal

goverment. Mitt bcasowing limiu would be established and could not be exceeded

without prior debts having been extinguished spin, Rke a line of medk account. And,

finally, the ET Trust Account' would be directly illIagrend into the imam tax syttern. AA

IRM sad Keogh ACCOUDAs ate, in order to ;educe debt co/beck:in sad now:payment

problems. These payments could be in the form of capped paymill deductioas to =Mt

PlemPt 10Parneat

A Mare Effective Investment

Taken weedier, these time elements of the Education and Training Must Account

would go a loag way toward strescoliaing America's Roane* of pow-secondaty education

sad asking, resaldes in a much moss effeetive arum for travesties ia our fame

workforce at little or no additional cost. k particular, because of the program's

univesulity, ail other federal aducatioo end training assistance programs for individuals

could be combhied inm or linked with die ET Trust Account program, leading to

substantial programmatic and administrative savings u well as greatly increasing the

understandability and ease of using federal educational and training assistance. As an

added benefit. the long-term aature and savings accouet-like features of the ET llitst

Accounts should boon total private savings, which would raise the national saving raft

and thus intwove this other, equally critical sick of the productivity equation.

Mon importandy, however, the ET Trust Account would benefit the people most in

need of heip. It would give every seadent, regardless of income cc background, a deCent

shot at a good higher education or advanced training, and at an ecoaomically rewardiag

17i
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life. Not cody would this kelp to reverse the downward mad n warkfcate qualifications

and capabilities, bot it also would help strengthen the natica's social falzic by giving a

much larger number of Americans a direct stake in a pawing. Iroductht economy. In the

long run. that mry do more than anything else to pit:serve America's place as the wcrld's

leading economic power, and u a land of hope and opportunity fa all those who share the

American dream.
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Representative WILLIAms. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is the chairman of the board of U S WEST,

Jack MacAllister. I understand, Mr. MacAllister, that you have
been with the Bell System for almost 35 years.

Mr. MACALLISTER. A little longer.
Represent'Aive WILLIAMS. Jack MacAllister was president of

Northwestern Bell and 4 years ago was named the National Minor-
ity Advocate of the Year by the Small Business Administration.

We are pleased you are here, Mr. MacAllister. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JACK MaCALLISTER, CHAIRMAN AND CEO, U S
WEST

Mr. MAcAulsna. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Like most Americans. I am concerned about education. I care a

great deal about it. My father was a teacher and I was raised in a
school teaching home.

I have been very concerned about America's ability to coipete
as we compare the students and the young people coming our
business and how they are prepared versus how we are facing com-
petition from international competitors.

I don't need to go through the problems of ow schools. They are
well documented, with the dropout rates and the problems of inad-
equate basic skills among high school and college graduates, a
shortage of people trained in science and technology, and insuffi-
cient support for teachers.

Not long ago we asked Government, business, and community
leaders what would help the economies most in the western part of
the United States. We had a lot of inter ?sting answers, but the one
issue that every one of them mentioned was the desire to have a
sound education system, a system that produced competitive young
people.

At U S WEST we recently selected Boulder, CO, as the site for a
new research center, primarily because of compatible research
going on at Colorado University and nearby Colorado State Univer-

_
sity.

The important thing is that in our search we did what most busi-
nesses do. We looked for quality of education before deciding where
we are going to locate facilities.

The quality of our schools also determines the quality of our
work force. Our jobs increasingly require greater, more specialized
abilities. The unskilled job, unfortunateb , is going the way of the
mimeograph machine. But far too many people leave school unpre-
pared, untrained and unskilled.

We face the prospect of having both American workers without
adequate skills and American industries without enough skilled
workers.

Within the past 18 months our company has hired a dozen for-
eign nationals, mainly from the Far East, to undertake research in
fields in which we were unable to find qualified Americans with
the skills we needed. They are out there, but they are in such
demand that we couldn't get hold of them. We spent many month
and thousands of dollars trying to find them.

P
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What's more, we often must teach basic skills to the employees
we do take in. This year we are spending more than $50 million on
employee training and education.

We have also committed $20 million over the next 5 years to sup-
port education at all levels. I have included details of that commit-
ment in my prepared statement which I previously filed.

We look at this as an investment, not as a charity. It will
strengthen our region by helping our schools do better than what
they do now by expanding the reach of education, by building coali-
tions of parents, educators, and community leaders to improve our
system.

It is my opinion that we cannot expect the school systems to do
this alone; we cannot expect the Government to do it; we must in-
volve the citizens, the communities, the businesses to get behind an
education system and make it work. I think there is enough con-
cern out there now to make this happen.

Many youngsters leave school unprepared because that's the way
they went in. Unprepared for first grade and unable to make it to
the second. Before that, perhaps unattended and undernourished at
home. It doesn't leave much chance of succeeding in school, of
moving into the work force, and ultimately contributing to society.

We are currently working with a program to bring unemployed
homeless people back into the work force. Virtually all of them are
high school dropouts.

The best investments, whether in business, Government, or edu-
cation, are made up front. We suggest that investment in preschool
education saves $6 in later social costs for every dollar expended
and cuts by a third the likelihood of a child one day dropping out
of school. The point needs emphasis: the most cost-effective pro-
grams focus on early childhood and preschool efforts.

One program that has served our nation well has been talked
about here: Head Start. The Head Start program is funded for
about $1.2 billion, but it reaches fewer than 1 in 5 of the 2.5 mil-
lion children eligible for it, and it deserves more support.

Head Start and other preschool programs offer our best hope for
providing needy youngsters the support to succeed beyond their
school years.

I urge the Congress to fully fund this important program and to
make it available to all who need it.

Also to look at early childhood programs and State funded pre-
school programs for the economically disadvantaged.

There is a special need to help children of the homektss. Health
problems, abuse and neglect, hunger, inadequate school attendance,
and often the lack of emotional stability demand our attention.

In this time of extreme pressures on the Federal budget Ale must
find ways to leverage available Government dollars. My feeling is
that there is enough interest in the businesses and the communi-
ties that matching funds from the Federal Government to support
and encourage the investment on the part of private industry and
individuals would be a very helpful process and I think it would
work.

I have recently accepted the cochairmanship of the business part-
nership of the Education Commission of the States under the chair-
manship of' Governor Perpich of Minnesota. It is our intention to

17:
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follow very vigorously these efforts to get communities involved,
businesses involved, and I would encourage the rgress to look at
ways to leverage their dollars to match private funding of educa-
tion.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. MacAllister follows:]

7 .0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACK MacALLISTER

Mx. Chairmen, Members of the Committee . . .

I'm Sack McAllister, Chairman and C-2-0 of U S MIST.

Like most Americans, I care a great deal about
education. I care because education enriches our lives, makes
our democracy work, and atimulates our economy. But, like many
citizens, I'm concerned about education in America.

The problems of our schools are well documented: high
dropout rates, particularly among minority students: inadequate
basic skills among high school end college greduatest a
shortage of people trained in sciences end technology:
insufficient support for our teachers and more.

lot long ago we asked government, business and
community leaders what would most help the economies of their
litotes. Response ranged from more diverse industries to
expanded tourism snd from greater emphasis on international
trade to an improved quality of life. What all identified as
primary, however, was a sound educational system.

At U $ WEST, we selected Boulder, Colorado. as thesite of our new research center, primarily because of
compatible research under way at the University of Colorado and
Colorado State University. We did what most businesses do:
look to the quality of eeucational institutions when deciding
where to locate new facilities.

The quality of our schools also detsrmines the qualityof our work force. Our jobs increasingly raquire greater, morespecialized abilities. The unskilled job is going the way ofthe mimeograph machine. But far too many young people leave
school unprepared, untrained, and unskilled.

we face the prospect of having both American workers
without adequate skills and American industries without enough
skilled workers. Within the pest 1114 months, my company has
hired a dosen foreign nationals, mainly from the Far East, to
undertake research in fields in which we were unable to find
qualified Americans with the skills we needed. We spent many
months and thousands of dollars unsuccessfully seeking
qualified Americans:

1 7,
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What's more, we often must teach basic skills to

employees. One estimate says American business now spends

nearly as much on training and education as the nation spends

on formal education from elementary school through college.
U S MIST spends more than 00 million a year for employee
training and education.

*rye also committed $20 million over the next 3 years

to support education at all levels. Details of that commitnent
are attached to my testimony, but I emphasise that this is an

investment, not charity.

It will strengthen our region by helping schools do
better wbet they naw do well. by eneoding the reach of
education, by building coalitions of pareots, educators and
community leaders to improTre our systems, and by MCOgniting
and encouraging good teachers.

So government sod business and communities are
addressing many needs of our schools. Sut it's not enough.

Many youngsters leave school uoprepared because that's

the way they went in. Unprepared for first grade and unable to
make it to the second. Before that, perhaps unattended and
undernourished at home. It leaves little chance of succeeding
in school, of moving into the work force, cod, ultimately, of
contributing to society.

The best investments--,whether in business, government,
or education--are made up front. In the telephone business we
learned long ago that poor service--missed appointments,
incorrect bine, and iaadequate facilities--ia anensive
service. In education, too, trying to fix things costs more
than getting them right in the first place.

Research suggests $1 invested in preschool education
saves $6 in later social costs and cuts br a third the
likelihood of a 4hild me day dropping out of school. The
point needs emp4asis: the most cost-effective programs focus
on early childhood amd preschool efforts.

Ome program that has served our nation well is lead
Start. For nearly 23 years lead Start has endured as the
primary model of early childhood programs for at-risk
children. Tbe federal appropriation for this excellent program
is $1.2 billion. Out it reaches fewer than 1 in 5 of the 2-1/2
million Windrow eligible for it. It deserves more.

Mood Start and other preschool programs offer our best
hope for providing oeedy youngsters the support to succeed
during their school years and beyond.

I urge the Congress to fully fumd this important
program, to make it available to the four in five Woo would
benefit but canaot now participate. I'm eaccuraged that
President-I:1*ot hush also supports the expansion of Seed Start.
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I ask the Congress to encourage additional arly
childhood programs, such as state-funded preschool programs for
the economically disadvantaged, health care for needy mothers
and children, child care, and other support programs.

There is a special need to help children who are
homeless. Health problems, abuse and neglect, hunger,
inadequate school attendance, and, often, a lack of emotional
stability all demand our attention and commitment.

At a time of extreme pressures on the federal budget,
we must find ways to leverage available dollars. One way is by
calling on America's business and community leaders to build
and expand community coalitions to meet our educational needs.

I've recently accepted the co-chairmanship of the
business partnership of the Education Commission of the States,
under the chairmanship of Governor Porpich of Minnesota. It's
an effort of governors, state legislators, business leaders,
and education policy makers to improve our schools. MUch more
can be done.

Congress can encourage greater private sector
involvement br targeting federal funds that challenge and match
private funds and encourage private sector initiatives.
Federal appropriations can be leveraged to strengthen our
nation's education system.

The private sector can help the schools plan, manage,
and improve productivity. We can work more closely with youth
and other community organizations to improve educational
opportunities for our young people.

We can make greater use of technology in education.
At U S WEST, for example, we've installed distance-learning
systems that allow students and teachers at different locations
to see, hear, and talk with each other. That means more
students can take advantage of special classes in, say, music,
science, and foreign languages. It means schools can improve
productivity by reaching more atudents in more places.

Congress can set an example, too, by reCognixing and
rewarding schools that work. helping communities use the best
ideas from throughout the nation.

Let us direct our resources to those who establish
mal supporteducation, training, counseling, child care--for
those in need. Let us support teachers mho effectively help
others develop basic skills. Let us support and encourage
local community efforts to help our schools and colleges
achieve the excellence we all want from them. Let us help our
young people fulfill their potential.

Surely, there is no more urgent investment needed ia
the future of our nation.

Thank you.
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Representative WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. MacAllister.
Our next witness is Mr. James Murphy, executive vice president,

New York State Bankers Association, and also chairman of the
board of trustees, City University of New York, since 1980. That is
the third largest system in the United States with 183,000 students,
18 colleges, a graduate center, law school, and medical school. Of
equal importance is that Mr. Murphy's wife, Margaret, is a New
York City schoolteacher.

We are pleased you are here, Mr. Murphy.
Representative SCHEUER. Will the Chairman yield?
Representative WiLuAms. Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. I want to express my personal pleasure

in having Jim Murphy here to give us his views. He is a distin-
guished citizen of New York City and he is a distinguished citizen
of the Eighth Congressional District, where I come from.

Jim, you are welcome. We are delighted you are here.

STATEMENT OF JAMES P. MURPHY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, NEW YORK STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION, AND CHAIR-
MAN, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Mr. MURPHY. I am happy to be here, Congressman Scheuer, Con-

gressman Williams, and Congresswoman Lowey.
Representative LOWEY. Thank you. I was going to say it is a par-

ticular pleasure being here to greet you.
Mr. MURPHY. It has been kind of a heavy morning. I am remind-

ed of a professor who recently gave a test to the class on what is
the greatest problem facing America, ignorance or apathy. Most of
the students filled two blue books, but this one fellow just wrote
one sentence. He said:

You asked me what's the greatest problem facing America. I don't know and I
don't care.

Representative WILLIAMS. Mr. Murphy, that's the reason we in-
vited an Irishman, to break up these pane.., a little bit. Thank you.

Mr. MURPHY. The thrust of my prepared statement, which has
been filed, is that I believe any process of review of what the prob-
lems are of getting people into college and how they might be ad-
dressed, has to look at it from the point of view of providing all of
our youth with an opportunity to get into the education main-
stream. This is particularly a problem for urban youth who are in-
creasingly black and Hispanic and very often they are left out.

In order to deal with this problem, we are going to have to cut
the dropout rate and expand opportunities not only for postsecond-
ary education, but at the same time expand opportunities for disad-
vantaged high school graduates to seek opportunities in the work
force. There may be some way to combine the two elements of post-
secondary education and being in the work force.

This is not only a problem for the corporate community, the busi-
ness leaders, and for Congress, but I believe there is a real chal-
lenge to raise the awareness of people throughout the country that
improving education for all will improve the economy. This is our
major task: to get the word out and to get people to appreciate the
seriousness of this problem.

J. 7
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I will mention a few things that the City University is involved
in. We are an open access university, but we are a quality institu-
tion. To start there is one thing, but to get your diploma you really
have to prove yourself.

Getting back to the Truman Commission report, I hope I live
long enough to see free tuition reinstated at City University. It
went by the boards in the mid-1970's, in the fiscal crisis. But I do
think that it is an appropriate long-term objective.

In order to create a feeder system for City University, we have
established a number of collarative programs with the public
educati=c7stem in New York City. We run six high schools thatare dir at children who are likely to be dropouts. These are
our "middle colleges" and they are located primarily in our com-
munity college system.

We have a number of cooperative education programs where
most of the Fortune 500 participate with our community colleges in
these endeavors.

Every summer we have a prefreshman summer basic skills pro-
gram. Last summer we took 4,500 students who had just graduated
from high school. They spent 8 weeks during the summer improv-
ing their math and reading skills. In other words, getting much of
the remediation work behind them before their fresh.man year
starts. This is an inexpensive program and it is tremendously cost
effective, and it is one of the most innovative things that we have
done in recent years.

We are in the process of a major restructurh-ig of our teacher
education and training programs. We train most of the teachers for
the public schools of New 'York City. I don't believe we are doing
an adequate job.

We must train teachers so that they can look at the human serv-
ice needs of children and families as well as the education needs in
the conduct of their activities as teachers.

We are undertaking a major program working with the Kennedy
Foundation to strengthen the training of those who care for and
work with the mentally retarded and the developmentally disabled
in New York.

The recruiting and training of people to work in the whole range
of human service areas, which was indicated earlier by Mr. Sugar-
man, is something that we feel very acutely in New York. So we
have begun a program to deal with the issue of how do you attract
people into the field of mental retardation, how do you give them
credentials, how do you give them prestige, how do they get to feel
that it is worthwhile doing?

These programs are working in large part because many corpora-
tions work with us. We are becoming increasingly involved in ef-
forts between corporate New York and the school system to
achieve a better public education system. I mention the Governor's
Schools and Business Alliance, which is very, very important effort
statewide.

Only yesterday Governor Cuomo noted at the City University
Graduate Center, where he gave the first lecture at the Howard
Samuels Center for State Government, that the work force in the
year 2000 will be comprised 80 percent of women, blacks, Hispan-
ics, and immigrants. Those are the new entrants that will be added
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to our work force at that point in time. So this means that we are
going to have to be conscious of these demographics as we go for-
ward.

Putting my banker's hat on for a minute, I would like to mention
a program that the New York State Bankers Association has been
involved in with nine high schools in Brooklyn and Queens, 100
churches, and 10 New York banks for the last 21/2 years.

This is a program whereby an entry-level job in a bank is guar-
anteed to all high school graduates having the basic skills. We are
trying to help reform the public education system in our city,
w ich as has been noted earlier today, is in a crisis mode.

We have also nine private colleges who are providing 100 schol-
arships a year to these Lgh schools. We see that what we have to
do is to create a rising tide that will elevate all boats. Also, the
City University remains an option for a low-tuition quality educa-
tion.

The banks are providing, in addition to full-time jobs, part-time
jobs of 20 hours a week with a full benefit package, including tui-
tion reimbursement, for those that want to pursue a college pro-
gram on a part-time basis.

This is working because we have grassroots involvement. The 100
churches that I referred to are the instrumentality for getting the
word out in the community that public education is important to
the welfare and the viability of the community over time.

The name of the program I described is Nehemiah II. The origi-
nal Nehemiah is the housing program at East Brooklyn. Nehemiah
is the prophet who rebuilt the Walls of Jerusalem. He took his
shirt off and went to work with the residents of Jerusalem and ac-
complished that great biblical achievement.

Nehemiah II is a very, very important model: getting the com-
munity, getting the schools, and getting the corporate sector to
work together to achieve major improvement in our public educa-
tion system.

A number of these things are happening in different parts of the
country. There has to be more of it. Our problem is dealing with a
mere 300 to 400 students a year. We will expand the program to
the South Bronx next year. But we are talking about literally hun-
dreds of thousands of students that have to be helped across the
Nation.

It is important that this hearing focus on this challenge: How
can there be catalysts to encourage business, schools, and commu-
nities to work together to improve public education?

What can the Federal Government do about this? Well, the Fed-
eral Government can be a leader in education reform. It has el-
ready done it with a number of programs. But I will mention only
two.

I was delighted to hear Congressman Williams state his strong
commitment to the Pell grant program. That is very, very impor-
tant to students attending City University. It should be expanded
because it does provide an important resource in addition to what
is available at the State level in the form of tuition assistance pro-
grams and our low tuition in public university systems. It is an im-
portant element in enabling the poorest youngsters to go to college.
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The other thing I would suggest be revisited is an expansion of
title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the enrich-
ment programs.

From our own hands-on experience over 3 years working with
high schools, plus our own involvement with City University in
dealing with high schools, I feel we must have the resources to be
able to provide more than just an adequate reading, writing, andmathematical skills capacities to our students. We have to give
them every opportunity to develop those capacities to their fullest.

I have enjoyed the opportunity for being able to participate here.
I think the work of this subcommittee is one of the most importantpresently under way in this city.

Thank you.
[The nrAnared statement of Mr. Murphy follows:j

lb.,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES P. MURPHY

THE SUBJECT OF MY TESTIMONY TODAY IS THE MOST CRUCIAL AND

THE MOST URGENT THAT I CAN CONCEIVE, AND I 'I WST THAT THE

laiIBERS OF THIS CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEE FEEL THE SAME wAY.

THE SUBJECT IS HOW TO BRING ALL OUR YOUTH, INCLUDING AND

ESPECIALLY TIM DISADVANTAGED, INTO THE NEW AGE OF EDUCATION,

AND THUS INTO FULL MENGERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION IN OUR WORKING

AND LIVING SOCIETY.

THIS SUBCOMMITEE LS INTERESTED, I KNOW, IN THE NECESSITY OF

INVOLVIN3 EVERY POSSIBLE SECTOR - AND SURELY THE BUSINESS SECTOR.,

IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND EDUCATIONAL

OPERATIONS, FOR. THE BENEFIT OF OUR ECONOMY, AND BEYOND THAT, OF

OUR ENTIRE SOCIETY.

18"
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MY PROFESSION IS THAT OF A LAWYER AND BANKER, AS HEAD OF

THE NEW YORK STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION. MY AVOCATION IS THE

FIELD OF HIGHER EDUCATION, AS A LONG-TIME TRUSTEE AND BOARD

CHAIRMAN OF THE CITY UNIVERSMY OF NEW YORK. BOTH OF THESE

IDENTIFICATIONS MERGE INTO MY TESTIMONY TODAY, ON HOW ALL

ELEMENTS OF OUR NATION CAN AND MUST BE MOBILIZED TO ENLARGE

THE SIZE AND STRENGTHEN THE QUAL/TY OF THE AMERIC. N WORKFORCE,

AND THUS IMPROVE US. COMPETITIVENESS IN THE EMBATTLED WORLD

7CONOMY.

WITH YOUR PERMISSION, I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE SOME STATISTICS

WITH YOU THAT NECESSITATE THE USE OF THE WORD wusr IN THE

PREVIOUS SENTENCE.

" ILLITERACY AMONG MINORITY STUDENTS IS AROUND 40%. YET

HALF OF ALL NEW WORKERS HIRED BETWEEN NOW AND THE END OF

THE CENTURY WILL BE MINORITIES, NEARLY THREE TIMES THE

CURRENT FIGURE.
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" THE DROPOUT RATES FOR HISPANICS. BLACKS AND WHITES, AGED

111-21, RESPECTIVELY ARE 29%, 111% AND 14%. THEY ARE SO% IN

WASHINGTON AND 33% IN NEw YORK CITY.

" IT COSTS $4,000 A YEAR TO SEND A CHILD TO SCHOOL, AND $14,000

ANNUALLY TO KEEP A PRISONER IN A MIL. THE DIFFERENCES IN

COST (AND PAIN) THAT THOSE IN THE WORK FORCE AND THOSE IN

MIL BRING TO SOCIETY ARE NOT MEASURABLE, BUT IT Is SAFE TO

SAY THEY ARE MORE THAN S10,000 PER DROPOUT.

" NOT ONLY MUST wE DEDICATE OURSELVES TO KEEPING OUR

CHILDREN IN SCHOOL, AT LEAST THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL. wE MUST

DIRECT NEW ENERGIES AT THE QUALM OF THEIR EDUCATION. IN

STAi4DARDIZED TESTS BETWEEN 1913, AND
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39116, U.S. HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS CAME IN LAST AMONG STUDENTS

FROM 13 COUNTRIES. THEY WERE 1ITH IN CHEMISTRY AND 9TH IN

PHYSICS. OTHER TESTS HAVE SHOWN OUR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

CAN NOT CORRECTLY PLACE THE TIME OF WORLD wAR I, IDENTIFY

OUR COUNTRrS MOST NOTED AUTHORS OR HANDLE EIGHT GRADE

MATH PROBLEM.

" DEMOGRAPHICS POINT TO A DEFINITE WORSENING OF THE

PROBLEM. IN NEW YORK crry. FOR EXAMPLE, RACIAL MINORITIES

ACCOUNT FOR ROUGHLY HALF THE WORK FORCE - NOW. BUT

THEIR NUMBERS HAVE INCREASED BY 30% SINCE 1977. AGAINST A

DECLINE OF 61,000 wHITE WORKERS IN THE SAME TIME PERIOD. THIS

TREND IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE

" DEMOGRAPHERS ALSO NOTE THAT THE TEEN POPULATION WILL

DECLINE BY 20% IN TEM YEARS BETWEEN 1975 AND 1995, WHILE THE

NEEDS FOR LITERATE AND COMPUTER-EXPERIENCED ENTRY LEVEL

PERSONNEL WILL GROW. THE RANKING INDUSTRY ALONE WILL

NEED 260.000 NEW WORKERS BY THE END OF THE CENTURY.

1S "
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MORE SPECIFICALLY. MY TESTIMONY TODAY WILL DEAL WITH AN

EDUCATIONAL. VENTURE, WITH WHICH I AM PERSONALLY INVOLVED, FOR

STIMUIATING AND MOTIVATING DISADVANTAGED SCHOOL-AGE YOUTH TO

GO THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND. TO ACQUIRE THE NECESSARY

SKILLS. AND TO BECOME PART OF THE VITAL FORCES OF THEIR

COMMUNITIES. IT IS CALLED NEHEMIAH Il AND IT INVOLVES WORK WITH

NINE NEW YORK cm' HIGH SCHOOLS - BUSHWICK, EAr iEW YORK.

ERASMUS, JEFFERSON. MAXWELL AND REDIRECTION IN BROOKLYN. AND

LANE. JACKSON AND SPRINGFIELD GARDENS IN SOUTH QUEENS. WE HOPE

TO EXPAND INTO THE SOUTH BRONX NEXT YEAR.

IN THIS VENTURE, THE BANKING COWUNITY PLAYS THE carncAL

ROLE OF PROVIDING MOTIVATION THROUGH THE PROVISION OF

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS. THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY, SPECIFICALLY THE

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, PROVIDES A MAJOR OPTION: A COLLEGE

EDUCATION. ALSO INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS ARE NINE, NEW YORK CITY

AREA PRIVATE COLLEGES WHICH ARE PROVIDING aCHOLARSHIP

ASSISTANCE.

1 8criii
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UNIQUELY, NEHEMIAH II IS WORKING BECAUSE IT HAS REAL GRASS

ROOTS IN THE FORM OF EAST BROOKLYN CONGREGATIONS AND THE

QUEENS CITIZENS ORGANIZATV N. BOTH THESE ORGANIZATIONS ARE

SUPPORTED BY SOME 4040 PROTESTANTS. CATHOLIC-AND JEWISH

CONGREGATIONS COMNOTTED TO IMPROVING, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE

PUBLIC EDUCATION SYSTEM IN THEIR BOROUGHS. THESE ORGANIZATIONS

ARE IN CONTINUOUS CONTACT THROUGH THEIR VAST NETWORK OF TEAM

LEADERS WITH EACH OF T-IE HIGH SCHOOLS. ALI. OF THE PARENTS AND

GUARDIANS, AND THE MEMBERS OF THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR CLASSES.

AT THE SAME TIME, THREE COMMUNITY COLLEGES - KINc:!!!ROUGH,

BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN AND LAGUARDIA ARE WORKING wITH HIGH

SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE STUDENTS ENGLISH AND MATHEMATHICS SKILLS.

SIMILAR UNDERTAKINGS ARE SPRINGING UP IN MANY CITIES AND

REGIONS OFOUR COUNTRY THE PRIVATE SECTOR HAS GOTTEN THE

SIGNAL-AND IS GIVING THE S1GNAL-THAT IT HAS A VERY DIRECT

.NTEREST IN wORKING WITH SCHOOLS, AND WITH THE PUBLIC, IN

PROVIDING SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION AND THUS SECURING AN IMPROVING

woRKFURCE.
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INDEED, IT IS A FACT THAT TODAY, OF ALL THE woRnly CAUSES

THAT BUSINESS COULD CHOOSE TO SUPPORT, EDUCATION ACCOUNTS FOR

MORE THAN FORTY PERCENT OF TOTAL CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIONS.

EVERY INDICATOR SHOWS THAT CORPORATE SUPPORT OF EDUCATION IS

STEADILY INCREASING IN SUCH MAJOR AREAS AS SUPPORT OF EARLY

EDUCATION PROGRAM, GIFTS OF EQUIPMENT AND SCIENTIFIC

INSTRUMENTATION, THE EXPANDED ACCEPTANCE OF CORPORATE SOCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY. AND THE CORPORATE WORLD'S EXPANDING CONCERNS

ABOUT THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION.

MOREOVER, THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS INCREASINGLY AWARE OF THE

VITAL IMPORTANCE OF IMPROVING NOT ONLY THE QUALITY OF

EDUCATION, BUT THE HOLDING POwER OF EDUCATION. TO MEET THE

NEEDS OF THE PRIVATE ECONOMY SECTOR, WE MUST EDUCATE MORE AND

MORE OF OUR URBAN YOUTH. CUT THE DROP-OUT RATE, AND EXPAND

OPPORTUNITIES AND INDUCEMENTS TO ENTER THE WORKFORCE IN

COMMERCE, COMmUNICATIONS. TRANSPORTATION, FINANCE AND

INDUSTRY. AS wELL AS IN THE ARTS. MEDICINE AND EVEN EDUCATION

ITSELF
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THESE ELEMENTS OF OUR ECONOMY HAVE AN EXPANDING NEED

FOR AN EFFECTiVE AND EFFICIENT AND WELL-EDUCATED WORK FORCE.

NEW JOK BY THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS ARE OPENING UP AND

DEMANDING TO BE FILLED. BUT THERE IS AN ACUTE SHORTAGE OF

TRAINED PEOPLE TO FILL THESE JOBS AT THE ENTRY LEVEL. OUR CHIEF

WORLD COMPETITORS-IN SOUTHEAST ASIA AND IN EUROPE-HAVE BEEN

DOING MUCH BETTER AT THIS THAN WE HAVE. wE MUST CATCH UP WE

MUST OVERTAKE THEM. WE CANNOT-AND MUST NOT- ACCEPT THE FACT

THAT THIS COUNTRY'S FUNCTIONAL LITERACY RATE IS CA, WHILE THAT

OF JAPAN IS 9514.

I AM SURE THAT THE MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE, FROM THE

REVIRD OF ITS PAST HEARINGS, ARE WELL AWARE OF THIS CHALLENGE. I

DON'T NEED TO CONVINCE YOU. BUT I AM NOT SURE THAT THE COUNTRY

AS A WHOLE IS SUFFICIENTLY AWARE THAT ALL SECTORS OF SOCIETY MUST

BE COMMITTED wHOLE-HEARTEDLY-AND MOBILIZED-FOR THIS

ENTERPRISE.
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I BELIEVE THAT THE EDUCATIONAL SECTOR, FOR INSTANCE, CAN

AND SHOULD DO MORE. THE CITY UNIVERSI1FY, MY INSTITUTION, IS

ALREADY DOING A GREAT DEAL IN COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS WITH

PUBLIC, ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS. THE COLLEGES OF THE

CITY UNIVERSITY OPERATE OR OVERSEE TILE OPERATION OF A

HALF-DOZEN PILOT HIGH SCHOOLS. THEY ARE MAJOR SUCCESS STORIES.

THERE SHOULD AND COULD BE MORE. WE ARE PLANNING TO DO A GREAT

DEAL MORE TO HELP THESE AND OTHER SCHOOLS IMPROVE WHAT THEY

ARE DOING. AND THE WAY THAT THEY ARE DOING IT.

IN NEW YORK. THE BOTTOM LINE IS CLEARLY A PRODUCTIVE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BUSINESS, EDUCATION AND THE COMMUNITY.

MANY OF OUR COLLEGES EMPHASIZE COOPERATIVE EDUC...TION, WHICH

MEANS THAT STUDENTS GO TO WORK AS THEY GO TO CLASS. THAT 'nay

BUILD A RESUME ALONG WITH THEIR DEGREE. SUCH COOPERATWE

EDUCATION PROGRAMS COULD NOT-AND WOULD NOT-EXIST WITHOUT THE

DIRECT SUPPORT OF MANY OF THE LARGEST CORPORATIONS IN THE

WORLD.

191
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HERE IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE. IN COOPERATION WITH PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES. THE CITY UNIVERSITY IS WORKING

TO IMPROVE THE TRAINING OF THOSE WHO CARE FOR. AND WORK WITH.

PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.

OUR JOINT EFFORTS WILL PROVIDE CARE WORKERS,

CLINICIANS, AND SUPERVISORS WITH OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN NEW

SKILLS AND ENTER NEW CAREERS. THIS WILL INCREASE RETENTION

AMONG THOSE WORKERS AND IMPROVE OVERALL SERVICES PROVIDED TO

MENTALLY RETARDED AND DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED crnazNs.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY. WHILE IT IS A QUALITY, RESEARCH

ORIENTED UNIVERSITY, IS UNIQUE IN ITS ACCESSIBILITY AT THE

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL FOR EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED AND

UNDERPREPAR.ED STUDENTS. MOST OF THESE STUDENTS IDENTIFY WITH

MINORITY ETHNIC GROUPS AND LANGUAGE GROUPS. MAJOR ASPECTS OF

THE FUTURE OF OUR CITIES - AND OF OUR COUNTRY- DEPENDS UPON THE

DEGREE OF SUCCESS IN PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND

SUPPORT FOR THESE FIRST-IN-THEIR-FAMILY COLLEGr STUDENTS.
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WE HAVE TRIED HARDER, AND DONE MORE, WITH THIS CATEGORY

OF STUDENTS, THAN ANY OTHER PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER

EDUCATION IN THE NATION.

BUT WE ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH WHAT WE HAVE DONE UP TO NOW.

WE ARE RESOLVED TO DO MORE. WE MUST DO MORE.

ONLY WITHIN THE PAST YEAR, WE HAVE DONE THE FOLLOWING:

" WE CREATED A BOARD TASK FORCE 014 STUDENT LIFE WHICH

MADE RECOMMENDATIONS, WHICH WE ARE URGENTLY MOVING TO

IMPLEMENT, TO STRENGTHEN THE ENTIRE RANGE OF STUDENT

SUPPORT MECHANISMS TO HELP KEEP THESE STUDENTS IN SCHOOL.

THESE SUPPORT SYSTEMS INCLUDE ACADEMT: AND PERSONAL

COUNSELLING AND TUTORING; AN IMpRonD RANGE OF FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE AND FINANCIAL COUNSELLING; AN'D ALSO DAY CARE

PROGRAMS.
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" tVE CREATED A TEACHER EDUCATION TASK FORCE WHICH

RECOMMENDED STRENGTHENING THE ACADEMIC PREPARATION OF

TEACHERS. WITH MORE EMPHASIS ON SUBJECT MATTER AND LESS ON

PEDAGOGY. THE TASK FORCE RECOMMENDED A GREATLY

INCREASED EFFORT TO RECRUIT HIGH-ACHIEVING MINORITY

STUDENTS FOR THE TEACHING PROFESSION. AND TO MAKE THE

TEACHING PROFESSION MORE PRESTIGIOUS. THESE

RECOMMENDATIONS, TOO, ARE IN THE PROCESS OF TRANSLATION

INTO URGENT ACTION PROGRAM.

" THROUGH OUR COLLEGES, WE HAVE LAUNCHED A MAJOR

PRE-FRESHMAN SUMMER SKILLS PROGRAM WHICH HAS ALREADY

TESTED OUT SUCCESSFULLY IN OVERCOMING SEVERE EDUCATIONAL

DEFICIENCr S.

TO SUM UP, WE ARE TRYING TO THINK IN NEW TERMS, AND TO DO

NEW THINGS. TO MEET THE NEW NEEDS. ONE OF THE 14/ST CRITICAL OF

THESE UNDERTAKINGS IS TO MOTIVATE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES TO

ENROLL IN COLLEGE, ON EITHER A PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME BASIS, AND

TO GRADUATE. THUS BECOMING PART OF THE CONSTRUCTIVE HUMAN

RESOURCES OF OUR CITY. STATi AND NATION

95-658 0 - 89 7
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RETURNING TO NEHEMIAH IL THIS PROGRAM HOLDS OUT TO THE

STUDENTS THE PROMISE OF A SURE JOB IN A BANK UPON GRADUATION.

AFTER THE PASSAGE OF QUALIFYING TESTS IN BASIC SKILLS. AS AN

OPTION, THERE ARE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS. AND LET ME NOTE THAT THE

PLEDGE INVOLVES MORE THAN A JOE .rs REALLY A =Egg

OPPORTUNITY. SEVERAL OF OUR NEHEMIAH HIRES HAVE RECEIVED ONE

OR MORE PROMOTIONS - AND AU. WILL BE ABLE TO GO AS FAR AS THEIR

SKILLS AND DEDICATION ALLOW THEM TO GO.

THE RANKS PLEDGE THE JOBS IN ADVANCE. IN THE FIRST YEAR OF

THIS PILOT PROGRAM, PARTICIPATING BANKS HIRED 120 PEOPLE. IN THE

SECOND YEAR, 210 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES FROM SOME OF THE CITY'S

WORST SCHOOLS IMPROVED THEIR SKILLS AND WERE PLACED IN BANKING

JOBS. OVER SO OTHERS WERE AWARDED PRIVATE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS.
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MOREOVER, IN NEHEMIAH II. THE UNDERLYING THEME IS NOT ONE

OF GRACE OR CHARITY. BUT RATHER ONE OF HONEST TRADEOFF. THE

YOUNG PEOPLE ARE OFFERED THE CHANCE FOR A CAREER JOB OR A

COLLEGE EDUCATION. THEY MUST MAKE GOOD. THROUGH THEIR EFFORTS

ALONG EITHER ROAD. THIS MAKES SENSE TO THE BANKS WE NEED ENTRY

LEVEL PERSONNEL AND TO THE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES INVOLVED.

AND IT MAKES SENSE TO THE YOUNG STUDENTS. IT RINGS TRUE, AND IT

WORKS. AND IT 31INGS OUT THE BEST FROM ALL THE PARTIES

CONCERNED. MOST IMPORTANTLY. WE ARE TRYING TO SUBSTANIALLY

IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SCHOOLS IN EVERY FACET.

OF COURSE.. THE NEHEMIAH PROGRAM. AND ALL SIMILAR PROGRAMS

TO WHICH I HAVE REFERRED. ARE PILOT OR DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS.

PILOT PROGRAMS SUCH AS THESE ARE NOT THE SOLUTION. THEY ONLY

POINT THE WAY. THESE PROGRAMS DEAL WITH HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS.

THE PROBLEM CONSISTS OF HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF YOUTHS WHO

NEED TO BE MOTIVATED AND INSPIRED. AND THEN EDUCA TED.
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COSTS ARE INVOLVED. SIGNIFICANT COSTS. BUT THERE ARE MUCH

BIGGEFt COSTS FOR SDI ATTACK/NG THIS PROBLEM. AS A BANKER, I AM

VERY SENSITIVE TO THE COST FACTOR. BUT, AS A UNIVERSITY TRUSTEE

AND PARENT, I AM CONVINCED THAT THERE ARE SOME THINGS WHICH WE

CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO DO. WE ALL KNOW THAT AN INVESTMENT IN

LEARNING IS AN INVESTMENT IN OUR FUTURE, IN THE WELL BEING OF OUR

CITIZENS AND OUR FAMILIES, IN OUR NATIONAL GROWTH AND STABILITY,

IN OUR INTERNATIONAL STATURE AND AUTHORITY.

THIS IS TOO BIG A PROBLEM FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE ALONE, OR

FOR TI4E LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS ALONE. THIS IS A PROBLEM

FOR US ALL THE CHALLENGE WILL BE TO ENCOURAGE ALL GROUPS IN

OUR SOCIETY TO BROADEN THEIR SUPPORT FOR OUR EDUCATIONAL

SYSTEM A1413 MAKE THAT INVESTMENT. BUT THE LEADERSHIP MUST COME

FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN

DEFINE THE ROLES WHICH OTHERS MUST AND SHOULD PLAY. AND SOME

FUNDING INDUCEMENTS WILL HELP.

MONEY ALONE WON'T SOLVE THE PROBLEMS AND MEET THE NEED.

BUT SOME FEDERAL MONEY IS ESSENTIAL TO HELP ACHIEVE THE PURPOSES

I HAVE TRIED TO DEFINE AND DESCRIBE IN MY TEST/MONY TODAY
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ON BEHALF OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY, I WOULD CERTAINLY

ENDORSE SUSTANTIALLY INCREASED FUNDING FOR CHAPTER ONE OF THE

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT WHICH FUNDS

ENRICHMENT PROURAMS FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS.

AISO, TO ACHIEVE THE STATED PURPOSES, I URGE MORE FUNDING

FOR THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM_ A MAJORITY OF CITY UNIVERSITY

STUDENTS ARE PELL GRANT RECIPIENT& IN TERMS OF FAMILY INCOME,

MOST OF OUR STUDENTS ARE THE POOREST OF THE POOR. OUR

GRADUATES ARE TRULY ENRICHED BY THEIR EDUCATION, AND THE

NATION IS MUCH THE RICHER FOR IT. PELL GRANTS ARE A CAPITAL

INVESTMENT, ENLARGING THE NATIONS PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY, AND ITS

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT.

IT WAS ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE IN 1840 WHO FIRST DESCRIBED THE

UNITED STATES AS TWO NATIONS, THE LAND OF THE RICH AND THE LAND

OF THE POOR. NEVER HAS THAT DESCRIPTION BEEN MORE APPROPRIATE

THAN IT IS TODAY TODAY, WE ARE A LAND OF THE TALENTED AND THE

ACCOMPLISHED AND, AT THE SAME TIME, A LAND OF THE UTTERLY

UNCULTURED AND UNEDUCATED. WE HAVE SOME OF THE BEST SCHOOLS IN

THE WORLD WE HAVE SOME OF THE WORST.
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IN BEGINNING THIS TESTIMONY. I SAID THAT WE MUST BRING OUR

DISADVANTAGED YOUTH-AND OUR ENTIRE SOCIETY-INTO THE AGE OF

EDUCATION. IN THE RECENT NATIONAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN. BOTH

CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT SPOKE IN ROUGHLY SIMILAR TERMS ABOUT

THE URGENT NECESSITY OF TAKING NEW FORWARD STRIDES IN THE FIELD

OF EDUCATION. THE PRESIDENT-ELECT SPOKE OF HIS INTENTION OF BEING

ILILIALLCATIoN _PRESIDENT. ALL OF US MUST SUPPORT HIM IN THIS

ASPIRATION. HOPING THAT IT CAN BE REALIZED IN PRACTICE AS WELL AS

IN PURPOSE.

IF THIS IS REALLY TO BE THE AGE OF EDUCATION. IT MUST

EMBRACE ALL OF OUR YOUNG AND. INDEED. EVERY PART OF OUR

POPULATION. THE FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS COMMUNITY PROVIDE THE

FUEL AND ENGINE OF OUR NATIONAL ECONOMY. BUT BUSINESS CANNOT

PROSPER WITHOUT A WELL-EDUCATED WORKFORCE. SUCH A WORKFORCE

IS THE FIRST LINE AND RESERVE FORCE OF OUR ECONOMIC POWER- AND

OUR CAPACITY- TO COMPETE WITH OTHER NATIONS.

WE HAVE BEEN FALLING BEHIND. WITH THE KIND OF EFFORT I

HAVE SUGGESTED-INCLUDING THE FEDERAL ACTIONS WHICH NEED TO BE

TAKEN- WE CAN HALT THIS DECLINE AND BEGIN TO SURGE FORWARD.
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Representative WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Murphy.
Our final witness on this panel is Mr. William Woodside, chair-

man of the board of Sky Chefs, Inc., in New York. Mr. Woodside is
chairman of the Institute for Educational Leadership and cochair-
man of the School and Business Alliance for New York City, vice
chairman of the board of trustees of the Committee for Economic
Development, a member of the Education Advisory Council of the
Carnegie Corp., vice chairman of the National Forum on the
Future of Children and Their Families, and a member of the Busi-
ness Higher Education Forum.

Mr. Woodside, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. WOODSIDE. CHAIRMAN. SKY CHEFS,
INC.: PRESIDENT, PRIMERICA FOUNDATION; AND CHAIRMAN,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEAD-
ERSHIP
Mr. WOODSIDE. Thank you, Congressman Williams. Thank you

for inviting me, Chairman Scheuer.
It is clear that you run these hearings exactly the way the public

schools run theirs. I am a "W," and therefore I am the last to be
called on. I can see the same has happened to you many times,
Congressman Williams.

I think this morning that is an advantage because it puts me in
the delightful position of being able to give you footnotes on my
summary comments. So it should be very brief.

The two words "Head Start" which has been discussed over and
over again this morning was a terrible selection of a name and it
has handicapped this program from the day it was started. It
should have been called "Equal Start" because that was its objec-
tiveto provide an equal start for disadvantaged kids.

The middle class has never liked Head Start because they feel
somebody else is getting a headstart on them. That is one of the
reasons I feel that it has had less support than it should have had.

At this point we have lots of data around this. We know that as
far as the kids themselves are concerned, we get better altendance,
we get better grades; when they graduate they are more likely to
find jobs; they form more stable families than the rest of the kids;
they are much less on welfare, much less trouble with the law.

Now we are ii the short term-long .erm. This is an economically
sustainable investment program if you run it over a reasonable
period of time. The payoff is substantially greater than Head Start
costs. But unfortunately neither the business community nor the
political community nor the Nation at large seems to be in a mood
to really look at payoff time.

Let me talk briefly about a couple of others that I think are cer-
tainly equally as important.

This prenatal and postnatal care we have walked by rather
quickly a couple of times this morning. I think some people consid-
er Head Start to be the most successful social program of the last
quarter of a century. I am not so certain that WIC doesn't fit in
that category almost exactly.

We do know that pres;mtly if you live in an urban, disadvan-
taged community the chances of your survival at birth are less
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than they are in Costa Rica. We know that as a nation as a whole
we are 17th on the world list in infant mortality. We do know that
most learning disabilities are a result of low-birth weight. The clos-
est correlation we can find to ability to learn later on has to do
with these low-birth weight babies. The lowest payoff on this is 3 to
1, and it is pretty short term. The costs run on forever, incidental-
ly, because there are heavy medical costs that are a result of some
kind of deformation at birth.

We haven't talked much about immunization, but I think that is
also a vital program, particularly for disadvantaged kids. One of
the problems with the service that they get by going to emergency
rooms is they don't get anything that is preventive in any real
way.

We have talked a lot about "I have a dream" this morning. This
is the Eugene Lang program. It has had many offshoots. I think we
are looking at it the wrong way, though, or at least the comments
this morning have sort of missed the point. It is not the incentive.;
it is the mentoring component of the "I have a dream" program
that makes it work.

Let's take a typical class, Felix Rohatyn's class. There are 40
kids in that class. They have three mentors, Felix and his wife and
a full-time social worker-psychologist.

In the year that this program has been running there has been
one murder in one of the families of the kids and there have been
three jail terms in three other families. It requires a lot of hard.
close work in a disadvantaged community to get kids through the
system. They need all the support network they can get because
they don't get much at home. And he has been remarkably success-
ful in doing that, as have many others.

But it is not the carrot at the end, the college education. It is
getting them through the system, hand leading them, going down
and getting them out of the clink at night. We are really talking in
loco parentis that really makes this program work.

When you contrast it with a New York City public high school
where you have one mentor for 1,000 kids, you begin to get the
idea what the diffe-ence can really be.

Let's switch from preschool and some of these other things to
what happens after they get out of high school.

We focused a lot on college, we focused a lot on scholarships, we
focused a lot on grants and loans, and I think that ought to be en-
couraged. We have more kids going with a much greater choice
than they have ever had in the past about where they go.

But for my money we are putting too much focus on the college
bound and not enough on the 20 million out there who did not
attend and who are not going to attend in the future.

W.T. Grant has just produced a major study on this, entitled
"The Forgotten Half." It's a very serious problem. What does this
forgotten half constitute? It ranges from construction workers, bus
drivers, TV and auto repair, production line workers, service work-
ers at hospitals, at offices, a whole wide range of things. That's the
good end of that.

The bad end are the kids that never make it at all. They are in a
limbo of unemployment, part-time jobs, ingrained poverty. And it's
deadly.
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We are unique in the Western World for our lack of support for
the noncollege bound. If you look at the numbers today, they are
just unbelievable. The average college student directly or indirectly
receives $5,000 a year for every year he is in college. These are
grants to the universities; they are loans to him. It's lumping in
everything that impacts his college education. If you don't go to
college, the max you can get for 3 months is $2,300. How's that for
an equation? If you go to college, you get $20,000; if you don't, you
get $2,300.

We have defined success in terms of going to college. We have
defined failure as not going to college. We don't do anything for
those who don't go. And it's time for us to begin to change that. I
think noncollege youth are short changed beyond belief. I think the
whole system rewards in the wrong way, and we can't afford such
a monumental waste of human resources. There is no way we are
going to reach our productivity goals, our competitive goals, or any-
thing else if we just ignore this huge number of people.

How do you go about it? There are a lot of suggestions about how
you handle this non-college-bound group. You can talk about a life-
time educational credit; you can talk about individual training ac-
counts that are sort of like an early IRA, if you will, that focus on
education; you can talk about national demonstration projects ad-
ministered by the State. There are lots of things that would begin
to really focus on this group.

If you look at it, the noncollege group today, the 20- to 24-year-
olds, earns substantially less than that same cohort did 10 years
ago. As a matter of fact, 56 percent can't keep a family of three
above the poverty line. It's sort of once behind always behind.

This is a group that is currently being called the working poor.
You are going to hear lots more about it. As vice chairman of the
Future of Children and Their Families, which is a National Acade-
my of Sciences, Institute of Medicine, and a Carnegie Corp. project,
Congress is going to be hearing over and over again about what we
can do about the working poor.

Thank you very much for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Woodside followsl

fr,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. WOODSIDE

Mr. Chairman, I am William S. Woodside. I am Chairman of Sky
Chefs, Inc. Before that, / sorvod six years as chairman and CEO
of the Primerica Corporation, formerly known as the American Can
Company.

I am active in several organizations in which education is the
primary focus. I co-chair tho Wow York City School and Businoss
Alliance. I chair the Institut. for Educational Loadership,
which is located in Washington, D.C. I am vice chair of the
Cosmitt. for Economic Devolopmant, an organization composed of
businoss and educational leadars that has been extensively
involvad in educational mattors. I am presidant of the Primerica
Foundation, which has mad. public education its major priority.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for inviting me to testify.
Th. two issues you have esksd me to address this morning -- the
need for more preschool programs, and tn. neod to provide full
accoss to poet-secondary education -- are of iong-standing
concern to me.

At first glance, it seams that those two topics excludo precisely
those pears we should be talking about: tho years between
kindorgarten and high school graduation, tho years that form tha
cora of tho educational exporionco.

It is not my intention, just as I am sure it is not tho intention
of this committeo, to dotract from those pears. But I do bolieve
that we nead to axpand our view of tho educational process,
expand Cho boundaries as it wore.

Let ma begin with preschool.

Almost 25 years ago, when tho Johnsrn Administration devolopod
its War on Poverty, ono component of that offort was Head Start,
a program to provido preschool education for disadvantaged
children. The theory behind tho program was straightforward
enough. Since disadvantagod children frequently had difficulty
in school, a preschool program would put them in a better
position to learn and grow.

Head Start succeeded boyond anyone's expectation. For more than
a dozen years, it has been recognized as one of the most
succossful social programs ever doveloped in this country. Some
view it as the most successful social program of the last quarter
century.

This isn't an intuitive or subjective opinion. This is a
judgement backed up by a wealth of data.
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That data tolls us that children who participate in Head Start do
better in school than children who do not. %ley attend school
more frequently, and their grades are higher.

The data also tells us that as these children grow into adults,
they are more likely to find jobs, more likely to form stable
families, less likely to go on welfare, and less likely to have
trouble with the law.

With the public, the Congress and the Administration clamoring
:or social programs that "work", you would think that, given this
record of success, we would fund Head Start to the hilt: or
failing that, find some way of ensuring that all eligible
children had the opportunity to participate in something like
Head Start.

That in not the direction in which we are moving, however.

At the present time, some 2.4 million children aro *ligible for
Head Start, but only 456,000 are enrolled. In other words, four
of every five children who could benefit from Head Start are
denied the opportunity to participnte.

There is no question in my mind, and in the minds of many others,
that this country needs to expand its publicly and privately
supported preschool programs so that every child who can benefit
from a preschool program has access to one.

Hut at this stage in our social history, when wA are facing n
poverty that is intractable and difficult to escape, we cannotfocus only on preschool programs. We need to move beyond
preschool and look at the broader economic and social environment
in which so many millions of disadvantaged children are beingraised.

We need, for example, to give serious consideration to therecommendations of such organizations as the Committee forEconomic Development.

In a report entitled, "Children in Need: Investment Strategies
for the Educationally Disadvantaged", the CED recommended that
the nation give "the highest priority" to a broad rang* of earlyand sustained childhood programs designed to meet theeducational, health and social needs of disadvantaged children.

These recommendations included an expansion of preschoolprograms, but they also included pre- and post-natal care forat-risk mothe.s, expanded programs of family health care,
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nutritional guidance, quality day care tor working parents, an
expansion of the Chapter I program, and special programs to help

parents raise their Children.

In addition, the CED recommended ongoing support systems within

the schools themselves that included health and nutritional
services, psychological and career counselling, and a variety of
programs designed to keep young people in school.

That's not a complete program. Rut it was the CED's hope that,
when combined with major educatiocal initiatives, the program

could help achieve two goals. One would be to provide support,
health and sustenance for children who have more than their share
of obstacles to overcome in order to ucceed in this society.
The other would be to make today's disadvantaged youth part of
tomorrow's economic growth.

"This nation", the CHO said in its most widely quoted statement,
"cannot continue to compote and prosper in the global arena when
more than one-fifth of our children live in poverty and a third

grow up in ignorance. And if the nation cannot compete, it

cannot lead. If we continue to squander the talents of millions
of our children, America will become a nation of limited human
potential."

There is not a radical proposal in the entire CED report. In

fact, they are relatively modest. But if all of them were
implemented, we would finally have the national commitment to
improve the lives of children that we have talked abort for years
-- but which we never have actually undertaken.

Now for the second topic on the agenda: full accese to

post-secondary education.

Here I would like to move a little off center.

During the last 10 or 12 years, there has been a steady increase
in the desire of young people to attend college and a steady
increase in the numbers actually attending college.

Those are welcome developments. The fact that our colleges have
a wider range Of students from which to choose is one indication
of our success. So is the increasing academic competition among
college students.

That is as it should he. We should be encouraging all those who
want to attend c-Alege to do so. We should reach out to those
who have the ability but not the information or encouragement
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they need. We should ba developing financing mechanisms that
make college possible for bright young people of modest or
limited means.

But I wonder if we are not focusing too much attention on the
college-bound. I wonder if our preoccupation with those
attending college, and those who want to attend college, nausea'
us to lose sight of young people who are not likely to eWtend
college.

There are 20 million young people who fall into this category,
and, in the words of a national commission on Youth and the
American Future, they are "the Forgotten Half."

Who are these young people? What do we know about them? What do
they do? What happens to them?

The William T. Grant Foundation commission that spent a year
studying non-college youth had this to say:

"They are the young people who build our homes, drive our buses,
repair our automobiles, fix our televisions, maintain and serve
our offices, schools and hospitals, end keep the production lines
of our mills and factories moving."

"To a great extent they determine how well the American family,
economy and democracy function. They are also the thousands of
young men and women who aspire to work productively but never
quite 'make it' to that kind of employment. For these members of
the Forgotten Half, their lives as adults start in the economic
limbo of unemployment, part-time jobs and poverty wages. Many of
them never break free."

The problem, we are told, is that, as a nation, we prepare our
college-bound youth for the future but assume our non-college
bound youth will make it on their own.

But that's not how it works out.

The data the Grant Commission collected showed that young people
between the agea of 20 and 24 who do not attend college earn less
today than their counterparts earned ten years ago. It also
shows 56 percent not even earning enough to keep a family of
three above the poverty line. And when incomes decline, the odds
start increasing that families will begin to break up, single
parent households will be the norm, and children will start
having problems at school.
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In short, many young people who do not attend college find
themselves swimming against an economic tide they cannot control.
They find jobs that do not pay them enough and that do not ellow
them to support their families no matter how hard they work. Nor
is their situation likely to improve. "Once behind, they stand
to stay behind", the Commission said.

Yes, they are employed, but the conditions of their employment
and the circumstances of their lives aro growing proof that
employment itself is no guarantee of widespread economic health
or individual economic opportunity.

There may be sany reasons why non-college bound young people find
themselves in this position. One that is frequently overlooked
is the startling difference between what we do for the college
student and what we do for the non-college young parson.

Eadh student in an institution of higher learning, for instance,
can expect to receive a subsidy of $5,000 per academic year
through a combination of public and private grants, loans and
subsidies to individuals or institutions.

Meanwhile, among those who do not attend college, only five
percent of those eligible for federally-supported job training
actually receive this support. When they do, it lasts for only
four months and totals only $1,800 to $2,300 per student.

In other words, the college student receives $20,000 worth o;

support; the non-college student $2,300.

You can argue with some of the data, but I don't think anyone can
argue with the conclusion: non-college bound young people are
being shortchanged by our economic system and by our political
priorities.

We say we have a system of opportunity based on equity, but in
point of fact we have a system which rewards those who go to
college and neglects those who do not. College is equated with
SUCCOss. Not going to college is equated with failure.

In an era rAf global competitiveness in which our goal is to
develop a nealthy and productive economy, not just one in which
everyone has a lob, we cannot afford such a monumental waste of
resources.

I am not arguing for a reduction in the support we currently
offer college students. I hope we reach out t more people,
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encourage them to go to college, and make it possible for them to
go tO college.

Rut in conjunction with that, we need to develop some post-high
xchool educational opportunities for those who do not want to
attend collece but still want to pursue their education.

Economist Lester Thurow has proposed a lifetime educational
credit that each person could use as he or she saw fit. That is
one idea. Others includ individual trhining accounts patterned
after individual retirement accounts, or a national demonstration
program, administered at the stat lwvol, designed to increase
access to poet-high school education.

That is just a start. More ideas will certainly be forthcoming
if we turn more attention to the young person who chooses not to
attend college.

Mr. Chairman, pr,hody disputes the value of a college ducation.
But a college education is not for everybody, and not everybody
wants a college education.

T'.-ying to put all our young people into one mold, and then
:fudging them in terms of whether they fit this mold that someone
else chose for them, is a serious error. Young people learn in
different ways, at different paces. Let's try and develop a
system of post-high school education that respects and builds on
thos differences.

If we want the largest number to succeed in life, than we have to
provide our young people with nor. than a single pathway to
success.

9 (,
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Representative WILLIAMS. My thanks to you, Mr. Woodside, and
to each of our panelists. We very much appreciate the time you
have taken to prepare your testimony and to come to Washington
and share it with the Congress through this subcommittee.

Let me ask the members who are here to open their questions to
any or all members of the panel.

Congressman Scheuer, we will begin with you.
Representative SCHEME. Thank you.
I have one question for the whole panel I am going to precede

that with a question to Mr. Woodside.
The question for the panel that you can be thinking about is how

do we pay for the enhanced access to preschool education and post-
secondary education that all of us seem to want. You are all hard-
headed businessmen or you wouldn't be here today. You are all
aware of the budget deficit and the fact that we know now that we
can't do everything. We can probably do anything, but we can't do
everything.

How do we set priorities of what is important in this country?
What is the role of the private sector? What should business be

doing to enhance funding for preschool and therefore access to pre-
school? What should business be doing to improve the quality of
education in elementary and secondary grades, to improve the
quality of vocational education? What should business be doing to
enhance access to postsecondary education?

We have seen what one brilliant businessman can do, the Gene
Lang phenomenon. We know that that turns kids on. Should that
handholding process that Mr. Woodside described be left to the
charitable and eleemosynary sector of our society, to the charitable
instincts of a few enlightened business people? Or can we institu-
tionalize that? And if we can institutionalize it, can we get business
behind the Gene Lang phenomenon in a major way?

Mr. Woodside indicated that the problem was not so much moti-
vating kids to go to college but motivating them to get through ele-
mentary and secondary school, and he emphasized, quite properly,
the important role that the handholding and the counseling and
the caring plays.

Are corporations capable of doing that?
I would like Mr. Woodside, before the rest of you answer this

question, to tell us what the corporate role is in assisting kids in
getting through school and perhaps on to college. Which is more
important, the incentive to go to school or the handholding to get
through the elementary and secondary school system?

May not the handholding itself provide the incentive and the
self-confidence in the kid? If the kid sees that he is getting some
help, society cares about him, they are helping him make it
through high school, might that not itself be the best incentive you
could possibly create to motivate that kid to go on to some kind of
postsecondary experience?

Mr. WOODSIDE. If there is one thing these kids lack, it's tender
loving care. That's for sure.

I don't think it's an either or sort of answer that I can give you,
because I think all parts of this are very important.

Let me use the School and Business Alliance in New York City.
This is an outgrowth of a program the Governor started a few
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years ago. It is sort of outside the official education system in the
State. It is separately funded by the legislature and it basically pro-
vides seed money for various cities in the State. New York gets
about $700,000, which, given the size of the New York City budget,
doesn't do very much for you.

But it also, certainly in the case of New York City, involves the
business community up to their ears, and it involves all the major
foundations and funding sources in the city. The program this first
year will run something over $3 million. So the State's $600,000 or
$700,000 is not going to be a major component. It is important, but
it is only 25 percent.

There are three programs that we try to run simultaneously. We
have what is called New York Working which is a way in which to
encourage kids to finish school with the promise not of a guaran-
teed job, but if they meet the standards we will have a job avail-
able for them. We have an employment office in each of the six
schools that we are now doing this in. We are beginning to feed
people into the work force. We have major partners through the
New York City Partnership, involving all the major businesses who
are lining up jobs for these kids. That's stage I. It's working quite
well.

Stage II is something we call New York Learning which is an at-
tempt to do something that the Lang program does not do, and
that is how do we stimulate and encourage change in the system
itself, in the structure of education, and how do you go about edu-
cating kids.

What makes New York so frustrating is you have a system that
is a disaster, and yet 100 of the 300 Westinghouse semifinalists
came out of that system. It can't all be bad, but how do you repli-
cate that? How do you break up this logjam of teachers unions and
supervisors and community school boards and all the rest that
makes it so difficult to operate?

So we are working very closely through the chancellor's office
and trying to support a number of major educational initiatives
which will start in the fall of 1989.

But because of our feeling that all of this isn't going to work
unless we can provide some kind of support network for the kids,
we have something called New York Mentoring which is a way of
training mentors and training groups that want to mentor these
children. That has received enormously positive response in the
city. I don't look at this as a business sort of thing. It's community
volunteers taking on this problem.

It is ironic that people are willing to spend hundreds of hours
doing this but they are not willing to think about spending more
money to do this.

So there are a lot of things that have to be done, it seems to me,
if this is to work.

Representative SCHEUER. Lou Harris testified before this subcom-
mittee when we had the first 9 days of hearings. When he asked
the question, would you be willing to accept an additional 1 percent
tax for education if you knew it wasn't going to go down the same
rat hole, if you knew it was going to produce something different,
something new, something fresh, it was going to improve the proc-
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ess, improve the learning, about 70 percent of them said yes, they
would.

Mr. WOODSIDE. That's great, but that's a chicken and an egg
problem. Do you know how long it will take in New York City, if
we can pull it off? And God help us if we can't. It will take 10
years minimum, probably 20, to make a dramatic change in that
system.

Representative SCHEUER. I would settle for the 10 years right
now. We have to do it. Otherwise our society is going to fall apart.
We can't afford not to do it.

Mr. WOODSIDE. Absolutely. We can't afford to even think that it
isn't going to work.

Representative SCHEUER. I asked one general question to the
panel.

Mr. MURPHY. I think the roles have to be very clear. I don't
think corporations ought to be teaching basic skills. The corpora-
tion and the local community ought to insist that the schools per-
form. The way they are going to perform is by community involve-
ment, communities insisting that they perform.

Corporations can do some things. They can talk about the world
of work; they can point the way, show that there is a payoff, that it
makes sense, that there are jobs that are not dead-end jobs. In the
banking industry, traditionally, there a tremendous amount of
upward mobility; in the Bell System there is a tremendous amount
of upward mobility. There are opportunities to continue your edu-
cation throughout a lifetime, to have most of the cost of that cov-
ered by the corporation. But I think the roles have to be very, very
clear.

What I have not heard today is an awful lot of discussion about
getting communities involved. The users are the parents and the
kids. However that family may be fractured, however it may be
dysfunctional, part of the process of getting a dysfunctional family
to be a functional family is to say there is a payoff for you if you
get involved in this process of making our education system work.

Representative SCHEUER. Jim Murphy, do you want to deprive us
of our last fair chance at making these kids literate, to teach them
reading, writing, and counting skills that somehow they don't get
in the regular school setting?

I would also like to hear Bill Woodside elabc ,-ate on this.
We have seen from experience that for some reason or other,

without pointing the finger of guilt at anybody, some kids are total-
ly turned off by the school experience.

Mr. MURPHY I'm talking about an objective. The City University
teaches kids how to read and write, and that should have been
done in grammar school. But we have an objective of ultimately
working our way out of remediation and performing across the
board in a more traditional higher education function. The corpora-
tions are doing a lot of this now. I think our goal ought to be very
clear. This is not our responsibility as the private sector. This is
the school system's responsibility.

Representative SCHEUER. Mr. Murphy, you are absolutely right.
It is the school system's business. It should be the school system's
business; it has to be the school system's business, but right now it
simply is not; it is not happening in all too many cases.
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If a kid is turned off by the whole gestalt, the whole environment
of school, and he gets a job, maybe an entry level job, but there is a
release time program and somebody there is telling him there is a
class with his fellow employees, they're all in uniform, in the plant,
and they are being taught how to read, write, and count in a way
that is relevant to him, he can see that it is going to help his
career, are you going to tell us that corporations can't be our last
failsafe hope for giving these kids literacy skills if for some reason
that kid is willing to learn and involve himself in a corporate set-
ting, in a plant, in a business setting, where he wasn't apparently
turned on by the school?

If he was turned off at school, are we going to say that this last
failsafe device that we have developed to teach kids on the job, if
they are willing, that we have to abandon that?

Mr. MURPHY. As an interim measure, no. We will do what we
have to do. If we don't understand what it is we ultimately want
them to attain, I think we are going to find schools doing a lot of
confusing things and corporations really unnecessarily expending
resources that are very precious. What I am concerned about is the
corporation, ultimately out of frustration, being turned off. Right
now corporate America wants to get involved in the business of
making education work.

I think there ought to be a clear understanding of what the goals
of the various aspects of this process are. Otherwise I think we will
have a compounded frustration 5 or 10 years from now and there
will be another crisis to deal with. In the meantime a lot of good
job,3 will be off shore, in the Pacific Rim, or in Europe or other
places that are going to make better use of them than we are pre-
pared to do.

Representative SCHEUER. Nobody wants that, obviously. But it
seems to me that we have had some successplease contradict me
if I'm wrong, Bill Woodside or anybody elsewhere the kids have
turned the schools off, there has been no learning experience, and
where the kids have gone to a corporation and they seem to be
turned on by the world of work. Are we to say that corporations
can't be enabled to give kids reading, writing, and couriang skills?

I would be willing to give them not only a tax deduction for
teaching these skills where they haven't been learned at school,
but I'd give them a tax credit for doing that. It is so absolutely in-
dispensable that that process take place.

Mr. WOODSIDE. It is also equally as important that we don't let
the education system itself off the hook. The corporation's activi-
ties in that particular area, the literacy area, and the learning of
basic skills ia really a remedial action just like Jim Murphy is talk-
ing about in some of the community colleges. But it has to be
viewed that way.

I would certainly be opposed to some kind of tax advantage for
doing that bemuse you are going to shift the balance and take
away the effort of trying to improve the basic system.

My big problem with the Lang program is that it does not deal
with the system itself. It doesn't do anything about improving edu-
cation. It works around it to try to find other ways to make it
easier for these kids to get through, but it does not address the
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basic difficulties of the system. Plus the fact it is like playing rou-
lette with kids' lives. One class per school? What the hell is that?

Representative SCHEUER. And relying on the charitable instincts
of a few enlightened businessmen. What the hell is that?

Representative WILumis. Congresswoman Lowey.
Representative LOWEY. First of all, I would like to thank you all

for your outstanding presentations. This being my first day as a
new Member in Congress, I really appreciate it.

As one who has been working to create public-private partner-
ships for practically my entire professional life with Governor
Cuomo, my question to you is, How can we encourage corporations
to replicate these programs in times of budget deficits?

For example, we know that American firms on the average
spend 1 percent of their payroll on employee continuing education
programs and training compared to Japanese firms which spend an
average of 2.5 percent to 3 percent.

While we are in a state of budget deficits and while we are
saying that the American school system should do better, if we
know that programs such as Gene Lang's, who has been a neighbor
and friend for 25 to 30 years, work, what kind of incentives do you

think we should provide to the private sector to encourage the rep-
lication of these programs?

I have seen dozens of programs really work in communities.
They are outstanding. We know the answers. We know what
works. But we are still caught in this morass and we can't seem to
replicate it. I am talking from my own base, New York State, par-
ticularly New York City and Westchester County. While we are
looking for the funds in the Federal Government, how can we en-
courage corporations to become more active?

Mr. WrX)E0SIDE. There are, I guess, any number of answers to

that.
If you look at the nonprofessional world outside of the teaching

community, corporations are probably way ahead of the average
people in the community about seeing the necessity. Because they

are looking down the line 10 years from now and looking at these
competitive factors, looking at their source of employees. So I don't
think they need incentive What. corporations need are programs
that work, and they would be perfectly willing to fund those kinds
of programs.

I am not in favor of the private sector substituting for what I
think is legitimately and genuinely a public sector responsibility. If
this country can't even begin to address a public education system
when that was really one of the founding principles of this Repub-
lic, we are in really tough shape.

I am all for having community support, which we have, but there
have to be successful programs.

In New York City we have 60 partnerships out of the 100 high
schools, and it is probably most of the worst. But they don't
amount to much. They are basically dealing in fringe areas. They
don't really deal with the system.

We were the first corporation in New York City, American Can,

to join with a high school, Martin Luther King Junior High School,
right in back of Lincoln Center, an all-m;nority high school of 99
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percent minority. The first 4 years we were in that school we had
three school chancellors and four principals.

I sometimes sort of laugh at some of the comments about the ri-
gidity and the impossibility of moving tenured principals from one
school to another. We couldn't hang on to one long enough to have
any kind of continuity in the programs we were working with.

You print brochures, you buy uniforms for the kids, you teach
some classes to supplement with some of your knowledge some of
the things that they don't have. You do a lot c: things that are
helpful. You develop club activities and you try to give a sense of
family and community. We did outreach with all the parents in the
community. This was a druggie school when we started. We man-
aged to stop most of that.

But it still wasn't dealing with the basic structure of the educa-
tion that is given in that achool. That is why I have moved on to
some of these ways to try to directly impact the structure of educa-
tion.

I get appalled at the numbers. Imagine my business partners
here thinking about a company that has 1,000 plants, that has
100,000 employees, that has a million clients, but of those clients 80
percent are minority and 60 percent of that million come from fam-
ilies below the poverty line.

You are riddled with bureaucracy, with union regulations. You
have a budget that is larger than most of the States in the United
States, $5.7 billion a year. It is larger than most Third World na-
tions'.

In New York it is not a question of money; it's a question af
trying to focus on those things that need to be done. That is what
we are encouraging as a business community and the balance of
the community to get the school system to do. That's why -he new
chancellor, who is having a very rough time, as you can see.

Mr. MACALLISTER. It seems to me it is a question of both. First of
all, as a matter of survival, any business that understands its com-
petition and its future has to invest in education for its 'people. I
would rather spend my money investing on technical education
than reading, writing, and arithmel ;c.

For that reason, I feel it is a responsibility of business to not only
educate :..heir employees in whatever areas it is needed, but it is
also imperative to focus on the public school system as the primary
delivery system for education, and to cooperate with them and
work with them in building up a system whereby we utilize all of
the youth support organizations in a community, to give supple-
mental help to the achool system, to have the whole community fo-
cused on the school system.

In the private secior, matching grants always generate more con-
tribution and more interest. It seems to me, without spending a
whole lot of additional dollars, if the Government would put out
some matching grant opportunities for businesses and individuals
to identify erective programs that work, where the communities
really support the primary delivery system, the public school
system, and offer to match private funds that are raised to support
that interrelationship between community and school, I frankly
thin!: it could do a lot of good.
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Mr. SEmERAD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Williams alluded to
something at the beginning of my remarks. The American Express
Co. 6 years ago established. the Academies of Finance to take jun-
iors and seniors as a curriculum enhancementnot a reform effort
by any meansand it had enormous success.

We have a number of programs in Nee/ York City and 34 around
Lhe country. Lou Gerstner basically is taking this public with the
National Academy Foundation.

We talked about the replication of something that works. That is
precisely what we are doing as a way that business can become a
good partner. Not only in trying to meet the needs of our entry
level workers that we have. We are going to have to hire 75,000
workers in the next 5 years and frankly there is some question
where we are going to find those people.

The up-front investment and the question of what happens 10
years from now, for our company, is today. We are already there,
and we have decided we need to work with kids that are in school.

Rather than being threatening to the establishment bytalking
reform or anything else, we have made a conscious decision. We
want to be an enhancement, a supplemental effort. We are taking
this into new curriculum areas in the rapidly expanding employ-
ment opportunities for young people in our new kind of economy.
It's not just finance, but it is travel and tourism and it's communi-
cations and information sciences.

So we have made a decision to invest our money and we are now
gathering partners from the private sector, but this goes to the
local community, to the schools. We think it's a good idea. It is
very hands on and it is very specific.

Representative WILLIAMS. Mr. Donley, did you wish to comment?
Mr. DONLEY. I wanted to make a couple of comments, Mr. Chair-

man.
First of all, I say this in all deference to my colleagues here and

the people on your panel from the city of New York. I say don't
judge the Nation by New York City and I won't judge the Nation
by Wa..,hington.

It is admirable that great corporations like American Can, which
flies under a different banner now, and American Express do these
things that we have heard enunciated. But there are an enormous
number of smaller companies out across this country who are al-
ready deeply engaged in the education systems in their communi-
ties.

I defer with great admiration to Mr. Lang, but the program that
I described to you at the beginning that we are conducting in Al-
lentown, PA, I hold in high regard. And we have comparable pro-
grams in Calvert City, KY, and Oshkosh, WI, and Decatur, AL, and
so forth.

I would say let's exhort the middle level of the business commu-
nity to take a more active role in education in their communities
in all 50 States, because there is an enormous resource there that
hasn't yet been adequately tapped, although a great deal is in fact
being done.

Representative WILLIAMS. Mr. Donley, I am pleased that you
mentioned that because I wasn't quite sure how to do it without
being misunderstood. There are eight of us currently discussing
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this issue, and of the eight, one is from Pennsylvania and all but
one of the others are from New York. So it is not surprising that
we are talking about the difficulties of an education system in a
great and wonderful American city but one which is almost unique
to itself with regard to these problems.

Mr. Murphy.
Mr. Mtnem. The activities of my organization are as a statewide

bankers' association with 200 banks all over the State. There isn't
an urban center in the State of New York that doesn't have the
same problem on a smaller scale than New York City. I am talking
about Wyandanch, Freeport, Yonkers, Mount Vernon, Newburgh,
Albany, Schenectady, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, and Bingham-
ton. They are all experiencing this problem. These are places expe-
riencing the demographic and social changes of the last couple of
decades, where you have lots of disadvantaged people, lots of poor
people, people of color, new people, people with problems of English
as a second language.

While it is a very dramatic phenomenon in New York City be-
cause everything tends to be exaggerated through the New York
prirm, as Mr. Woodside mentioned, the Schools and Business Alli-
ance which the Governor established has had as its primary objec-
tive over the first couple of years setting up alliance development
committees in all of those communities that I have just mentioned.

In every one of those communities outside of New York City
New York City is moving more slowly, as Mr. Woodside indicated
but in virtually every one of those cities there is now a vibrant
business-schools alliance to deal with the same kinds of issues we
have been talking about here. This is in a State that 5 years ago
had double digit unemployment, a State that now, thank God, has
an unemployment rate below 4 percent. It is jobs chasing people
and the business and local community are getting into ;t with a
great emphasis.

Representative WILLIAMS. With reference to the difficulties, the
education system in New York City is somewhat different than
that, though. The point I want to make is this. Americans tend to
look to our schools for answers, and we do that in a rather impa-
tient manner.

Maybe one of the great examples of that is that the resolutionI
don't use that term to mean the problem has been resolvedof the
civil rights difficulties in America was finally handed to the
schools. The teachers and principals and superintendents were told,
"here, you solve it," solve it through the school systems.

The Supreme Court insisted, I think correctly, on that as a pri-
mary avenue and path for integration. We want to solve the prob-
lems of childhood nutrition primarily one way in America
through the schools.

In major urban centers the enormous economic, racial, and cul-
tural difficulties that you have there cannot be resolved by simply
turning it over to the schools. As big and broad and masterful, as
genius ridden as the American education system is, we cannot call
upon it to solve all of our problems and do so with great impa-
tience and then when they aren't resolved look at the school
system and say, you failed us, and it's because of teachers unions
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or it's because of lack of Federal money or it's because of student
defaults.

It seems to me as an educator that while we want to continue to
have great reliance on our school systems to help us with the reso-
lutions of these problems, there are timesand those times are oc-
curring very rapidly now in the major cities in Americawhen be-
cause the problems are so great you are going to have to look not
only to your school systems, but also to other entities perhaps not
yet created to help resolve massive problems in New York City, De-
troit, Los Angeles, Chicago, and a fewjust a fewother places.

Problems in Buffalo or Butte, MT, or Denver, CC), or Englewood,
CO, where Mr. MacAllister's home is, the problems in those places
perhaps are still resolvable through the public school systems, but I
don't believe that's true in New York City. That is why I say we
are talking about a problem here that is unique to a city, unique to
itself, and to think that schools can solve New York's problems, I
submit, it won't.

Mr. Woodside.
Mr. WOODSIDE. I couldn't agree with you more. One of my other

favorite speeches is accusing the education community of trying to
take on the ills of the world and in a sense agreeing that they can
solve them when they cannot at all. The very programs that I
talked about, WIC and immunization and day care centers and
medical coverage for the disadvantaged, all those things are totally
out of their control. They don't control the dropout rate. They do in
some small degree, but the education community is only one of the
factors that leads to a high dropout rate, and a small one, as far as
I am concerned.

I think that is of major concern. It is certainly a major concern
in big cities because I think the system itself is taking on too much
responsibility for every social ill in the United States.

Representative SCHEUER. What kind of institution should we
create to take on the social ills?

Mr. WOODSIDE. I don't think we should create a massive institu-
tion. You have a lot of devices right now. WIC is an ongoing pro-
gram. All it needs is a few more dollars. The day care centers have
just been set up as part of the new welfare bill, which, incidentally,
is a form of continuing education at any rate as far as young moth-
ers without a high school degree. As part of receiving welfare they
have to go back and make some effort to get their degree.

So there are a lot of things that are changing and there are ex-
isting G.nd established ways of handling those. I don't think you can
create some sort of mirsive structure and call it "the organization"
to solve all the social and educational ills of the United States.

Representative WILLIAMS. I was pleased to find members of this
panel stating the realization that the private sector cannot solve
nor is it appropriate to call upon the private sector alone to solve
these problems. To give you a personal bias, I think if we turn the
education of the American public over to the private sector, we
would have a chaotic system, and I think many of you might agree
with that.

We have a massive, incredible problem in the United States in
our schools. As wonderful as Live Aid was, as big an impact as that
made on feeding the hungry in the world, it didn't begin to feed
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the people in Africa. The public has to do it. As massive as the pri-
vate aid to the earthquake victims in the Soviet Union will be, it
won't touch it. Willy Nelson gave it up. He said, "I didn't under-
stand I'm touching one one-thousandth percent of the need of the
agriculture economy in the United States with Farm Aid."

He's giving it up. He might do a couple more. I hail lunch with
him. He's giving it up. He said the public has to do the public's
business. Precisely.

So the real question before America is not can we turn it over to
the private sector, can we turn it over to the local government, can
we turn it over to the school districts? It is how do we pull together
in a more aggressive, coordinated, cooperative fashion than ever
before in history to attempt to save ourselves, meaning continuing
the United States as the world leader, No. 1, first?

That is what faces us, and we are only going to do it with a mas-
sive cooperative effort. I submit that it is not going to be cheap. I
would like to think we could do it with a trust fund, and I have an
idea for a trust fund which is very similar to yours, to a smaller
degree, but it won't work that way alone.

I think it is going to take additional dollars, but more important
than that, it is going to takz very aggressive leadership. I haven't
seen that frankly, either from the American people or their elect-
ed officials in a long time. I think the clock is ticking and time is
running out.

Mr. Chairman, let me turn the gavel back to you now. I appreci-
ate the opportunity to call on these witnesses.

Representative &HEUER [presiding). Do you have any questions,
Congresswoman Lowey?

Representative Lown. No.
Representative SCHEUER. Let me thank this panel for a very fas-

cinating presentation of the issuesthough a little bit discouraging
in some ways. You did bite the bullet and you were very forthcom-
ing and honest about the awesome order of magnitude of the prob-
lems that face us. If we don't at least recognize the magnitude of
the problems, we are never going to make the effort that is abso-
lutely demanded.

The motto of the State of California is "send me men to match
my mountains." We need a motto for New York, "Send us men and
send us funding to match our incredible education problems."

You have all been really provocative and thoughtful and creative
and inventive. We very much appreciate this really outstandingly
fine panel.

I am going to ask unanimous consent that if any of the members
have any additional questions that we will hold the record open for
10 days or 2 weeks for your responses.

Thank you very much for a wonderful panel.
We will now go to the final panel of the day, Clyde Prestowitz,

senior associate of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, and Robert Reischauer, senior fellow in economics of the
Brookings Institution.

Mr. Reischauer was the senior vice president of the Urban Insti-
tute for 5 years. Before that he helped establish the Congressional
Budget Office, setting up their new office in 1975 and then serving
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as deputy director and the assistant director for human resources
and community development.

Mr. Reischauer is an economist who has written extensively on
Federal budget policy, Congress, social welfare issues, poverty, and
State and local fiscal problems.

His last notable contribution to the public will was designing the
basic framework, although not all of the details as they emerged, of
the Dukakis tuition assistance proposal.

We are delighted to have you here and we apologize for the late
hour.

Mr. Reischauer, why don't you address the problems that have
been inundating all of us this morning, and particularly address
the problem which is the subject of this hearing, which is whether
the time has come to extend the public education system down to
include an assured Head Start experience for every kid and up to
include postsecondary of 2, 3, or 4 years along the lines that the
Truman Commission recommended 41 years ago.

Incidentally, were you here when I read that quote from the
Truman Commission report?

Mr. REISCHAUER. No, I wasn't.
Representative SCHEUER. It is very short. This was issued by the

Truman Commission on Higher Education:
"We have proclaimed our faith in education as a means of equal-

izing the conditions of men. But there is grave danger that our
present policy will make it an instrument for creating the very in-
equalities that it was designed to prevent. The time has come to
make education through the 14th grade available in the same way
that high school education is now available."

That was 1947, just about midway betwEen the point at which we
started our kindergarten to 12th grade education system and the
present. They recommended an extra 2 years. I don't think it
would offend anybody's sense of logic if the suggestion were made
that 4 years of postsecondary education should be an entitlement
instead of 2 years.

We mentioned the cost-benefit analysis just done by the House
Education and Labor Committee which indicated that the GI bill of
rights on which we spent about $8 billion was probably the most
cost-effective capital investment we have ever made in education,
with a cost-benefit calculus of somewhere between 5 to 1 and 12 to
I. And that doesn't even count the reduction in social services as a
result of education; it doesn't count the increased taxes that the
veterans paid when they got out into the work force.

The question arises, if it was that good an investment, can we
afford not to make it now in educating all American kids, consider-
ing the education crisis which you just heard so brilliantly de-
scribed, considering the perilous state in which our education
system finds itself now?

Please take 5 or 6 or 7 minutes and ruminate a bit and we will
have some questions for you and then we will go on to Mr.
Prestowitz.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT a REISCHAUER, SENIOR FELLOW, THE
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. REISCHAUER. Let me start by making a few observ,itions on
the proposal that you just outlined. These are my personal views.

I think that the expansion of Head Start making it an entitle-
ment for all eligible children, would be a definite step in the right
direction, one which the Nation would look back upon as one of its
wiser investments.

However, transforming college education into an entAlement, if
that involved public subsidies, would probably be a misuse of scarce
resources. Given that we have limited resources, I would opt to put
more at the front end of our educational system rather than at the
back end.

We do a poor job educating young Americans, particularly in
basic math and science. Adding more years is not a substitute for
higher quality at the earlier years. Education is a cumulative proc-
ess. If you haven't learned how to add in the fifth grade, you are
not likely to go into engineering in college.

What I would like to do now in the few minutes I have is sum-
marize very briefly the prepared statement that I prepared for the
subcommittee. It is basically a plea that asks those of you who are
concerned about the access problems in our postsecondary educa-
tion system to look at the long run, to examine critically the cur-
rent set of programs and to ask whether the structure and ap-
proach that we adopted in the 1960's, which has served the country
quite well in the past 25 years, are going to be capable of carrying
the burden we are going to put on them in the next century.

We have to look at the access problem in a longer run perspec-
tive. We tend to see a problem with our programs and patch them
up as we go along without stopping and asking, "Is there a better
way to do this? Is this approach going to collapse some time down
the road?"

I argue in my prepared statement that there are five develop-
ments or trends going on in America which suggest that the cur-
rent approach to postsecondary fmance is going to be rendered in-
creasingly inadequate. These five trends are not new or revolution-
ary, you are quite familiar with all of them.

The first is that postsecondary education costs tend to rise faster
than the rate of inflation. They have in the past; they will in the
future.

Education is a labor-intensive activity. There are not a lot of
cost-saving technologies which seem to be f.dopted in this sector. If
relative prices rise in this sector, either the expenditures on exist-
ing programs are going to have to rise faster than inflation or we
are going to have to reduce the adequacy of these programs.

The second development relates to the fact that incomes in this
country haven't been rising rapidly nor are they likely to rise rap-
idly in the future.

The Joint Economic Committee has done some pioneering work
pointing out the anemic growth of family incomes. Productivity
growth has been rather weak. We know that fringe benefits are
going to grow as a fraction of total compensation in the future. We
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know that we are going to have some tax increases that are going
to reduce the disposable incomes of American families.

This suggests that the kind of slow growth of disposable incomes
that we have experienced over the last decade and a half will prob-
ably continue in the future, making it harder for many Americans
to accumulate the resources needed to send their children to col-
lege.

Third, and this is a bit more speculative, I think we have to ex-
amine at what is likely to happen to home equity. Many middle-
class Americans have been able to send their children to college be-
cause they have been able to borrow against the equity that has
built up in their homes. Home equity has expanded very rapidly in
the postwar period because house prices have gone up very rapidly.

Why have house peices risen so rapidly? One reason is that there
has been a tremendous increase in household formation. Another
reason is that mortgage interest rates, up until the early 1980's
were very low in real terms. A third reason is that we had very
rapid inflation, and a final reason is that we had increasing mar-
ginal tax rates, which meant that the benefits from owning a house
were constantly escalating.

Well, none of these is likely to persist into the future. So the
growth of home equity should be expected to slow down.

Some numbers which I have put together suggest that, in fact,
this has happened in the 1980's. The value of aggregate home
equity in real terms declined between 1980 and 1987. This is the
first period in postwar history longer L.? 1 year over which that
has happened. If there is less accumulz ted home equity, more
people will come to the Federal programs and say, "I need a hand
here to send my child to college.'

A fourth development is the demographic trends among potential
students. These trends are clear and obvious to everybody. More
and more students are nontraditional. They are older, they are
more likely to be married, and they are more likely to be financial-
ly independent from their parents. An increasing fraction of col-
lege-age students is coming from ethnic and racial minority house-
holds that hav fewer assets, lower incomes, and are less able to
afford college. Furthermore, a growing fraction of future students
will come from single-parent families or families that involve a re-
marriage. Such families tend to have a harder time coming up with
money for college.

The final development of relevance is that the Federal Govern-
ment is in a serious fiscal bind. It has a big deficit that will have to
be reduced. This will put pressure on all kinds of spending pro-
grams.

If one puts all these factors together, they suggest that, over the
next two decades or so, a lot of forces will be pushing to increase
the burden on Federal postsecondary student aid programs at a
time when it is unlikely that we will have the resources needed to
expand these programs gi eatly. Therefore there will be a conflict.
The conflict will have to be resolved by reducing grant or loan
levels or by tightening eligibility requirements. More than likely
some of the gains that were achieved over the 1962 to 1980 period
will be sacrificed.
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I don't think we have to go this direction. There are other ap-
proaches to student aid that can preserve the advances that we
have made in the past but at a lower budgetary cost.

The plan that I described in my prepared statement and that
Governor Dukakis put forward during his campaign represents one
alternative. It is an alternative that shifts the cost of tne current
student loan programs onto the borrowers while at the same time
providing them with a mechanism for spreading the payment
burden over their entire working lives.

I suggest that this is an approach that could both maintain and
expand access and free up resources. These resources could be de-
voted to higher priority educational uses.

I would include increases in Pell grants, Head Start, in chapter I,
and in some kind of effort to increase the basic math and science
skills of the average American student among those higher priority
uses.

The cost of these initiatives would be limited because we would
be using freed up resources. By restructuring the student loan pro-
grams, we need not sacrifice access.

I will leave it at that.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Reischauer, together with an at-

tachment, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. REISCHAUER*

In the 1960's. Congress established a number of federal program.

that wire intended to help young Americans and their families finance

pOst-secondery education. By and large, these tudent aid programs have

srved the nation well. Together with a treeendous expansion in the

capacity of public institutions, they facilitated a significant increase

in post-secondary nrollment and helped to increase college access by

minorities and those from familia, with limited means.

Since those programs were designed, changes have taken place in

American ociety, in the nation's economy and in the financial condition

of the public sector. These changes have strained the federal student

aid system and Congress has responded by enacting various modest

adjustments to the existing programs. Tor the most part, these

incremental responses have proved adequate. While the nation's higher

education programs could be doing a better job on some fronts. post-

secondary education is not facing a financing or au at..e crisis at

this time. The fraction of high school graduates enrolling in college

is at an all time high and the payoff to post-secondary schooling 'poems

to be growing even thoulb the supply of college educated workers has

increased substantially.

While the current situation does not cry out for immediate reform,

this should not be a timw of complacency. Tho existing student aid

system continues to be pressured. Criticisms of its inadequacies,

inefficiencies and inequities ars heard with Increasing frequency. And

growing numbers of parents art questioning whether they will have the

'Senior Tallow. Thc Brookings Institution.
The views in this statement

are those of the author and should not bm.attributed to The Brookings

Institution, its trustees or fonder..
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resources they need to send their children to the colleges of their

choice. In this nvironment, policy makers should be looking to the

future and asking the following questions.

What policies and proarama are needed to preserve and
expand upon the achievements of the past quarter of a century?

Can current programa, with modest amounts of further
tinkering and reform, carry the load in the the next century or
will the nation have to consider fundamentally different
approaches to helping students and their families finance post-
secondary education?

I looked et the existing student loan program* from this longer run

perspective in a paper I wrote for a confereoce on alternative student

loan policies sponsored by the College Entrance txusimatiom Saard (see

attachment). In that paper / concluded that the current federal student

loan progress* suffered from a number of weakness* that are likely to

boccie* more serious in the future. I also concluded that those problems

*re not likely to be solved through incremental reforms and, therefore,

suggested that policy makers should begin to consider fuodamentally

different ways to help students finance their post-seeondary education.

To start this process off, I developed a radical alternative to the

current federal loan program* which I celled the Nigher Education Loan

Program (HELP). Under its provisions, all students could borrow to

finance their post-secondary education from a new educationel trust

fund. The trust fund would be financed by revenues raised from

increased payroll (PICA) taxes imposed on borrowers. Under this plan,

the amount by which any borrower's payroll tax would rise would depend

upon the amount.bortowed by that individual. Thus, the loan repayments

made by each individual would be a function of the amount borrowed and
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that individual's lifetime earnings. As is the case in our social

insurance programs. there would be a certain amount of intra-program

redistribution from borrowers with high lifetime earnings to those with

low lifetime earnings. In other words. some borrowers would not repay

the full cost of their loans, while others would pay more Chan the full

cost. However, the repayment rate per Sl,000 borrowed would be set so

that each cohort of borrowers would pay for the full costs of its loans

thus eliminating any transfer from the general taxpayer to those who

borrow to finance Choir poet-secondary ducations. In many respects.

Governor Dukakis' STARS proposal it similar to this plan.

The approach followed in HELP and STARS has many advantages as well

as some disadvantages. However, rather than elaborating on the

strengths and weaknesses of this approach, I would like to use Chis

opportunity to explain why I think Congress should begin examining

fundamental reforms like thes even as it seeks to make short-term

improvements In the current programs. Hy basic argument is that the

existing student loan programs will be rendered increasingly inadequate

by five probable developments. None of thesis represents a particularly

new or revolutionary trend. No one, taken alone, would be sufficient to

justify fundamental reform. However. taken together. they could create

a situation that would require a very different approach to student

assistance some time in the not-to-distant future. ?hos, Congress may

have to consider fundamental changes to the student aid system if the

nation wants to ensure that a majority of its future high school

graduates has access to t post-secondary education.

'):
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The first development that will make it increasingly difficult to

continue along the current path is the tendency for the direct cOsts of

attending Institutions of higher education to rise faster than the

overall price level. Over the 1063 to 1667 period, the costs of

attending private universities rose by an average of 3.0 percent per

year; mos* for fcur-year private colleges roe, by 7.7 percent per year;

those for public universities rose by 6.6 percent per year; those for

four-yeat public college rose by 6.6 percent par year: and those for

public. two-year institutions rose by 7.0 percent per year. Broad based

measures of inflation, such as the GN10 deflator and the personal

consumption a penditure deflator, increased at considerably slower rates

over this period. The annual average increase in GM? deflator was 5.5

rercent while that for personal consumption expenditures was 5.4.

percent.

In the future, the pace at --,nich college costs will rise may dip

below broader measures of inflation from time to time es happened during

the 1070's. However, over the long run there is every reason to expect

the pattern of relative prices experienced during the last quarter

century to continue. Education is a labor Intensive activity that

resists cost-saving technologies. Moreover, the educational sector does

not face many of the market incentives that drive private Elms and

industries to pursue efficiencies.
Universities and colleges aro

complex non-profit institutions that produce a product whose quality is

difficult to measure. There is little price competition between

ineritutions, and parents and students often seem to regard a higher

price to be measure of institutional quality. Price competition is
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made more difficult by the bewildering range of prices that each

institution charges its students for the came services. Given these

circumstances, it is not surprising thet ducational costs, like those

for medical care, tend to rise faster than the general price level.

This pattern implies that the costs of federal student aid programs will

have to rise faster than Inflation if the adequacy of these programs is

to be maintained.

The scond development that is relevant to the future adequacy of

the existing student aid eystem is the recent slowdown in income growth.

While real median family income grow by 43 percent between 1950 and

1973. there hes been little teprovement since the early 1970's. In

1557, median family income was only 0.1 percent above the 1973 level.

leen families who oon will have to consider college Costs have not

experienced much income growth recently. The real median income of

families with children in the 6 to 17 age range rose only 1.4 percent

between 1980 and 1985. Over this same period college attendance costs

increased between 23 and 41 percent in real terms.

While we can hope that family income will begin to grow again at

its pre 1974 rate, there are fey rO41101111 to expect this to happen.

Productivity increases, which ultimately constrain the growth of reel

wages, ere likely to remain fairly anemic in the future, in part,

because the nation has not been investing a groat deal in new plant and

equipment. Nor will family income be booeted much by the increased

labor force participation of wives, many of whom entered the labor force

over the past three decades. The growth of cash income, is also likely

to be restrained by the contin&A expansion of fringe benefits. The
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rapid rise of medical insurance costs and the increased benefits

mandated by the 1986 DMA amendments. imply that fringes. rather than

wages and salaries. will constitute a growing share of the average

worker's to,s1 compensation. It is also probable thet the future growth

of disposable family income will be curbed by tax increases designed to

reduce the budget deficit. If disposable family incame doss not keep

pace with the rising cost of college attendance. a growing fraction of

American families will turn to federal student aid programs for

assistance.

Demographic trends represent a third development that is relevant

to the question of whether the existing approach to :etude= aid will be

adequate for the future. The compositions of the youth and college

populations are changing in three important respects. First. a growing

fraction of post-secondary school rtrollme-: does not fit the student

stereotype of a 18-22 year old who is dependent for some financial

support on his or her family. In 1986. 42 percent of entailed students

were married or over age 24. The comparable figure for 1960 was 31

percent. Such students are likely to be neither financially dependent

on their parents nor able to pay for their educations from their own

earnings and assets. There is every reason to expect the ranks of these

non-traditional students to grow in the future.

A second relevant demographic trend is the shifting racial/ethnic

composition of the youth population. As a result of differential bitth

rates and immigration. the fraction of the youth population that is made

up of non-Hispanic whites has fallen steadily. In 1970 non-Hispanic

whites comprised about 80 percent of the 13-19 year old age cohort: by
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1987, this figure had slipped to 73 percent. Population projection

indicate Chat non-Hispanic whites will make up only 62 percent of this

age group by 2025. Since black aad Hispanic families tend to have lower

incomes and fewer assets than non-Hiepanic white families, it is

reasonable to assume that the fraction of students who need soma form of

financial assistance will grow in the future.

A third demographic trend of importance relates to the erosion of

the traditional American family. While just over one-third of marriages

taking place in the 1960's nded in divorce, slightly over half of all

marriages taking plate in the 1980's will suffer this fate. In

additirl, the fraction of all births that are out-of-wedlock has risen

from 5 yercent in 1960 to 23 percent today. As a result of these

trends, an increasing fraction of future college students will come from

hopes utich do not contain both of the student's biological parents.

Soma will cone from single-psrent families which tend to have low

Incomes and, therefore, have difficulty helping with lArge educational

expenses. Others will come from remarried families which may be loss

able to contribute because they are making child support payments to

another family or less willing because they feel that the responsibility

should lie with a noncustodial parent.

A fourth development that could undermine the efficacy of the

current approach to student aid is related to the future growth and

composition of household wealth. Few American families are capable of

paying for their childrens' educational expenses out of war current

income. Most borrow or dip into the wealth they have accumulated from

past savings and investments. For many this means tapping the equity
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they nave built up in their homes. In fact, such equity constitutes the

largest component of the net worth of most families. For xample. in

1964 home equity mad. up 61 percent of the net wnrth of households with

a 45-9 year old head.

Because home ownership has been so widespread and home values have

risen so rapidly over the poet war period. many families have been able

to borrow against their home equity to finance the college expenses of

their children. However, this experience many not be repeated in the

future. Nome ownership rates have fallen a bit since the late 1970's as

some of the tax advantages of home ownership have been reduced. It is

also possible that the rapid growth of home values may abate. The

soaring residential real estate prices of the past were driven by high

rates of household formation, rapid inflation combined with low real

mortgage rates and rising marginal tax rates. None of these seEW to be

on the horizon. While the number of households grew by 20 percent in

the 1960s and 27 percent in the 1970s. they are projected to grow by

17 percent in the 1980'e and by only 12 percent in the 1990's. The

political and monetary authorities seem determined to keep inflation

under control. Real mortgage rates, which averaged 1.7 percent during

the 1970s. have averaged 4.7 percent in the 1980's. The top federal

marginal tax rate has dropped from 70 percent to 50 percent to 33

percent. Already there is some indication that the growth of home

equity may be slowing. During the 1950s. 1960s and 1970's the average

amount of home equity per owner-occupied unit increased by 25. 40 and

213 percent respectively. In the first half of the 1960s (1980 to

2 3
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1965). the increase was only 11 percent, mell under half tho rate of

inflation.

In the future, college expenditures may have to compete more

aggressively with other uses for whatever amount of home equity builds

up. The Tax Reform Act of 1906 calls for the gradual elimination of

interest deductibility on nonmortgage consumer credit. In response to

this reform. lenders have activelj promoted home quity lines of credit.

These credit lines offer a means of retaiming the interest deductability

associated with borrowing for automobile purchases. home improvements,

debt consolidation or other personal credit needs. If substantial

portions of home equity are uced for such purposes, less will be

available for educational uses in 1.he future. Ubile families may be no

lees able to take on the added burden of an educational loan, the after

tax price of that loan will be higher and this may discourage some.

The final development of relevance to the future,is the constrained

fiscal position of the federal government. The need to reduce the

budget deficit and increase national saving are likely to limit the

growth of spending for a number of years. There are many strong

claimants vying for whitevr expansion in spending is allowed. The

savings and loan problem, the modernization And clean up of the nation's

nuclear weapons plants, investments in children at risk, environmental

initiatives, long term care and the space station ire just a few of

these. In this environment it will be difficult to expand the federal

resources devoteo to post-secondary student aid in a significant way.

The five developments that I have discussed are not inevitable.

However, they are likely. Post-secondary education costs will probably

23 i
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continue to rise faster than the overall rate of inflation: real family

incomes and home equity will probably grow relatively lowly; more

college students will probably come from families with modest means; and

the need to reduce the deficit will probably hold down government

spending. Under these circuestances the burden placed on the student

aid system will grow faster than aveilable resource's. Therefore,

eligibility for those programs will have to be cut back and the sirs of

the grants and loans relative to the cost of attendance will have to be

reduced. If this happens, the gains made during the 1960's and 1970s

will begin to erode.

To guard against this possibility. Congress should begin to examine

alternative approaches that might maintain past accomplishments without

imposing a larger burden on the budget. The NW and STARS plans

represent one such approach. They would shift much of the current

federal expense for student loans to the students, providing them with a

mechanism to pay for these costs over their working livs. This would

free ..gp the resources that will be needed to expand the grant programs.

There are other proposals that also may be better suited to the social.

economic and demographic environment that will exist in the next

century. They too should be examined.

Even though there is no immediate crisis, it is time to begin

exploring alternative studnt Allaictancs policies. If fundamental

changes are called for, they will take time. They must be well thought

out and their ramifications examined in depth. Controlled experiments

may be called for. If a new approach is pursued, it will have to be

implemented gradually so as not to disrupt oxisting institutions or

place an undue hardeftip on students. As the recent tax reform

experience showed, major policy shifts result from decedes of debate mad

study.
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HELP: A Student Loan Program for
the Twenty-First Century

ROBERT D. REISCHAUFit
Senior Fellow. Economic Snes Program.
The Brookings Instinhuon

Largely bemuse recent federal snident aid policy has emphasized kw programs'
cwer pant and work-study programs, =dent loans hoe become increasingly
important during the pot ilham rats' Wt. as the Mance on loan programs
has grown. so too has a sense of disquiet among eduasors, policymakers, and.
to some extent. the public. Same of this disquiet has arisen because pester
dependence on loan programs has made their lationt more apparent But
uneasiness also has developed bemuse several social and economk trends
appear co be rendering the current student ken programs increasingly incapabk
of meeting the faun needs of the nation. These trends include the rising cosa
of attending college. the reduced ability and willingnessof paten= to save khr
their Children's educations, changes it% the amain of the American family. and
constraints on the federal budget.

Awareness of the present shoncominp and of the possibk flaw inadequacy
ef the existing student loan programs has stimulsted a search foc new ap.
preaches. The Higher Education Loan hop= (HELP) pieposal described in
this essay represents one such approach. It is creed in the spirit of broadening
the range of °paces that can be considered when these issues are nett discussed
during the 1991 reauthorization of the Higher EducationAa.

The IMP proposal would greedy expand and simpli* rhe Seders, govern-
ment's student loan policy while reducing the Erre public mace costs of =dent
loans. These seemingly conflicting oblectives could be achieved if unsubsidised
student loans were provided through a social insurance pcogram a higher

/he mac amend hems we draw of We audwe aid MAIM act be amlimand so die leankinw
tamarack Is sat tersek at bedeck bub Webs sad Lando Saran &um mat ice War
*WU smut:acne ci aid Mar able ressach sawance
1. Although rage 21 maw a/ Wesel aid ras provided dw keit ei Iowa Mt Mimi wor MeV*
Or Miura vow 19111411, laws camiaard same biman of an Wong nude" iteitrama la school

198,46. Wen wede vp 313 wean of Waal saaraarre aid sarimanor the rassesader
praet & Hamm. Swims twee Aro day Ossedweimeras Comardwav (Ibatepack D.C.: Cadge
laucact Scastanalas &we Fiebewry Marx tiara 16,
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allowance* witid varies according to rhe level of market interest tabars.4 ca
borrowers generally are given up to ten years to repay their loans. LImits are
placed both on the pod amount a student can borrow sad on the amount a
student can borrow in a single year.'

To be eligible kw a G. loan, a student mum meet a needs tat. The needs
test examines the finandal saws of the studev t'. family tadl year to wtich the
student wishes co borrow and nixes thm some bath to the cost a/ wending
college and to other satistance the student may motive. Carmod y. a student
from a family of bur with seine financial asses: home equity. and expenses
attending an map public college will qualify for a GSL if the farnityk income
LS below roottliT $33,000. The cempueble guie toe a =Went amending an
awerage prime college is about 00.000. bet at Income ad-off of tiell Over
$200,000 b possible foe a atudex 11111101ing illitPC011 16001 if the family has
kw assets, high medical expenses, and another child in college.' Students who
are not significamly dependent on their families for financial support are fudged
on the bags of their own netxls and resources.'

In addition to G.SLs. the federal government eels the Parent Loans for
Undergraduate Students (RAS) and Suppiemental Lows for Students (SS)
programs. These programs provide shallow subsidies kw the educational loans
due private bania make to pare= indeperldent studens, and graduate students.

.111101.11
4. the medal alkommot. Moth le paid quern* it chi Menem bemoan the temithe tue dimmed
the sib= and 3.25 porcensige paw straw the bald 'qualm of the 914the WW1 tue. Students
Om took the cher One GSL Is tube 1911 pre poem Thoth mho boas lo tonere between
1911 And Seprebse 13. 1913. pa 9 permit GSL pertiapene mho Ine boirosed atm September
13. 1963. he babe joke 1. 1911. ate thereed moms. ail hese mho kat bommed aher juiv 1.
191111 are dialed an itesnin net ci mare br that Mt tier repeithere }wealth 10 wrath ke
the rettualer of thew mamma pebod

rie mom' bowmen. bats ere 12423 kir firm. and teomokkee swam WOO tot dwd. and
barth-ithr modem. and rico ix palate modem The ape at the WWI ammo dtht oin be
bummed me triso for undergraththee and 134.750 fa puha* madam la Mama the amoram
burrowed in me saga mar moot eased die ant ol amended dm metheme Moon. lea room.
band. Woks. tupelos. we.). Therewith' dews nut meow **Mare anlhat bemuse a 5-percene
onpthanoti the Is deduced km the ken ammo. In additioe. a pwrathee be of to ea Spew= al
dw face value of dot Wm ertm lie thwart
6. These mamma meter the school feet 1911411 ilmo tee the need amthees guidelines imetened
in Seam 406 df FL 99491 led die me law tor 1961 mom They marme * bonositiat leen of
11.000. die both penes moth. and Met di. ape at the Man wen ts ber6 s. in the comma

the belay aromted to hem medical mtheithet that mursed palate or she both* mom*
$5.006 tdotimonel also aremeorted to be 14.000 for the sway public mentamon. 110.060 fur

the sveraar prow metesmon. and 119.000 kW the high.cust dWICIMIOn.
student ts coreidenes1 totkpenthre tf he or Ow ma be a leam nrentr4our men old le the

mor Ii applememn or it Me student was not dawned as a dependent on a patents tor pinions
income taa fttiott for the previaus feu .1m and lud an mow is lee 54.000 during each of
dive AO Milt
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c& program cum ate unstable because the special allowance payments made
to banks fluctuate with short-term federal borrowing rates.* AA Imetest nee
incream of 100 basis points (one percentage point) pushes up federal program
ccas by close to $OS billion; in a few !mars. this number will double."

As long as the COUI of the Win peograms are significant and voladle and the
federal budget deficit Ls lame. there 4I1 be pa:mire to scale these pmgrams
back The Reagan administration called for redualona in the GSL program in
eidi of its budget proposals. Although Congress generally rejected maior re
trenchmenet, it has made some minor cost-midng modifications in the programs
over the past few years. While the loon programs have been spend dapcuu,
budget pressures have made Congress reluaant toadat MP= panrcerrers
co reflea rising educational oasts. Flom school rem 1972-73 through 1966-87,
the maximum lain limits under the G. program were frozen at $2500 per
ymr. yet the average CON of college nape by over 163 percentu

lt is den from the experience of the past mo decades that budgetary pms-
sures can introduce an undesirable degree et uncertainty into student aid policy
Like retirement and housing policies, atudent loan policies Mould have a degree
of =Mir/. Fanulies cannot plan sensibly for their children's education if loan
options are =sandy changing. Students cannot make tudicious decisions about
which colleges they can afford to attend if loan requirements changewhen they
are panway through their educational programs.

Equiity Concern& Aube most basic level, some critics have questioned
whether it is equitable to provide subsidies for higher education That is. they
have questioned the fairness of asking the average taxpayer. who hat only a high
school degree. to contribute to the higher education of the nation's Uwe elite.
Fewer than half of the nation's youth go to college. Those dm do reap rewards
m the form of higher lifetime earnings and MOM prestigious tobs.0 Critics thus
argue that public policy should trma higher educaion as it tram other private
investments frorn which participants gain pasonal benefits. Although critics
allow that imperfections in capital markets may necessitate government inter-
vention to ensure that students have access to the resources they need to make
these investments. they argue that subsidies ate not Modica

10 The same rill be nue for die RAS and XS peegrawahrienreors Me Ware 12 papaw
11 Caw:Nana budget Office. ~honed entrann
12- rot Wne we tared tn Wit Mgt*, Iduenitin Ainendinne of 19116in die !web esnuonlid Ni
foremen S and I
13 The ammo onthanit %eh na aware eduenion Ow a Ln. deem who ens henteen di. WI uf
duriv-tive and forn-four in 190.1 had month& anise. of MAW wink dw oarss parson of die
wine aipe who lud no wore dun &high whoa diploma had writing of MO& Wrenn of We
Celan. WWII It IWO- GINGenopri Aracignima Ned laiwomx $ aha 1immg 7984. Sena 1,-0.
No II iwashinlacw. D C. US. Gorentmrs Priming Mat 1811-1
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individual loans. At the ether =erne, borrowers who worked conanuously in
high-wage lobs would contribute more than enough lo cover the coma of their

loans.
Some degree of redistribution might be Kindled. It can be argued that those

wish eaminp henefu mote from they loans den do those with lower
earning& licilvertr, the degree of redistribution tmuld be limited by che own-
inp msximum in the FICA mese This would "nem that modems who
expacted to moi very high wages would not be merelypereleed and therefore
dissuaded from penicipaing in the Kogan

The KELP prop= would simplillo the student loin tymeon era* and mould
reduce adminherathe coma A sIngle wogs= administered by a sin& agency
could replete the kW mining Well programs and the myriad public. prtvate.
and nowt* inetiostions now neponsible for adminimaring and paranteeine
low& Ibe complex &mewl need staple sperm could be swept aside for lam
recipient& Them would be no need for guanine* agencies. Defsule and repay-
ment arrears would become a thing et the pm bemuse the correct level of
payments would be withhdd from the bortvwsof earnongs autommically. Mort .

over, because repayments evuld be made through the FICA system, the geo-
graphic mobility of borrowers would be el no concern.

In most outpace, lel? is simply a vsriant of an idesthe income-contingent
(M) propotod num years ago by Milton Friedman!' The Kim wa

revived in the late 1960a, when federal advisory panel recommended the
=won of en Bdumsional Opportunity Bank (LOB) m pawl& student loans
that would be mead through utcome.comingent payments." We University
experimented briefly web IO.s dunng che IVO& In the mid49110a, IOW= in

income<ontingent approaches bepn to reemerge a the inadequacies of the
existing loan programa became more apparent. A number of schools have
developed special loan repayment terms for their low-income graduates" in

24 la 1901. FICA awe 1.111 be pee an all covered ammo up io So COS The =able army
inerioniee asereueally ancroled each ear b tis pommy le leach ~op neon In eva
ecaneee row

See Mason frielote. Capesame awl lovagea Mucosa tawnier, al May Pm& 1942l.

depose IL
211 The es even as die Wares plem ther ele dee of die mat Preheat Avoid Zaderaa of
Mit $ee Seefeefeete 4paraway lash A apart qf es Pees/ on icheffeela Pmesrestors e obi

Lu cummestowout eamsorept Dawairopla Nawald Swag PeNatisNolt oaf Spool Mae*
a at "alai ftr Samna awl Palleater (olealcsme, D.C., CS Gowns= Provos Me.
/ape Mr). A owe wee mimes of die approadi sea ficapeard by Igen Slur. preamiew of

Scam Unnewasy. s 'the Meson tillamma o Mew law ai Pop Ois $ale no mama 342 they
19-11)

29 Hamel Len Sdecal hoo enoblense a prevent under eiedi du/elm' will amo aU Idicruutt
kun pene tor frockwas swung Wow SIO.CCO C.celusiee amino below 5240,000 %ill Rem
thew pawns luefeel so I perms al dwa wawa The Kennedy School a lammed tee eitablished
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sdcUtion. the Higher Education Amendments of 1966 (It 99-498) authorized a
$5034118n to. P4lot MO= and the Ragan adminisratUn proposed an 10.
plan in its FY 1988 budget

Despite the intellectual appeal of lax they hue met with bole WeePtanCe
among poliqthakers. One maior melon Far this Ls that the IC. proposals entail
211 of the admartistreive problems of the einem ken provams and thensome.
In particular, the repayment process is horrendously complex Landes mum
define what is to be regarded as the borrowerk Income. Does it inciude a
spouse's income? The Income of a dependent child? Income from sues? An
assumed return on asses that yield no max imam? Once these thomy issues
have been resohed. the lendrr mug develop medteams kir periodically de-
ermining snd verifying the born:Ines Income snd kc collezzlne the pernents.
It would be foam* difficult for colleges or blinks to do this efficiendy. For
this casco, a number of the IC. proposals have suggested Mu the es --al
income tax system could perform these thinking through du IRS. But tech.. J
policrnakers thus far have usithsously reamed efforts so treskinn the IRS into
a bill collection agency In edition, chis smooch might be complicated by the
be that federal musayers an chose among several diffeent filing swum

HELP's social insurance *porch would MON, a number at the administra-
the difficulties inherent in the 10. plans because MP siould not rely on the
income tax system or a school-besed system but rather would depend on the
definitions, practic es. and enfotrement medmnisms amblished for the social
security syitent Thus, there would be no ambtguity about whet solid constitute
the borrowerk inconst it would be the Individualk earning' up to the FICA
taxable maximum. There would be no need to weify the banowal income.
The system would not be perturbed by the mobility and fluctuating incomes of
borrowers. Through RCA repaymenu would always be automatically withheld.
and. therefore they would be on time and in the correct amount. The integnty
a the In would not be compromued.

Until recently, the approads used by the MP proposal would we have been
workable for mu reasons. Rte. a small but significant fraction of the nation's
work force was not coveted by the socle security system. This is no longer the
case. however, teczuse recent legislasion =ended Old Age. Survivots. and
Disabilky Insurance (DASD!) or Health balance (HO tetes to aU federal
employees and to all new este and local government workers, thus making the
RCA system virtually universal among young workers. Second, in the put there

a prelims so know the l seene of podueses farms below 1115.000 Thow in public waft
OW that par Ws that $50.000 pet sear sill hare thaw iton wawa hooted to topmost ol thew
miaow& Wei Scapa a asawmatt ash Oa* Iwo pootatoo kg those enamels pultee wee
carvers wen mania below roughly MAO 5oft laskospoot Poo. Mawr 21. MT. old Noir Wit
Timm. March 4. 19r, and mxsts 11 Mr
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was a significant difference between the labor-bee panicipadon of men and,
women. Such a &Randal wouki provide to the map female borrower an
unreasonably large subs* in an earninpr-contingent repayment system. But in

the past reveal decades. the dse in the bbor4orce pardcipation nee of educoted

women and the movement of women into higher-paying occupations have
reduced the level of intergender subsidy that would result from a programsuch

as HEX'

Insplemesseaktes Lewes mad Saw Further Quartioas

The pleading descdption at MU shoOs kale light oa a number of important

queaSons. Wkhout further anal's*, k &Bak e) fudge *tether NW repre-
sents a realistic alternative to the came student los* 'mem (ca mdical
peoposal that would peva unworimble. Thus. k Is vital to examine the der.iiis

of certain dimensimis of the plan and to discuss some of the issues that would

arise it It asete implemented.
One obvious concern is the capieslizalon of the Inut &Ind. In the initial years.

die amount needed would be substantial Although HELP payroll tax payments
would start to flow into die trust 11ind almost launedieely. these receipts would

requite rots to grow to a significant size If die total amount lent in the first

roar was $10 billion and the average volumeof new lows Waked each year grew

the same race as avenge wages the negathe balance of the trust fund would
exceed $300 billion within fifteen years. 1 nominal term this negative balance
%veld continue to pow Waiver. as MY conteused to loan out mote Minty
each year. But in real terms. this Wanes would stabilise after forty yean a about

$280 billion?
Same source of capital would be required to provide the loans. especially

during the programa first few decades. Private capital markets are a potable

3o. The kainwlorat perneipmen raw ke nen and wort ape M133094133 MAIng^411310Ugh foor

or ewes niers of cater we Wand 64.0 permit in 1r0 awl 92.1 and 561 penult w 1911- The

&Wye 01 everondw subs* prainded bi a weans inclement nee at 0.24 Ram pet 51.000

torioned on do demetitted b/F aaaMtimit die taw cha wield be niquired so beim, hada du*
included 001 1. wale and a* fewie burimita. The mole tow midi betan permet.tat the hinge
ere would be 042 pawed 'No Memos loo widoebiedly wenemed become the networ contain

adtdmiew Ix Woe Minium in dw Nemo sok ind kink slew ennimen
31 See ihwendlor. MO Amps in die on nor mold be wed w Wald up I i. Me mot
fund Pot oomph. a na raw of 032 prate per S1.000 bummed naiad pw the ova fund in

surplus aterr touenh inav yen ./4 rho puwc die ma ewe amid be lunette, to ammo the mum

hind lien neither 3 1301/331e w 11.14011, h1131333. The bidanot m die Ina feed gime weininnt so

dw difwence bunneen the raw u(umhd thinned/et tettivaler swoop and dw tow ol gem*
at the aelamlast seam or Sant wade null mt. Fur mope . if swain ammo yen bm 6
menu a imr and die ankwir inimed umM piew SW i 13131Unt Mt die nunwial bandy me dw
held would be pawn* after Min unir wan wing a Lai nee uf 0 24 percent per 11.000 bummed
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to Wen the labor supply of the coilege educated* This possibtlity could be
reduced by lowering the maximum amount of earnings subtected to the tax. If

this threshold were set below the level of earninp of the menage borrower, the

marginal tax rate bad by participents satil4 not be affected by lii12"
A final question concerns loan policies for noncollegiste postsecondary au-

deux This IMP proposal is directed at underpsduese and ;recluse students.

If motional and trade school nudism went included as well, die degree of
croas4ubsidlotion could be large enough to nate the pogrom unworinble.

The lesson is that the lifetime mom of noncollegise barmen is rufficiendy

low Mat It lwatikl push the tax me up to a fairly high lead Large subsidies then

would flow from bextowers who owned bachelor's or graduate degrees to those

e4io panicipsted in motional and technical progress. The former would shun

the program es a resule
Several solutions to this psoblem have already been discussed. The ant is to

vary the MP to rues according to the level of the borrower's educational
ataitunent. If properly designed, such a aynem could ma provide an Incentive
for studenn to complete their prognms and degrees. The scald solution would

be to set the maximum amount of earnings that imuld be subtect to the MP
tax se a eurly low level. A third option is so design a separate program for
ncocollegisse students. 'Chen all is sad and done. however, It is probable that

no single program can be expected to effeaively and efficiently meet the needs

of sudencs in both three.month counetology courses and threeyear law school

programs.

Appendix
Thn appendix describes the data source and methodoiogy used to estimate the

HELP tax rates and MU fund balances reported in the tea. These estmates
should be regarded as preliminary more sophisticated techniques are available

that could lead to more refined estimates. It should be noted that the estimates

are quite sensitive to small changes in the assumptions used and In the perm.

eters selected for the simulations.

40 IN insertutund emedude. dee trenden would not be oweottated Codes the memo ewe*
d the toideet oho hunotedd the $44.10 weemeo0 portweled wader du 4311. promo kw under.

rearm told pule= school eeteketted. du KW we roe wade be lors puma It the Imo
added to the pow MOO model mecum taa MO OA egleikrea d ii P.M% rhe KW bald" Ilwid
be 21 53-i piffev. The 191i impious usual on nu m fatten see 340 wank u the he&
'Mande. e ins 214 meow m Cawthorn% to was broutue And 20" paean. and m Minor. tue

abate 1i pelmet.
it it be noted tho the 142.1, worm multi nut mount's etopiwen to subsume aped

ke 'deemed Woe Wawa de empeutet um ram ...mid re tonefikted br du pullout
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force par 'ripOtiOn nee of women cm the data ape These adjusweas teflon

the belka -at by the time they are fifty. wymen who are now twiny will be

seeking more dun do women who are currently Atty.

No adjustment was made for any possible reduaion in the pp between the

Wear eltitgefp of males and femsks who wet, lb the men thn this pp
narrows, the estimates of die ax rws would be an the consernahe side.

The mamma assume that the average amino of borrowers will pow by 5

percent per ivcar in nominal terms. The anima also ammo that the teal

amount of loans issued in the first rine will be $10 billion and dist this amount

Will VOW b3 pereere exh law Ibis we of growth would encompass both

illat2SCI in the number cif =dew and incaises in the avenge cost of college

attendance.
The calcines also MUM that the HELP mut fUnd will have to pay an interest

rate of 275 percentage points own the inflation ram kw the apial it borrows

and that the adminiarative cons at the prop= will amount to 0.25 percent of

the trust hind balance. Based on recent experience, the assumed interen rare is

on die conservative side because the social scanty ens=eerned 2.20 percent

over the Consumer Price Wee and 2.66 over the Personal Comumption Ex-

penditure deflawe during the 1970 to 1906 period. The adeninistraurve cost

allowance is probably generous as long as the min fund has large negative

balances. Havener, if the system were gyrated to keep the trust Bind in !mance

or in surplus, the methodology used would be Inappropriate and a figure equal

to some fraction (eg, 0.25 percent) of the outstanding loan balance world have

co be subtracted Iirom the oust fund balances.
The estimates implicitly assume that there is no growth in overall teal esmings

for the population as a whaled In other weeds, whereas die nientrfivelsear
olds teal earnings will rise as that individual grows older say, to the age of

thiny-live these earnings only rise to the real levels enloyed by those who are

currently thirty-five. Under this assumption, the averege thirty-fivelear-old per-

son will not enioy a higher level of real earnings in ten years than his ce ha
thiny-fiveleamid brother oe Oster enioln today. This is a very pessimistic

essumption, one that with the exception of the 197343 period Is not

supported by historical emerience.
If reel, agespectfic earninp pew by I percent per year, a lower HaP t rare

could ix imposed, or the trust fund would be2in to run a surplus after foety to

sixty yeen.
The NW trust fund takes many veers to mature because it does not have a

full complement of borrowas m repayment SOWS until the fits cohort of

42. Eat ape powis ammo amnia ant inciesect lw S pavan flab vor. aid Ow nonwai men=

ant paw alanwanwe crargt awed on me umanavisni war liatel Wan= 3 mann

WM Wine Redeica listaign 351411112011 11-111414 0944-21
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borrowers reaches the age of sbay-fwe This could ta e as long as ram-seven
Mt%

The trust fund balances art irdlueaced by the real Rarest rue charged the
was fluid far irs negative Winces, the rate of growth by *bads the average
bceratterh mums rfse, the me dimwit of seam of lows iSsued each lac
sad the MI tax me. Sleadaloas suggest due the trua fund balance Itt moo
slecsed by the Mance bemoan the me Ci FM* of new loses lassed end
the rale of growth of the maw borroweris earainga

able a-I maths the breaketwa cat mine kr id barmen and !kw born-
ers balms dawn by sa sad led of educaional sainesear.

Mt* 42 provides eleastis of the IMP aust fund beam for dte first fifty
yen amualas a takes at me of 0.25 pawn of maw per $LOW bar-
towed These athisted belmars are pnwidai ks curfew aad cams dollars.
The trua fund amumed la lead 110 Wilke in the fiat yew fa ads subsequent
year. this mount is laereased by 5 puma The 3-peteatt lama nee is lade
up of a 2iSpereent real imam rale plea a 035-peroast adamaisavaue fee.

lible A-I. lanmktvw lars tar IMP par IMO Ilanceled

Oaken

Afissimo arrow &Ilse

MOOD mew
AM 11094fflogs 011024 40336
We 440111 40022
%mem 40032 40233
Sam collet MD *MO
ILA ci* MU (WU
Some gradmies whoa 0.0020 40010

Nor A roe at 40324 is 11140/1i 10 424 wow pro II=
000Prommiai raw mike camel possual c erms preups awl maw hr iscliontxmon de
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Tobk HELP True hod &dints Daunt (In billkins damning aid conning Mims)

Mot Mimeo &ofalma,
OONNO OXIMIME 4111/11 Cdtwara

lbw damn earn )41it *am Alain

1

2
5
4

5
6
7

9
10

it
12
13
li
15
VS

1'
1 1 1

19
20

21
n
23
24
25

1 -107
-22.6
-35 5
-53.3
-142
-13.5

-102.3
-122.6
-1446
-161.2

-2934
- 220.1
-249.9
-211.0
-3141
- 349 4
- MU
- 4 2 4.6
-46126
- 512-9

-5596
-NU
-64123
-714.4
- 7709

1 -207
-21.5
-32.4
- 43.4
-54.4
-441.4
-763
-17.2
-97.9

-1014
-1212
-129.1
- 1391
-149.0
-1S$ 7
-141.1
- r72
- 1st 1
-194.7
-2030

-210.0
- 21125
-2237
- 252-6
- 239.0

-MO 1 -34,3
- 1121.4 -2507
- 9534 -2539

-1,021.7 -3646
- 1.00115 -264.9
- 1.2624 -MU
- Lin/ -2722
- 0104 273.1
-1.1119.0 -274
- 1.460.3 -2"9.7
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Representative &HEUER. Let's go on with Mr. Prestowitz. I en-
joyed this book of yours, "Trading Places."

STATEMENT OF CLYDE PRESTOWITZ, SENIOR ASSOCIATE.
CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE

Mr. PriEsrownz. Thank you.
Representative SCHZUER. It is a marvelous piece of work. How in

the world did we manage to lose our preeminence as an industrial
power to the Japanese?

I hope that you will be able to tell us what, if any, role you per-
ceive our failing education system to have played. Our workers
aren't as skilled or as productive as their counterparts in the West-
ern World, all over Europe, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, and
Canada; and we have a 25-percent adult illiteracy rate.

How do you factor into our loss of economic preeminence this
education deficit and how do we put the pieces together again?

Mr. PREgrowrrz. I think your comments are quite right.
Let me make two comments.
It has been said that Japan has the best lower 50 percent in the

world. It is interesting that we hear a great deal about Japanese
education, usually at the secondary school level. We hear that they
go to aehool for 240 days a year and they are studying on Satur-
days and Sundays and the mothers are down there pushing them
through, and so forth. The funny thing is, when they get to college
they lon't do much at all. College in Japan is really a picnic.

If you compare college graduate to college graduate, Japan and
the United States, my guess is that the United States is probably
superior. But of course everybody doesn't go to college. In Japan
the kids who don't go to college, the lower 50 percent of the distri-
bution, are cay ahead of our kids. Japan and Korea and many
others don't have the large number of children that we have who
simply can't read and write.

I don't have to tell you the figures, hut I often point out in my
speeches that half of the kids in this city, which some people think
is the capital of the woi;," never graduate from high school, and of
the half that do, half of them can't read and write.

Effectively, in my judgment, we are taking somewhere between
15 and 30 percent of our children and essentially throwing them on
a slag heap and our competitiors in Japan and in Europe and else-
where don't do that. That is a tremendous cempetitive disadvan-
tage.

First, I support expansion of the Head Start program and I am in
sympathy with most of the comments that Bob Reischauer made
here. Yet, having said that, I am not sure that our problem is pri-
marily one of not enough money or not enough programs. Let me
just cite a couple of recent personal examples why I feel that way.

It just so happens that yesterday I won a court case. As these
things go it wasn't a major court case, but for me it was very im-
portant. I was accused of assault and battery on a 9-year-old boy.
My son's school had an Oktoberfest back in October and I was a
parent volunteer to help run the dart game. Some of the kids were
acting up and stealing the prizes, and I caught one of the kids who
stole a prize and I gave him a swat on his fanny. The mother went
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down to the police and accused rne of assault and battery. The pros-
ecutor prosecuted the case and we went to court yesterday. I had to
spend $10,000 on a lawyer to win this case, which I am glad to
report that I won.

We are not talking about New York City. This is not ghetto land.
This is Potomac, MD. This is a private school in Potomac, MD. It
cost me $7,000 a year to send my kid to this school, which I am not
going to do anymore.

There is something wrong about a system in which you can't
even maintain discipline at a private school without fear of going
to court.

A year ago my older son, who goes to Walt Whitman High
School, which again is not ghetto landWalt Whitman is widely
touted as one of the best public high schools in the countryhad a
very expensive ski jacket. My son is a candidate for the U.S. ski
team. A very expensive ski jacket was stolen from his locker.

We know who stole the jacket. We went to see the principal and
said, "Would you please call this kid in?"

The principal says, "Well, gee, I don't know if I can do that."
"Well, why not?"
"Well, you know, the police," and blah-blah-blah.
Finally, I threatened to call the police. Only after I threatened to

call the police did the principal finally call the kid in and we got
the jacket back.

When you and I were in high school that problem would have
been solved just like that.

One of the secrets to Japanese success is they put 50 kids in a
class and the kids are quiet and they listen. The teachers have the
ability and the authority to discipline them. We can't get away
with 50 kids in a class. Anything over 25 kids is chaos in this coun-
try.

Talk about payoff and labor saving. If you can double the
number of kids in a class you get twice as much for what you are
spending. And that's a matter of discipline.

I am willing to accept that Japan is a different culture, but 25
years ago when I was in school we had better discipline than we
have now. That is not a matter of culture. It is just some of the
crazy things that we have done to ourselves.

If there were steps that you could take to give teachers more au-
thority in terms of discipline, to insulate people from lawsuits and
that kind of stuff, that wouldn't cost a lot, but there might be a
substantial payoff from it.

A second thing that I think about is in a little bit different loca-
tion. Could I ask you how many members are on your subcommit-
tee?

Representative SCHEUER. Members of Congress?
Mr. PaEsTowrrz. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. Six or seven.
Mr. PRESTOWITZ. I only see two here.
Representative SCHEUER. Of course this is the Christmas season

and they are home now.
Mr. Paserowrrz. I understand that. I am not being critical of you

in any way. If the Russians had just launched Sputnik and you
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were holding hearings on how to respond to the Russians, every-
body would be here. The place would be full.

Representative SCHEUER. They would be flying in from their
home districts.

Mr. Pawrowrri. Nobody takes this seriously, frankly. Nobody
really thinks this is important. Who were the first nominations the
President made to his Cabinet? Was it the Secretary of HUD or
Education? No. It's the Secretary of State. That's what is impor-
tant, the Russians, Gorbachev, missiles. That's where we put our
values.

Until you start thinking about the Secretary of Education as the
msjor appointment you are making, we can all sit down here and
jabber away for as long as we want. I am preaching to the choir, I
know.

I have a daughter who is living in Kansas City. She is actually
studying education and she participates in a volunteer program to
teach illiterates to read and write. She derives tremendous satisfac-
tion from her participation in the program. I don't know that it
would be terribly expensiveit would cost somethingto have an
education corps like the Peace Corps and turn it loose on our cities
and our educational problems.

Representative SCHEUER. A volunteer corps.
Mr. PaFsTownz. Yes. There are a lot of people out there who

would volunteer. I would volunteer.
Representative SCHEUER. There are senior citizens who have had

life experience who are now retired. They could do it. College stu-
dents who could gain a few extra credits. Even high school juniors
and seniors who are doing well academically, they could help.
There are a lot of people out there who would be interested in the
course credits and also in the pure satisfaction.

Mr. PRESTOWITZ. Forget about the ghettos. If you look at the col-
leges and the better schools in this country, I don't Wieve our kids
even in the best institutions are getting as good an education as
they used to get.

I mentioned Walt Whitman High School. This is supposed to be a
real hotsy-totsy high school here in Maryland. I just went to plain
old Podunk High School in Wilmington, DE. I came out of high
school with a better education than my son got coming out of Walt
Whitman High School.

I went to Swarthmore College. When I went to Swarthmore
freshmen took five courses, and you had to take a foreign language
and you had to take science and you had to take math. Now fresh-
men take four courses, pass-fail. You don't have to take a foreign
language, you don't have to take science, and you don't have to
take math.

It doesn't cost very much just to reinstitute the old standards.
You wouldn't have to pass budget legislation. All you would have
to do is say freshmen have to take five courses.

Representative SCHEUER. As a Swarthmore College graduate, I
regret what you are report:rig to me

Mr. PRESTOWITZ. They tell us it is still the best, but the best isn't
as good as it used to be.

That is basically what I have to say.
Representative SCHEUER. Congressman Williams.
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Representative WILLiArds. Mr. Reischauer, you mentioned several
times in your prepared statement and also mentioned orally that
postsecondary education is not yet faced with a crisis. We have had
witnesses come before my Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
who would parallel those thoughts, but who would addand I
would like you to comment on thisthat for some Americans, low-
income and minority Americans, access to postsecondary education
is at a crisis level.

My question to you is, if A,-e face a crisis in not having full access
to all Americans to cGileges and universities or postsecondary edu-
cation of one type or another, does not all of postsecondary educa-
tion and do not all Americans face a crisis?

Mr. REISCHAUER. We can get into a semantic debate here over
what we mean by crisis. I think that the evidence shows that the
rates at which minority high school graduates enroll in college
aren't declining tremendously. To be sure, the amount of aid that
is provided through Pell g,.ants is falling in real terms. That is a
problem and we should remedy it.

I don't see that this year or last year was significantly worse
than the 2 or 3 yeam before. We have had a problem in this coun-
try of the sort you have described. We made a little progress on it
in the late 1960's and early 1970's and then haven't accomplished
much since then. As a nation, we should have made more progress
because that is where our stated values are.

In that sense I would certainly say it's a problem that affects the
Ne tion as a whole and we should do something about it. Whether
that constitutes a crisis or not is debatable.

Representative WiuzAms. The percentage of minority high school
graduates attending higher education is less than it was in the
mid-1970's and the trend line is down. We could debate or consider
whether that is a crisis or not or whether we are on the threshold
of crisis. I agree with you. It could be a semantic argument. But
the trend lines are clear. It appears that for millions of Americans
there is a crisis in lack of access to higher education.

Given that we both agree there is a problem there, is the propos-
al you have for a lifetime repayment of loans designed to meet that
problem?

Mr. REISCHAUER. No, it isn't at all. What it is meant to do is to
recognize that for most Americans the financial problem is how to
spread the cost of higher education over the period in which this
investment pays the student back a dividend.

Under our current policies, the Federal Government or State
Governments devote some resources to helping middle class, lower
middle class, and even upper class children with that financing
problem. I would rather shift more of the burden onto these stu-
dents. This would free up resources for the students who are really
needy and the level of grants for such individuals could be in-
creased.

Representative WILLIAMS. As I understood the proposal that Mi-
chael Dukakis made for repayment, which is somewhat similar but
perhaps different in details than the proposal that you are describ-
ing, the Dukakis proposal was means tested to a degree, sort of re-
verse means testing, and that is to say that it would have resulted
in a larger payback from higher income graduates throughout
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their lifetime than from lower income graduates throughout their
working lifetime. Is that how your proposal would work?

Mr. REISCHAUER. Yes. The Dukakis plan is similar to the one de-
scribed in my prepared statement with ri few modifications de-
signed to take some of the political rough edges off of the proposal
that I had made.

The proposal is to make borrowing an entitlement from a trust
fund. In return for borrowing from this trust fund, the borrower's
Social Security payroll tax rate is changed for the rest of his or her
life by an amount that varies by the amount borrowed.

The simulations that I did suggest that 1 percentage point would
have to be added to the payroll tax for every $40,000 that a student
borrowed. A person who earned $40,000 would obviously pay back
twice as much as a person who averaged $20,000 in earnings over
their lifetime. So there would be redistribution among the borrow-
ers.

Representative WILLIAMS. I assume either because of family tra-
dition or their own belief in their abilities, the student most likely
to be a high-income earner during his or her lifetime would be the
least likely to borrow from the trust fund because they would have
to pay back more or else they would be subsidizing, in effect, the
low-income borrower.

Mr. REISCHAUER. In the paper attached to my prepared state-
ment I go through several ways of reducing that type of response.
The real question is, Compared to what? What are the alterna-
tives?

Certainly I would not advocate a proposal that would lead par-
ents to say, "I'm not going to save for junior" or "I don't care that
my daughter will have a higher payroll tax for the rest of her life."

The question is, What is this individual going to do that you de-
scribe? A person can certainly go out to a private bank and borrow,
but the rate differential might be such that it is still better for
them to be in the new system.

Representative WILLIAMS. I am interested in the proposal. Hope-
fully we can talk after the first of the year in more detail about it.

Mr. Prestowitz, I visited a number of years ago with the then-
Minister of Education in Japan. I was struck by something he said
to me, which was that Japan was preparing to form a national
commission which he hoped would rather dramatically change ele-
mentary and secondary education in Japan.

When I asked him in what direction he wanted it changed, he
laughed and said, "We want our schools to look more like Ameri-
can schools." Then I laughed. We both understood that we were
creating commissions to get our schools to look more like his and
he was creating commissions to get the Japanese schools to look
more like ours.

When I asked him what it was that he liked about the American
school system, he said its inefficiency. "In our country," he said,
"we in effect select the brain surgeons. In your country you have a
system that says 'you want to be a brain surgeon? You all come,
give it a try.' "

He said, "You've made way for the late geniuses, the late bloom-
ers; you've made way for innovation; you've allowed room for ex-
pertise, and we have not, and thus we wait for you to invent it and
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then we put it on the assembly line, improve it, and in a very effi-
cient, lockstep manner we sell the product back to you."

You studied the systems in Japan. I would be interested in your
comment generally about his view of the Japanese system versus
the American system.

Mr. Parssrowrre. The Japanese feel that they have bettered us in
virtually everything, but they feel that they still haven't proven
that they are as creative. So now the thrust in Japan is to prove
that the Japanese are also creative. There are these commissions
in Japan iooking into how to create more individuality in the
school system, how to encourage creativity, and so forth.

I suppose that from the Japanese point of view it is a reasonable
thing to do. I guess my own feeling is that the United States has
been creative for some time. We were creative in the 18th century
and 19th century and certainly in the 20th century. Our school
crisis is only the last 20 or 30 years.

I don't think it's a tradeoff. I don't think we have to say, "Well,
golly, we are so bloody creative and we don't want to foul that up."
Sure we are creative. We are a creative society. We always will be.
We don't have the homogeneity that the Japanese have and that
causes some problems too, but this is a fermented and open society
and new ideas are going to arise here. And we have an elite. We
have the best colleges and universities in the world at the elite
level. No doubt about that. But that's not our problem. Our prob-
lem is we don't send kids to those colleges anymore. If you go to
MIT it looks like downtown Tokyo or Taipei. That's our problem.

I don't take any comfort at all that the Japanese are trying to
look more like us. When they put 50 kids in a &Ass and we put 25
in a class, they are getting twice as much as we are getting. Maybe
they lose something in z.reativity. The distance is so great that I
can't take much comfort that somehow we are going to yin just be-
cause we are less efficient.

Let me come back to something else you were talking &Nee**, with
Bob Reischauer. We tend to measure our performan ;e an awful lot
by how many people go on to a university, to the college level. I am
not sure that is very useful. There are an awful lot of college grad-
uates out there who can't get jobs or who are getting crummy jobs.
There are an awful lot of kids out there who majored in English
literature at Podunk University whom nobody wants to hire. Try to
get an electrician. Try to get somebody to fix your car. Yrou can't
find those people.

Germany end Holland and France and Japan have very strong
apprenticeship programs and vocational training programs. This is
where your private sector comes in.

I disagree with Bill Woodside and Rome of these guys who say
that the private sector shouldn't help. I agree the private sector
shouldn't replace the public sector, but the corporations are also
customers for this product.

Representative &MUER. They are customers for the skilled man-
power.

Mr. Pazferowerz. Yes. And it's to their advantage to have this
kind of skilled manpower. I don't know that a corporation is really
the best place to teach English literature or even calculus, but you
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sure as hell can teach people how to be electricians in corporations,
or how to be word processor operators or whatever it is.

I had a Dutch au pair living with our family this past year. She
wants to be an airline stewardess. To be an airline stewardess in
Holland she goes through a prescribed training course and she
takes an exam and then she becomes a certified, qualified steward-
ess. We don't do that here. People go down to Pan Am and make a
job application and Pan Am gives them a 2-week training program
and then they are stewardesses.

Not everybody should go to college. Not everybody is equipped to
go to college and not everybody will get anything out of college. It
doesn't bother me that only 30 percent of the kids go to college.
What bothers me is that those who graduate from high school or
from junior colleges don't have anything useful to do. We need
more skills out there. I think we ought to focus on that.

Representative WILLIAMS. I had mentioned the term "postsecond-
ary" education, and then I said postsecondary education of' any
type. We have a very significant public vocational education
system in America.

Mr. PRMTONVITZ. It's useless.
Representative WILLIAMS. One could debate whether or not it is

useless, but it is significant. We also have a very significant propri-
etary school system in America.

I would agree with you to this extent. When we measure success
only as entry and completion at a college or university I think we
have missed a great deal of other criteria for success: completion at
a good proprietary school, completion at TWA's stewardess school,
a good vocational school.

The problem in America is that too few minority, low-income stu-
dents are going on to any of those institutions. The problem is not
that they aren t going to Harvard. Hell, they never went to Har-
vard. Low-income people never went to Harvard in the United
States. The proof of that is that wt. hold up the few who did as ex-
amples. Our difficulty it seems to me, is that not enough of the
minority and low-income students are attending and completing
postsecondary education of any kind in the United States.

I have appreciated your testimony and hcie to hear more ideas
from both of you as Congressman Scheuer e-ad I work together to
see what needs to be done to rearrange education in the United
States.

Representative SCHEUER. The sun is not only over the yardarm,
but it is pointing toward 2 o'clock. You have both been very patient
and long suffering. We appreciate your testimony very much.

I am going to ask one question for either of you.
What do you think is the single most important thing we could

do in order to improve education achievements in secondary
schools for minorities and to improve minority access to postaec-
ondary education?

Mr. Paearowi Tz. We are talkinf about places that don't have
families. Why is Japan so successiul? Because those kids all have
mothers and thaw mothers are all down there getting them educat-
ed. What we essentially need is some substitute for the family here.
That is why I came up with my Education Corpa proposal. I don't
think it's money. I don't think money is the answer.
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I gave a speech in Dallas recently in which I said that whether
the United States is able to compete with Asia will be determined
in the ghetto, and it will be determined by whether those of us who
live in privileged circumstances are willing not to take our money,
but to take our time and to go down there and take kids by the
hand and see to it that they get taken care of. I really think that's
it.

I really applaud Gene Lang. I think more people ought to do
that.

Representative SCHEUER. I applaud Gene Lang, too. As you un-
doubtedly know, he also is a Swarthmore graduate. Having said
that, I have to express some reservations about a system that relies
on private philanthropy to motivate kids and to do the handhold-
ing that gets them through secondary school and perhaps moti-
vates them to go on to postsecondary. There has to be a better way
of doing it than relying on the charitable instincts of a few enlight-
ened businessmen. We have to institutionalize it and create a
structure.

Mr. PREsTowrrz. You have to get a lot of enlightened business-
men.

Representative SCHEUER. Yes. Or a lot of enlightened retirees.
They could be bakers, they could be plumbers, they could be any
trade at all as long as they are literate and as long as they can
reach out a helping hand and communicate with these kids. They
could be black, they could be white, they could be working-class
people, they could be retirees, they could be college kids who want
some extra credits, they could be high school kids in their junior
and senior year who want to help out in that kind of an environ-
ment.

We ought to institutionalize it and we ought to at least fund the
institution that connects a caring person, who for his or her own
purposes wants to be a volunteer, who is willing to contribute
something of themselves, to that ghetto kid who urgently needs
help.

Mr. Reischauer, what do you think is the most important thing
we can do?

Mr. REISCHAUER. I am very sympathetic to these approaches but
also skeptical that they will make more than a small dent in the
problem.

Representative SCHEUER. What will make a big dent?
Mr. REISCHAUER. It is not clear that anything outside of very rad-

ical change in our institutional stcicture will. We are talking
about inner city schools which are bad environments. There is no
question about it.

If a few good men and women devote themselves to these pro-
grams maybe we can improve the lives of a few individuals. We
know that when one class is taken over and significant resources
are poured into that class, the Eugene Lang example, success re-
sults. But what if every class in that school had a Eugene Lang?
Maybe a lot of the effect would be washed away because the chil-
dren wouldn't feel special anymore. We don't know. These are open
questions.

Representative SCHEUER. In the old days of CCNY, a public uni-
versity, the kids who went there knew that the class above them
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got in tuition free and the class below them got in tuition free just
as they got in tuition free, but the fact that they weren't special
didn't seem to deter thoee kids.

Mr. REISCHAUER. They were a highly selected group of motivated
individuals coming largely from families that put a tremendous
emphasis on education.

Representative SCHEUER. You are absolutely right.
Mr. REISCHAUER. We aren't dealing with that situation now.
Representative SCHEUER. You are absolutely right.
Mr. REISCHAUER. Now we confine kids to geographic areas that

their parpnts happen to live in. I think we have to begin question-
ing that. We should be going toward open enrollment. I think we
have to begin relaxing the control that central administrations
have over individual school buildings, putting more power in the
hands of principals and, to some extent, in the hands of teachers,
and, dare I say it, having more competition within the sector.

Representative SCHEUER. Taking a leaf from Mr. Gorbachev's
book. Decentralizing decisions.

Mr. REISCHAUER. If he can swallow his ideological pride, there is
no reason why we shouldn't be able to.

Representative SCHEUER. We are ending up on an upward note. I
want to thank you for your patience and your forbearance and for
the excellence and the thoughtfulness of your testimony. Thank
you very much

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[Gov James J. Blanchard, of Michigan, was invited to participate

in this hearing day, but was unable to do so. His statement fol-
lows:]
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STOEMENT OF HON. JAMES J. BLANCHARD, GOVERNOR, STATE OF MICHIGAN

Thank you for the opportunity to testif y today on why assuring full access to

preschool and postsecondary education for all students is important to America's

economic future.

We know from experience in Michigan that Investment early in a child's formative

years pays tremendous dividends in later years. It provides an opportunity for better,

more productive lives. It results in a better, more literate workforce. It is clearly a

better use of public dollars.

We know this through our nationally acclaimed Pert y Preschool project in

Ypsilanti, Michigan, that was begun in 1962.

Disadvantaged three- and four-year-olds were randomly assigned either to a group

that attended the NY f y Preschool program or to a gyoup that did not.

A follow-up on both groups at age 19 showed that children in the Perry Preschool

program do better in school, are more employable, and are better members of the

community.

In education:

More are literate (61 percent versus 38 percent).

Fewer are school dropouts (33 percent versus 51 percent).

Fewer are classified as developmentally delayed (15 percent versus 35 percent).

More attend college or job training programs (38 percent versus 21 percent).

In the world of work:

More hold jobs (50 percent versus 32 percent).

In the community:

Fewer commit crimes (31 percent versus 51 percent).

Fewer are on welfare (18 percent versus 32 percent).
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In addition to this evidence of the benefits of preschool, teenage women who

p4rticipated in preschool had a lower birth rate than those who did not (64 children

versus 117 children per 100 women).

The Perry Preschool project demonstrated that every dollar invested in a one-year

high-quality program for at-risk children yield( d sex dollars in taxpayer savings. That's a

tremendous human investment dividend.

The Perry Preschool program results were achieved by cglocf preschool

programming:

-- Developmentally appresnri.ate curriculum and assessment procedures.

-- Teaching teams that are trained in early childhood development and continue to

receive such training.

Administr ative support that includes curriculum leadership.

-- Classes with two adults and fewer than 20 children.

-- Systematic efforts to involve parents as partners in their children's education.

Programs like this are not inexpensive. But the findings in Michiga:i highlight the

fact that a good, well-funded preschool program makes good economic sense.

While child care and preschool education are not synonymous, they are closely

related. In discussing preschool, we should not ignore child care.

We need quality child care not only as an invest-I-wit in our luture. but as an

integral component in increasing our country's competiti .eness.

The massive job training and economic development effort being undertaken in our

nation cannot be complete without adequate child care for the young children of workers

and trainees.

It is a fact of life that women, the traditional child care providers, are a

significant and growing segment of the .orkforce.

Today in our nation, one-half of the mothers of infants are in the labor force. The

rriawrity of female employees will have babies during their work careers.
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Quality child care, followed by quality preschool, is a necessity in this new era of

single-parent families and working mothers.

We in Michigan firmly believe that the most productive human investment we can

make is at the preschool level. We have launched a massive $80 million preschool

program over the next four years -- modeled after the Perry Preschool program -- to

cover every "at risk" four-year-old in Michigan.

We have already committed $17 million in state dollars for this new program

which began September 1, 1988.

We will add at least $20 million more each year over the following three years to

build the program to $80 million by 1991, and provide the option of a half or full day

program.

In Michigan we are spending hundreds of millions of dollars in the largest prison

construction program in our state's history. rof 1991, we will have built 20 new

permanent prisons and more than doubled the capacity of our prison system in just six

years.

I am convinced that a good preschool program would have made that prison

construction program unnecessary.

We believe that preschool education is an essential ingredient in preparing

Michigan's future workforce for the challenge (..4 global competition.

And since global competition for jobs is toda,-'s reality, postsecondary education is

also absolutely essential. The best jobs will go to the best-educated workers with the

highest skills.

We are very proud in Michigan of our 15 four-year state universities, 29

community colleges and our many independent colleges and proprietary schools.

And we are working very hard to make these outstanding institutions accessible

and affordable to all qualified students -- regardless of the financial status of their

families.
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1 believe that postsecondary education must be affordable and accessible. The

best postsecondary system, if not affordable, is no system at all.

And a system that does not attract and work to keep those minority populations in

college who traditionally do not attend 1S nut serving our state or our nation.

In order to make the system more affordable, we in Michigan have increased

funding for higher education by 57 percent since 1983-- a period when inflation was 15

percent.

We have also increased student financial assistance -- aid to Michigan students

attending Michigan universities -- by over 75 percent in the last five years.

And we have in.plemented some innovative new programs that 1 would like to

briefly outline.

Our King-Chavez-Park program is making strides to increase minority enrollment

in our university system and retain the students on campus once they have been

recruited. It also provides revenue to universities to recruit and retain minority

university faculty.

The program provides for the university to bring minority students to the campus

early in their high school career, acquaint them with the campus, explain the potential

funding and assistance they will receive if they decide to attend college. It also includes

cl follow-up systeeri with students during their high school years.

TIP -- our Tuition Incentive Program -- provides free, state-funded Community

college education to students from poverty families in Michigan who meet certain

attendance and performance standards in high school.

This is our first year with the program, but we believe It will Go much to inspire

our young people to complete high school and continue their education so they are

prepared to enter the job market.

The days when a student could graduate from high school and get a $21 dollar-an-

hour job on the line in an auto plant are gone forever.
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In our new high tech world, postsecondary education and training are a necessity.

TIP represents an avenue to higher education for many Michigan students who otherwise

might be inclined to drop out of school and never reach their potential.

We also are espe-ially proud of our Michigan Education frust, or MET, prograal

the first of its kind in the nation -- which we inaugurated tl-is year.

MET is a prepaid college tuition plan in which the state isuarantees that the child's

future tuition will Iv. tiocl when they attend any of Michigan's 15 state universities.

Parents, grandparents or others prepay a fixed amount into the MET fund, depending on

the child's age.

The prepayment for a newborn infant was $6,756 for four years tuition.

At the November 30 deadline for this year's enrollment in MET, parents,

grandparents and others made prepayments in MET for more than 40,344 Michigan

youngsters. The prepayments for this first enrollniment in MET totaled $265 million.

The overwhelming response to this program indicates that parents feel a college

education for their children is very important. It also shows that parents have a great

deal of anxiety about the future cost of a college education.

In addition to the Increased state funding for our colleges and universities, we

have provided more than $514 million in bonding in the past five years to build and equip

the facilities necessary for our technology-based students to win the jobs of the future.

We also have targeted over $100 million to a Research Excellence Fund to finance

cutting-edge research in our universities in fields critical to our state's econom:c future.

Each of our public universities must submit proposals to access the fund. It

provides resource dollars for our universities and long-term economic growth for our

state.

Our economic development strategy is to make Michigan the world center of

advanced manufacturing.
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We know that processes and materials can be exported anywhere in the world. But

a weil-educated, highly skilled workforce can't be exported. That's Michigan's

competitive advantage. And the key to maintaining that competitive edge is education.

The new technologies and Frocesses being invented today require a higher level of

education and job skills than ever before. More than half of the new jobs being created

between now and Year 2000 will require postsecondary education. Our workers must

have a variety of skills -- math and Computer skills, problem solving skills,

communication and teamwork skills to win the jobs of the future.

However, the states cannot continue to carry the burden for the future education

of our nation alone. The federal government must be a partner with us in making this

investment in our young peopie for the future. It must be a national agenda in

partnership with the states.
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IMPROVING ACCESS TO PRESCHOOL AND
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1988

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND HEALTH

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington. DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:36 a.m., in room
2359, Rayburn House Office Building, Hou. James H. Scheuer
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Scheuer.
Also present: Deborah Matz, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER,
CHAIRMAN

Representative SCHEUER. It's a pleasure to open the second day
of hearings on this very important, in fact, critical question of im-
proving access to preschool and postsecondary education in our
country. We have a very brilliant panel here today. I've read the
testimony and it's absolutely rn.0rvelous.

Yesterday we released a report entitled "The Education Deficit."
"t is a report of this subcommittee drawn upon 9 days of hearings
that we've had in the last year on the question of how we can im-
prove our education system so that we have a productive, skilled,
talented, and competitive work force; a work force that again
places us at the cutting edge of competitive competence in a global
economy.

A number of recommendations flowed from these hearings
Among the most significant recommendations was making earl,
childhood education available to every American child. That means
making Head Start an entitlement. Right now the kids that get it
the most need it the least. It may surprise you to know that I was
a Head Start kid. Yes, I'm a Head Start kid. In 1923, I went to a
very enriched preschool program.

So yes, I was a Head Start kid. I benefited from an extension of
the education system down to age 3.

I was also a beneficiary of a research and demonstration pro-
gram that extended the public education system up from grade 12.Society didn't want me hanging around street corners pushing
dope. And so they said to me, "we're going to give you a ticket to
as much postsecondary education as you can absorb."

I went to Columbia Law School, and all of my tuition, and all of
my books were paid for, in addition to receiving the equivalent of

(269)
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about $300 or $400 a month to live on. It was $75 in those days,
1946. The program which I am talking about, of course, is the GI
bill of rights.

At this time, I want to express my thanks to several people who
have made remarkable contributions to this hearing. First, is one
of the Joint Economic Committee's senior economists, William
Buechner, who, at my request, did the first professional cost-benefit
analysis ever done of the GI bill or rights following World War II.
It was a marvelous job, and I want to express my thanks to Wil-
liam Buechner, wherever he is.

Next, I want to express my thanks to Deborah Matz sitting here
on my left, your right, for having done all of the work, the painful
and painstaking work, going back over 6 months, putting this set of
hearings together. She's a brilliant professional, and I am very
grateful to her.

The third person I want to thank is Bob Atwell, one of our open-
ing witnesses here this morning, who held our hand and counseled
us and guided us through the labyrinthian maze of all the talented
people out there who could help us and who could participate in
this remarkable set of hearings. I'm very grateful to you, Bob.

The cost-benefit analysis of the GI bill of rights indicates that for
every dollar of expenditure that the Government made, we re-
ceived back somewhere between $5 and $12 in benefits to our socie-
ty. And that's a very conservative figure, because, for example, it
didn't count the increased taxes that these men and woi en paid,
which, by itself, paid back the GI bill of rights investment to our
country. And it didn't count the reduced costs of welfare, and per-
haps some avoided costs in the criminal justice system resulting
from turning out this cadre of well-educated young men and
women.

It also didn't quantify, and I don't know how you could, the fact
that it was this trained group of men and women at the blue collar
and the professional levelscientists, mathematicians, engineers,
business leaders, and so forthwho led our leap into the postindus-
trial age starting in the late forties and continuing through the fif-
ties.

How would you put a value on that? How would you put a value
on eliminating a substantial part, if not all, of the subgroup in
American society that is unskilled, uneducated, and can't read,
write, or count? How would you quantify the benefit to our society
of eliminating this subgroup in our society? And that's what we're
talking about.

Our report made some specific recommendations such as univer-
salizing access to Head Start; lengthening the school year; keeping
schools open evenings, weekends, holidays, and summers; perceiv-
ing our schools as capital investments in the communities which
should be used extensively for a wide variety of civic needs like al-
cohol and drug counseling, adult literacy programs, perhaps some
kind of vocational education; teaching higher order skills in the
schools, not only reading, writing, and counting but teaching young
children how to think, how to learn, how to solve problems and a
vast updating of our vocational education programs which involves
increasing the availability and quality of on-the-job training.
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And these are subjects which several of you have referred to in
your testimony.

Last, but not least, the report recommends that we give serious
consideration to assuring all qualified students an entitlement for
up to 4 years of postsecondary education.

Because this wasn't discussed in the 9 days of hearings, we've ex-
tended the hearings 2 days, yesterday and today, to consider
whether the time has arrived when we ought to be simply extend-
ing the education system.

Former Assistant Secretary of the Department of Labor, Arnold
Packer, testified before the subcommittee, that only 1 out of 10 new
workers has the skills that will be required by 3 out of 4 jobs that
will become available by the turn of the century.

Half of the new jobs created before the year 2000 will require
some postsecondary education and almost a third will require a col-
lege education, up from 22 percent currently.

A recent op-ed article in the New York Times, by Ronald Steel, a
professor of international relations at the University of Southern
California, states that international power is increasingly defmed
"by production, innovation, education, trade, and national cohe-
sion." Because of the vast sums that the United States and the So-
viets have spent arming themselves against each other, he main-
tains, our economies have become distorted and weakened.
"Today," he says, "many of our allies are richer than we are and
steadily drawing ahead of us in productivity, competitiveness, and
standard of living."

I have a Presidential commission report which evaluated the Na-
tion's higher education needs and recommendedand listen to
these words carefully"The time has come to make education
through the 14th grade 'ailable in the same way that high school
education is now available."

This Presidential commission recommended an extension of
public education through the first 2 years of college.

The commission concludkj:
We have proclaimed our faith in education as a means of equalizing the condi-

tions of men. But there is a gTave danger that our present policy will make it an
instrument for creating the very inequalities that it was designed to prevent. If the
ladder of educational opportunity rises high at the doors of some youth and scarcely
rises at ail at the doors of others, while at the same time formal education is made
a prerequisite to occupational and social advancement, then education may bacome
the means, not of eliminating race and class distinctions, but of deepening and so-
lidifying them.

Now isn't that a terrific quote from a Presidential commission,
and doesn't it describe very well the situation we're in today?

Does anybody remember under which President this commission
served?

Mr. NEWMAN. Harry Truman.
Representative SCHEUER. You're absolutely right. This prophetic

message was written in 1947 by the Truman Commission on Higher
Education.

Now, just think. We started out our K through 12 program in,
roughly, 1910. So it has been 80 years, more or lesa. The 1947 com-
mission report came halfway from the outset of K through 12 to
the present date, and at the halfway point, 40 years after the in-
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ception of K through 12 public education, they said we ought to
extend it up 2 years-40 yeam after the outset, 40 years ago.

So does it stretch the imagination too much to say at the present
time, by hook or crook, by whatever means, we ought to make 4
years of postsecondary education an entitlement for kids who are
doing adequate work, who are benefiting from the program. I don't
know why this should be a revolutionary statement, but it seems
such.

Now if we would adopt the philosophy that is enumerated in Pro-
fessor Dertouzos' excellent prepared statement, we would stop ad-
dressing ourselves toward the short term, as he characterized it
and instead look ahead. Maybe we ought to set a national goal 5,
10, or 15 years from now, to assure our students access to 4 years of
postsecondary education and by that time the comparable may in-
clude a couple years of graduate work too, for every achieving
young person in this society. And I hate to anticipate your testimo-
ny which was really so brilliant and stimulating, but I have to
refer to Bob Atwell's figure. He says one of the problems in our so-
ciety is that 90 percent of the young people from middle or upper
income families who do well in school go on to colleges. But only 60
percent of the young people from families with very limited means,
who do good work, go on to higher education.

So we are "excluding out," to quote Sam Goldwyn, we are "ex-
cluding out" of the marvelous experience of college education, 40
percent of the young kids who are doing well in high school but are
from poor families. Now that is unacceptable in our society.
Former Congressman and the current president of New York Uni-
versity, John Brademas, said yesterday he sympathizes with this
concept of simply biting the bullet and saying pubic education
should now go from K-minus to grade 16. He sympathizes with
that, but there is no cornucopia out there. And those were his
exact words.

And of course he's right. There's no free lunch. But maybe
there's a cornucopia if we will it. Maybe there is a source of funds
if we will it.

Lou Harris testified before this subcommittee that he conducted
a poll in which he asked people if they would be willing to pay 1
percent additional taxes for education if they knew the money
wasn't going to go down the same old rathole, if they knew that
something different, something good, something refreshing, some-
thing innovative and stimulating and productive was going to
happen? And roughly, 70 percent of them, as I recall, said yes, they
would.

I suggest to you that a society that is willing to produce $30 bil-
lion for the buyout of a particular company just by laying on debt,
junk bonds, as we call them, has the capacity to spend $30 billion
at least as a starter in approaching the goal of universal access to
postsecondary education for students who, in their secondary edu-
cation, have proven that they wodld value it and they would bene-
fit from it.

It seems clear that we should stop looking at our education suc-
cesses, the way we look at our education failures. Head Start was
the gem in the crown of the poverty program. It was without fun-
damental flaw. Its intellectual underpinnings were justified by 20
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years of results from the Head Start program itself and close to a
century of results of the salubrious impact of an enriched preschool
experience for parents who could afford it.

The problem is, over the last 75 or 80 years, the kids who neededit the least, got it the most. The kids from middle and uppermiddle class homes, homes that themselves were education facto-
ries, had access to Head Start. But the kids from deprived homes,
improverished homes, intellectually and every other way, those
kids got it the least. So that today, only about one-fifth of the kids
from improverished homes who could benefit from Head Start get
it, and 40 percent of the kids from low-income families who weredoing well in high school do not have access to college.

To r--t that is a moral imperative for us to face up to, and in a
society where leveraged buyouts are the order of the day, where we
seem to be able to loosen up tens of billions of dollars for one group
of corporate executives to take over the assets of another group of
corporate executives with not one whit of production, not one whit
of contribution to society, we ought to be able to afford universal
access to preschool and postsecondary schools for eligible kids. It's
a question of values; it's a question of hard choices; it's a question
of lbiting the bullet and figuring out what we have to do just to pre-serve our standard of living which is on the slippery slope if we
don't alter the flow of events.

We are on a consumer spending binge in this country. We're
spending $160 billion in consumer electronics of every description.
We're borrowing $160 billion from the central bankers around the
world to finance a consumer spending binge, at the same time that
we're starving education, and denying four-fifths of the lower
income kids in our society from the benefits of Head Start and de-
nying 40 percent of the lower income kids who are doing well in
high school of the benefits of a college education.

I think this is a moral imperative for us to face up to.
All right; let's get on with the testimony. I hope very much that

you will address yourselves to th e. single question. We're engaged
in a tunnel vision hearing this morning. Is it important for us toextend access to a public education system 2 years down and per-haps 4 years up? Is that important? What are the costs of doing it?
What are the costs of not doing it? How do you value the costs of asociety that is losing its competitive edge? Now I know all of youhave your own creative education projects that you've worked onthrough the years, and to the extent that they're relevant to this
qu,...,tion of expanding access downwards and upwards, of course,tell us about them. But I hope you w..n't use this as a forum for
engaging in a broad searching analysis of our national education
system, constructive as that would ne. Hopefully, we will provide
all of you with a forum to do that on another day. We hope that
you'll address yourself today to the question of access, extending
the school system downward, extending the school system upward.

So with that preliminary remark or two, let's get into the testi-
mony.

Bob Atwellfirst, I want to repeat my thanks for helping con-ceptually in organizing this hearing, in directing us and hand-hold-ing us and providing us invaluable guidance in planning this hear-
ing in the toring of this year.
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As president of the American Council on Education, Bob Atwell
is a leading spokesman for American higher education. He has
been of enormous help, as I mentioned, in organizing this hearing.
His organization is an umbrella organization for the Nation's col-
leges and universities, whose membership includes more than 1,400
degree-granting institutions and over 20,000 educational associa-
tions.

Bob, why don't you take 6 to 8 minutes and chat with us infor-
mally. Since there are no other members here yet, I may ask a
question from time to time.

Pat Williams of Montana, the chairman of the Postsecondary
Education Subcommittee, was with us here for a 41/2-hour hearing
yesterday. He has the flu this morning, and unfortunately, he's out
of commission.

OK, Bob, why don't you take such time as you may wish.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. ATWELL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

Mr. AxwEu,. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportu-
nity to participate in these hearings on behalf of the American
Council on Education. Later on in this panel, you'll also be hearing
from President Judith Eaton, who chairs the board of directors of
the American Council on Education.

I have a prepared statement which I would like to introduce for
the record and just make some somewhat informal comments
about that, with your permission.

Representative SCHEUER. Yes. There being no objection, it is so
ordered. And I might tell all the witnesses that their prepared
statements will be printed in full in the record, and we've read ev-
erything that we've received. I haven't had a chance to read Mr.
Silber's prepared statement because it was just delivered this
morning. But of the testimony that we have in, we've read it, so
you don t have to repeat your testimony verbatim, just take off and
ruminate with us.

Mr. AmEu... I think it's especially appropriate, Mr. Chairman,
that this subcommittee investigate the vital role of education in
the American economy and the benefits to be gained by guarantee-
ing full access to preschool programs and postsecondary education
for all qualified citizens, but I think it's also important that you
recognize the noneconomic benefits of these programs to individ-
uals in society, and so I would like to use part of my time to com-
ment on that topic.

But first, I cannot stress strongly enough the importance of
highei education to the improvement of America's competitive po-
sition in the v. orld economy. Yesterday President John Brademas
of NYU spc Ke in his testimony of the "Memorandum to the 41st
President of the United States," which was prepared by the Ameri-
can Council on Education's Commission on National Challenges in
Higher Education. I assume you's seen this document, Mr. Chair-
man. It soecifically addressed the role of higher education in the
future health and competitiveness of the American economy, and it
offered a set )f clear recommendations for ways to build on the his-
toric partnership between the Federal Government and the Na-
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tion's colleges and universities to help revitalize the economy, to
expand educational opportunity, and to educate Americans for an
increasingly interdependent world.

I would like to submit a copy of that document for your recore
and would be happy to provide additional copies for others who
might wish it.'

d then just 2 weeks ago the Council on Competitiveneas, of
which I'm a member, issued a new report entitled "Reclaiming ;le
American Dream." I won't go into detail on its suggestions for re-
ducing the Federal budget deficit and improving our trade posture,
but I would make the observation made by the authors of the
report, who include the leaders of some of our foremost corpora-
tions, labor unions and educational institutions, that over the long
run, this Nation will not be able to maintain, much less raise, its
standard of living without attending to problems such as the trou-
bled educational system, its deteriorating physical infrastructure
and declining technological leadership. And that report recom-
mends expanded Federal commitments to programs that will bene-
fit disadvantaged youth, improve math and science education,
broaden access to postsecondary education and retrain dislocated
workers.

Obviously, colleges and universities have an important stake
and, indeed, an essential role in these areas. Competitiveness
simply cannot be maintained or improved without additional in-
vestment in higher education. However, I would point to other
strong reasons for the Nation to extend educational opportunity to
a broader spectrum of citizens. Economists may debate whether the
benefits of education redound primarily to the individual or to soci-
ety, but that debate really ignores education's contributions to soci-
etal change, the preservation of our cultural heritage and the ad-
vaucement of knowlete through research and public service.

Our current Federal student aid programs were developed over
the past three decades to help achieve the national goal of equal
opportunity about which you've spoken here this morning. There's
no question that they have served this purpose effectively. Howev-
er, it is now clear that the Federal effort to meet the goal of post-
secondary opportunities has faltered during the 1980's, and while
funding for these programs it is true has increased 28 percent,
thanks to the leadership of the Congress, the value of Federal aid
for individual students has seriously eroded over the decade. Rela-
tive to the Consumer Price Index, the maximum Pell grant actual-
ly declined 13 percent in real dollars during this period and other
important student aid programs have declined more sharply.

The American Council on Education has been increasingly con-
cerned about the impact of all of this on low-income students and
particularly low-income minority studentsthe reduced value of
grant awards and the shift in emphasis of Federal aid from grants
to loans.

In the past 10 years, we have seen an alarming decline in the
rate of participation of our largest minority groups, blacks and His-
panics, and finding ways to improve the educational performance

' The dczument entitled **Memorandum to the 41st President of the Unite6 States." may be
found in the subcommittee's files
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and participation of minority students is now the top priority of
the American Council on Education. Almost 2 years ago, our board
of directors authorized an initiative designed to help us regain the
lost momentum of minority progress.

Working with the Education Commission of the States, and you
will hear from its president, my colleague Frank Newman, later in
a subsequent panel, we formed a blue ribbon Commission on Mi-
nority Participation in Education and American Life. The group
was chaired by Frank Rhodes, the president of Cornell University,
and former Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter served as
honorary cochairs. In May, that group issued a report entitled
"One-Third of a Nation." I assurnz you have seen that document. I
have it with me. It was a conc.se and straightforward report. The
commission found that "Ame-ica is moving backwardnot for-
wardin its efforts to achieve the full participation of minority
citizens in the life and prosperity of the Nation." It offered strate-
gies for each major sector of 1,:merican society to reverse that
trend.

We're engaged in a wide variety of other programs to attack this
problem, but I would like to make one thing clear. Despite in-
creases in institutional support and a strong statutory commitment
by the Federal Government to the goal of educational opportunity
about which you have spoken, we are still a long way from its
achievement. Several Federal student-aid programs currently au-
thorized indicate that Congress supports broad access to postsec-
ondary education, but we cannot reach that goal without a further
budgetary commitment.

Finally, the Federal Government, the States, and institutions
must develop a partnership in providing the financial resources
and educational programs that will enable all our citizens to devel-
op to their full potential. Such a partnership will produce a more
competitive nation as well as one that is more decent and caring
for its people.

I guess in summary, Mr. Chairman, what I'm trying to say is, I
think the statutory basis is there to try to achieve most of what
you're talking about, but we have not had adequate funding, par-
ticularly in recent years.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Atwell followsj

,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. ATWELL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to testify at these hearings. I am speaking
today an behalf of the American Council on Education. ACE is the umbrella
association for the nation's colleges and universities. Our membership includes
over 1400 institutions of higher ea:cation and &bout 200 educational
sesociations. Later on this panel you also will be hearing from Dr. Judith
Eaton, who dhairs our board of directors.

It is especially appropriate that this sUbcommittee -- and the entire Joint
Economic Committee -- investigate the vital role of education in the American
economy, and the benefits to be gained by guaranteeing full access to presdhool
programs end postsecondary education for all "%lifted citizens. nut I think it
also important that you recognize the non,economic -- or at lesst non-monetery
-- benefits of these programs to individuals and society, snd 2 would like to
use part of xy time to comment on those.

nut first, I cannot stress strongly enough the importance of higher
education to the improvement of America's competitive position in the world
economy. I know that you have just released the report from your hearings
earlier this year an "Competitiveness and the Quality of the American
Workforce," and I commend the hard work you've put in on this imam, the
seriousness of your approach, and the thoughtfulness of the recommeodations
you've offered.

This sUbject has been of great concern to the higher education
community. Yesterday President John Srademes of mu spoke in his testimony of
the Memorenium to the 41st President of the twitad States, which wee prepared by
the Mariam Council on Eoucation's Commission cailk-Ercitial Challenges in Nigher
Education. That document 'pacifically expressed our concern about the role of
highoT education in the future health and competitiveness of the American
econ,. It offered a set of clear recommendations for ways to build on the
historic partnerthip between the federal government and the nation's colleges
and universities to help revitalise the economy, expand educational opportunity,
and educate Americans for en increasingly intordeszmudent world. I ma submitting

copy of that documeot for tho subcommittee's hearing record, and would be
happy to provide additional copies for individual members who may went to

it.

Just two weeks ago, the Council In Competitiveness, of which I an a member,
issued a now report entitled "Aeclaiming the American Dream: fiscal Policies
for a Competitive Nation." That report alio recognised the relationship between
higher education and global competitiveness, and offered a comprehensive list of
policy options for the federal government to remedy current economic ills and
pave the wey for future growth end productivity.

I won't go into detail on the specific swggestions for reducing the federal
budget deficit and improving our trade posture that constitute the meatiest and
most controversial part of the report -- though I would be happy to provide
copies for the committee if you have not received them. Out I would like to
cite the observation made by the authors of the report, who include the leaders
of some of our foremost corporations, labor unions, and educational
institutions, that over the long term, the nation will not be able to maintain
or raise its standard of living without attending to problems such as its
troubled education eystem, deteriorating physical infrastructure and declining
technological leadership."
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Th, report recommends that the federal government expand its commitments in
four *roes devoted to human resources. First, the report says. "more funding is
needed to help bring disadvantaged youth into the mainstream of society.
Second, edditional funds are needed for special programs in math and science to
produce individuals qualified to operate in an increasingly complex
tethmological society. Third, programa muet be expanded to broaden access to
post-secondary edUcational institutions. Fourth. funding is needed to retrain
dislocated workers so that they con again become productive members of the work
force."

Quite obviously, our colleges and universities have an important stake and
an essential role in each of these areas. Economic competitiveness simply
cannot be maintained or improved without odditional investment in higher
education.

However, / would point to other strong reasons besides competitiveness for
the nation to extend educational opportunity to a broader spectrum of our
citizens. Economists may debate whether the benefits of education redound
primerily to the individual or to society, but, in the words of Henry M. Levin
of Stanford University:

". . . education repreeents the dominant path for social mobility in our
society, particularly as other routes for attaining higher occupational status
and income have been closed off. . . . [Rednction of government subsidies to
education would be) particularly troublesome at a time when the higher odOcation
system has just opened up to the loss advantaged."

Debate over the relative benefits of higher education to the individual
versus those to society also tend to ignore its contributions to societal

Ichrr, the prospervation of our cultural heritage, end the eduancement of
mwedge through researdi and public service. The moot comprehensive study of
the individUal and social value of American higher edUcation woe conducted by
the distinguished economist Howard R. Sowen. The conclusions of his landmark
Investment in Learning, issued in 1977 by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies
in Higher SdUcation, were as follows:

"First, the monetary returns from higher educetion alone are probably
sufficient to offset all the coats. Second, the nonmonetary returns are opeverel
times as valuable as the monetary retuani. And third, the total returns from
higher education in all its aspects exceed the coat by several times. In Short.
the cumulative evidence loaves no doubt thet American higher edUcation is well
worth what it costs."

Our current federal student aid programs were developed over the pest throe
decades to help achieve tho national goal of opportunity. There is no
question that they have served this purpose geugively.

In the 1950s, before the federal role had boon esteblished, only about 40
percent of lay-income high school gradUates with good academic obility went on
to college. Today, after throe decadem of federal assistance, about 60 percent
of these students attend college.
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While this is major progress, it also represents a sUbstential remaining
opportunity gap that challenges our nation. When you break doen the figures on
participation, you find that about 90 percent of hiih=income high school
graduates with good academic ability go on to puitsecondary education. And
these hIgh-income students are much more likely to persist and earn a
baccalaureate than students with comparable ability but fewer financial
resources.

It is clear that tho federal goverment must take the lead in closing the
opportunity gap. Federal student aid programa today provide 75 percent of total
student assistance funds, including the value of federally-insured loans.
Institutional aid ccounts for about 19 percent, and the states provide the
remaining 6 percent.

It also is clear that the federal effort to meet the goal of poatsecondary
opportunities has faltered doring the 1980s. While funding for the programs has
increased 23 percent, the value of federal aid for individual students has
seriously eroded over the decade. The Fell Grant maximuraward, which
represented 40 percent of total average college costs in 1980, provided only 28
percent in 1988.

Relative to the CPI, the maximum Pell award declined 13 percent in real
dollars during this period. By the same measure, other important student aid
programs h've declined core sharply: Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants by 21 :foment; College Work-Study by 26 percent; Perkins Loans by 57
percent: end State Student Incentive Grants by 38 percent.

The American Council on Education hat been 'Acreasingly concerned about the
impact on low income students, and particularly low-income minority students, of
the reduced value of grant awards, and also of the shift in emphasis of federal
aid from vents to loans. In the pest 10 years, we have seen an alarming
decline in the rate of participation of our largest minority groups -- blacks
and Hispanics -- in higher edOcation. This trnd is even more alarming because
these groups constitute an increasing proportion of the nation's population --
and its work force.

Currently, 20 percent of American children under age 17 are members of
minority groups. Ey the year 2000, one-third of all school-age children will be
minority students. And between now and than, minority workers will make up
one-third of the net additions to the U.S. labor force. By the turn of *he
zirnI!,2, 21.8 million of the 140.4 million people in the labor force will be

te.

Finding ways to improve the educational performanco of minority students
and to broaden their participation in higher education is now the top ptiority
of the American Council on EdUcation. Aamost two years ago, our board of
directors authorised a minority initiative designed to help us regain the lost
momentum of minority progress. This has involved a ride range of ectivities.

To push this topic to the top of the agenda of college and university
presidents, our annual meeting this past January focused primarily on issues of
minority participation, and these istoes also will be a major focus at air
meeting next month.

2SA
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Wcrking with the Education Commission of the States, we formed a
blue-ribbon Commission on Minority Participation in Education and American Life.
The group was chaired by Dr. Frank Rhodos, the president of Corneal University,
and former Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter served as honorary co-chairs.
The commission included 37 leaders from business and education, former cabinet
members, and state and local elec ed officials, and in May they issued a report
entitled "One-7hird rf A Nation."

The report was concise and straightforword. The Commission found that
"America is moving beckward -- not forward -- in its efforts to achieve the full
participation of xdonority citizens in the life and prosperity of tho nation,"
and it offered strategies for each major sector of American society to reverse

that trend. I have submitted a copy uf the report for the record.

To help term, and strengthen higher education's efforts to increase
minority recruitment, retention, and graduation, in July ACE, along with the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities, sponso.ed a working
conference on "Educating One-Third of A Nation." The conference drew over 500
representatives from more than 120 institutions. Participants used the three
days to compare programa now in 'lama at different cempuses ond to work as teams
to come up with now plans for their own institutions.

Other act'oities currently are under way or are planned to continuo this

initiative. Larly next year we will issue a handbook for colleges and
universities that will provide practical guidance and numerous examples to help
colleges and universities fake their campuaes more hospitable to minorities and
develop effective strategies to recruit and retain greater numbers of minority

students, faculty, and administrators.

WO also will be issuing a study sponsored by the rz!lon Foundation that
will identify and evaluate those university prograiwe that ire granting
above-average numbers of doctorates to blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians.

Because a large percentage of the minority students enrolled in higher
education begin their experience at the community college level, we are
sponsoring an articulation project designed to promote more effective trensfer
programa to baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. Pilot programa

involving four community colleges were begun this fall.

That is a brief summary of what in truth is a very extensive orogrem. But

let ma make this abundantly clear. Higher education leaders are committing
their time and energy -- and their institutional resources -- to expanding
opportunities, not only for minority students, but for all citizens. Th. latest

figures show that between 1984 and 1986. institutions increased financial aid
awards from their own sourccs by 22 percent -- almost twice the average tuition
increase and nearly tour times the rate of inflation for that period.

However, despite this increase in institutional aid and a strong statutory
commitment by the federal government to the goal of educational opportunity, we

are still a long way from its achievement. The several federal student aid

programs currently authorized indicate that Congress supports broad access to

postsecondary education, but we cannot reach that goal without a further

budgetary commitment.

26 .
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The federal government, the states, and institutions must develop a
partnership in providing the financial resources and educational _program that
will enable all our citizens to develop to their full potential. Such a
partnership will produce a more competitive nation, as well as ono that is moll
decent end caring for its people.

2S:
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Representative SCHEUER. You think it's mostly a funding prob-
lem and that if we simply sank more money into the present
system of Pell grants and what not, you'd have universal access to
postsecondary education?

Mr. PerwELL. I think the Federal statutory framework is, Lo a
large extent, there. What we've seen is an erosion of the funding
base along with the lines I've talked about, and the most alarming
thing of all is the shift from grants to loans during the past 8-year
period.

Representative SCHEUER. Now the Pell grants prov4de a maxi-
mum of what, 50 or 60 percent of the total costs of going to college?

Mr. ATWELL. Well, it woula be less than that in many institu-
tions. You have a maximum award of in the $2,200 to $2,300 range,
and you have institutional costs that far exceed that in the private
sector and much of the 4-year public sector fa- exceeds that as
well. So the maximum Pell grant award is not sufficient either,
and it has fallen relative to inflation.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, let's talk about the 40 percent of
the talented kids from low-income families doing good work in high
school. Those are the kids we want to move into postsecondary edu-
cation.

.'hat would we have to do to restructure the system so that it
served that group? Would we simply have to raise the limits on
Pell to 70 or 80 or 90 percent of the total cost or 100 percent of the
total cost?

Mr. ATWELL. I think there's several issues here. One is the aca-
demic preparation of those students and its adequacy for their par-
ticipation, and I think the remedial efforts that institutions have to
engage in is one issue, but I think--

Representative SCHEUER. Now, wait a minute. I'm just addressing
the kids from low-income homes who are doing well in high school.

So let's engage in a process of creaming. OK. Those are the kids
who are really learning readily, they're college ready. What would
we have to do to move them smoothly into postsecondary educa-
tion?

Mr. ATWELL. I think we have to stop loading them up with loans
in the freshman year and even in the sophomore year. That's a de-
terrent. I think it has been demonstrated that the loan burdens or
the prospect of loan burdens or the perception of lrxin burdens is a
deterrent to these kinds of students.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, that's a question I don't want to
ask you about now, because I'm going to ask it of the whole panel.

Is the loan a psychological turnoff for the very families that you
want to reach, the low-income families, the majority families, black
and Hispanic families for whom borrowing tens of thousands of dol-
lars may not be a part of their culture.

Don't answer it, Bob.
Mr. ATWELL. OK.
Representative SCHEUEII. Let's ask everybody later on. OK? I

don't want anybody to feel we have exhausted the subject from ary
one person answering.

Are you finished with your testimony?
Mr. ATWELL. Yes, sir.

2 h
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Representative SCHEUER. It was a marvelous, very thoughful
piece of work. I had never heard that 40 percei.... of the kids of im-
poverished families who were doing well in high school weren't
able to make it to college. And of the 60 percent who do make it to
college, a significantly smaller percentage of them graduate than
the kids with equal intellectual ability and equal commitment who
come from well-to-do families. That's wrong, too. That is a moral
imperative for our society to address.

Thanks for that fine testimony.
Now, Mr. Michael Dertouzosam I pronouncing it right?
Mr. DERTouzos. Yes, sir.
Representative &HEUER. Michael Dertouzos came to the United

States from Greece as a Fulbright Scholar.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. Marvelous. In addition to directing the

Laboratory for Computer Science at MIT, Mr. Dertouzos is chair-
man of the MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity, establishedto find out why U.S. productivity growth is weak and to make rec-ommendations for correcting these problems.

We're delighted that you're here, Mr. Dertouzos.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL L. DERTOUZOS, DIRECTOR, LABORATO-
RY FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE. MA
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to read

my prepared statement. I would like to start by congratulating you
on an educational matter. When I said hel'o to you, you recited to
me several verses in ancient Greek, and I'm very impressed, but atleast in these chambers--

Representative &HEUER. The opening lines by which Herodo-tus--
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. The lines by which Herodotus opened

e7ery chapter, saying, we got up, we traveled so many parasangs,
so many stopmuses and arrived safely.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. Right. So at least in this chamber, the education-
al problem may be smaller. [Laughter.]

Mr. Chairman, the only new thing I can bring here, I think, is
some of the discoveries of the MIT Commission on Industrial Pro-
ductivity which link education with the economic environment andaddress some of the narrower issues of costs that you wanted.

We put together 16 of our hest people at MIT and fur 21/2 yearswe beat the path to three continents, to 400 interviews with 30staff and we did something that most competitiveness and produc-
tivity studies do not do. We studied the problem bottom up. Wewent inside the industries. We went inside the companies. We
looked at the factory floor. We looked at the chief executive's
office. We did not signihcantly look at the macroeconomic aspectsof the economy as a black box, and we did not bother with fiscal,
monetary, and regulatory policies, which is usually the way thatthis matter is addressed.

The findings from this rather large study will be published in abook entitled "Made in America: Regaining the Productive Edge,"

25-)
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which will come out of the MIT press in May. The book is largely
finished now, and so I can report partially on the results.

I think the first point I want to make is that there is no wide-
spread understandingin fact, there is very little understanding in
this Nation, in our corporate environment and everywhere else,
about the link between education and economic survival, and I
make this point in my testimony. We understand the link between
defense and physical survival. The link between education and eco-
nomic survival we do not understand, yet it is equally PS strong as
the other one.

Representative SCHRUER. Do you just want to state it, so that it
stands on the record?

Mr. DERTOUZOS. Well, I have a way to excite you about it, a
slightly theatrical way. Imagine a United States surrounded by
very competitive neighbors who are better armed, and suppose that
also this nation has a federally managed and well-funded educa-
tional system, centrally managed, but a weak and declining mili-
tary capability, which is administered independently by thousands
of local communities. Now that sounds tragic. I mean, it sounds
like we're about to go down the tubes, but if I replace the word
"education" with "defense" and "defense" with "education" in this
theatrical statement, it becumes reality.

Imagine a United States surrounded by very competitive neigh-
bors who are better educated than we are. Suppose further that
this nation has a federally managed and well-funded military capa-
bility hut a weak and declining educational system, administered
independently by thousands of local communities.

I think the fact that we tolerate the second statement and we
find the first one abomir ible, shows what I'm saying, that we do
not understand che link.

Now I can give you lots and lots of statisticsI'm sure you have
them. The one sentence about the state of education in this nation
that we confirmed is that we're doing badly at the K through 12
level; we're doing worse at the prework level, what we call the for-
gotten half, 20 million-some people after high school and before
work. And we're doing exceedingly well at the university levelin
terms of productivity, the impact of educational productivity.

Continuing, if we look at the impact of this undereduestion that
we have today on performance, it'fi rather substantial. We found,
for example, that in the new man uf..cturing systems which are be-
coming more and more widespread, the flexible manufk.cturing s s-
tems, we found a difference of 10 to 1, 10 to 1, 1000 percent, be-
tween Japan and the United States in the use of identically the
same flexible manufacturing systems. They are producing 10 times
more parts than we are, using the same manufacturing systems.
This is attributed entirely to the skills and education of the work
force. We found that though we spend in industry $180 billion for
education, that this amount goes mostly for remedial activities and
very little toward retraining. So we have tremendous weaknesses
also in our industries in retraining.

You addressed earlier that we spend $160 billion on e'actronics
in this Nation, and you may know that 20 years ago, we made most
of those electronics here, more than 85 percent. Today we make 4
percent of the consumer electronics.

2S
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Representative SCHEUER. We don't produce a single television
tube.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. Well, we don't produce a VCR, a TV, and tran-
sistor radio, yet we invented all three of these things.

Representative SCHEUER. Yes.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. And part of our problem here, in fact, a very

large part that the commission discovered, is attributed back to the
education.

Now let me address the three future trends: internationalization
of the economy, increasing sophistication of the consumer and in-
creasing pace and importance of the technology in the manufactur-
ing process. These are the three dominant trends that we expect in
the future.

All three, I was going to say, demand a better education than we
have today.

Representative SCHEUER. You mention that there's a very small
list of key obstacles to improving productive performance in the
United States.

Sometime in your testimony will you tell us what they are?
Mr. DERTOUZOS. The obstacles to what, sir?
Representative SCHEUER. You say there's a very small list of key

obstacles to improving productive performance in the United
States.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. Yes, I will. I will do this right now, if' you like,
permit me to get it out from a different part.

Representative SCHEUER. Surely.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. After conducting all these interviews and doing

the bottom-up analysis, we found six factors that are responsible
for the plight we're in productivitywise. I presume that this is what
you would like to hear.

First is the pursuit of outdated strategies, of which parochialism
and mass production are at the helm. We are focusing on a mass
production system in this country which is outdated, the Fordist
system. The rest of the world has moved to a highly flexible indi-
vidual small niche production system.

Representative SCHEUER. When you say "small niche," are you
referring to the product or the productive system?

Mr. DERTOUZOS. I am referring to the customization of the prod-
uct, smaller runs of products better tailored to the customers. And
I am referring to increasingly more sophisticated products.

Representative &HEUER. You're referring to the product?
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. Not the system by which we produce

the product.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. I'm coming to that in a minute.
The second weakness that we found was short-time horizons, per-

vasively. I remind you again, Mr. Chairman, we're not wrenching
these things out of our gut. We are reporting from 400 interviews
and studies. So this is discovery. Short-time horizonsyou men-
tioned the electronics industryunbelievable things. Companies
that were great, expert in electronics, turning around and buying
automobile companies and finance companies and losing their ex-
pertise, not sticking to their knitting. Bonuses iing for the next

fS
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quarter, and on and on and on. A tremendous preoccupation in a
hepped up way.

Representative SCHEUER. The inability of our banking communi-
ty to finance a long-term process or product or system that might
take 10 or 12 or 15 years to produce.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. I should say that the cost of capital, which is
higher in this country than in Japan, is a significant factor in that,
but we have found factors beyond the cost of capital that ace just
as significant.
. Representative SCHEUER. Well, the inability of bankers to look
forward and to say this is a legitimate product or service or system,
and it's wing to take 10 years before it shows a profit, and then it
will show a very, very satisfactory profit, and we'll finance you.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. Proceeding with the third item, that concerns
the process. We overinnovate on products, and we underinnovate
on processes.

The fourth factor we found was the neglect of human resources,
and that's the one that we're addressing here today.

Representative SCHEUER. Right.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. The fifth factor is a lack of cooperation. We

found a lack of cooperation within our companies, interdepartmen-
tally, across our companies with suppliers and customers, and sig-
nificantly, among competitors in setting standards. We lost the ma-
chine tool business to that, and we're now in trouble with the infor-
mation networks, because we cannot agree on standards.

Representative SCHEUER. Lack of cooperation.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Correct.
Representative SCHEUER. Well, I'm going to ask all of you later

when we get through everybody's testimony, whether you think
that some changes in the antitrust laws might be indicated, to
foster cooperation in the future, which might be illegal now.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. We did not find any particular set of laws as
damaging today. We found a general mismatch between govern-
ment and industry, almost as if government was operating from a
different agenda from what industry wanted to do, but no signifi-
cant culprit. Antitrust laws, as you know, have been revised some-
what, and they've been more helpful recently.

If I may return to my testimony, the point I want to make, Mr.
Chairman, is that--

Representative SCHEUER. You finished that very small list of key
obstacles?

Mr. DP wrouzos. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. Good.
M . DERTOUZOS. I wan-_,id to make the point that it is terribly sig-

nific mt that we understand this link. It is far more grave than
whe we think, even in your charge to us, to address lengthening
this ship in front and in the back, the ship of education.

Representative SCHEUER. Right.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. While we're addressing this narrow issue,

ship is heading toward a major iceberg. And if you permit me, I'd
like to address a little bit the situation.

To me, there is no question that there must be a substantially
greater Federal help, financially, including ',he narrow instance
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that we're addressing here today and a greater quality control, cen-
trally administered quality control.

In terms of quantity of funds, the GI bill is a minimum, from my
point of view. We look at the cost-benefit analysis, and let's look at
the costs of the GI bill. That's the least we can do today, in terms
of funds, putting new funds into the educational system, federally,
so as to improve the productivity of future citizens. We are trying
to assess how much money to put. The GI bill funds, what we com-mitted in that area, is an absolute minimum. I think it might be
revolutionaq, but we ap. spending a lot of money. We're spending
it locally today, and if' v can somehow steer some of that funding
more centrally, and some of the control more centrally.

In particular, every nation other than the United States seems to
have examinations at the 6th grade, at the 12th grade. Why can't
we have something like this here?

Representative &HEUER. Well, you know, we couldn't do it as a
mandatory thing. You'd have an absolute firestorm of protest
across this country. So we couldn't do it with a stick, but we might
do it with a carrot. You know, we tell States that they have to re-
strict their driving speed to 55 miles an hour, but we really don't
tell them they have to do that. We'll tell them, we're going to give
you this benefit, but in order to get this benefit, you have to reduce
driving speeds to 55 miles an hour. There are all kinds of things
that the Federal Government induces, cajoles States to do that wedon't have the constitutional right to force them to do, but we
dangle these little goodies with these incentives, and we say, ifyou
want these little goodies, then please help us out and do this.

Mr. DERTOUZOS. In particular, universities can have sligF tlyhigher entrance requirements or industries can have different re-
quirements.

In the fast food industry, Mr. Chairman, the cash registers are
modified to have pictures on them instead of words. This caters to
an undereducated work force rather than calling for a better edu-
cation. And we do a lot of this in our industry also.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, you gave us a couple of examples
here of how industries will remake a product and repair a prod-uct--

Mr. DERTOUzos. That's correct.
Representative SCHEUER [continuing]. Rather than train the

workers to do it right in the first place.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. That's right. We go along with the problem, we

reinforce it.
Representative SCHEUER. We go along with it, and the great flaw

of that is that we don't remake the product. And then we turn out
cars that maybe have 5 or 10 times the number of returns to the
sales showroom for service as our foreign competitors do.

Mr. DERTOUWS. So, Mr. Chairman, in closing, I want to add that
it is exceedingly important that we apply corrective action central-
ly, expediently, that this action be in the tens of billions of dollars
per year rather than just a small action. A National ProductivityEducation Act might be a way to handle this. You know a lot
better than I do how to do it.

But the order in which we need help, sir, is K through 12 educa-
tion, first. Vocational and prework training, second. On-the-job
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training, third. And university education, last. From the point of
view of what we discovered in our commission.

Representative SCHEUER. Now did you address yourself to extend-
ing the school system down, preschool education?

Mr. DERTOUZOS. Right.
Representative SCHEUER. Was that No. 2 in there?
Mr. DERTOUZOS. No, I said from K through 12.
Representative SCHEMA. Yes.
Mr. DEwrouzos. Kindergarten through 12.
Representative SCHEUER. Now, improving K through 12.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Right.
Representative SCHEUER. And let me say that our reportI don't

know if you have received a copy of it--
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Yes, I have.
Representative &HEUER. It exclusively is devoted to improving K

through 12.
Mr. DraTotrzos. And we want to add our voice to that, after all

this discovery.
Reprasentative SCHEUER. Yes, of course. Today we're talking

about extending the school situation down 2 years and up 4 years.
It pains me to hear people say, well, we have a hell of a lot of

work to lo in improving K through 12. We know that. That's what
the first 9 days of hearings were about. And we think we made
some useful suggestions.

Well, thank you very much for your testimony. I'm going to have
some other questions for you as soon as we finish.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Dertouzos follows:]

2"
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL L. DERTOLIZOS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Michael L Dertouzos,
Professor of computer science and electrical engineering at MIT and
Chairman of the MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity. My

testimony is based on the findings ot this Commission and on my
personal experience during this past 25 years as educator, consultant
to government and industry, and chairman of a high technology
company.

Imagine a U.S. surrounded by very competitive neighbors who are
better armed. Suppose further that JIM, nation has a federally
managed and well funded educatfonal system but a weak and
declining military capability administered independently by
thousands of local communities.

This imaginary U.S. sounds doomed and heading toward inevitable
catastrophe. But let us repeat the statement after interchanging
education and defense:

Imagine a U.S. surrounded by very competitive neighbors who are
better educated. Suppose further that this nation has a federally
managed and well funded military capability but a weak and
declining educational system administered independently by
thousands of local communities.

Ta most people, this real U.S. may sound somewhat troubled but
certainly not doomed!

The reason we perceive the imaginary case to be worse cff than the
real one is because we understand the link between defense and
physical survival much better than the link betwoen education and
economic survival.

The main point of my testimony is precisely this that the
relationship between education and economic survival is already
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eignificar iw:.1 will become increasingly more Important in the
future. My second point, also rooted in this defense-education
ameogy, is that the federal government must help sralghten out U.S.
education. The alternatives are not working and cannot apparently
pull us out of a slide that Is threatening this nation's future ability
to competo, in the global marketplace.

Education angi_Productivity

Unlike many other productivity studies that delve into
macroeconomic fiscal and regulatory Issues, the MIT Commission's
work focused on a bottom-up aSsessment of eight industries
representing about a third of the U.S. manufacturing sector. Eight

teams led by Commissioners, some 60 people In ail, conducted
several hundred visits to companies spanning three continents. Our

purpose was to find out why the U.S. has devolot.led a weak
productive performance relative to other nations. In other words.
why our productivity is growing more slowly, why we have lost
significant market share in textiles, steel, automobiles and other
sectors, and why even though we are great innovators, wa have
trouble produdng high-quality products rapidly and at comparable
cost with our competitors.

The Commission has concluded that the pervasive failur of
American industry to develop and utilize human resources fully and
effectively at all levels of the work force is one of a vety small list
of key obstacles td improved productive performance in the United
States. This neglect of human resources is apparent in both the
troubled state of American education and the limited apportuniiies
for participation and learning available to workers in industrial
firms.

Space does not permit me to go here into the detail that this finding
deserves. Since our report, entitled 'Made in America: Regaining the
Productive Edge,* will be published by the MIT Press in late Spring
1989, I will limit my remarks to a telegraphic summary of that
study:

2!1
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1. Prlmar, and endsr,r wiucstinn In the U.S. has bean
described as more like that of a developing than an industrial
nation. In science achievement, American ten-year-olds
placed eighth out of 15 countries surveysdi. In mathomatics,
U.S. eighth graders placed between eth and 18th among 20
countries surveyed. In a National Geographic magazine survey,
American 18- to 24-year-olds scored lower than all their
counterparts in 8 countries itruveyed.2 Dropout rates are
unacceptably high. And there is no fundaments/ reilef in sight
Overall, U.S. primary and secondary education doss not prepare
the citizenry for productive careers in a world of mounting
international competition.

2. preparation for wort Our schools are failing to produce
workers with the skills necessary to perform well In modern
production systems. Unlike other countries. the U.S. has a
serious gap in pre-employment training for its 20 million 18-
to 24-year-oids. This 'forgotten hair is left to maks It in the
world of work without the knowledge, credentials, connections
and assistance that benefit college graduates. High school
vocational education, though tt has been supported by the
federal government and enrolls 114X1R41 five million students, has
a very disappointing performance record and cannot be
considered a viabio pro-employment training system.

3. gown and ugbegagilm. Here, we are generally doing
wail, and our higher *Arcadian system 4 neither part of our
educational problems nor a threat to our economic viability.
Our universities are the envy of the world, and our community
colioges IN some of the vocational gap discussed above. Yet,

Jahs Mash. U.S. Scemma Schelema New nem et Clam' Seimme. 11 Mimes
191111. p. 1217.

2 Cstepie Campbell. 'Wbea is the Waged De We Ear.r. igimai_alipkg. 211 Jely

1918. p. 2.
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there are young people capable of obtaining a college education

who are unable to do so because of financial difficulties.

4. On-the-lob training.. Funds spent by employers for formai

and informal training in the workplace are estimated to be
comparable in size to the total expense for primary, secondary

and college education3. These expenditures, however, are
unevenly distributed and involve a good deal of remedial basic

education. U.S. on-the-Job training is narrower and does not

involve frequent job rotations and a consequent mindset for

change and learning as do the German and Japanese systems.

The U.S. is also deficient in re-training dislocated workers,

relative to other countries like Sweden and Ja Pan. Overall,

American industry has systematically underinvested in

training, and its commitment to broad work force training

remains relatively limited.

ilDilaGL2a_earicumanaft

The impact of this under-oducation on performance is substantial.

For example, pervasive use of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS)

in the U.S. produces only one-tenth the number of parts made by the

same systems in Japan, primarily because of differences in skill

ievel and preparation of the work force in each country. Moreover,

only 8 percent of the FMS 4)11013 In the U.S. are engineers,

compared to 40 percent in Japan: and training to upgrade the skills

of FMS workers' skills in Japan is *woo times longer than in the

U.S.4

The MIT Commission has found me.ny similar instances where the

consequences of undereducation become starkly visible in the

crntext of changing business world. For example, one such case

3A2dwony Carnevale and Harold Goldstein. gmgjoyee Trainins: Its 01am:int

Role Ina in AnalY.313...of Nevi 21111. AlesandM VA: Americas Society for

Training and Development. 1983.

4Ramcbandran laikumar. *Post-industrial Manufactuhng." dacealg_ilgaincls

Rev i; v.. November-December 1986.
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involves the choice of the automobile industry to rework defective
products rather than upgrade worker skills and push for greater
perfsotion In production. Another case arises In textiles, where the
massive recent investment in technology has made obsolete the old
system of recruitment and advancement that was originally geared
toward a less educated work force.

Looking ahead, the MIT Commiulon sees an economic world that is
becoming progressively more dependent on technology and on
knowledge of international tastes, practices, and opportunities. To
compete effectively in this world, nations and their business
enterprises must value and utilize this new knowledge, hence they
will need to draw on a work force that is better educated at the
basic level and that is more technically and internationally
knowledgeable.

The MIT Commission also found that in today's best-practice firms,
employees are assuming a broader and greater responsibility in their
company's affairs, thereby achieving a more productive performance.
We expect this trend to continuo and diffuse throughout our firms.
This, in turn, means that tomorrow's workers at all levels will have
to be more and better educated so as to cope with these increased
demands. The old Fordist model of a worker doing mindlessly but
efficiently the same repetitive job all day long is largely over in
tomorrow's sophisticated environment of flexible manufacturing
systems and tailored niche products. This shift calls for better
educated people if the U.S. is to compete and survive in an
increasingly knowledge-intensive world arena.

Role cf the Federal Ggvernment

As a European turned American, I am appalled by the uniquely
American practice of floating primary and secondary education much
like a commodity to be handled by local communities, as they see fit.
ThiS practice, taken together with the national orientation toward
the short term (another finding of the MIT Commission) is, In my

"
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opinion, an invitation to the educational troubles that the U.S. is

facing today. Returning to the defense/education analogy, would we

ever contemplate floating our national defense In the same way
letting each community decide the amount and quality of the nation's

military capability? Vet both defense and education are equally and
critically important to our national survival. Both cost a great deal
of money and both can benefit from the strength, stability, and
scrutiny of a united front.

Lest you fear that I am about to recommend complete nationalization

of U.S. education, I will not, mostly because it is impractical, at
least at this stage of the nation's educational plight I recognize the
hoped for banefilts of a decentralized educational system that is
resonant with the long-standing American tradition of local self-
determination as opposed to centralized intervention. But I regret

to observe that the system its it now stands is simply not working! ji 11 -II- 111 I I .1. /1 II 11.. 1.11 .111 11 44 ip 11 11 -

1 411 14 it - t''i 1111,11-11 1, 11 4 40 ;

1 I ./111 t el. I.,' It, 54 .5 s* 1 14

gontrpl, The need is paramount if we are to survive economically.

Even if we were to ignore every good thing educational in the
centralized approaches of nearly all other countries, we have
domestic evidence that federally sponsored major educational bills
can make a big difference. If I am not mistaken, the GI Bill helped
some 17 million Americans become bettor educated; and even though

it focused on university education, it had a big impact on the whole
nation. This number too is Impressive bemuse it is comparable in
size tO the *forgotten halr floating today between high-school and
the workplace. That successful legislation gives us an idea of our
current costs and consequences that we may now wish to apply to

our current educational needs. It also suggests that if we are to
succeed, we must be prepared for some sizable spending hence.

for Sacrifice.

I suggest that the principal goal that we as Americans should strive

to achieve through increased federal assistance is Improved
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education toward greater productivity and, hence, toward
econømic survival. Th term productivity Is used here in its
broadest sense pertaining to work performed from the office to the
factory floor by all levels of the work force.

Congressmen, I am nowhere near your level of political
sophistication and cannot therefore, expertly recommend the policy
Instruments that we need to achieve this goal. Besides, I believe
that all of us respond better to broad strategic directions than to
detailed and prescriptive recommendations. Nevertheless. I shall
venture a couple of suggestions.

Perhaps what we need is the National Productvitv Education Act of
1989, a broad and comprehensive piece of new legislation that would
offer everyone that could be potentially productive the opportunity
to become educated toward that purpose. The beneficiaries of this
bill would be K-12 education, vocational and other pre-work
training, retraining and on-the-job training, and university
education, presented here roughly in order of decreasing need. The
purpose of the bill would be to help increase the future productive
rerformance of Americans at all levels of work. I am sure that the
speoifics of such a bill could be worked out if the will were there.

Another possibility is the use of federally controlleti ezaminations
at the end of perhaps the Eth and 12th grades. Such tests would
ensure that the substance of what is taught and learned meets
acceptable levels. Some "rewarde and 'sanctions' on schools may
have to follow the results of these tests to insure effectiveness.
And perhaps even a portion of the taxes now paid locally for
education could be shifted to the federal level to help the balance of
educational authority and responsibility among central and local
agents. I realize that the concept of centralized tests is distasteful
and alien. Yet it seems to work well in Japan, Korea and in most
nations of the European Economic Community.

To summo..izo. with our productivity and competitiveness badly in
need of a boost. with our education in a terrible and declining state.

29,(1
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and with the already strong link between educal4;n and economic

survival becoming progressively more importani. I urge you to act
centrally, forcefully and expediently.

3 ;
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Representative SCHEUER. Now we'll hear from Ms. Judith Eaton,
president of the Community College of Philadelphia, and Chair-
woman of the American Cminci) on Education.

Ms. Eaton has been president of the Community College of Phila-
delphia since 1983 and before that she was president of Clark
County Community College. She has served in a variety of capac-
ities and has written extensively on the challenges facing commu-
nity colleges.

We are delighted to have you here, Ms. Eaton. Please proceed
with 5 or 6 or 7 minutes, liberally interpreted.

STATEMENT OF JUDITH S. EATON, PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY COL-
LEGE OF PHILADELPHIA, AND CHAIRWOMAN, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

Ms. EATON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be here.
It's also a pleasure to hear you speak to the Truman Commission
Report, because that domment was, of course, critical in the
launching of the Nation's 1,200 community colleges, and those in-
stitutions more than any other single sector of higher education
servc low-income and minority students. The issues that are before
us are, indeed, real on a day-to-day basis to a person such as
myself.

Representative SCHEUER. So in other words, when the Truman
Commission Report recommended that we extend the school, the
normal predictable school careers up, it really happened to a signif-
icant degree

Ms. EkTON. I would say yes.
Representative SCHELIER [continuing]. At that time.
Ms. EATON. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. SO I hope in your testimony you'll tell

us to what extent the 2-year community college experience is avail-
able to and accessible by low-income minotity kids who have
proved in their secondary experience that they would benefit from
it and would value it.

Has that proved an adequate answer?
Ms. EATON. It has proved an answer in part, but not fully ade-

quate.
Representative SCHEUER. Well, I don't want to interrupt your tes-

timony. Refer to that sometime in your testimony, please.
Ms. EATON. All right. In terms of the issue of expanding access,

you raised the question earlier, is it a funding problem. The answer
I would offer you is yes, in part. It. is also an attitude value prob-
lem. It is also a structural problem, as has already been suggested,
both at the K through 12 level and at the higher education level.

I'd like to make, in that context, several points about access. I
think years ago access was perceived as a challenge, an exciting
challenge in our nation. I think it's becoming to be perceived as a
problem, and I'm very much concerned about it.

Representative SCHEUER. Now wait L minute. Would you elabo-
rate on that? I don't quite understand that.

MS. EATON. We looked at access as an opportunity--
Representative SCHEUER. You mean access is a problem because

there isn't full access, isn't complete access?

301
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MS. EATON. Yes, and in part because we haven't, in addition to
saying education will be available, in my view, insisted on achieve-
ment as characteristic of access.

Representative SCHEUER. You're talking to a Member of Congress
from New York City who has watched the sad process by which
CCNY was converted from one of the glorious centers of intellectu-
al excellence in our country to a rem41.al high school. They are on
the way back, but that's, I think, a fair statement of the process
that took place.

Ms. EATON. I think that's one of the critical issues before us,
what we mean by access, what is successful access.

The longstanding Federal commitment to access is, in my view,
currently frustrated by two factors, not only inadequate funding, I
think that's clear, but the changing student d amographics, chang-
ing student values and the changing stt.dent culture. It seems to
me that we're still operating many schools, whether K through 12
or colleges and universities in a fashion that may have been more
effective for generations ago than today's students.

I think as a result of these cor.ditions, the Federal commitment
to access, however unintentionally, has diminished, and we have
come to rely, I think, on funding two major kinds of activities. One
is the enabling of some students to spend more on tuition rather
than less. That is, I think we've come to fund choice more than
access, again, however, unintentionally, in the society.

Second, I think that we find ourselves engaged in training pro-
grams in place of education. We're allowing students to substitute
short-term educational goals for long-term educational efforts. I'm
not opposed to the training effort at all. I am concerned when the
training effort is considered to be equivalent to the comprehensive
educational effort.

Increasingly, there are those for whom financial assistance is the
difference between access to education and no education at all, and
it is that group, Mr. Chairman, in my view, who are becoming a
smaller and smaller number of people in the access story. That is,
we've lost an entire class of studentslow-income students, minori-
ty students, people for whom support is not available to seek educa-
tional opportunity.

Representative SCHEUER. Is this the 40 percent of the kids in sec-
ondary school who are doing well?

Ms. EATON. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. Who don't have the financial where-

withal to go on to college, that Bob Atwell was talking about?
Ms. EATON. Yes. Specifically that group. We see declining partici-

pation rates. We see lower transfer rates as compared to the gener-
al student population. We see greater difficulty in achieving aca-
demic goals, and in part, this is the unfortunate result of unmet
need in higher education.

I have several suggestions about what we might do.
First, I think that we need to insist on the centrality of access as

a public policy position. It should be a fundamental value from
which we consider change.

Representative SCHEUER. Equality of access.
Ms. EATON. Well, I think equality of access should be central to

our thinking.
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Representative &HEUER. Yes.
Ms. Evros:. I think that in a very well-intentioned way, we've at-

tempted to attack a lot of educational issues through funding. I'm
urging that equality of access be made the priority issue, the most
important principle we are seeking to realize.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, I don't want to anticipate the
question period, but if you say that, aren't you logically led to the
principle that if you want to have real equality of access, then you
make an entitlement. You extend the education system 2 years.

Ms. EATON. Well, I would say yes, not anticipating the later ses-
sion, Mr. Chairman, under certain conditions.

Representative &HEUER. I don't know why people seem to go
into cardiac arrest at that suggestion. Even John Bradernas re-
sponded in shock and said there's no cornucopia out there.

Ms. EATON. I think there are two reasons people go into cardiac
arrest about that suggestion. One is, it's incredibly expensive, and
the second is---

Representative SCHEUER. Now wait a zninute. This is an invest-
ment that a cost-benefit analysis has proven to have somewhere be-
tween a 5 to 1 payoff and a 12 to 1 payoff, very conservatively com-
puted. This is an investmentthe most spectacularly attractive
and productive and profitable investment our country has probably
ever made in the field of education.

Ms. EATON. I agree with you, and I support your notion.
Representative ScHianza. When you say it's expensive, this

means it's an expense.
Ms. EATON. No, it means to me---
Representative Samna. It's a large investment.
Ms. EATON. OK. If you want me to have 10,000 more students at

my college, I need a lot more money. It's that basic to me. The in-
vestment may be well worth it, but I have to ask the question,
where will the funding come to provide educational service for an-
other 10,000 students?

Representative SCHZUER. Of course, and Congress and the new
administration have to ask that question.

Ms. EATON. Yes. But that's why I say it's incredibly expensive.
Second, the whole issue of how we go about determinirnzsexality

of access is something we have not addressed or add with
some reluctance. We've wanted to break down certain barriers
sex, race, class barriers, in terms of access to education. We have
been reluctant to do what Mr. Dertouzas was proposing earlier, and
that is, look at the ability to achieve within the educational system.
We don't know enough about preparedness and underpreparedneas;
we don't know enough about, in all cases, how to bring students
along se that they can benefit from access, and until and unless we
addreas that issue ass well as the availability issue, then we have
difficulty about, we have doubts about the effectiveness of equality
of access or universal access in the country.

What trying to suggest is that we in education do soma sort-
ing of students, but we don't do so on a basis that is clear enough,
such that we're comfortable with providing education to everyone
who might seek it.

I think that if we could affirm the centrality of access, if we
could insist upon the ability to achieve, then a guaranteed access

3
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program in higher education is enormously valuable and makes a
good deal of sense to the Nation's future.

You asked me a oue-tion about community colleges and our spe-
cific role in the access area.

Representative SCHRUM. Yes.
Ms. EAT( N. Community colleges in this country are open admis-

sion institutions. Generally, that means if you have a high school
diploma or a GED, or even if you're 18 years of age or older, you
may enter the institution and you may pursue course work of a
credit or noncredit nature. What course work you pursue may
vary. Many, many institutions provide a series of placement tests
to suggest to students into what programs they oug;..t to go or at
what level they should undertake higher education studies. That
ends my oral statement, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Eaton followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDITH S. EATON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We know what access to education means in human terms. It

*Peaks to our hope for a better life a . our faith on an

individual's capacity to succeed. : reinforces our faith in

desocraCY and an open society. It encourages us to be

resourceful and enrgetic. It helps build a vibrant society.

When we are confronted with the denial of access to

education. wa aro faced with ugliness. We see ordinary people

lost to a docent life. V. see violation of human dignity. We

site despair. Worse, we see that those among us who are delisd

access to education are disproportionately poor, not white, and

female.

V. hey* cherished education in our society. We have prided

ourselves on our national capacity to create success, security,

and stability for those who will use education ae passage to a

better lif*. Why are we allowing ourselves to lose that which we

have regarded so highly'

Access was once perceived as an Opportunity and a chellenge.

Sadly, it is increasingly perceived as a problem. Whether

addressing the It-12 or higher education level, we c.n state this

problem straightforwardly. Access has encountered three

difficulties7

(1) An insufficient number of young people and adults
undertake an educational experience:

(2) Schools aro perceived am insufficiently ffective- we
are dissatisfied with the skills, capacities or
competencies students are able t.. generate a* a result
Of Arrest to educational Activity

3111
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(3) Our capectty for ducational mobility le limited: of

those who inittote educattoeal work, too few soup true
1-12 to hIgher education. litthis higher oducettos, too
few tudents move from lower dtetsion to upper division
ts graduoto ducstiors progress.

Solutions to the probles of access are ore difficult.

There are at least two reasons for thts. Tho suggestions

generallp put forward are couched ta lasguage based on

essentially traditional values. ge have come to see the

traditional as tette and, therrne, 00000 et. lesslotton of the

problems of access reslre drauatie 411 opsorn to "ktnitoor,

;ostler" ehange--and mese pereetve ailor change to he unlikelp.

Nonetheless. if we wish educatton at all levels to hit

effective (resulting in an intorno' sod thoughtful populate,

tunettoolag se vehicle to achieve s 3set nd equitable society)

we seed to at least prosulgate suggested solutiess--wh 000000 the

cossoquesees. V. cap hope to *courage that which we have

cherished.

Too Pew Students

To ensure that sore aceal us p o tete, education, three

conditions need to prevail. Studeets seed to he ready for the

work thee wagerrne. Students seed to have the trnsetal capacity

to ernlete the work they, undertake. Students seed to perceive

this effort as worthwhile. Os the es. hoed, title to borne. On

the ether hoed, we are eeetrented with ueseeeptable t-12 and

coolies. drop-oot data. Os the ethr hand, seep resatatag students

are forced to work mad even theuf debt to achieve their oducattop

goals. On tte other hand, the worth of edecettonal actteltr le

tJ )
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consistently challenged. A seaningful comettment to *tease

sustains and enhances the conditions required to be ffoctive.

This commitsent is neither easy nor short-term.

Inadequate Achievement

liffectiPe access ls more than * natter of being there. It

leans succeeding as well. In order tO produce needed capacities,

educators need to cease to use some familiar strategies and

initiate others. Our educational decision to dieinish the demands

of the scademic experience as Our aJor response to the

uodersreparatiness of the tudents seeking that experience has

shown itself to be ineffective. The era of "academic welfare"

should be over. It needs to be replaced with an insis sore on

demonstrated competencies butt ***** d by adequate acadosic support

end a multi...cultural perspective.

Insufficient 14obility

Nobility within the higher education community has, tor the

most part. received limited attention from educators. Mobility

has been defined primarily ta terns of recruitment from outside

the enterprise (movement fiom I-12 to higher educat'ion) and

retention (se ****** ins within particular institution). W.

rarely focus inward on those student* already undertaking a

collegiate xperience. For aple, one million of the two

illion minority students in higher education are in comunity

collages. As the testimony from the American Council on Education

clearly indicates, inority participation in higher education is

its major concern. We hav an important oppn-tunity to ensure

educational achi * nt of those already among us through xpanded

and unconventional approaches to articulation and transfer.

3 '1 -'
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What can the federal governeent do' At the most fundasental

level, it needs to decide whether or not it is an appropriate

governmental role to comprehensively provide financial resources

to ensure access. If the response is affirmative, thea

ignificently sodified otudent financial aid operation is needed

to nsure that funding is provided to those who both need it and

are capable of using it effectively for educational purposes. The

federal government can also insist on the cultural value of

meaningful education for our society. It c.mn set a ton, and an

agenda of dosanding standards.

Thue. I suggest the following

(1) Continue to chennel fedral support for higher
education 7arimarily through it. student Population and

not its institutions.

(2) Sumtain a tripartite approach to federal funding:
assistance to those with some ability to pay(loans,
savings programs, tax incentives), support it the form

of grants for those with academic ability and unable to

1,401, and substdialid training (in conjunction with
employers) which meets economic dvelopment needs.
Many of the federal govvrnment's efforts in the pest
several years have resulted tn realising only two of

these goals: enabling students to attend inotitutions
with higher tuitions and job training. The
government has not adequately addressed that large
class of students for whom tuition finatting is simply
not available at all--and for whom substituting limited
training goals for comprehensive career education is,

to say the least, harmful. This combination of a.tion
and inaction has the powerful impact ot re-enforcing
social and economic stratification within the society:

(3) Realise that few additional forms of cost
effic,ency and effectiveness are available to
the higher education comownity. got the most
Part, the price of higher education will not be greatly
affected by any cost saving asaitures f the present
stope of activity is sustained. Given a national
economy which virtually guarantees annual personnel
cos increases and at least a modest annual rate of

3..
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inflation, the cost of doing busineee(even for higher
ducatiOn) should not be expected to decrease. The
issue is not to insist that the higher education
cosmunity develop the means to cope with annual cost
increases with stable revenues end then blame them for
failing to accomplish this fest. Rather. the higher
education comsunity and the federal governeent should
be focusing on the shored responsibility tf tuition
containment/reduction progress eseential to ensure
ccess

We **settees set L'olicY by that which we choole co ignore.

This hes been the case for access. Wit are able to assist with

choice in education through sose current aid progress. We assist

with training. Sue access for those with ability and without

seen, has received les, attention. U. ars foolish to *souse that

the poor. by definition, have limited education goals. We are

neglectful when we do not realise that sateen and minorities seek

the benefits of general education for a productive, quality life.

P. federal agenda, then, would ake access a priority and

point of departure for funding decisions. lte-evaluatton of the

current structure of federal financial aid programa as well as

their funding levels would take place in the context of this

cossitsent to access. This includes re-evaluation of econosic

developeent tratntng progress. This involves the creation of a

cliesto of opinion in which education is restored to its

cherished plate in our national values and in which effectiveness

tn education I. clear desand. All at this may or say not

require additional financial revenues. All of this clearly

demands additional valuing and respect for the educational

enterprise end thos seeking to share in its activity.

Thank you.
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Representative SCHEUER. Well, I'll save my questions until the
question period.

Next, Steve Trachtenberg, who I first met 20-odd years ago when
he was an aide to Congressman Brademas, a font of intellectual ex-
cellence and stimulation.

Mr. Trachtenberg was recently appointed president of George
Washington University, after having served as president of the
University of Hartford for 10 years. He was Special Assistant to
the U.S. Education Commissioner.

Steve has also consulted with us and advised us on various as-
pects of these 11 days of hearings, and we are very grateful to you,
Steve. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN JOEL TRACHTENBERG. PRESIDENT,
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Thank you, Congressman. It would be un-
seemly for me not to make some reference to the fact that I spent 8
years at Boston University, given the presence here this morning
of the president of that institution, under whose administration I
served for half a dozen years.

I have a prepared statement which I'm going to give to the clerk
for inclusion in the record, and then, frankly, I am not going to
read my prepared statement, but I am going to try and answer
some of the questions that I have been terribly stimulated by so far
this morning.

Representative SCHEUER. And here's one question that I want
you to answer.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Oh, what. [Laughter.]
Representative SCHEUER. This is no longer the mystery report.

This is a Truman report 1947, identified by one of the witnesses in
the next panel.

The time has come to make education through the 14th ,trade available in the
same way that high school education is now available.

That was 40 years ago. We just heard from Bob Atwell that only
1 in 10 of the students wh, graduate from high school will have the
skills that bctween one-half and three-fourths of the jobs that are
being created between now and the year 2000 will have.

Now, we've just heard from Professor Dertouzos that with a
given piece of sophisticated high-technology equipment, Japanese
workers are able to get 10 times the productivity as American
workers.

We read report after report after report about how workers in
Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Malay-
sia are making fools of us in terms of their skills and in terms of
how their young people function compared to ours.

Yet, when I repeat a recommendation that was made 40 years
agowhen we were just barely imo the industrial age and had a
far less demanding economypeople go into cardiac arrest. This
boggles my mind.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I think you're running into a qu,?stion that
the American people are troubled by, and that is the plausibility of
their school systems. I think one of the problems is that what

3 I I
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you're focusing on when you talk about extending thQ school
system, making the box larger, without necessarily--

Representative SCHEUER. Ws a ship.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. The ship longer---
Representative SCHEUER. Professor Dertouzos, yes--
Mr. TRACHTENBERG [continuing]. Without necessarily addressing

what's going on inside the box or on the ship, what's transpiring
between the crew and the captain.

Representative &HEUER. NobOdy knows better than you that the
first 9 days of hearings were on improving the ship before we
lengthen it; OK?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I understand. But I'm trying to be as respon-
sive as I can to your question. We've dealt with some of that in
your first set of hearings, but I think that'g a partial answer. Your
first set of hearings is a partial answer, certainly a preface, to the
questioning of lengthening. I think there are a lot of people who
say, "Look, one of the ways we can improve"--and the response I
would give, in part, is one of the ways we can improve what's going
in kindergarten and secondary schools and elementary schools is
by foc*Ising more dramatically on the pre-K kinds of conversations
and questions that you're raising here this morning.

I most earnestly believe that the most burning issue is what hap-
pens to youngsters in the earliest portions of their lives. And if you
said to me, "Trachtenberg, you must choose"and I know when we
talked about this earlier, you don't want me to say that, but I feel
obliged to come back to my own passion here. If you said to me,
"You must choose between pre-K programs and postsecondary pro-
grams," I would say to you, the focus has to be on pre-K programs.

Representative SCHUUER. As a priority, there's no question about
it.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Great. I mean I just want to kind of put my
Own--

Representative SCHEUER. There are a lot of kids in our society
who, if they don't get the enriched, Head Start type of experience,
are not going to be learning ready when they come to school, and
they're going to drop out, in the 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th
gradebut they've really dropped out in the first grade--

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. That's exactly right.
Representative SCHEUER [continuing]. Or the second grade. When

they weren't able to learn to read, write, and count along with
their classmates, who come from middle-class homes that are full
oi cducation ferment in the first place, and were sent to a pre-
school. I hate to keep repeating this. The kids that need it the least
have been getting it the most, and it's not only true for the last 20
years since the outset of Head Start, it was true since 1920 when I
got a Head Start type of experience. I assure you, most of the low-
income kids from impoverished families in New York City who
needed it far more than I did, didn't get it at all in those days. Now
at least a fifth of the kids who need it are getting it, but we ought
to do far better than that. There's no question. That has to be a
first priority.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. YES.
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Representative SCHEUER. Without that, a lot of these kids won't
be ready not only for postsecondary but for secondary or primary
school.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. And my judgment is that if today we had
the capacity to pass legislation and not only authorize but appro-
priate preschool programs, you'd find it a devilish problem to find
personnel to teach in those programs.

To some extent that takes in the second piece of your question
about extending postsecondary education. I think in the last 4 to 5
to 7 years the notion of being a schoolteacher has regained legiti-
macy.

Representative SCHEUER. Some.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Some.
Representative SCHEUER. Not as much as it should have.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Some. Absolutely. And 1 think we're going to

see an extraordinary retirement in the schools in the next several
years, and that is not being sufficiently addressed in our current
undergraduate enrollments. So that there's going to be a pressing
need for new teachers, and we need to think more imaginatively
about where the teachers are going to come from to do your pre-
school programs and, indeed, to man the programs we presently
ha ve.

If this morning is a place for radical suggestions, I'd like to pro-
pose that somebody give some thought to using selective service as
one potential means of identifying teachers in this country. That is
to say that people ought to be able to satisfy some sort of selective
service responsibility or national service responsibility by spending
a couple of years in our classrooms.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, do you mean selective service
are you suggesting we ought to draft these people?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I'm sneaking up on that, I must tell you. I
mean, I really do think that finding some device o reawaken a
commitment to service to the country either through domestic or
military service is something I think is worth thinking about. This
is not a novel idea, obviously. It is one that's been debated as long
back as I can remember, but 1 really do believe that there needs to
be some encouragement of paying back in return for receiving. And

would not be unhappy at seeing some payback to loans and schol-
arships and other kinds of programs devised. Obviously, it is some-
thing that has to be done carefully and with the counsel of my bet-
ters, but I do believe that there needs to be some way of channeling
some of our more enthusiastic young people into these kinds of
services.

Let me move on. I think your focus on the top 10 percent is per-
haps a problem, because my own sense is that there are colleges
and universities through the Gene Lang program and so many
others that are trying to reach out and recruit the top 10 percent
of America's minority youth, and as 1 look around this room, and I
know John Silber from Boston University, and I know from myself
at George Washington University, I know that the schools that are
represented by President Eaton would be delighted to bring to
their classrooms the very best of America's minority youth without
regard to their financial circumstances. It is when you go down an-
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other 10 percent and yet another 10 percent that the problem, I
think, arises.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, I don't know where you got the
10 percent from. I was really quoting from language th.at Bob
Atwell had in his testimony that intrigued me very much, and I
had never seen it quite broken down this way. Of the low-income
minority students that are doing well in high school, 40 percent
cannot go on to college because c f financial limitations; 60 percent
apparently make it to college. But even the 60 percent who make it
to college don't graduate in the same proportion as the middle-
income kids who go to college, and they don't graduate because of
financial problems.

Mr. TRACHTENBRRG. I think it's partly financial problems and
partly the nature of the precollegiate experience that they've had,
that they've done well, relatively, but perhaps not absolutely, and
once they get into a inore competitive environment, things are dra-
matically changed.

Representative SCHEUER. That may well be true.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I think also there's a need increasingly to

start to differentiate between higher education and further educa-
tion. I think we need to give greater opportunities for 2 years of
postsecondary experience, and we need to have---

Representative &HEUER. Don't you call that higher education?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Well, I think--
Representative SCHEUER. Junior college?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Well, we do in this country. In Great Britain

and in other countries, they don't. I don't want to open up that
debate. It's an old debate, and ! don't want to open it up unneces-
sarily this morning. But I do think what we need to do is to give
more credibility and more plausibility to the kinds of programs
that take place in community colleges and 2-year technical col-
leges, and I think there has been a downplaying of the virtues of
these enterprises in much of the rhetoric about higher education.

One last point, and I will surrender the microphone.
You asked a question early on about the burden of loans versus

grants. I think common sense will tell us that it is preferable to
anybody, from their point of view, certainly, to get a grant rather
than to have to incur a loan that requires a payback. Given that
question, I think you have to say, are loans preferable, preferable
to what? If you can give a student free money as opposed to obli-
gated money, that is to say, money which comes with a commit-
n ent to pay it back, the student and his or her parents are obvi-
ously going to be more pleased. Given the alternative of no help at
all, clearly the loan is better.

I think you have to ask the further question, What do we mean
when we say loan? To what extent is thatwhen does that loan
have to get paid back? What sort of interest is going to be paid? A
loan that is extended out over a considerable period of time may
have some virtue in building character and in making people un-
derstand that this generation has a responsibility to the coming
generation and that the next generation has a responsibility to the
generation that follows it.

I don't know. I mean, I read testimony about as frequently as
most people. I've never really been impressed with the notion that
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my living was going to fall out of the sky. I didn't mind asking
people for help, and God knows I got a lot of it during the course of
my life. I've always tried to pay it back, and I think that building
some tradition of a payback into a package provided to a student,
some portion in loan, some portion in work, some portion in out-
right grant, has some virtue, so long as the loans do not become so
large as to become onerous and become absolutely impossible for a
student and his or her family.

So I guess the question I would ask is, when you say, what do
you think about loans, I have to say to you, what kind of a loan,
what are the responsibilities and how ought they be paid, how big
ought they be and what percentage of the total package ought they
be and things of this sort.

I would argue for disaggregating the questions, making them
more bite size, then trying to answer them in smaller pieces.

I think I will conclude with that remark.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Trachtenberg follows:]
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PREPAPED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN JOEL TRACHTENBERG

It is with a sense of deep gratitude that 1 testify before you

today--gratitude for the fact that we are finally grappling

with .two problems, access to preschool and access to

postsecondary education in our country, that are of such

critical importance to the health and competitiveness of the

American economy.

We live at a moment in history when we are being counted out of

the international marketplace by significantly-positioned

analysts in the other industrial nations of the world. Whether

the voices come from East Asia or Western Europe, they have one

theme in common: that our society is too racially and

ethnically divided, and too split between the well-off and the

Stephen Joel Trachtenberg joined The George Washington Univer-
sity as President and Professor cf Public Administration in

August, 1988. Prior to that he served for eleven years as
President of the Uni arsity of Hartford and Professor of Public
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less-well-off, to over organize a workforce as integrated and

effective as those of our competitors. Specifically, these

analysts in Asia and Europe point to our largest minority

groups, Black and Hispanic, a-. people who are and large cut

off from the mainstream of the American economy, whether as

workers or consumers. And they point to the inadequacy of the

measures now being taken to try to enhance their levels of

education and skill so that integration of that kind becomes

less of a long shot ana mort of a likelihood.

What these analysts are pointing at is the sharp cleavage

between a mainly white Anglo middle- and

upper-middle-class...that lives a suburban existence within

which high achievement is regarded as both plausible and

estimable...and an inner-city underclass, mainly Black and

Hispanic, for whom limited horizons and the sense of being

defeated before one can fully begin one's life are the order of

the day pvery day. What they are saying is that America's

inability to narrow that gap will prevent us from creating the

trained, skilled, diligent workforce that we need if our

economy is once again to be a source of security for all of our

citizens rather than a source of extreme anxiety. What they

are strongly suggesting is that all of us will suffer from the

further decline of our economy because WO cannot bring

ourselves to better the living conditions and the educational

opportunities available to those citizens--the so-called
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minority groupswho will soon form a majority of the American

population.

In other words, the issues being wrestled with by this sub-

committee are on a level of seriousness that approaches, and

may even equal or exceed, those posed at earlier stages of our

history by the two World Wars, the Civil War, and our original

War of Independence.

?or those who live in our middle- and upper-middle-income

suburbs, a culture of education is taken for granted. Families

routinely see to it that their children are introduced to that

culture, that they are encouraged to persevere within it, and

that they are fulsomely praised as their efforts begin to

blossom into satisfying and/or profitable careers. The

acculturation process begins in infancy, when toys are chosen

because they have been shown to enhance the baby's learning

abilities. It continuos as the infant is read to, and engaged

in dialogue with, parents whose income-level gives them the

security to focus in on the child's cognitive as well as

nutritional and medical needs. It continues still further as

the young child is introduced to the world of preschool, and is

gradually prepared for kindergarten and first grade.

By that time the white Anglo suburban child has acquired a head

start toward college, toward graduate or profeesional
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education, and toward a fully-developed career. In an

atmosphere of relative financial and emotional security, the

elementary school and high school years proved many oppor-

tunities for families to reinforce the fact that college and a

successful career are essential priorities for the older child

and adolescent.

How completely, tragically different is the picture that con-

fronts the infants, children and adolescents who live .under

conditions of nearly Third World poverty in our major urban

municipalities, as well as in poverty-afflicted rural areas and

in older industrial suburbs that have long been in economic

decline. Recent reports from New York City, for example, speak

of the present decrepitude and imminent collapse of the entire

municipal hospital system. When a family cannot count on

elementary medical care, can it truly be expected to play a

supportive and deeply committed role in the education of its

children from birth to late adolescence?

The miracle, in our center-cities, is that so many Black and

Hispanic parents do succeed in marshalling their limited

resources on behalf of the children they love just as dearly as

their suburban counterparts. But those who count on miracles

for the salvation and redevelopment of the American economy,

and therefore feel absolved from making a personal and col-

lective effort that will function even in the absence of divine
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intervention, are trying to avoid the most relentless truth of

all: that God helps those who help themselves, and that He has

a somewhat jaundiced feeling toward those who refuse to do that.

Two years of preschool may be a useful option for suburban

parents who have already been making good use of the home

environment to prepare their infants and young children for

formal education. In the inner-city environment, and in the

environment of a poor rural area or older declining suburb, two

years of preschool are an absolutely essential minimum which,

..Ance it is firmly established as national policy, will enable

us to focus on even more urgent needs.

For the woman who is bearing a child, those needs begin at the

time of gestation, continue through the nine months of

pregnancy, and extend through the in'ent's first, second aral

third years.

What is taken for granted in an affluent environment must be

proved by government, assisted by charitable organizations and

volunteers, in environments where low incomes, high

interpersonal stresses and actual physical danger are the

destructive norm. Moreover, these services must be provided as

close as possible to the worksite or homesite of the parent who

has primary responsibility for the child's upbringing. Only
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that way can the parent be brought into full cooperation in a

program of nurturancs and ducation aimed at the child's

long-term ability to cope with life in our highly industrial-

ized, highly technological and increasingly internationalized

economy and society.

Your years of college, in our middle- and upper-middle-incose

suburbs, is now regarded as virtually par for the course. It

seems like such an obvious goal because every reputable study

ver done on the subject has confirmed the fact that an

undergraduate education is now the minimal qualification for a

good job.

The fact that such an education is currently assured only for

the top ten percent of ghetto youth, who are avidly wooed by

the wealthiest colleges and universities in the United States,

indicates how truly disordered our nation's priorities are.

Those whose talents have already blossomed are provided with

golden opportunities. Those most in need of education,

training, guidance and support--as well as their families--are

by and large left to their own devices. If they do find their

way into a community college, technical college or other

training program, they actually receive lower levels of

financial and moral support than are available to those who

need far less support because they come from more supportive

backgrounds or have already found supportive sponsors.
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This situation too must be completely reversed. Our public and

private universities and colleges mumt be brought into a

nationwide programhighly integrated and highly

comprehensive--aimed at seeing to it that those most in need of

help receive the largest amounts of help, at the same time that

help is denied to no one in need.

I do not wish to be seen as underestimating the obstacles that

must be overcome if such a program is to succeed. For a decade

now, starting in the presidency of Jimmy Carter and continuing

through the presidency of Ronald Reagan, the rhetoric known as

Social Darwinism has been fashionable in the United States.

What that rhetoric boils down to ie the notion that we live in

a sink-or-swim world, and that each and every citizen needs and

deserves a bare minimum of help from the governmentsfederal,

state and municipal--that his or her taxes help to support.

That outlook is patently untrue. It will be regarded by

historians of the future, whether they are American or European
4

or Asian, as an untruth that was also a danger for the United

States considerably more threatening than any offered by the

Soviet Union or the People's Republic of China.

Congressman Scheuer, members of the Subcommittee, my years as a

university president have taught me not to risk large

statements when smaller ones will do. But smaller ones will

95-658 0 - 89 -.1.1
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not do when we are confronting two major and interrelated

causes: the cause of our own economic futurethe economic

future of all of those living in the United States of

Americaand the cause known as Simple Justice. what we have

done up to the present time in order to create a workforce as

motivated, skilled and dedicated as those we confront in Japan,

West Germany and other industrialized nations has obviously not

been adequate and can even be called tragically inadequate.

What this subcommittee is seeking to establish is a turnaround

in what now looks like our national destiny: a destiny of

decline. As a deeply concerned educator, whose concern has

grown in a positive ratio with his experience, I urge you to

persevere in your efforts. I urge all Americans concerned

about their national future and the future of their children

and grandchildren to also give you their willing and

enthusiastic support. I will do all I can to rouse support on

your behalf among my colleagues in the world of higher

education and my friends and acquaintances in other fields.

Thank you for the work you are doing, and thank you again for

this opportunity to testify before you.
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Representative &HEUER. We're going to have a general question
on loans for the whole panel as soon as Mr. Silber has finished, but
one question about the loans is, they're complicated as hell. This
whole incredible variety of aid programs--

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Absolutely.
Representative &HEVER [continuing]. Loans, grants, Pell, this,

that and the other thing. You have to have counselors to try to in-
terpret to parents and kids where they can fit in, and what kind of
a combination of all these things they can put together.

And then there's a vast bureaucracy of people who are handling
all these things. And then you have the question of what kind of a
signal we are sending out to these kids; loans are not a very signifi-
cant part of their culture, yet they are required to take out tens of
thousands of dollars' worth of loans over a 4-year college career.
How do they react? How do their parents react? These are low-
income people who don't have very much financial sophistication.
What's the signal we arc sending them?

We had testimony in these first 9 days of hearings from Signithia
Fordham, a black sociologist, who is an assistant professor at the
University of the District of Columbia. She said that a large part of
the problem with the black kids is that we send them all kinds of
signals that the school system wasn't really designed to include
them; it was designed to exclude them. And they et the feeling
this is a honky system, this is whitey's system. It isn t their system,
and the way they can stick their finger in honky's eye is to fail.
And it's sort of a cult at many of the black high schools in the Dis-
trict of Columbia that failing iE chic. And when a kid is doing very
well academically, he's subject to a lot of peer group pressure; that
he's copping out.

So these kids who are doing well academically are under great
pressure from the point of view of their own psyche, their own
credibility with their peers to excel, let's say, in athletics, and they
spend more time and energy in athlezics than they really would
like to, but they want to prove that they're regular guys and regu-
lar gals.

So there seems to be a philosophical good to be achieved, if we
can so simplify the system or jigger the system or massage the
system, so that it sends out the signal to these low-income kids and
their parents"Hey, this is for you. We really think you can suc-
ceed. You can assume that you're going to go to a postsecondary
education experience, so long as you do well at school, you're going
to make it to college. We know you are, and we're setting up the
system so that you will."

Now this is the way the system is for middle-class kids. There's a
barely rebuttable presumption among middle-class families that
kids are going to go to college. Your kids are college bound from
day one, the day they're born. Now if there's some kind of special
problem, we make an exception once in a whileBob Atwell men-
tioned that only 90 percent of the kids from middle-class families
who are doing well in high school go to college, so there's a little
bit of erosion. But there's a barely rebuttable presumption that
this group in our society is to go to collegeand most of them do.
And the expectation is a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Sure.
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Representative SCHEUER. When you tell a kid you're going to be
a college kidjust behave yourself, do well, keep your nose clean
you're going to go to college. That in itself, according to people that
have testified, produces the will, the desire, the behavior patterns
whereby the kid's going to make it and actually go to college, if the
financial barrier isn't there.

So one advantage of doing away with this swamp of different pro-
grams that the kids have to figure out is that we are saying the
education system is for you and you are going to go through col-
lege.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Yes, I don't have any problem with that, and
I think you're absolutely right that the bureaucracy of higher edu-
cation loan programs is really quite intriguing and probably could
do with some consolidation, although I would point out that an
awful lot of that is the result of accountability standards and con-
trols that have been put into place by State and Federal Govern-
ments to keep track of what happens to the money that you pro-
vide higher education. And most of these were not invented by the
colleges and universities themselves.

Representative SCHEUER. Why don't they spend as much time
and effort keeping track of the money and the results from elemen-
tary and secondary education programs? If you ever took a look at
the New York City school system, K through 12, from the point of
view of financial accountability, from the point of view of receiving
a learning result for every dollar spent, trom the point of view of
society's receiving a payoff for what we spend in our elementary
and secondary school systems, why every person working at 110
Livingston Street would be indicted and convicted and sent to jail
for life, unless you wanted to apply capital punishment, and I
would be against that. [Laughter.)

You can't imagine a more unproductive, less cost-beneficial
system than our education system in New York. It absolutely is
devoid of accountability, in terms of an education result to be
achieved from a dollar spent. But as you say, we're very persnicke-
ty about what happens to these diddlely little loans and grants at
the postsecondary level. I mean, it's a mind-boggling inconsistency;
is it not?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Yes.
Representative &HEUER. We don't begin to look at the cost effec-

tiveness of our elementary and secondary education expenditures.
Professor Dertouzos talks about having a test, perhaps a 6th grade
test, or a 12th grade test, as just a beginning way of applying the
slightest little bit of accountability. Why_ that would cause a revolu-
tion Gut there with the prospect of the Federal Government requir-
ing the States and the cities to implement even that faint begin-
ning step in accountability.

I mean, isn't that one of the problems in our society that we
have to lick?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Again, I think we need partners in these en-
terprises, and one of the ways that I've been raising money, I must
tell you, for George Washington University and before that, the
University of Hartford, was to go to the people who employed mi-
nority Fraduates of the university and suggest that perhaps they
wouldn t mind funding a scholarship for a minority person who
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was presently attending the college or the university, so that there
would be a second wave and a third wave, and I've been moderate-
ly successful in that.

I think bringing corporate America into partnership with our
schools and our government in this enterprise has some promise as
well, but I think it's important that we not confuse process issues
and substantive issues. I think you're right, the way we provide fi-
nancial aid is complex enough that every parent needs the senior
partner of Peat Marwick & Mitchell at his right and somebody
from Coopers & Lybrand at his left.

Representative SCHEUER. Plus a Philadelphia lawyer to advise
the Peat Marwick & Mitchell accountant, and that system itself,
first of all, is expensive and not very productive. That whole
system is a turnoff; it's a self-defeating system to a significant
degree. And I'm going to ask the panel, how large is that degree.

Mr. John Silber, president of Boston University since 1970, has
striven toward superior performance in the development of his dis-
tinguished faculty and the attainment of financial stability. He is a
national spokesman for higher education and a writer on many
social, political, and cultural issues, and he is a nationally known
advocate of rigorous academic standards and of innovative ways to
finance higher education.

We are delighted to have you here, Mr. Silber. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SILBER, PRESIDENT, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Mr. SILBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think that, addressing the specific points that you raised this

morning, that while it is very important for us to pursue the
achievement of educational opportunity, equality of opportunity, it
is very important to understand that that should never be confused
with equality of results. We can offer equality of opportunity to
various individuals and some will achieve the levels appropriate to
higher education and some will not, and all we do when we substi-
tute equality of opportunity for equality of results is to degrade the
high school diploma and to change higher education simply into
postsecondary education. I think there is no accident thai. postsec-
ondary education is the term that came into popular use in the
United States, because too much of what gc.,:s on after high school
is not higher than anything, and it would be inappropriate to call
it higher education. If we talk about extending the educational f.:p
portunity to an additional 2 years or an additional 4 years as an
entitlement, there would be no difficulty of doing so in terms of the
capacity of colleges and universities to accept those students, be-
cause we have excess capacity in our colleges and universities right
now. The difficulty is that too many of the students coming co col-
lege are not prepared adequately for college work. We see this in
the decline of the SAT scores from 1966 to the present time: from
958 points down to 904. And in a city like Boston, if you exclude
the exam schools, the average SAT does not break 800.

When we find out that the average student attending an under-
graduate school of education has an SAT of 855, we know that
there are individuals who are being certified as teachers by a varie-
ty of so-called "educational institutions" who are themselves inedu-
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cable and who could not contribute to the education of the children
to which they will be assigned.

It seems to me that since we have the space in higher education,
the entitlement through a tuition like the Tuition Advance Fund is
the way to go in order to finance it, and I have submitted that pro-
posal as an appendix to my prepared statement. That Tuition Ad-
vance Fund would wipe out all of the systems now used for qualify-
ing in loans, make it an entitlement by which a person could get
an advance from the Federal Government, require repayment con-
tingent upon employment, insure it against disability, unemploy-
ment, and death, so that the person who receives the benefit would
not be required to repay unless he were financially rewarded as a
consequence of higher education.

When a person does have an advantage, an economic advantage
in the consequence of his education, there is no reason why he
shouldn't assume a reasonable share of the cost of education, it
seems to me, and there's no reason why he would expect taxpayers
who are not getting that education to pay for it if' he's not willing
to pay it back. Under the Tuition Advance Fund, this would be a
repaying program that within 25 years would have paid back all of
the money necessarily advanced by the Federal Government and
would become a permanent national endowment for the financing
of higher education, and I believe that is the most effective way to
finance the 4 years of education after high school. The cost of that
program, if it replaced the loan programs presently in effect, would
be an additional $10 to $12 billion to the Federal budget, and that
would be a very small price to pay, indeed. If Carlucci's advice
were followed and procurement in the Department of Defense were
done every 3 to 5 years instead of annually, he estimates he could
save $10 billion a year in the Department of Defense budget with-
out cutting out a single weapon system.

Representative SCHEUER. And Joe Califano, the former Secretary
of Health and Human Services, testified before the samP subcom-
mittee during a series of hearings on how we rationalize our health
system, that we were wasting $125 billion a year on a system that
was replete with overlapping duplication, waste, and inefficiency
$125 billion a year.

So there are savings out there in our society that we could
achieve, if we were a little bit more iconoclastic and were able to
take on some of the entrenched establishments who are wasting
the resources of our society when there are needs, education needs
that desperately need to be filled.

Mr. SILBER. I think that at the present time with the adultera-
tion of the high school diploma, we should recognize that unless
we're interested in credentials for their own sake, we have to make
radical refor ns, because so far as our economic competitiveness is
concerned, dur concern should be for competence and not simply
for credentials. It doesn't matter what credentials individuals have,
if they have th ability.

To address this competency issue, I think the most important pri-
ority is to extend the preschool program for 3 years. In the project
we're undertaking in Chelsea, MA, our highest priority is given to
establishing a program that will be open every working day of the
year from 7.30 in the morning to 5:30 in the afternoon, so that
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every family, whether it's with an unmarried teenage mother or
whether it's an immigrant family that doesn't speak English, they
will have the opportunity of placing their child in an educative en-
vironment for 3 years prior to the first grade, so that every child in
Chelsea can come to the first grade no longer needing remedial
work, not starting behind but having experienced school as a place
of fulfillment, as a place of delight, joy, self-discovery and accom-
plishment, and in that context, we believe that the dropout rate
can be reduced, and we can graduate a significant proportion of
persons, depending upon their ability and not depending on the un-
fortunate nature of their background.

Representative SCHEUER. Just to make it simple, do you support
making 2 or 3 years of preschool exposure to a Head Start type of
experience an entitlement?

Mr. SILBER. Yes, sir, I do.
Representative SCHEUER. Extending the school system down.
Mr. SILBER. Yes. As a matter of fact--
Representative SCHEUER. Which year? Are you talking about the

third year of life of the child?
Mr. SILBER. I'm talking about when the child is 3 years old, he

would be eligible for school, as opposed to 6 years of age.
Representative SCHEUER. Right. And you favor making that a

universal entitlement in this country?
Mr. SILBER. Yes, / do. And I think it will more than pay off its

cost in the benefits that will come to society, in the reduction of
welfare, in the reduction of crime, and in the payment of taxes. In
the meantime, the cost of this program plus the other things that I
was going to talk about if I had time--

Representative SCHEUER. Please go ahead.
Mr. SILBER [continuing]. I estimated to take about $100 billion.

And I believe that that could be paid for by a transfer of $20 mil-
lion in each of the successive 5 years from the budget of HHS with-
out any loss to the effectiveness of the welfare programs in the
United States, but if one didn't want to do it that way, which I
think would be the best way to do it, one could also do it by a
dollar tax on every gallon of gasoline and raise the $100 billion.
But what it will mean in terms of our educational system is dras-
tic, because it means that the colleges, the community colleges and
4-year colleges and graduate schools will be addressing children or
young adults prepared to do college-level work instead of having to
become increasingly remedial, and it will mean, by having the 3
years of preschool education, that our program from the 1st grade
through the 12th grade can stop being remedial for 90 percent of
the students.

In order to do this, howeve: we must have national exams. I
don't mean the national exams have to be a requirement, but they
have to be a condition for eligibility to receive Federal aid, and I
don't think that there should be any way to exclude teachers from
taking a national examination of competence, whether it be a new
test developed or simply requiring teachers in high school to take
tests for the freshman level in college, which would be a very inex-
pensive way to establish this.

We certainly know that a teacher who is not competent in the
subject matter could not possibly teach it, although the teacher
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might be competent in the subject matter and still lack the quali-
ties of the teacher. Nevertheless, one is essential.

And the teachers' unions have to be understood as one of the
greatest threats to the education of the children of America that
we now face, and we're going to have to ask the unions to face a
moment of truth. If they believe that they can impose child neglect
or institutionalized child abuse on this nation by their refusal to
allow the certification of teachers on the basis of competence in
subject matter, then the consequence of this will be either that the
Congress has to relieve the local school committee of dominance by
those unions or there will be a taxpayers' revolt and a privatization
of primary and secondary education, because the public can no
longer have confidence in the school under this dominance.

We have seen the unions facing elected school officials in a battle
that is not equal at all. The union organizes against those school
committees and the school committees give up all insistence on
quality in the school system and resign themselves to letting the
teachers continue what they're doing without being tested, simply
as a condition of being reelected to the school committee. And this
problem has to be addressed.

I think that we must also have a test available for all students in
order to certify their high school diploma.

Representative SCHEUER. More or less what Mr. Dertouzos said.
Mr. SILBER. Yes. And I would say, of course, you don't impose it

on them, but you say, "If you want to be eligible for the tuition
advance fund, for example, for Pell grants or for Perkins grants,
Aligibility to compete for those grants, depends upon your having
passed a test that certifies your high school diploma as genuine."
And you might only have that test in two areas, in mathematics
and in English, or it might also extend to history, but it might not.
It doesn't have to cover everything, because one can make an in-
duction. A person who achieves a significant degree of competence
in the English lanvage in speaking and writing and hearing and
who can do reasonably well on senior high school level mathemat-
ics will have demonstrated qualities of mind and competence that
will enable them to do college level work. So we don't have to test
them on everything.

I believe that if we put those systems into place and open up the
teaching profession to persons who have not gone through the
schools of education, it will be a great benefit.

When we stop to think that the average school of education re-
quir-.ts no more than an 855 on the SAT in order to accept students
whom they will then certify as teachers, we recognize that part of
our basic problem are the schools of education themselves. And I
think that we have to say that there should be a moratorium on
certification of teachers in all of the States, have at least a 10-year
moratorium in which school committees are free to hire teachers
on the basis of their competence and not on the basis of their certi-
fication by having graduated from some school of education.

A school of education for a highly intelligent person is a negative
intelligence test, and they simply will not endure the abuse of that
pabulum for 4 years in order to be certified. But we have these
housewives whose children are now going to school, who hold de-
grees from some of our leading universities, who would love to
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teach and combine a career in teaching with homemaking, and
they are simply cut out because they don't have a teacher's certifi-
cate. Or we have engineers in our high-technology industries at 55
years of age, whom the company would like to retire early and
would be willing to work with the Federal Government to accom-
plish that result, who could then teach the science courses and the
physics courses and engineering courses in high schools.

All of these highly talented people are excluded from our schools
because of the system of certification.

Representati re SCHEUER. And wht.t would you substitute for the
system of certification to assure the parents and the community
that this housewife, whose kids have grown up, who went to a per-
fectly good 4-year college, who is now capable of teaching, that she
is sufficiently adept in pedagogy to perfo, m the job?

What would you suggest as a substitute for the certification?
Mr. SILBER. I would require a one-semester course in practice

teaching, for which they would be compensated as if they were
fully employed teachers, plus a single course in pedagogy, and I
think that would be more than adequate, plus character references,
because I think the character of teachers is exceedingly important.
They must be worthy mentors to those young people.

I've been concerned with this problem since 1965, when I submit-
ted testimony before a congressional committee and served on Sar-
gent Shriver's planning committee for Operation Head Start. And
in that meeting, Benjamin Bloom of the University of Chicago and
I argued for a 15-month Operation Head Start at the beginning.
We would have liked to have it a 3-year program right from the
start, but we knew that was unrealistic, so we fought for 15
months. Molly Greenburg, who w.:s chairing that program, said,
"Well, if a 2-week vacation in Washington is good for a middle-
class child, then a 2- or 3-week Head Start program will be wonder-
ful for a child who's born in ghetto." And Ben Bloom and I
tried to explain, unsuccessfully, that the child from the ghetto, for
the first 3 weeks, will be a nervous wreck just trying to adjust to
the change in circumstances from his normal day-to-day life. The
best we could do was to push a program of about 12 weeks of Oper-
ation Head Start.

One of the reasons why no one knows how valuable an Operation
Head Start could be is because Head Start was never extended long
enough or made available to enough people. If it were made univer-
sally available to every child from age 3 to 6, and if it were open
every single working day of the yearnot every school day, but
every single working day, then parents could avail themselves of it,
and particularly these young teenage parents who are really chil-
dren who had children. They could go back to school--

Representative SCHEUER. Babies having babies.
Mr. SILBER. Yes. They could then go Imck to school, become quali-

fied to be educated parents and to .* capable of holding their
whole job, and it would stop the perpetuation and, indeed, the in-
crease of the underclass.

Mr. Chairman, that finishes my oral presentation.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Silber follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN SILBER

- I. lo $

Our educational system suffers from devastating

problems. In confronting these problems and searching for

solutions, we often begin by trying to put a price tag on the

programs and facilities that would be necessary. And each tine

we do this. we find it difficult. if not impossible, to

quantify what would be needed. We are stopped before we start

by our inability to accurately predict, in hard numbers, the

cost of a solution. We thus begin with confusion, and end in

irresolution.

suggest a different approach. To understand what is

not only important but vitally necessary for us to do, we need

only imagine the consequences of failing to do it.

we can begin by imagining the consequences of physical

neglect. Most of the brain cells develop in the first few

months and years of life. The consequences of physical neglect

begin even before birth. A fetus malnourished in the womb will

be born with a less developed brain than A healthy fetus.

Privation suffered later in life can usually be overcome, but

privation that occurs at the very beginning of life and in the

first two years may be beyond redemption. When a carrying

mother consumes a diet of junk food, when she smokes, drinks.

or uses drugs, the probability rises sharply that her child

will come into the world mentally and perhaps physically
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defective. Nourishment and education work together.

Inevitably, malnourished and miseducated children have

difficulty becoming responsible adults. The problem will not

be solved by looking for a cure. Some remediation is possible

for those retarded by malnutrition and miseducation, but for

most, a cure is impossible.

If we understand the consequences of this form of

physical neglect., our course is clear. We must prevent this

gratuitous retardation, a cruel denial of the equality of

opportunity of wohich our founders spoke. Sound nutrition is

educationally essential for carrying mothers and for children

from conception to the age of six or eight.

Since remediation is only a limited possibility, the

solution to the problem is to be found rather in prevention,

and this requires a sustained effort over a long period of

time. The public support required for a comprehensive

preventive Program will not easily be marshaled, for the

benefits will not be apparent for a decade or more -- well

beyond the temporal horizon of the Congress.

ESYSIU2losairalAttalacs

It will not be enough, however, to prevent gratuitous

physical retardation. And we may easily understand this by

imagining the consequences of psychological neglect.

Early childhood education, properly understood, begins

at birth. Our experience with feral children--those rare cases

of human infants raised in the wild -- is conclusive on this

3 3
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point: an infant that is not raised by humans over its first

five years is human only technically and will never become

human in later life. The Wild Boy of Aveyron is a case in

point. He iS an streams case, but =Atli MUlaildia him

deprivation is suffered in lesser but still devastating degree

by millions of American children.

Tbe physiolgical conditions for eye-hand coordination.

aural acuity, and language development, if not excercised in

early childhood, will not be available later.

The role of the family in turning th savage infant into

a human is crucial. And the American family, with two parents.

or with at least one parent or an adult relative at home to

ensure the nurture of the child from birth to the first grade,

has been sadly reduced, even where it ndures as a formal

structure.

We mislead ourselves if we believe that the present

daycare system is an adequate replacement for the family.

Current private daycare institutions rarely provide the basic

education and nurture that children require. How could they?

workers in regulated daycare homes earn and average of $4000.

/n unregulated daycare institutions (which make up about 70% of

the total) there is a 42% turnover of staff each year. This

underpaid and transient group, however fine and dedicated soma

of its members, cannot adequately serve the needs of children

in their care.

The crucial, delicate, and time-consuming task of

raising children cannot be left to chance. rt is the greatest

j
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responsibility of any society. As it stands, daycare often

amounts to child neglect and sometimes to child abuse.

Too many people today are critical of daycare, document

and bemoan the decline of the American family, but offer no

alternatives. They only deflects our attention from the

solution of the problem. To offset the decline of the

traditional American family, we must create alternative

institutions to provide for the essential nurture of children

from birth through at least the elementary grades.

There is nothing new in the idea that a society must

care for children when parental care has ceased or is

deficient. In times when the family was often disrupted by the

premature death of one or both parents, out society provided an

alternative in the form of orphanages. If today we want to

build a more just nation in which the potential of future

generations is developed rather than destroyed, WG must provide

alternative institutions that c:- supply at least some of the

supports once provided by the family.

wbat programs, what alternative institutions should we

provide? Our children should begin developing skills

essential to their further education no later than age three,

either in a woll-orgenized and caring home or in a surrogate

institution. These basic skills. more fundamental than

reading, writing, and arithma'lic, are best elicited by caring

adults who encourage the development of hand-eye coordination,

the development of aural acuity, and the acquisition of

language. These once took place normally in a middle-class

3 ti
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family without anyone realising that education was going on.

Today it is clear that the many children of all classes, but

especially the underclass. are denied these formative

xperiences. All such children are at risk.

limuLlsamaiatianALEguratianALAarcult
The institution best equipped to provide dequats

nurture for children in the absence of families is a national

educational daycare system that would care for and mducate

otherwise neglected children from ag three to six on every

workday throughout the year. The current Head Start program

not only fails to provide this extended care it also fails to

reach its constituency. Only IS% of eligible preschoolers are

now enrolled.

No child would be required to attend a properly staffed

educational daycare center if parents could and would take care

of them. But with these centers in place, children whose

parents failed to take care of them would not be neglected. In

extreme cases truancy laws would guarantee this provision of

car. for neglected children. No parent has the right to engage

in child-neglect.

Educational daycare should be available to children aged

three to twelve on all working days when school is not in

session. With such a program established. parents -- including

single parents and unwed adolescent parents -- would no longer

face the alternative of accepting welfare while trying to
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nurture their children or seeking gainful employment while

neglecting them. Indeed, the eligibility of mothers for

welfare payments would be contingent either on their arranging

proper care for their children or on their placing their

children in these daycare programs while they attended programa

'preparing them for gainful employment. Families in which both

parents are at work during the day could also make use of this

program, but tuition would be charged for parents with adequate

financial means.

Such a program would benefit not only single parents on

welfare or working parents. it would bnefit children most of

all. This is crucial. If we properly nourish and educate the

nest generation of children, we can break tha cycle of poverty

that builds the underclass; we can begin to ensure sound

preparation for children from families across the social

spectrum. If we cannot help all, it is imperative that we at

least help the children. In this way, for the least cost, we

can derive the greatest personal and social benefit.

In addition, if there is to be any hope of gradually

recovering family structure among the underclass, parents and

potential parents must be educated. Most important, perhaps,

are unmarried mothers, many of them no mare than teenagers,

caught in a culture of hopelessness and ignorance. These young

women, who have not one but two or three children by the time

they are 18 or 19, must he given the opportunity for

education.
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This requires that someone care for their children while

they gain the education that will release them from permanent

bondage in welfare. It requires that they know not merely how

to avoid pregnancy when they have no means of taking care of

their children, but that they put such knowledge into

practice. The idea that we can be a free people without being

a people ce,.olo of self-control and self-discipline is an

absurdity.

If we continue the practice of offering a welfare check

to any teenager on the occasion of her first pregnancy, we will

obviously continue to encourage teenage pregnancy. While we

should neglect neither this child nor the mother when such

pregnancies occur. financial support should be contingent oa

the mother's placing her child in * preschool nursery program

and enrolling in t school tq qualify her for employment. Such

a careful and compassionate program of reform, while assuring

proper care for the child. would minimize economic incentives

for teenage pregnancy and encourage self-control and

responsibility in teenagers.

The initial funding of such a program would be

expensive. Hut its cost can best be understood by asking a

question: what is the coat of failing at prevention? A citizen

slightly retarded by prenatal malnutrition is not likely to

become a productive member of society. He will fail in school.

and become a prime candidate for a life of crime. He will

inevitably inflict costs upon his fellow citizens, whether as

an active criminal on the streets or As a ward of tha state in
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prison. At the very best, he will make no positive conomic

or social contribution. If such a program transforms him into

tax-paying, productive worker, reductions in welfare and

criminal justice costs. along with increased tax revenues. will

pay for the program.

Clza

Porhsps I can best focus on this issu for the Committee

by talking about one single town -- the Town of Chelsea. which

has moat of the social an4 educatimnal problems found in any

inner-city district.

Chelsea is a densely populated city of some 25,000

people, situated in a 2 square mil area north of Boston. Only

44% of all the adults in Chelsea have graduated from high

school. 14% of all the infants born in Chelsea have teenage

mothers. A 1980 Census found th.t, among school-ags children

for whom English was not their native language, fully 23% could

not speak English. For adults, the problem was even worse.

Minorities. including Astons, blacks, and Hispanics, are

58% of the school population. The dropout rate is nearly 16%

each year. Children enter school at the kindergarten level

with less than a 50% chance of graduating from high school.

A middle-class resident of Chelsea, or a resident who

manages to attain eiddle-class status, will probably leave.

Those who stay will be those who cannot leave.

Boston University has reached an agreement with the

Chelsea School Board. under which the University will join with
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the citizens of Chelsea in a series of programs which, if

successful, could serve as a model for the nation.

Let me focus particularly on the preschool aspect, of

the plan, and what it will do for Chelsea.

1. Through a family support program, through daycare

centers, and through adult learning centers, proper nutrition

will be provided for carrying mothers, infants, and preschool

children. Health care and training in health and hygiene will

also be provided. Thus the first requirement of a sound

education -- a healthy child in the classroom -- will be met.

2. Educational daycare programs will be available on

every working day, from at least 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. These

programs are properly described as educational, for they will

provide the absolutely essential education that once took place

in the normal home. Children from two to four years old must

be encouraged to develop hand-eye coordination, aural acuity,

language skills. They must experience the delight that

accompanies learning, new knowledge, discovery, and mastery.

With educational daycare and preschool program*

available from ages two to six, and programs available

throughout the year for children up to ten years of age, we

will be able to assure that each child will be well prepared

for first grade, and prepared to advance through all grade*

thereafter up to grade six. Children will look on teachers as

friends and benefactor*, and will find joy in attending

school. It will be an experience of success building on

Success. rather than failure enforcing failure.

.
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3. Such programs will solve the largest part of the

problem of bilingual education at the most ffective age, and

in the least expensive way. A child of three from a

non-ing. sh-speoking home con learn the language within six

months to a level competitive with its Inglish-speoking peers.

Adult literacy and English-language programs will help

strengthen early mastery of English. Sy the time they enter

first grade. Chelsea students will speak English.

4. The program will also make it possible for

single-porent families to move off the welfare rolls. with

children taken care of during the day, the way is clear for the

Federal government to introduce progrems for teenage

education. Single parents would continue to receive support as

long IN they attended programs which would train them for

gainful employment, or as long as, once trained, they sought

employment.

S. The Chelsea plan will introduce mentors: an adult

who, without interfering with existing familia*, will be

responsible tor each child from the first through the twelfth

grade. The mentor program will be particularly important from

6th grade on. During these crucial years. mentors will note

deficiencies in educational progress, and see to it that

children get help in programs availL.ile before or after the

regular school day. Mentors will also provide counsel and

encouragement, and will be able to watch for cigns that the

student may be a potential dropout.
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t. Pr

The success of the Chtisea program. and of all similar

programs, will depend 07., our ensuring that there is an adequate

corps of teachers. There are a number of concrete steps to be

takn to acaieve this end.

First we must break the monopoly of schools of education

on teacher certification. For a Icng time certification

standails for teachers have been. .n many states, almost

entirely in terms of education courses -- that is. courses

having little to do with education -- and this has given

education schools their virtual monopoly on the supply of

teachers. In doing so, it has also placed almost

insurmountable obstacles in the way of highly intelligent

students and highly intelligent adults out of school who will

simply not accept the intellectual and spiritual indignity of

the typical school of education curriculum. The willingness to

endure four years in a typical school of education often

constitutes an effective negative intelligence test.

Consider that, nationally, the combined 198e SAT scores

among students intending to study education la 055, a full

49 points below the national mean of 904 for all college bound

students. Surely teacheis should not normally be selected from

those who fall below thq national mean. Moreover, the quality

of prospective teachers will probably decline even further as

schools of education, in a desperate effort to sustain their

3
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enrollments, lower their standards still further to ncourage

more admissions.

Surely some state -- Massechusetts will do -- will have

the wisdom and the courage to take the lead in breaking the

monopoly of Schools of Education by passing e ten-year

moratorium on certification requirements. During the decade of

this moratorium, schools would be free to recruit qualified

college graduates with majors in academic subjects whether or

not they had any education courses. From a vastly increased

pool of talent, made up of persons attracted by the ideals of

the teaching profession, by its calendar, by the quality of

life of teachers, and by intellectual and moral challenge,

schools would be able to develop a teacher corps of

significantly increased quality.

SW a reform would immediately open carers in teaching

to outstanding women college graduates who, as homemakers.

would welcome the opportunity of combining homemaking and their

duties as mothers with a professional career. Indeed, there is

no career so well-designed by the calendar to accommodate this

objective as teaching. The teacher-mother will find herself at

work when her children are at school, and will, for the most

part, find herself free to be with her children when they are

on vacation from school. (Seedless to say, the sex-roles could

be reversed, and the teacher-father might combine the role of

:iomemaker and father with that of teacher.)

Special programa should encourage entrance into the

teaching profession by scientists, technicians, and engineers
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who may no longer be as creative sad productive in their

positions in business and industry. With perhaps one or two

refresher courses they would be well qualified to teach

mathematics, science, and engineering at the high school

level. These men and women could not only pass on their

knowledge, but even more important, perhaps, could instill

their love of their profession. and awaken the spark of

interest. imagination, end aspiratio3 in their students. k

thoughtful gaverAment concerned to improve the teacher corps

might aerinualy consider providing tam incentive for

businesses whose employees, upon early retiremen ievote

themselves to teaching in fields in which they have become

expert.

we also need national measures of educational achievement

and competence that can be used to evaluate teachers nO less

than students. That is. we need a national aureau of

educational Standards, whose criteria would be available, but

not compulsory. for 411 to use.

we need the American equivalent of the British Ordinary

4nd Advanced School-Leaving craminations. The Ordinary Level

Zunis would be required of all students seeking a high school

diploma, and the Advanced Level exam would be required of those

seeking admission to college. The Advanced Level exams would

also provide a very Woeful test for the minimal certification

of the competency of teachers.

even before such tests ere eeveloped on a national scale,

local school boards can require that their teachers take the

1
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subject-matter tests at the freshman college level. A

prospective teacher of mathematics who cannot pass a freshman

algebra, geometry, or calculus test with a grade of "A- is

certainly not prepared to teach at the high-school level.

Against certifying teachers on the basis If competence.

it is frequently argued thlt no test will demonstrate

competence. much less xcellence, in t^aching. This is true,

of course. SO: this InAbility to test xhaustively an

individual's ability te teach should not obscure the fact that

there are many tests op which failure demonatrates the

inability to teach. A teacher who csnaot handle differential

and quadratic equations in certainly not competent to teach

mathematics in high school. A person who does not know that

england is a democracy deapite the fact that it hs2 a monarch

is not competent to teach history. ladle we may not be able to

prove competence completely, the sheer absence of knowledge is

sufficient to demonstrate incompetence. It is a measure of our

decline that such an obvious point has been overlooked:

knowledge of the subject is a aim gua non of competence.

Accepting standards. and demonetrating competence in

meeting those standards is a way for teachers to regain

intellectual respect, and public support for taxes to finance

salary increases. Teachers and teachers unions must know that

it is in the interest of the profession and the union to insist

on the intellectual competence of teachers. They must further

realise that the rights of teachers can never extend to

disadvantaging the students put in their charge.
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I Adv

t have included as an appendix to this testimony an

article on the Tuition Advance fund. a proposal similar to the

GI *ill. deeigned to ensure equality of opportunity and

equality of choice for all students qualified to do College

work. A. the article demonstrate.. the TUition Advance fund

would eventually not only pay for itself, but constitute a vast

national endowment nsuring the future of higher education.

I ,

Our long-rang competitiveness depends on our lselrship

in basic research and technologiCal transfer, both ot which as

I mrgue In the ppendeices are dependent on funding the

Super-Conducting Super-Collider.

thalL-22-119-141.7EALtra

ltducation. properly understood, is investment rather than

eo4enditure. It I. investment in our notion's intellectual

capit.l. and the rewards are not only the survival of our

soctety. a decrees* in crime, in juvenile delinquency, in

drugs, In the tragic perpetuation of an American underclass;

the rewards will also include the development ot

sophisticated. well-trained and well-motivated work force that
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can restore our competitive edge. and our ability to Compete

effectively in international markets.

Tbis is an investment we should maks -- and. as

Indicated earlier, one we mut make. When, can the funding for

Nis investment be found?

A tam of $1 on each gallon of gasoline sold -- with 41

rebate for Americans earning $20,000 or less per annum -- would

raise $100 billion year. Such a tax would bring the price of

gasoline at the pump only to half the typical price in Western

Europe. Those who find this steep increase should consider

the still steeper cost of physical and psychological neglect of

our children.

As Secretary Carlucci has suggested, improving the

procurement system in the Department of Defense by operating on

3 - S year cycle would save $10 billion a year.

These measures would provide funding for the programa I

have outlined. With such programs, we could break the cycle of

poverty that afflicts increasingly large numbers of Americans.

and that threatens to make us nation divided against itself.

N. can preserve our national language. We Can, over time.

restore the economic and social health of our nation.

1-) 4
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Representative SCHEUER. Well, you've given us a lot to chew on,
Mr. Silber, and I very much appreciate your testimony. It was very
much to the point, and you said a lot of things that most people
don't have the guts to come and say before a congressional hearing,
and I commend you for that.

Mr. SILBER. You do, Mr. Chairman, if I may say so. Some of the
things you said about CCNY I have said and many other people
have said, but I think it is quite courageous of you to say that.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, it's a tragedy in our city that I've
seen happening. It's broken my heart. I didn't go to CCNY; I went
to so-called "fancier schools" than CCNY, but I never doubted for a
minute that in terms of the intellectual experie Ice and the intel-
lectual product, CCNY could hold its head high and consider itself
equal to any university in this country. It was a wonderful thing to
have that quality of public education available in New York City,
and it made a reality of the phenomenon "pushcart to my son the
doctor" or "my son the professor," or "my son the lawyer" in not
even three generations. It was the glory of New York, and we de-
graded it, and we demeaned it, we abused it, and we're just com-
mencing the long, hard pull back. And I think we're going to make
it, but we were in the middle of a terrible, terrible experience.

I'll tell you what happened. Shortly after open enrollment in
New York was begun, the 4-year colleges became substantially
white and the 2-year colleges became substantially black and His-
panic. Instead of looking at the 2-year college system as an appro-
priate remedial institution, there was a large outcry from the civil
rights groups in New York that this whole system was bigoted and
prejudiced and that society was sending all the black and Hispanic
kids to the 2-year school and all the nice middle-class white kids to
the 4-year school.

The result, of course, was that in CCNY and all the other public
colleges in New York there were kids who weren't literatewho
didn t know how to read, write, count, or process information. And
then, as a reaction to this, the New York City Board of Education
proposed that as a prerequisite for being admitted to the 4-year col-
legesnow, that's grade 13 to 16, a student would have to pass a
test to prove that he could read at the 8th grade levelthe 8th
grade level.

There was an uproar There was a firestorm of reaction to that
as proof of what a bigoted, prejudiced society we really were, that
we were screening out these kids from a 4-year experience by de-
manding such an unreasonable, intolerable record of academic
achievement that a kid prove that he or she could read at an 8th
grade level, in order to start grade 13.

It took us a long, long time before we recovered from that.
Thankfully, we have recovered. We are beginning to apply some
standards of minimum ability, and we're on that hard road back,
but we went through a dark, dark period.

And you have been one of the voices that have helped pull us
back, Mr. Silber, and I congratulate you for that.

Mr. SILBER. Will you excuse me, Mr. Chairman? I have a plane
that I have to catch.

Representative &HELIER. Yes, indeed. Thank you very much for
coming.
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It has been a lot of fun asking questions as we went along; and I
hope that none of you have objected to the informality of the hear-
ing, since we didn't have other members present.

I do want to ask this overarching question. There seems to be a
consensus that we need to improve K through 12 education. Of
course, we do, so the kids are ready for a postsecondary education.
But having said that, there seems to be a degree of consensus here
that there ought to be equal access after grade 12 to meet the
needs of a productive economy by producing a trained work force.

Is that a reasonable statement of an emerging consensus here?
[All witnesses nodded affirmatively.]

OK. Now the question comes: How? The present system is this
very complicated variety of loans and grants; a wide variety of pro-
grams that somehow or other kids and their parents have to sort
out. And we're sayinF to the kids, OK, you have your 12 years.
From here on in, you re going to have to figure out where you fit
in. We're going to give you some help, but it isn't easy, and it's
very complicated, and so on and so forth.

At the other end of the spectrum is a very simple suggestion that
we treat grades 13 to 16 the way we treat grades 1 to 12. Now you
can't get through grades 10 or 11 or 12, unless you're doing reason-
ably good academic work. And presumably, grades 13 to 16 would
be the same way. If you're not meeting minimum standards of
achievement, it wouldn't be for you and the school system would
tell you that. But the assumption is that you would be meeting it,
and the assumption is, if you're meeting it, then we're going to
treat grades 13 to 16 the way we treat grades 8 to 12. It's a simple
extension of the high school system along the lines that the
Truman report recommended.

Now that may he too big a gulp for us to absorb. I could finance
it by rationalizing a health service system along the lines that Joe
Califano and a number of other witnesses recommended. There's
$100 billion to be saved in our health services system. That in itself
would pay the total bill for Head Start.

How do we perceive the current system of loons and gra-ts as it
is seen by the low-income minority kid and his parents, ani what
do we do in terms of massaFing the present system? Perhaps not
going immediately to what I m advocating, perhaps that should be
a long-term goal, and maybe this is a two- or a three- or a four-
stage rocket.

How do we reach the ultimate in ways that might be digestible
and that might be acceptable?

Yesterday we had testimony from Governor McKernan of Maine,
who's done an excellent job, and he's about to create a financing
system, where any kid who can't make it to college because of fi-
nancial need will be enablrA to borrow money to see him through.
But he himself said that middle-class parents and blue-collar par-
ents wouldn't take very well to financing the education expense of
middle or upper income kids. Well, they do it now in grades K
through 12. Is it such a wrenching difference to go from grade 12 to
grade 13 to grade 16? Or do we think about means testing? In other
words, we'll have automatic education, but for incomes of $40,000
or $50,000 or $60,000, we'll mean test it.

3 .1
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Let's have a little skull session on how we reach the goal and
how we can work from where we are now over a period of perhaps
a decade to where we want to come out.

Yes, Steve.
Mr. TRACHTENIMO. We're wandering on to very thin ice. You

understand that one of the reasons we have this complicated
system is that it grew over a period of years through a variety of
compromises and arrangements that have been made between the
public system of higher education and the private system of higher
education, between States ald the Federal Government. And so
what we have here is a process that developed over, Bob, what, 30
years, or more and which we tamper with a certain amount of
peril. I often think of the loan programs and higher education
funding programs as sort of a tightrope walker with a long pole,
and if ycu tip it in either direction, off the tightrope walker goes,
crashing to the ground.

But I thinkyou know, once you start talking about means test-
ing, for example, you really are violating an awful lot, of the very
dearly held precepts of educators, and Lord knows, I myself have
been an advocate of that perspective from the vantage point of
being president of a private university and have been taken in the
corner and thumped on by persons of contrary mind, who would
argue that the access to higher education in this country is provid-
ed by having low or no tuitions at all in institutions of higher edu-
cation. You yourself cite the virtues of the City College of New
York during ai period when there was no tuition, no tuition at all.

And at a luncheon I was at the other day in New York, Mario
Cuomo said, left to its own devices with unlimited funding, that
would be his dream, that young people in this country could attend
colkges and universities without having to pay any tuition at all.
lie then went on to say, but not in my administration, because it's
not going to happen, given the kinds of problems I'm wrestling
with here in New York right now, and indeed, today's New York
Times has an article about some sector of the State University of
New York that's thinking about cutting back or closing down. I
just glanced at that. coming over in the taxi this morning.

The k.ft f the matter is that if we're prepared to think in a dra-
matic and radical way, you're quite right, we could unpack the
entire system and come in with alternative schemes, but the vested
interests that one imposes upon are really quite extraordinary.

Representative SCHEUER. Quite vested.
Mr. TRAMTENIWIM. Quite vested and very strong and have, I

might say, a certain amount of merit. I mean, it's not as ifwhat
you have is a conflict of goods It's n.)t a question of good versus
evil. It really is the kind of issue that you, as a Congressman, wres-
tle with all the time: given two wonderful opportunities and only
$1 to invest, where do you put your dollar? And higher education
has been in that circumstance, certainly all the years I've been in .
volved with it, that I never get to make a choice between good and
evil. By the time issues get to may desk, as the president of a uni .
versity, the worst choices have been sorted out by professors and
department chairmen and deans and vice presidents, and now they
come to me, and they say, "We ne,..d $100,000 for the scholarship
Pool; we need $100,000 for the library. Pick."
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And that's essentially the kind of question that sits on the table
today.

Representative SCHTWER. Yes. Ms. Eaton.
Ms. EATON. Thank you, Congressman. I think this is an interest-

ing circumstance, because I think you have a number of educators
before you who are not automatically and quickly supporting the
notion of expansion of the education system, and I think we're
doing that because we have some concerns about continuation of
the same system. If we're going to talk about expansion, then we
need to be able to adequately identify the academically capable, we
need to assist those who are not capable, and we need a defensible
approach to identifying skills and limitations.

In my view, access in and of itself is not automatically good.
There is successful access, and there's unsuccessful access. In addi-
tion to the important point that Mr. Trachtenberg made about the
complicated nature of our higher education system and the financ-
ing of it, I think we might need to consider ways in which we pro-
vide yet additional structures or educational experiences some-
where between the current structures K through 12 and higher
education that would have the negative impact of making that
even more difficult and complex, but I would urge that we not
move to a position of indiscriminate support of expansion of the
present system without academic reform.

Mr. DEaTOLJZOS. I Want to say something, Mr. Chairman.
Representative SCHEUER. Excuse me. Yes. Hold on just one

second.
Mr. DERTOUzes. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. Without academic reform.
Ms. EATON. That's right.
Representative SCHEUER. And you're talking about improving the

K through 12 system.
Ms. EATON. I'm talki..g about improving what we do in higher

education as well.
Representative SCHEUER. There seems to be a consensus here

that the K through 12 system is flawed in some very serious ways.
Ms. EATON. Oh, yes.
Representative SCHEUER. But that higher education is pretty

good. Our K through 12 system is the scorn of most of the Western
democracies, but our higher education system is the envy of them.

Ms. EATON. We have a fine system; it can be even stronger, espe-
cially for those people about whom you are so concerned.

Representative SCHEUER. Yes.
Ms. EATON. Low-income and minority people. We have a situa-

tion in which, for a variety of reasons that I probably could argue
are defensible, we have a situation in which we have people who
are simply not academically prepared in our institutions. We need
to either ensure that they become prepared or talk to them about
an alternative experience, but we have differentially successful
education in this country, even in higher education, and I don't
think we can afford to ignore that.

Representative SCHEUER. Differentially successful education,
higher education, because the kids come to the 13th grade differen-
tially educated?

Ms. EATON. In part, yes.

1 (1
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Representative SCHEUER. And that means that the K through 12
system isn't functioning up to par, and that it needs a lot of mas-
saging and remediating.

Ms. EATON. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. I totally agree. Yes, Mr. Dertouzos.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. I will be very brief. Mr. Chairman, I would like

to be excused after this, unfortunately, because I have tO run.
I would like to echo somewhat what Ms. Eaton said from a

slightly different perspective. Our entire work on the MIT Commis-
sion came up with this conclusion of a cry for greater quality, and
this creates a block

Representative SCHEUER. Greater equality or greater quality?
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Quality.
Representative SCHEUER. Quality.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. Quality of education.
Representative SCHEUER. Right.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. The ability to read, to understand, to know

math, to be able to handle the equipment, et cetera.
Representative SCHEUER. This is K through 12, you're talking

about.
Mr. DERTOUZOS. I'm coming to that. We addressed K through 12

as the first ill, and after that, what I refer to as the "forgotten
half," the people who are between high school and work, and they
don't have anywhere to go.

We are so preoccupied with that, and I'm so preoccupied with
that, that it creates a block in my own mind, and when we talk
here about expanding a system that is not working, the trouble
that I have is, do we want more bad education? Certainly not. And
you say, of course, we do have to improve the K through 12; howev-
e., that is so overpowering in consideration, I want to really make
that point, that it creates a mental block, at lc N.st to me, and I
don't see how we're going to do that. I'm all for expansion, and I
think addressing the forgotten half on the upper end and providing
at the lower end, preschool possibilities is an excellent idea. But in
terms of priorities and in terms of the devastated state of the qual-
ity of education in between that sandwich, it's such a big differ-
ence, that I cannot begin to think about it with my own prejudices
and constraints until I can see how we're going to solve that
middle problem.

I just wanted to say that.
Mr. ATWELL. Yes, that's about what I wanted to build on as well,

that if you think of our hesitancy here, I think it has a great deal
to dohesitancy in embracing your ideawith our asking our-
selves, if we really wanted to increase the already very high par-
ticipation rates in education, and that is really what you're sug-

_ gesting, participation rates in postsecondary education in this coun-
try are about 50 percent. That's the highest in the world. That's
higher than Japan.

If we were to redefine the system to create even more participa-
tion, and if the Federal Government were to proclaim it, it would
be a bit hollow, unless something is done in the system below,
which is 15,000 local school districts in 50 States. The Federal Gov-

_ ernment':i role in the K through 12 world is so small compared to
its role ii, the postsecondary world, perhaps we have such a won-
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derful system of tsecondary education because there's a greaterFederal role an. such an unhappy result in the K through 12
world because there's such a minimal role, but I think you can't
really ignore the fact that our hesitancy is rooted in a lot of con-
cer-q about what's happening in that world.

I so wanted to comment on the tuition advance fund idea and
the whole concept of loans. I worry very much that we are, and Ishould have said this in our earlier dialog between us, Mr. Chair-
man. I really worry very much about what I see to be a growing
notion that education, particularly higher education, benefits the
so-r,alled "consumer." And that's just a myopic view of what really
the benefits of society achieves, the economy achieves, as a resultof an investment in higher education, and therefore, it seems tome--

Representative SCHEUER. Bob, you have to be very careful what
you're saying, because if you keep hewing to that line of argument,
you're going to end up right where I am [laughter)then you're indeep sushi.

If we're looking at the benefit to society of having an educated,
skilled, productive, competitive work force and citizenry, then wehave to say, well, why isn't it for everybody? What are we waiting
for? Why don't we bite the bullet?

Mr. ATWELL. I'm happy to do that, Mr. Chairman. I was only atthat point commenting on the question of financing all of this
through loans to the consumers, and I think loans have a place.
I'm not opposed to all forms of loans. I just think that there's somelimit to the extent to which this generation of students ought to
pay for its own education, and I think we've gone well beyond thatin the past 8 years.

Representative SCHEUER. I mean, if you accept that students
should pay for their own education, why aren't they paying for
their high school education?

Mr. ATWELL. I'm not accepting that, is what I'm saying.
Representative SCHEUER. I know you're not accepting that, but Imean, as a logical matter, we're looking at this as an intellectual

theorem. If students should pay for their own educr`ion, why this
arbitrary cutoff between grade 12 and grade 13? If it nas no logicalvalidity, then let all kids pay for their education. If they can't get
educated, then they don't learn how to read, write, and count.

Now the absurdity of that statement is self-evident. It's self-evi-
dent because society needs an educated citizenry, and if it does
need an educated citizenry, why this dividing line? The consumerpays for it after grade 12, but society pays for it before grade 12? I
mean, it's not written in the stars; it s not in the Sermon on the
Mount or the Ten Commandments. Where does this bifurcation
come from at grade 12?

Mr. ATWELL. I think this hearing ought, by the same token, to beheld with representatives of States and local school boards, State
agencies and local boards as well as at the Federal level. We ought
to really sort out who's responsible for what parts of this system,
and that includes the Feds, the States, the local school districts, the
property tax, the income tax, and how much parentc and howmuch students should have to pay. None of that has ever reallybeen systematically worked out. Each party has bitten off a par-
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ticular piece of it and there's really no rationale that's ever been
developed for the respective responsibilities of the various parties.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, this has been a marvelous panel,
and I can't thank you enough. You've been very, very stimulating.

Thank you all very much.
We will now go to the last panel with apologies.
Audrey Cohen, Frank Newman, Donna Shalala, and Hoke Smith.
I apologize for the delay and thank you for your patience and for-

bearance. You've been long suffering, and I m very grateful that
you all hung in here until quarter to 12.

I have plenty of time, and I hope that you do, so that we won't
el pressed.
Are any of you under any time pressure and therefore would like

to testify first and answer a few questions?
Are you, Mr. Blair.
Mr. BLAIR. Yes, sir.
Mr. NEWMAN. I have a 12:30 deadline.
Representative SCHEUER. The two of you have to leave at 12:30.

Well, why don't I hear from the two of you first and that'll leave
us a little bit more relaxed with Audrey Cohen and Donna Shalala
and Mr. Smith.

Stephen Blair is president of the National Association of Trade
and Technical Schools. He represents over 900 accredited trade and
technical schools and 250,000 students nationwide.

You've heard about the "forgotten halr?
Mr. BLAIR. Yes, I have.
Representative SCHEUER. I suppose .hat that's your group?
We're delighted to have you here. I appreciate your patience.

Please talk to us for 5 or 6 minutes, and then we li have a few
questions for you before you have to leave.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN 1. BLAIR, PRESIDENT. NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF TRAM AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Mr. BLAIR. Thank you very much, sir.
I really look forward to this opportunity, because the area that

you're discussing is very important to the whole area of postsecond-
ary education. The first pane' very much focused on the issue of
higher education, and I pref ,r to call it postsecondary education.

Representative SCHEUER. That's how we have been referring to

Let me ask all of you, in addition to talking to us about some of
your personal or pet projects to address the question of access. This
is really what these 2 days of hearings are all about. Improved
access to Head Start by the four-fifths of the young people who
come from disadvantaged homes in our country who urgently need
it and aren't getting it and improved access, as you say to postsec-
ondary education.

Mr. BIAIR. Yes, sir. Be pleased to; however, I'd like to put a
caveat at the very beginning. I don't believe that access is the
single issue, and that was brought up at the beginning of the last
panel. If you're committed to something that has little or no value
or your ime spent there does not make a difference, the access, I

believe, sets up false hopes. So you need to know with confidence

it.
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that what you're getting is a quality product and that product
achieves the goals and the purposes the potential student sets for
himself or herself.

If you'll indulge me for just a couple of moments, sir, because I
do represent a segment of the population that is seldom understood
or little is known about but yet has, I believe, a substantial number
of answers to the very problems that you're dealing with. Propor-
tionally, we serve more low-income, more disadvantaged students
than any other sector. Where that chart disappears for Hispanics
and blacks, those people appear in our schools, and I think we have
a lot to share with you as to some of the remedies.

As a small correction, the National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools represents over 1,300 accredited schools repre-
senting some 700,000 individuals, a slight difference there, sir, yes.

Representative SCHEUER. I apologize for the error. I don't know
how it crept in.

Mr. BLAIR. That's all right. And that happened in the last 3
weeks, so it's a tremendous growth.

We represent and train in over 120 different careers, and those
range in careers from actor to x-ray technician, including very high
tech as well as old-world skills.

We are recognized by the Department of Education as providing
the hallmark of accreditation to qualified trade and technical
schools. So all the trade and technical schools that are approved for
participation in the Federal programs come through us.

Our programs in length run from 3 months to 3 years. Some also
offer bachelor degree programs. We are not, as generally perceived
and represented by 20-20 or former Secretary Bennett's rhetoric on
defaults. I assert that we are the least known sector of postsecond-
ary education but perhaps a model for answers for many of the
questions that we are agonizing over in cost effectiveness, in ques-
tions of cost containment, in the areas of effectiveness and achieve-
inent of goals and purposes.

I assert that we are the most effective sec or of postsecondary
education in achieving its goal, for we say that goal is technical
education and the placement of entry-level employable personal-
ities. Based upon "High School and Beyond," the federally funded
longitudinal data, the completion rate for community college voca-
tional students is 45 percent. For private career schools, it is 65
percent. The average completion for a 4-year liberal arts degree is
65 percent and the 4-year completion in liberal arts for minorities
and high risk is 29 percent.

We measure ourselves on outputs not process. We judge our-
selves by completion rates and placement rates, not on the facili-
ties.

Representat've SCHEUER. Can I ask you a question?
Mr. BLAIR. Sure.
Representative SCHEUER. I apologize for interrupting. Is that

lower minority completion rate for the 4-year course a result of fi-
nancial inability to pay fees, or is it the result of inability to do the
work satisfactorily?

Mr. BLAIR. I suggest, sir, that the financial aid has an element in
it. I was with the U.S. Department of Education for 13 years ad-
ministering the Federal student aid programs. Student aid has an

95-658 0 89 12
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element to it, but what happens is that when a student coming
from a disadvantaged background enters a postsecondary institu-
tion, he is in need of mtkior support systems. The whole title Ill
program is developed and designed to create that support. But if in

a traditional arena you provide a passive educational experience,
in other words, it is put before the student to indulge in, play with,
experience, without support, then that person will fail. And I be-
lieve that to have postsecondary traditional liberal arts succeed,
they have to take not only the commitment to admit, but also the
commitment to see that student complete the education which re-
quires a level of outstanding support. In my opinion, these schools

are not providing the necessary support. Our schools have a differ-

ent philosophy and way of dealing with people that I'll point out a
little bit later and you ll see why the retention rates are as high as

they are.
The population that we serve, proportionally, are more low

income, high risk and women than any other sector of postsecond-

ary education. We serve two times as many blacks and Hispanic
students as public 2-year institutions; 25 percent of our students
have a prior postsecondary educational experience. One-fourth of

our students have been someplace else before they come to us.
Representative &HEUER. Excuse me. Elaborate on that. What

does that mean?
Mr. BLAnt. That basically means they have gone to a university

or a community college first, and then they have come to us.
Representative SCHWER. Because they found the college or uni-

versity ill suited to their needs or irrelevant to their needs?
Mr. BLAIR. In some cases they also have a bachelor's degree, and

in a recent culinary institute that I visited, one-fourth of the people
had a B.A. degree or higher. They wanted to be chefs. Of course,
the old standby one liner is that you send your daughter to Bryn
Mawr for her degree and Katie Gibbs for a job. Katie Gibbs is a
secretarial school.

Representative &HEVER. Yes.
Mr. 131-Allt. Thank you. Sixty percent of our people receive Pell

grants and 70 percent receive Stafford loans. Since both of those
are need based, we have, therefore, a high level of need on the part
of the population we se-ve; however, we also serve middle and
upper income students, wno choose to receive a technical education
rather than a liberal arts education.

Out of the report of "High School and Beyond," students attend-
ing private career schools are similar to those students who do not

attend or participate in any education after high school. Economi-

cally, that is what they look like. However, 5 years after leaving
high school, the private career school students report working full
time and have an income more or less matched to those who have
attended college. Therefore, our completion rate becomes even
more significant in the context of the population that we serve.

In the testimony that we've submitted, we speak of the concerns
about the Federal Student Aid programs and the possible remedies
to ensure access of the high-risk students to postsecondary educa-
tion. Some of the ideas being considered right now will, in fact, put

a high-risk population very definitely in jeopardy and private
career school students will be excluded from participating in sever-
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al of the very critical programs that specifically were designed to
benefit the low-income and disadvantaged students.

Representative SCHEUER. And which would those be?
Mr. BLAIR. Most particularly, the Carl Perkins Act, sir, JTPA,

and in particular also the new College Savings Bond Program.
All of that is in the prepared statement, sir.
The topic of the hearing, the cost benefits of assuring up to 4

years of postsecondary education. In "The Forgotten Half: The
Non-College Youth in America" reports that by 1990, only 20 per-
cent of the jobs will require a college education and all the rest will
require some level of technical education. Private career schools
are providing technical education to half of the full-time students
enrolled in vocational-specific programs in the United States.
There are 1.4 million students enrolled at 4,000 accredited private
career schools. Access up to 4 years is a good idea; however, if it is
to carry out the traditional system and simply extend the current
process a couple of more years, we do not think that that has great
value. However, to provide access for a postsecondary educational
experience that is appropriate for the individual, based on his or
her choice to pursue a field of study that is appropriate and to
their liking, we highly recommend and support.

For some, going on to college is a superb idea; for many, having
completed high school and going off to work and realizing that a
college education is where they want to go is a terribly appropriate
thing. We like the idea of increasing that probability of access, but
we also believe that there's a huge number of people whom college
is not appropriate because of their own choice, that perhaps trade
and technical education is appropriate, could be of benefit, and we
would like to ensure that they have the choice to be able to go
beyond high school and that kind of program we highly endorse.

Representative &HELIER. That's exactly what we're talking
about. We're talking about giving the student who's finishing high
school a complete array of options. 1 mean, we did that 40 years
ago with the GI bill of rights. Why should we do less now? And I
would think that the array of options would be a 4-year academic
course, a 2-year junior college, a course in industrial arts, a propri-
etary school. The whole length and breadth of our education expe-
rience would be represented and the young person would have that
choice.

Mr. BLAIR. We also suggest, sir, that as we look at that, consider-
ation needs to be given to the whole question of the effectiveness of
the train ing.

In a recent workshop put on jointly between ACE and the Na-
tional Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators on the
whole question of awareness, they dealt very extensively with what
they called the certainty of opportunity. It is letting a student
know, when they're still in high school and preferably in grade
school, that they will have that access to postsecondary education.
It's knowing that there is financial aid that starts to make the real
difference in their ability to complete the education in high school
and to know that there are possibilities beyond.

We suggest that kind of intervention is critical to make people
realize that there is something beyond high school and there are
reasons to stay in high school.
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Representative SCHEUER. I don't know if you were here for the
last panel, but we discussed this issue very clearly. It seems to me
there's an independent good to be achieved, especially in the low-
income minority community, who have a sense out there that this
education system really wasn't designed to include them, that in
fact it was designed to exclude them. And one way, it seems to me,
that you can build a sense of expectation and a sense of confidence
in a young black or Hispanic person from a deprived home is to say
this system is designed for you, and it should be your expectation
that you are going to be in some kind of postsecondary experience
and all you have to do is show us that you value it and that it
would be of value to you. Just do good work and you can look for-
ward to having the whole option of postsecondary experiences.

So it seems to me that could be a self-fulfilling prophecy. If you
send the young child a signal that this is the whole panoply of op-
tions, they may well begin to feel that "this is our system. I'm not
being screened out. I'm being included. This is for me." Maybe that
would give kids a new sense of hope and confidence that they can
succeed in this system, that it was meant for them, that there is an
expectation that they will succeed and they will benefit by it and
they will benefit society from having honed their skills through a
postsecondary experience. And it's the perception that it is for
them, that society has confidence that they're quite capable of
making it. And that could be a self-fulfilling prophecy, and that's a
very important point that you just hit on.

Mr. BLAIR. In your just-released report, you suggest that voca-
tional programs should, one, be developed in concert with business
and labor communities to ensure that business needs are reflected
in the training provided, provide opportunities for on-the-job train-
ing so students are exposed to the realities and requirements of the
workplace, teach students to be creative, solve problems, work in
groups, perform a variety of tasks to adapt to a continually chang-
ing job market, teach students about work ethic and employer ex-
pectations, behavior, attitude, attendance, test students on profi-
ciency to ensure that the employers are getting qualified people
and provide work-study opportunities so a student can earn money
and find out how the real world is.

Sir, the private career schools in the United States do that. Their
whole system is based upon work experience, hands-on education.
Some of our places actually have punch-in time clocks. They are
dressed in uniforms. Their purpose is to not only create a skilled
individual but also to instruct them on the world of work, because
as an employer looks for somebody, skill is about the fourth thing
they ask about. Employers are looking for somebody who will show
up on time, put in a full day's work, be able to relate with the cus-
tomers and their fellow employees and be able to do the skilled job.

What we are about is creating an employable personality in the
shortest time period. And I assert that the private career schools
are cost effective. Recent students show that in the vocational area
that a private career school produces a graduate, an employable
personality at about half the cost of a public institution. We are
market sensitive and responsive, which means that we must, in
fact, respond to what the industry needs and to fulfill the demands
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set by industry for skilled people. If one of our schools does not re-
spond to the market, it goes out of business.

Thus, I assert that we have a model to answer many of the prob-
lems that you and your subcommittee have articulated, and not
only for vocational education but for all of postsecondary educa-
tion.

I would be more than pleased to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Blair follows:}
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN J. BLAIR

Kr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittees

I welcome the opportunity to addres the Joint economic Committee on
the coats anti benefits to the economy and society of assuring
poetoecondary access for at risk youth. The topic could not be more

urgent. Cowes's and the next Administration must give this a high
priority end work together to devise a comprehensive strategy to solve
this prOblem.

The etatistics cited in the recently released American Agenda.
written by former Preoldents rord end Carter. underscore the urgency
and magnitude of the problem.

ono million youth drop out of school each year.

Dropout rates of many urban school. are SO% or mor.

more than 30% of all xispanic youth will drop out of school.

one dhild in five lives in poverty. Children in poverty ere
one-third less likely to graduate from high school.

More than SO% of all toenaoe mothers.and up on welfare.

MAWS, as well as all other private career schools. community
colleges and historically black college. and universities, servo the
vast majority of low income, inner city. disadventoged youth.

leltaT IS WITS?

The Motional Association of Trade and Technical Schools is comprised of
over 1,300 accredited private career schools that educate over 730,000
tudent each year in more than 120 different career fields. As

recognised by the no.. Department of education, MATTs provides the
hallmark of accreditation to qualified private trade and technical
schools.

The career fields range from actor to x-rey technician. The dominant
fields ars uto/diesel, lectronice, heating and air conditioning, and
medical/dental technicians. Skills include high-tech and old world
croft*. Programs range from three months to two years in length. Each

program is designed to develop competency in the shortent period of
time poseible. All programs are hands-on technical odtv.ation end te
designed to create skilled entry level personnel.

The national retention rate is 74% with 73% placemmnt rota. some

school. maintain a 100% completion and 100% placement rate.
enrollments range from five to 2,000 students with the average school
being 230 students. owner. !nolo*" individuals and corporations such
as ITT, Devry and MationalfAincstion center.
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NCoMONIC IIINXFITS OF TtcNNIcAL =MATZOH

There is little argument with the proposition that general ducation
and training benefit both society and the individual. The econd
proposition that is supported by everyone who studies the problem I.
that the economic payoffs for training risky students are higher than
the return for the average atudent.

Over half of the young people in our society do not attend college.
There are approximately 20 million young people between the ages of 16
and 24 years of age who are unlikely to attend college. They are
deprived of the investment that society makes available to college
attendee.. Thia nation spends $124 billion year on college
student.. The investment in those who do not want to go to college,
but want to train for a good job end a docent future, is negligible.

congress and the states have not been sufficiently responsive to the
need for postsecondary vocational education as an alternative to
college. The forgotten Half( Non-College Youth In America reports
that by 1990, only 20* of the jobs will require a college education and
ell the rest will require some level of technical skill. Private
career schools are training st least half the full-time students
enrolled in vocationally-specific programs. There are 1.4 million
students enrolled in 4,000 accredited private career schools who
receive shout 2.5 billion dollar*, moetly in federal student loans and
grants. That compares to 12.4 million college students receiving about
$16 billion in loans and grants from all sources, by the most liberal
stimate, the W.T. Grant Foundation estimatea that $7 billion dollars
are spent by federal, state and local government on training
opportunities for non-college youth. This is about one-eeventh the
investmen'. of college youth.

These nonacademic students are having a harder time surviving in the
labor market than before. The old opportunities available in
manufacturing industry with union-aacured wages and aecurity ars
disappearing. Young, non-college youtil are victims of the changing
economy. The report, The Forgotten Nall (William T Grand
Foundation, November, 1911), has documented the declining economic
fortunes of young people. The increasing jobltuos rat* among young
people, especially minorities, rsults in other legal, httalt,,, and
welfare costs for society.

Non-collegiate youth are divers, population, but compared to college
attendees they are poorer, more likely to be males, have lower academic
ability and ars more likely to be minorities. Given the divwrsity of
non-collegiate youth, it Is important to focus on thoae with the most
problems because they are least well served by most ui,nt tiaining
and education options.

NATTs estimates from the 1-.'allable research the a high ..:rhot I

dropout costs society $26.(100 a year In tax supported social seivices.
In addition, dropouts will pay less in taxes over their life time. It
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L. this additional dependence on social services that makes these risky

student such high payoff if they receive education which allows them

to enter the lebor market. rot only would they pay more taxes, but

they would consume fewer services.

A conservative stimate suggests that posteecondery education for high

school drepouts would raise individual income by $107,000 over the

lifetime of the dropout. if one assumes a marginal tax rate of 155,

the public loos in taxes is $16,125. if those numbers are multiplied

by the half-million high school dropouts each year, the individuals

lose over $55 billion per year and public taxes aro reduced hy over $$

billion. Most estimates of loot income and taxes ar much higher.

The problem of poorly educated students is great and getting worse

because of change. in the economy. Employers are increasingly

concerned about the lack of preparation among now workers. There Is

lss demand for untrained worker, and the ones that are working are
receiving very low wagee in service jobs. Education is the answer, but

these students do not want to continue traditional general education.

That is why they dropped out in the first place.

The characteristic, that mak students high school dropouts make them

poor candidates for further ducation or employeent. They have lower

test scores, low elt esteem, low motivation, they do not like school,

and they often have trouble with authority. The majority of thes

students do not succeed in college. According to Vincent Tinto, sn

expert on dropouts, only 20% of these low income, low ability students

enrolling in college ever receive any sort of degree or certificate.
What this suggests is that the simple comparison of outcomes for
graduates with dropouts misss the obvious fact that dropouts have

problems other than education that relegates them to lower income jobs

and higher unemployment.

in addition to developing job skills, uccensful technical ducation

moat include what economist Garth Magnum of the University of utah

calls job-getting and job-keeping skill. expected by employers. Magnum

points out that low income students are motivated to enroll in a

technical education program that leads to getting a job that pays a

good income. This motivation exists because the programa taught at

private career schools are short term, hands-on training delivered in

short module that re.-force learning, and are directly related to the

job skills necessary for employment. Education and training programs

that do not include these factors am not as successful.

MR/W. aio PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR AT RISK YOUTH

The predominant forms of federal assistance our students use ale the
Pell Orent Program and the Stsfford Loan Program, f-rme:I., th
Guaranteed Student Loan P1-)gram. Approximatell 6 of waTc. ,tudelts
receive Pell and approximately 70% of our students receive Stafford

Loans. Our students also rely to a lesser extent on Porkxns Loans!,

3 i;
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formerly National Direct student Loans. For the most part, our
students have been excluded from campus based aid programs like the
Supplmeental Sducational Opportunity Orant end College Work Study
PrograMe. Although 2 en pleased to mote that es result of the 1946
Reautborisation Act, Col.lege Work Study has been somewhat expanded
enabling more of our high risk students to participate in this program.

Access to the stafford Loan Program for at risk students is in
serious jeopardy. A. you know, there has been much attention about
default rates in the program over the past year. what ha been lost in
the debate is that the net default rate has remained virtually the same
for the last $ yews, at roughly 12%.

What has changed, however, is the explosion of loan volume during thy
same time period. Refers the Reagan Administration came into office,
the Pell Grant was the primary moans of financiel aid for low income
students. Since 1540, 0 gradual shift has occurred from Pell orants to
loens. Today, the Stafford Loan is the primary means of access to a
postsecondary education for low income etudents. Contrary to the
Department of Sducai.4on's assertion, all studies demonstrate that the
lower the income of the student population eervtd, the greater
propensity to default. As I've stated previously, private career
schools, like community colleges and historically black colleges and
universities, predominately serve low income students. These type. of
schools have higher default rates than traditional four year
universities.

Although there have been no draconian measures enacted in either
legislation or regulation to reduce the default rate, former secretary
of Sducation William sennett effectively used his Cabinet position to
begin to achieve what he unsuccessfully ought to accomplish through
regulation: to restrict access to a postsecondary education for low
income students. In addition, recnt changes in the 1956
Reauthorization Act and proposed regulations and statements by
officiale of the Department of tducation have made continued lender
participation tenuous for high risk students.

we are seeing lenders deny loans to low income tudents based on the
school's default rate. Guarantors will not guarantee loans to low
incoM0 students for this same reavon. A school doe. not default -
students they serve default.

In the ublownce of Pell Grants, loans are the primary means for low
income students to attend a postsecondary institution, we suggest the
following changes must be made in the stafford Loan Program to ensure
access for low income studnts.

Require that each state guaranty agency shall ,r)sul.- that
there is a lendvt and guarantor of last to 1,

In addition, no lender o guarantor ot lost t..t.ort Alan Urn.,
loan to any student u-Ased solely on the default tate of the

36i
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institution that the student plan, to attend and the default

rate of tho lenders and guarantor. of last resort will be

outside reinsurance triggers.

Provide economic incentives to lendrs and guarantors who

serve high risk student populations. An economic incentive

to lender could be an increase in the special allowance

they receive to service the loan.. An conomic incentive to

guarantors could ba an djustment in the reinsurance rates

the federal government pays guarantors to guarantee the loan.

Thor+ are other federal programs that private career schools aro

technically eligible to participate in but for the most part are

xcluded from participation at the implementation level. These

programs are the Job Treining Partnership Act and the Carl Perkins

vocational Education Act.

Joe TRAINING PARTWEASHIP ACT

Private Industry Councils IPICS) determine participation. In many

areas, PIcS exclude our sector from participation. Also, the current

practice of awarding training contracts that put an improper emphasis

on retention and placement resulting in the funding of the shortest

training possible to reduce the total number of dropouts. A "creaming'

of the applicant, is done to ensure that these people complete the

training. These practices do not well save the high risk population.

cAal. PERKIN. VOCATIoNAL EDUCATION ACT

In this program, state agencies determine which schools may

participate. Private career schools can only participate if the

quipment used in the traiLing cdinnot b. found In public community

colleges and universities, or, if the cost of the education is less

expensive at a privets career school than Ir community college oz

university.

Access should be 'judged on the school's competency to train end place

in the &ream needed, not on the absence of equipment in a public

school. Determination of the true cost of education should take into

account public education's administrative overhead, coat of facilities.

the subsidies provided to public education and -lost opportunity- cos..-

to the students in the fixed program lengths found in community

colleges.

Obstacles should be zernc.vel in the implementatIc.n 1 .TVA an

Carl Perkins Vo,atr'nal A h uuy elual !

plivato .areer s -h. .-

The greatest success in releral programs has been fund ,n thP pr.utax

that enable the loclividvai to exercise personal chulce in obtar.ling tIn

3 f;
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educational experience that is moat appropriate for him or her. These
uccessful prOgrame Are the al Sill, Pe11 Grants, and the Stafford
Loan Program. Programs that are less successful are those in which
bureaucracy determined what is "sppropriats" education for an
individual.

Therefore, consideration should be given to designing retraining
programa that give the ability of the individual to choose, through
loans, grants, or vouchers, the appropriate training for him or her and
not establish bureaucracies that determine for others what education
they should obtain.

Finally, there is a new federal program in which private career school
students are totally excluded from participation. The program is the
recently enacted Education Savings bond Program that was passed on the
last day of the 100th congress.

The legislation is targeted toward low and middle income families. The
savings Donde can be purchased either outright or through weekly
payroll deductions. The money earl be used at any two or four year
university. Sommer, the money cannot be applied to attend a private
Career school.

sy excluding private career schools, congreies has told low and middle
income parent. that the federal government will help their children
attend a postsecondary institution except if their children choose to
attend private career school. A. you know, college is not for
everyone. many students choose to attend a private career school.
This exclusion implicitly states that it is now federal policy to
restrict academic choice for middle And low income families.

Low income students who choose to attend a private ow...or school should
have the WO opportunities and benefito awarded to them as the federal
gtvernment provides for students who attend traditional university.
To remedy this, z recommend that the definition of eligible
postsecondary institutions in this now program be defined AO an
inetitution described in 20 u.s.C., sections 1089 and 1201 of the
nigher Education Act.

coST OF DOING NOTHING

$41 billion is spent each year on wolfar programa.

Teenage pregnancies cos,. the U.S. over $16 billion tach year
in welfare costs alone.

RtModiation and lust productivity cost fl.s.

billion pot y.at

Each year's dropouts cost this country $24Q billion in lost
earnings and foregone taxes over their lifetimes.

3G.s,
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Clearly, providing poiltsecondory acct... for high risk tudents pays

off. A high sc; d-vout who worked full-time in 1986 made $20,000.

His peer with some post high rchool education made $28,000. Fifteen

percent of high school dropouts are unemployed, compared to 5.3% of

those with some post high school education.

Private career schools provide technical ducation for students at a

much lower cost to taxpayers thar public colleges'. The public pays

about $2,000 por year to enroll a student in a private career school.

The estimate does not include the amount of taXes those institutions

pay. In other words, this is a high estimate.

For a otudent at traditional college, tho cOmbined cost of tudent

aid and the subsidy to the institution is about $4,500 per year. That

does ntt include the cost of dormitories, meals, book., hospitals or

other non-educational expenditures. It also does not include the

capital costs of buildings or major equipment. In short, it is

probably a low estimate.

Private career schools also have a better completion rate than public

colleges for high risk student. The completion rote for at risk

students at a four year c&lege is 29%. The completion rats for high

risk students ir the job Corp program is 33%; in community colleges,

45%; and at private career schools, $5%. Each of these sectors has

difftrent missions, programs and students so direct comparison is not

appropriate. However, the facts do make the case that private career

schools do as well tor their studants as traditional colleges do for

theirs.

In summary, it is vident that we ao nation ere highly under-invested

in non-collegiate youth. The changes in today's mar' st require more

specialized education, but not necessarily college. Saving a few

million dollars now by reducing school opportunities will cost billions

of dollars in the future.

Private career schools do a better Job of preparing high risk students

for employment through the technical education opportunities and at a

lower cost to the taxpayer.
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Representative &HEUER. Well, we appreciate your testimony
very much. There's a feeling out there that a lot of vocational edu-
cation in this country is training young people to make carriages
arid buggy whips with skills that are more or less irrelevant to
modern society.

Would you say this is the reality, for the most part, in the public
vocational schools?

Mr. BLAIR. I'm not sure that it exists that way, sir, because my
experience in the public vocational arena is very limited. I can defi-
nitely say that the stereotype does not exist in private career
schools.

Representative SCHEUF.R. Yes.
Mr. BLAIR. Private career schools are entirely focused on filling

the needs of business and industry, and a recent study produced by
the Opinion Research Corp. demonstrated that aside from on-te-
job training, which is about a $90 billion annual industry, the next
major supplier o: technicians in the United States comes from pri-
vate career schools.

You can walk into a school of avionics and find the most sophisti-
cated electronic equipment in the industry. They educate people,
who then go to work for United and American and others. Many of
our people are hired by Xerox and other major electronics people,
plus the entire area of support in medical-technical fields, heating
and air-conditioning, auto diesel, truck driving, all of those areas
where we so desperaWy need technicians and craftsmen for us to
be able to effectively compete in a world marketplace, we must
have the technicians, and they do not simply spring from Zeus'
head full born. They are created, they are educated, they are
brought into being, and there are a lot of people w'ao are totally
capable of being in college who choose to work with their hands,
and they use a vocational technical program.

So what we're basically suggesting is what we need to do is
create an openness for all possibilities for each individual to choose
an educational experience that fulfills their need. It goes back to
the Gardner quote, "A society that does not pay equal attention to
its philosophers and plumbers will soon find that neither its pipes
nor its theories hold water." [Laughter.]

So what we're looking for is that equality of balance. As I go to a
seminar to engage in some lofty philosophical discussion and my
car breaks down, I need a mechanic at that time, not the philo-
sophical discussion, but both have their place. And what we're
seeking is the equal quality, because for this society to really work,
each individual must feel that they are fulfilled, they have a place
and that they are doing something of worth and vame, and having
that kind of skill, and the kinds of schools that we have support
individuals in creating that sense of self-esteem.

They are very supportive. When an individi al comes in, attend-
ance is taken two and three times a day. They know where the stu-
dent is. They know when they're starting to slip behind. Attention
is paid to support them, so, in fact, it is a very supportive educa-
tional experience, plus, they can see the relevancy. If they come in
and need remedial education, they're :-,ot given traditional remedi-
ation. What they're given is a program of reading, writing, and

I NV
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mathematics that fits into the educational program so that they
can see the relevance.

When they go home at night, they can tell their people what
they have been learning as a technician, and they can now see the
relevancy of having to read, having to understand.

Representative SCHEUER. These are private career schools that
you're representing.

Mr. BLAIR. Yes, sir, they are.
Representative SCHEUER. What would you perceive to be the ade-

quacy of access to those schools by young people who finished sec-
ondary school and would like to make e. career in a trade, as blue
collar workers? I take it that that's whom you're appealing to.

Mr. BLAIR. Actually, it's not just blue collar. Some are blue
collar, but a lot of them are white collar, and we also have the
leather apron group.

The access is so very much dependent upon the availability of
student aid, and this is where student aid comes in. The schools are
out there, the programs are out there. The community colleges
serve the exact same population to a very large degree that we
serve.

Representative SCHEUER. Yes.
Mr. BLAIR. They have exactly the same problem, because it's not

simply the tuition fees, but it's supporting yourself and your
family. It's the day-care system that you need to take care of your
child while they're in school and all of that full range of support.
That's where the financial aid comes in. Because there's been a
choice to not have grant money in a level sufficient to handle those
costs, we've had to rely upon loans. The difficulty with the loan
program is, as people start to get concerned about the default rate,
what they're focusing on is a simple aspect of that program. A de-
fault rate is a function of the population served. The lower the
income, the higher the default. If you start to exclude people who
attend either a community college or a private career school two
things happen. You lose the ability to have access to the loan be-
cause of the high risk. Banks won't cover them because they'll lose
their insurance. Guarantee agencies are concerned, because of
their trigger. But more importantly, banks will stop serving them
because there's not a profit to be made.

Representative SCHEUER. I understand that.
So we have the problem of access there that is a specific element

in this whole problem of access to postsecondary education, and I
take it you feel that loans, particularly as they apply to these low-
income minority kids are a turnoff and a problem, both to them
and for their parents.

Mr. BIAM. They're willing assume it, if they know that it
leads to employment and the employment will pay it off, and be-
cause their programs are short, there is an immediacy to it, so
they're willing. So the concern is not that they're not willing to
take them, but the concern is to get them.

Representative SCHEUER. To have them available.
Mr. BLAIR. Yes, sir.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Blair.
Mr. BLAIR. My pleasure.
Representative SCHEUER. Now let's go to Mr. Newman.

3i;t;
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Mr. Frank Newman has been president of the Education Com-
mission of the Str*7:-: since 1985. The Education Commission of the
States is a 22-year-old compact of States created to assist State po-
litical and education leaders in developing and implementing effec-
tive State education policies and programs.

We're delighted to have you here, Mr. Newman, and we give you
a gold star for having identified that report as the Truman report
(.4 1947.

Mr. NEWMAN. AcLually, I even knew the year. That's amazing.
Representative SCHEUER. You did. [Laughter.]
Mr. NEWMAN. I wish I'd had a chance to get that in. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF FRANK NEWMAN, PRESIDENT. EDUCATION
COMMISSION OF THE STATES

Mr. NEWMAN. One other thing that may help on the gold star
front, you mentioned you're a GI bill alumnus. I've been through
the GI bill, but I want to point out, it doesn't always work. You
went straight, and I went into education. So you can't count on it
as a certainty. [Laughter.]

Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to be here.
I want to make just one opening comment on the Federal role

and then comment on the question of two issues that you posed to
us.

On the Federal role, of course, statistically, the bulk of the
money and the bulk of the policies come from the States, but it
does seem to me that the Federal role is terribly important and
that the issue is not solely money. Money, of course, is important,
as any educator will tell you.

I think the Federal role has an issue beyond the question of
money, in the sense that while money is important, this country is
going to spend, this year, something on the order of $300 or $310
billion in education. But the question of spending that wisely is
critical, and the Federal Government has the capacity and has
often demonstrated this, to be a force for change in how we spend
the money broadly, to use the money as leverage money, a force for
excellence in leveraging and a force for equity, and I would argue
that, therefore, it's riot solely how much the Federal Government
spends, but particularly the form of spending, and I want to come
back to that in each of the cases that we've talked about.

Representative SCHEUER. How they spend it to achieve equity, to
achieve excellence and to achieve change.

Mr. NEWMAN. And to leverage all that other money that's going
on out there. In the elementary and secondary areas, as you know,
the Federal Government only provides about 6 percent of the total
resources, so it's not going to transform it through the dollars it
puts up, except as those dollars provide a special extra leverage,
which it can do and has demonstrated.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, that's what we were trying to do,
of course, with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Mr. NEWMAN. And successfully, and one--
Representative SCHEUER. To a degree.
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes. I think it has been not totally--
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Representative SCHEUER. Well, for example, we set up the Head
Start program, and we thought we'd use our leverage to get some-
thing new and great started, and the Head Start program was a
success from the very beginning.

Now there's a theory around that local people know best. You've
heard that. Well, why didn't local people in cities and States
around the country say, "Hey, this is a great program. We ought to
do this for our kids." Why didn't cities and States increase access
to the education system by 2 years and set up a Head Start pro-
gram for their kids?

Mr. NEWMAN. Well----
Representative SCHEUER. Why, 20 years later are we still trying

to figure out how we can create a Head Start experience for the
four-fifths of the low-income kids from disadvantaged homes who
aren't getting it? Why, a hundred years after we started preschool
enriched programs, are the well-to-do kids who don't really need it,
getting it? The well-to-do kids from homes that are education facto-
ries, they're in it. I mentioned to the last panel that I'm a Head
Start kid. Why did I get it, while the kids from low-income homes
in New York City didn't? None of them got it in those days. And
even today only a fifth of them get it. After really 75 years or so of
Head Start-type experience and 20 years of actual Head Start expe-
rience that proves without a doubt what a great program this is,
why haven't localities around the country just said, "Hey, it works,
let's do it."

You see, so even the effort of Congress to innovate and to use the
carrot as a means of starting something new that will then be
quickly adapted, elaborated, and extended does not always work.

Mr. NEWMAN. Well, I'm going to argue, it's not quite as dubious.
I agree with all the criticisms you've just made, but a couple of
things about the experiment of Head Start Lnd the whole question
of how the Head Start program has worked out. I think itin one
sense, it's a very important example of the Federal capacity to ex-
periment and prove a point. I would argue that the Federal Gov-
ernment could have made it move faster if it had then gone on and
created another kind of carrot; namely, what it has done in several
other fields, which are certain kinds of matching grants, where it
goes to the States and says, "Look, this works, and we'll give you x
dollars, if you will put x dollars in." Remember what you did in
SSIG, in student aid. You gave a relatively modest amount of
money, and it cleared a whole range of Federal student aid pro-
grams at the college level, which now grossly have gone way
beyond, in dollars, any kind of matching arrangement that the
Federal Government came up with. In other words, that carrot car-
ried the second step of the process; namely, moving on to imple-
mentation, once the experiment was proven successful.

I think such carroting and such experimentation are very potent
roles for the Federal Government, and incidentally, now what's
happening, and this is a point I wanted to make, and your com-
ments allow me to bring it in. The interesting thing about early
childhood education is that it's coming rapidly to the United States
right now. We, in the last 4 or 5 years have moved to essentially
universal kindergarten. We v re not at universal kindergarten.
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We are now well over 95 percent across the country, in terms of
children attending.

About 30 percent of the children in this country are now eligible
for publicly supported 4-year-old voluntary kindergarten. In no
State is it mandatory, but in a whole series of States, it's State fi-
nanced at the public schools and about 30 percent of the children
are eligible for 4-year-old kindergarten.

In addition to that, the earlier parts of
Representative SCHEUER. What percentage of the low-income mi-

nority kids are eligible?
Mr. NEWMAN. Well, about 30 percent, as well, because it's

prettyit's a function. The States when they fund it, fund it for
everybody. So they say, if your school district does this, we'll give
you x dollars per child.

Representative SCHEUER. I guess a cria-stion of whether the
concentration of low-income minority kids occurs in States where
this is available.

Mr. NEWMAN. That's true, but it's coming rapidly. I mean, it's
moving State by State.

Representative SCHEUER. You hear constantly that only 20 per-
cent of the kids who need it the most get it, but what you're sug-
gesting is, it's really a little better than that. It's 30 percent.

Mr. NEWMAN. Well, but remember, this is only 4 years old.
Representative SCHEUER. You're talking about 1-year Head Start.
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes. In addition to that, there are some other pro-

grams. For example, there's some very good new programs coming
along of parental involvement like the Missouri program, that
start right at birth, of getting the parents involved as educators,
parents as teachers, and so on.

Representative SCHEUER. It also involves teaching parenting to
the parents.

Mr. NEWMAN. Yes. So one could say the Head Start concept is
finally paying off and at the local and State level things are hap-
pening, and then you'd say, well, what's the problem. And I wouli
argue the problem is twofold. One is the question of equity that
you raised, and the second is the question of quality. And let me
just take the quality first.

There'a a good deal of study now about the Head .'tart program
in itself, but there's a lot of new kinds of programs coming along,
and I think one thing the Federal Government ought to do, it
ought to commit itself to do, the Federal Government not only did
the experiment, but funded most of the followup to see if Head
Start was, in fact, effective.

I think there's a real need over the next 5 or 6 years for continu-
ing that followup and examining the question of whetherthe
forms of different kinds, because there are going to be many types
of early childhood education coming in. And it's in a very plastic
state at this point. So this is a terribly important time for continu-
ing study and analysis, which the Federal Government is doing.

Representative SCHEUER. And you say that study is ongoing?
Mr. NEWMAN. OEIR has put money into this, it is continuing,

and we ought to encourage that. That s an important point at this
particular time.

Representative SCHEUER. Where's that going on?
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Mr. NEWMAN. From the Department of Education.
Representative SCHEUER. Right.
Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, in 5 years, we will have pretty well

set the form of early childhood education in this country; 5 years
from now it's going to be very widespread in ways that I think are
very important. So it'swhether it becomes good early childhood
education or poor early childhood education is going to make a
great deal of difference. So the question of quality is not an assured
thing at this point. So tracking that and keeping on top of that is a
very good role for them.

Representative SCHEUER. You're suggesting that if you extrapo-
late the curve that is in place now, in 5 years, 80 or 90 percent of
the kids who need it the most will be getting it?

I don't want to put words in your mouth.
Mr. NEWMAN. If things continue, it will bemuch depends on

what the Federal Government does, and one of the suggestions that
I wanted to make would accelerate that, which is the one I was
making a mc. lent ago, is I think, an excellent role for the Federal
Government, would be to encourage States to move into early
childhood edu:ation through modest grants that expand Head
Start and othe devices. And one way of mitigating the cost to the
Federal Government is State matching, which will also get State
involvement in depth. Even if the Federal Government were not to
do that, I think, in 5 years, 50 percent of the kids will be in some
form of early childhood education.

Representative SCHEUER. Up from 30 percent now.
Mr. NEWMAN. And what will happen as a result, is that the form

that we accept, the sort of normwe have a form for kindergarten.
We know what kindergarten is, and we'll know in 5 years what
early childhood education is. Right now it's stillthere are a lot of
variations out there. And what we want to make sure is it settles
into its pattern that it will begin to live with. We want to make
sure it's a good pattern, not a poor pattern, because once you get a
poor pattern established, as you know, it's very hard to undo.

So this is a very critical period of time for the nature and the
form of early childhood education. So that the two arguments I
would make about early childhood education are, one, the Federal
Government ought to track the quality question and continue to re-
search it, sponsor the research and publish that research. And
second, that it, by matching grants to the States, can accelerate the
process in a constructive way.

Then the only third point I'd make about early childhood educa-
tion is one that in the discussion that has been going on here, and
reading back the past testimony, I think I would agree with essen-
tially all of it about early childhood education and certainly with
the views that you've expressed, Mr. Chairman.

The only thing I would argue is that the value, in terms of the
competitiveness of the United States has been vastly understated,
if anything, and if I could just make a brief argument about it.

We've been examining the question of the least advantaged stu-
dents under a major project we have on at-risk youth, and over the
past several years as that project has expanded, the deeper we
have gone into it, the more we have become convinced that we are
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understating to ourselves, the enourmous costs and disadvantage to
the society of developing an underclass.

Two new things have been going on. We've talked a lot here
today about dropouts. One is that the number of dropouts in this
country has actually been increasing over the last 15 years. This is
the first time in American history that this has happened. But the
second and far more insidious thing is that there's a significant
change in what it means to drop out. Now part of it has come up
here. You made the point and several have made the point, there
simply isn't the kind of work for people anymore that used to be
there. And that's certainly true. I mean, one could go on as a drop-
out before and do very effectively. Now that's changing.

But the second thing is that we are developing among about a
third of the kids that drop outa significant number come back
into the system some way. Some go get a GED, some find a job of
some sort.

Representative SCHEUER. Just for the record, spell out the alpha-
bet.

Mr. NEWMAN. G-E-Dgeneral equivalent degree, the equivalent
of a high school degree that you come back--

Representative SCHEUER. Yes.
Mr. NEWMAN. Thanks for the help. It proves that a college presi-

dent can be constructive. [Laughter.]
And in a very important point here. But some of them come back

in, but a considerable periodI mean, some go on and there are
jobs still that one can doCongressman and othersthat don't re-
quireyou know. [Laughter.]

But increasingly, that's rare.
Representative SCHEUER. It's all indoor work and no heavy lift-

ing.
Mr. NEWMAN. That's right. And there's only 435 of them.

[Laughter.]
But the other side of this is that about a third of the kids that

drop out end up as what I would call anticitizens. And I mean that
as strongly as it sound,t. And that is that people who end up on the
street running drugs or pregnant at 17, aren't simply people that
fail to become effective and productive citizens, they begin to
absorb resources from the society. In economic terms, they burden
a society trying to be competitive. If 10 percent of the people are
not contributing, you've lost 10 percent of your productivity, but
more importantly, they're absorbing wardens and policemen and
social workers. So the cost is considerably in excess of that.

Representative SCHEUER. You know, you've really said it all in
the last 2 minutes. And this is why I say that this investment in
our kids of $100 billion, as Jule Sugarman quantifies it, for Head
Start, to get them going successfully, to make sure that they show
up learning ready at the schoolhouse door, this is a capital invest-
ment, the costs of which, if we don't make it are so awesome and so
horrendous and so destructive to our society, both in financial
terms and in the quality of life terms. This whole business of a two-
tier society is morally offensive to us and the cost of not making
this capital expenditure in developing our human talent is unac-
ceptably high. And if people would only jnst start thinking of the
costs of not doing it along the lines that you're describing, our Con-
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gress would very soon decide that we simply couldn't afford not to
do this, not to make this expenditure, this capital investment.

You've said it all in about five sentences.
Mr. NEWMAN. What you're seeing and saying, and what you've

seen is increasingly visible to the States.
Let me just tell you one brief example of it, then get on to

the other point I want to make.
We've been meeting with the city of Los Angeles on some of

their problems with at-risk kids. They've got into it from another
point. They asked us to sit down with them because they said,
"Look, we've got 70,000 kids in gangs." We said, "70,000."

Representative SCHEME. 70,000 kids in gangs?
Mr. NEWMAN. 70,000. And I said, "Wait a minute. You got to be

kidding." And they said "70,000." And I said, "This is incredible,"
and theyI'm talking about the district attorney's office. Then we
got into the discussion about it. I said, "Well, how many of these
are really dangerous kids?" And they said, "About half or about
35,000 are armed." And I said, "Armed?" And he said, "With ev-
erything up through Uzi submachine guns." And he said, "I'm not
kidding you." He said, "This"and they showed me the gang kill-
ings which go like this. They're up over 800 this year.

And then I said, "How many armed policemen can the city of
Los Angeles from all jurisdictions put on the street?" He said,
"About 28,000 or 29,000." I said, "You mean, they outnumber
you?" He said, "Yes." And this was about 2 months ago. And he
said, "No one cared as long as they were shooting each other, but
when they shot that young woman at UCLA, then people began to
notice that all these killings were going on."

And then he saidthis is the district attorney. He said, "The
thing"and this is why they were so interested in early childhood
education, in the district attorney's office. Then he went on and
said, "But this is really going to come unglued the first time they
shoot a policeman, because after that the bars are going to be
down."

Well, since that time, they've shot a policeman, and the way that
they did it, was a gang member walked up to a police car and
pulled out from behind his back an Uzi submachine gun and just
riddled the policeman.

Now, how are you going to make a city in America work when
there are 35,000 armed people that don't happen to believe in your
system'? You can't say, "Would you please all stay in this area and
shoot each other."

Now on Monday of this week, I was down meeting with the legis-
lature in Florida. The speaker of the house got all the house mem-
bers together for a retreat to talk about major issues, and one on
the list was at-risk kids, for all the reasons we're talking about, in-
cluding the fact that their background paper they put together said
it costs us $15,000 a year to incarcerate. We expect in the next 6
years to increase the number of people incarcerated, even though it
is very high in Florida, by 47 percent. We're going to spend $1.4
billion on prisons. Here's what we're doing. We can't afford this.

So everywhere you turn, the answer is we have to get at this
problem, and that's becoming visible, and this is why I say it's
going to come to the United States. Now the question is, let's start
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addressing these problems, front end io rather than on a crash
basis.

Can I turn to the second point? I'm sorry.
Representative SCHEUER. Yes. And tell us something about what

you think would be the best way for us to reach these at-risk kids.
Is extending the education system in both directions a relevant ap-
proach to the special problems they present to society?

Mr. NEWMAN. We put a major effort into examining these at-risk
kids, and we saidwe got all the researchers in the country that
we could find that knew anything about it and talked and went
through it all, did all the analysis. Then we got all the organiza-
tions that have been working on this and put them all in the same
room and made them vote on what worked, because we figured if
they voted, they'd follow up and do something about it.

We agreed on five things. Early childhood education, it's clear.
Everybody agrees. These are all unanimous.

Representative SCHEUER. That was numero uno.
Mr. NEWMAN. That was numero uno.
No. 2, and I think is actually the most important, is to turn

schools around so they become exciting, interesting places. Schools,
particularly for at-risk kids, are boring, difficult, bureaucratic
places that--

Representative SCHEUER. Particularly which schools?
Mr. NEWMAN. Schools for at-risk kids. And also many of the

schools send off a signal which was alluded to earlier. They send a
signal to the kids that says you cannot leam. We don't expect you
to learn, and that turns the kids off.

The third thing is mentoring of kids. And someone mentioned, I
think earlier, Gene Lang's program, which is essentially a mentor-
ing program. He offered them the money to go to college, but what
he really did was hire someone who mentored those kids and met
with them every week. Mentoring of one sort or another, and with
two of the presidents that are here and others around the country,
we are in the process of creating a network of universities and col-
leges who are getting their students into mentoring at-risk kids as
a vehicle for getting at this.

Parental involvement, even if it's a teenaged, unmarried parent.
And the fifth thing is----
Representative SCHEUER. Including some instruction on parent-

ing.
Mr. NEWMAN. Absolutely. And drawing them into the schooling

process, drawing them into early childhood education which, of
course, Head Start does.

Representative SCHEUER. Of course, that whole question of draw-
ing them in is eomething that's extremely difficult. Some of these
parents seem to defy all efforts by the school, the principal, the
teacher, everybody, to involve them in their kids' education.

Mr. NEWMAN. But you know, it's amazing, where schools really
make the determination that they're going to draw them in, they
do draw them in, and it requires a school confident of itself,
enough teachers believing that they're part of the process. When
you have a bureaucratic organization, and the prime rule for the
principal is not success with the kids but avoiding problems down-
town, this is not a school that is going to go out and say, you, as a
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parent, have to come to this thing. They don't want to see the
parent.

But when you have a school that says every kid can learn and
every parent can help, and we need your help, even in the worst
circumstances, we have schools all around the country that are
doing this. Now the trouble is, it's only a fraction of the schools.
It's enough to prove that it's not a sport, but it's not enough to
solve the problem.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, thank you very, very much, Mr.
Newman. Your testimony has been marvelous, and if you feel you
have to leave, please feel free to do that.

Mr. NEWMAN. I apologize.
Representative SCHEUER. OK, no problem.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Newman follows:]
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PREPARE() STATEMENT OF FRANK NEWMAN

It is a pnvilege to be able to testify before this committee. particularly on a subject

as important as preschool edocation for Arnencan children Let me begin hy arguing that

it is imponam to think through what the nature of thc federal role ought to be in this

subject. What is it that the federal government can do best?

Now more than ever there exists a better opportunity for the federal government to

work in partnership with the states. Over the past seven or eight years the states have

become powerful advocates of education reform. Them is no state that does not have

some form of a major education reform program. In most cases the reforms that have

betn undertaken in the last six or seven years have been the most powerful efforts in

reform ever undertaken in those SIAM Surely there is no point in trying to supplant this

energy with federal efforts. The states arc thc source of tht bulk of the money for

education. That share has now increased to SI% of the total national expenditure for

elementary and secondary education. f-orty-three percent of this funding comes from local

and private sources. and 6% from federal sources. In addition thc states provide a majority

of the policy making efforts.

None ot :his should be construed as an argument that the federal role is not

important. It is tcmhly important. The federal government can and must be a powerful

force for change, a force for excellence and equity Nor is this an argument that we

should think about such on issue pnmanly in financial loins. It is, of course. not solely a

matter of resources rhe issue IN not whether the federal gosernment can provide more
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mc.iey, though, of course, funding is always important. Rather, the issue is can we make

better use of the S328 billion wc are already spending on education in this country.

To achieve its promise, the federal effort needs to be focused on hasing the government

becoming a force for change. Federal funding needs to serve as a leverage for such

change. either on the part of states or agencies involved in education. Federal efforts must

also be focused on research and demonstration. In funding that leverages change on the

part of state and education agenc es zi ,.! in research and demtinstration, the federal

government has a long and succi ssful record

When it miles to what Sht uld be happening in tneschool education. it is important

to bear in mind that a great deal is already happening. For example, in recent years we

have moved toward a system which is prosiding essentially universal fiseyear old

kindergarten. It ss;.s only a short time ago that only 85% of the youngsters in this country

attended kindergarten. Now it is rapidly becoming the norm to provide kindergarten for

four-year olds, though at this point almost always on a voluntary basis. More and MOM

states provide funding that allow school distncts, if they so choose, to hold four-year old

kindergarten for those parents who wish to send their chtldren. State funding is now

available for approximately 30% of all four.year olds in the country. even though not that

many school districts or parents choose to participate in such programs. Nonetheless, in a

relatively short time four year old kindergarten will be as common as fiveyear old

kindergarten was only a fcw years ago.

In addition, preschool for the years pnor to four years old is deseloping rapidly

across the country. The states have ken active in the financial support of many such

programs. Pnv ate corporations and community groups have also been insolved, and a
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great many people have simply found informal or private arrangements for their children.

The issue is not whether or not we will have preschool education, because wc ir fact

already have a great deal of that form of education taking place. There are primarily two

questions to pose. The first is whether we are to have preschool education of high quality,

and secondly, whether its availability will be on an equitable basis. Will those who need

it most receive it, or will it become one more advantage that only wealthy families have?

One thing we know with regard to quality is that the involvement of parents is

important. A number of states have begun programs that involve the parent as early as

possible. Missouri. which serves as a prototype with its program. Parents as Teachers.

initiates parental involvement as soo as the child is born. Employees of the Department

of Education call on all families who volunteer for the program to help them learn how to

be effective parents (or parent). supply them with useful learning materials, and encourage

adequate health can and nutrition for thc newborn. The Ileadstart program proved that

same point. The involvement of parents in preschool can substantially add to the child's

developmental growth, to say nothing of the good it does for parents themselves.

We have learned 3 great deal from research in the field of early childhood

education, and particularly programs such as lkadstart and others like it. I would urge the

committee to have t.iis information documeiaed and summarized for its deliberations, for

there is no reason not to take advantage uf +chat we have already learned.

In terms of equity, the federal government has a long and highly regarded role in

equalizing the chances for disadvantaged youth. The argument that I want to make is that

this discussion so far understates by a vast amount the financial. social and political ,ost to

society if we continue to fail to address the problem of atnsk youth Since the heginmng
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of the reform movement the majority of American studems, regardless of ethnicity, are

doing better in school. These data, unfortunately, mask the fact that these is one group of

students which is doing considerably worse.

Some years ago the Education Commission of the States began a major project on

at-risk students. We were stunned to find that the high school dropout rate which had

dropped to a level of 22% twelve or thirteen years ago, had gradually climbed back to

close to 29%. Of course, some of these students arc really "stop outs" ie, they return to

the educational system to get a GED, or go on to community college. or to a job training

program. Some, in spite of their failing to return to some formal type of schooling still

end up effectively assuming a role in the job force. This, however, is getting harder to do

without at least a high school degree. More and more employers do not believe that an

enterprise can function effectively with people who have failed to graduate from high

school. The military, which has long been our traditional receptacle for young men who

have failed to graduate from high school, no longer will take people without a high school

diploma. The problem for the undereducated, in other words, is becoming steadily worse.

More are dropping out, and the prospects for those who do are gening steadily worse.

This set of cucumstances is compotinded by the rise of an entirely new phenomenon which

I shall call the anti-citizenship lifestyle.

It app...ars that a growing and now significant proportion of the dropouts, our

estimates would be something on the order of a di:ad of them, or roughly tcn percent of

the age group, drift mto a lifestyle that is not only highly unproductive but could be more

aptly described as a form of anti-cititenship. They arc not hkely to work on any kind of a
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regular basis, and air likely to be involved in crime. drugs or teenage pregnancy. The

values they espouse am often values antithetical to society at large.

The cost to society for dealing wuh the disruptions caused by these individuals is

enormous. One way to look at the effect of this phenomenon is to view such young

people as a drag on our ability as a nation to be competitive in an inceeasingly difficult

international environment. If we are fared to carry the burden of ten pen.ent of the

workers who are not actively employed or an uniteremployed, we naturally suffer an

equivalent competitive disadvantage in our national pniductivity. And this is not the entire

bill we pay for the this growing pmblem. We must add all of the people ial workers,

wardens, and policemen who are required to deal with this growing number of

countetproductive citizens.

As an example, a few weeks ago I met w ith the Florida House of Representatives

at their annual retreat. We discussed at some length programs for dealing with at.risk

youth. The point was made that it costs $15,000 a year to incarcerate one young man.

The number of young men in jail is up 47% over the last six years. The annual bill is

now approximately $1.4 billion. Add to that the growth of gangs, which are spreading

across the United Suites, and one can see how difficult a problem this has become.

Beyond that, last year 21.6% of all live births in this country were to unmarried

young women. What we arc doing, in short, is developing a larger and larger group of

people, who are harder and harder to educate, whose values do not even come close to

meshing with the values of the broader society. Many of these young people, and certainly

the worst of the problems, exist in the urban centers. What mato Mese Areas so difficult

to contend with is that the young people wl..o live there exlat In sections of the community
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that seems to have lost the capacity to support any of the central values of * democratic

society. The problems of teenage prrgnancy, drugs, unemployment, and dropping out are

cenainly of significance in rural areas and certainly not unk.town in our suburban

communities. But it is ii. the urban centers where they reach their most potentially

disastrous point.

Whcn these phenomena arc carefully considered, one must, of course, ask questions

which go well beyond whether the U.S. can be a competitive world power with such a

large part of its population in such an unproductive mode. Of critical coneern is whether

we can bear the cost of this without distortion of our social and political system. Can our

cities or our society as a whole survivr with the continued growth of a counterproductive

underclass? flow do we face the problem of dealing with a group of people in our society

who have no stake in the success of the society itself?

After the work we have done in our at-risk project I am convinced that the

important single way to address this troubling and demanding issue is through the process

of education. Wherever we have seen effective education programs, nen the most

hardened cases of children have been turned aiound. We have discovered that at least five

things appear to work: 1.) the restructuring of schools so a: to make them more exciting

learning centers, 2.) the involvement of parents, 3.) the coordination of the school with

other social service agencies, 4.) thc mentoring of at-risk youth with older students or with

adults and 4.) early childhood education.

Leeping this in mind, then, I think this is not only an appropriate time, hut an

urgent time for this Congress to give consideration to what die federal government can do
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to accelerate the process of early childhood education, particularly for those !east affluent

and in danger of becoming at-risk studems.
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Representative &HEUER. We're going to hear from Donna Sha-
lala next, but first we're going to have a 3-minute recess.

[A short recess was taken.]
Representative SCHEUER. We'll now go to Donna Shalala, in view

of the infrequency of planes to Madison, WI.
Donna Shr.lala has a resumé that is awesome. She has been

chancello,- uf the University of Wisconsin at Madison, the fourth
largest university in the Nation, since January of this year, and
she has an extraordinary record of public service, including serving
as vice president of the Children's Defense Fund, vice chair of the
Committee for Economic Development that issued the report,
"Children in Need: Investment Strategies for the Educationally
Disadvantaged."

And above all else, as a New Yorker, I would have to say that
one of her great accomplishments was her presidency of Hunter
College, which she brought to a superb level of excellence, and be-
sides doing that, at the same time she was president of Hunter Col-
lege, she had a marvelous impact on the city through her innumer-
able leadership activities in and around New York City.

So, Donna, I stand back in awe of your accomplishments. I'm
very grateful that You came to testify with us Way, and please
take such time as y du may need. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DONNA E. SHALALA, CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN AT MADISON

MS. SHALALA. Thank you. It's very nice to see you again, Con-
gressman Scheuer. And I did read through the previous testimony
which is very impressive.

I think what I'd like to do is just make a couple of points and
then answer some questions that I know you have.

Because of the long discussion that's already been held on early
childhood education and because I've spent much of the last 5
years on a series of panels which have helped to focus educational
leaders on a new strategy for us, and that is looking at very early
childhood education as a piece to intervene in a powerful way for
disadvantaged children, I'd like to caution the discussion a little bit
about the Head Start program.

No one is more committed to Head Start than I am, but I don't
think that we ought to mislead ourselves about that program car-
rying the burden of early childhood education. And what we've
learned over the last 5 years as we worked through the reports and
worked through the research on this topic is that if we're going to
do something about improving opportunities for disadvantaged and
minority children in this country, it is not simply a Head Start pro-
gram but the WIC program, the prenatal care programs, access to
Medicaid, early immunization programs for low-income kids, child
care, and teenage pregnancy prevention.

So I want to talk about the integration between the health---
Representative SCHEUER. And of course, the Follow Through pro-

gram.
Ms. SHALALA. Yes. There exists an interrelationship between the

health programs, the social service programs and the education
programs as a package to make a difference for low-income young
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ople. It is the package of these programs put together in a power-
ful way with a very different kind of school program that ic the
kind of reforms that Frank Newman talked about, that we talk
about extensively in the CED report, a different school that takes a
young person who is better prepared from that Head Start pro-
gram and from those health programs that we believe will make a
difference. So it is not a single program, not a single remedy, but
rather the interrelationship between those programs that we think
will make a difference.

We also think research suggests that only through those interre-
lationships will it make a difference for young people. A young
person with serious health problems going into a Head Start pro-
gram will not get a headstart. A young person who is a product of
a teenage mother who doesn't have much hope herself, that the
Head Start program alone without the health programs and with-
out opportunities for that teenage mother, will not make a differ-
ence. I would recommend a look at the new programs in Harlem
and East Harlem in the centers up there that are the work of the
Citizens Committee for Children and a number of the other pro-
grams, including Hunter College, that provided opportunity and
Mpe for teenage mothers in going on to college and the teenage
prevention programs in New York City as examples of some of the
things that rea4 do make a difference.

The second point I'd like to make about early childhood educa-
tion is the point of why do those of us in higher education now
come and talk about early childhood education. I'd like to make as
strong a statement as I possible can on this. We believe that the
future of higher education is inextricably bound to what happens
to poor children in our society. Unless we do something now aut
the poorest children in our society, a great research univetsity like
the 'University of Wisconsin at Madison does not have much of a
future. The resources will not be there, we will not have a diverse
student population, we will not provide opportunity, not only to
young people from Wisconsin but rung people across the country.

So the fact that h*. her education is now wtlling to talk about ele-
mentary and secondary education, about reform in that system,
goes beyond the moral argument. It is really in our self-interest as
a country, and I think if anything's happened in this country, the
combination of higher education joining with our great public edu-
cation system in arguing for these programs really ought to make
some difference. That, combined with new constituencies like the
business community, will be very helpful.

Second, you've asked a series of questions about improved access
to higher education, which is obviously the business that I'm in,
and I would like to talk about the loan programs and about the
grant programs.

It is clear from statistics that we have become increasingly de-
pendent on loan programs. The grant programs have not kept up.
It is a serious problem for disadvantaged youngsters. They, minori-
ty and other disadvantaged youngsters, are very reluctant to
borrow money to go into higher education. Our competition now for
young people, particularly minority young people who are graduat-
ing from high school and who could go on to 4-year colleges, is the
military. They perceive the military as not getting them into this
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deep debt situLtion, as providing this kind of skill training that
they may have, as providing an opportunity to save some money
for higher education.

Representative Scirsuica. Literacy training, too.
Ms. SHALALA. Pardon.
Representative SCHEUER. Literacy training, too.
Ms. SHALALA. And literacy training.
And the military now is perceived as a merit system in a very

different way than higher education is perceived. If we are depend-
ent on loans for low-income young people, we are simply not going
to be able to attract them to higher education.

izing that, the University of Wisconsin at Madison estab-
lisilLeccilli:st year, as part of our strategy, something called Fast
Track. This program took the Federal money and some State
money, plus some grant money that we had, scholarship money,
and put a whole package together for low-income young people,
that included a job. In that package, there was no loan the first
year and not more than $800 in loans during the 4-year period in
which the young person would go to college. This is for very low-
income young people.

About 40 percent of the young people who came to the program
and came to the university were minoritios and another 60 percent
came from rural areas and small towns around Wisconsin who
would not have had access to higher education, if it wasn't for that
package.

The difference was the absence of loans and a gut-irantee for the
4 years. The education requirements were the same access require-
ments for the university. They had to keep their grades up, but no
higher rtandards than we have for y .ung people, which is my
second point.

I think it would be a serious mistake to mix the income question
and disadvantaged question with higher academic standards than
we have for other students, and I believe that if young people meet
the regular rate of progress standards for a university, ti at we
ought to focus the money just on their need, their financial need,
not on some separate set of academic standards. We started out in
this country with a higher educational system that provided access
to the rich and to the very bright poor. What we need is an oppor-
tunity for young people who are eligible for higher education, not
just because they're 'bright, but because they're In ight enough to
get into higher education. And we ought not to have a separate
standard for the poor than we have for everybody else in our socie-
ty.

We need young people who are poor and are in the middle in
terms of academic ability, clearly qualified for higher education.
Therefore, I would not create a separate tier of academic stand-
ards. If they're eli:eble for admission at the University of Wiscon-
sin, they ought to be eligible for a financial aid program that will
give them access to the university.

Representative SCHEUE.R. And it doesn't include very muth in the
way of loans.

Ms. SHALALA. And it cannot, particularly in the first couple of
years. Our experience now is that if you put that kind of pressure
on young people, the kinds of backgrounds that they come from, it
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scares them away. While there may be a loan piece, it's very im-
portant if we can keep it out for the first couple of years.

We also know that young people are taking longer to finish their
higher educational experience, because they're starting to work.
All young people, whether they come from middle-class back-
grounds or from low-income backgrounds, and therefore, keeping
the loan part down is terribly important. It's a very good invest-
ment. It's a particular investment for disadvantaged young people.
What we want for young people is for them to have a chove be-
tween institutions, to make an educational choice, not a fmancial
choice. What I fear is that they're going to make compromises,
both in what kind of institution they go to, but more importantly,
in what kind of profession they go into, on the basis of their finan-
cial ability.

We need gifted young people to go into teaching. They won't do
that if they carry heavy loans. We need gifted young people tc, go
into nursing, to go into medicine, and to practice in different areas
in this country. And what opportunity, real opportunity means, is
that we eliminate financial choices on the basis of profession or
kinds of institutions. And while my institution might benefit be-
cause it is relatively low tuition or the City University of New
York which I came from, it is not in the interests of this country to
have young people make those kinds of fmancial choices.

And finally, just a couple of spftific words about the kinds of
programs we're talking about. We're clearly talking about pro-
grams which need regular annual increases, about the supplemen-
tary educational opportunity grants for high-need students, about
college work study, which is enormously successful in this country
and needs additional appropriations.

All of those programs, the range of programs, need to be
strengthened, if we're really going to give qualified students access
to higher education.

One final word on minority students. While I am totally sympa-
thetic to the goal of extending downward and upward, in terms of
the goal, what troubles me in this society is we really don't have
entitlement to the public education system. With the dropout rates
that we currently have, we do not have a public education system
that clearly provides opportunity to every young person to gradu-
ate from high school, and therefore, I want to do that first. I want
to deepen our involvement in elementary and secondary education,
to make sure that that system is fully organized, so that every
young person, whether they're disadvantaged or minority or major-
ity, have a clear opportunity for some targeted opportunities in
higher education. That ought to be our commitment as a country.

You asked earlier, why is it that States and cities didn't start
these early childhood programs a long time ago. It has always been
my view that little kids have no clout in this country, that no one
is their advocate except perhaps Qmgressman Scheuer, and that .

it's time that little kids had all of us as their advocates, that they
really are our future, and we need to make them our priority. They
really are our best defense in this country, and that opportunity
for them really will make a difference to the rest of us.

I have said some things in my testimony about Federal support
for research, which is an interest you and I share, and I'd be happy
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to answer questions on that, but that is in my prepared statement
which I've handed in.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Shalala followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONNA E. SNALALA

That the federal gowermeest plays a vital, Irreplaceable role la the

educating' of out childrea fres pursers school to the university is

geguestionahle. Sloss the estehlishmest In the 19th century of fres. Public

*dumb. system' that owl so allegiance to religious attillettas, nd the

emetics L. 1$02 of lead-great usivereities that allowed the broadest possible

aomese to higher ode:Atlas for those shoos sehltioe outstripped their economic

advmstages, the federal govermmeet hes fuestimied Is oee of soalety'm awards

for the pmemerviag of our most critical natbeal interests the minds of our

*atlas's future.

Set the mature aed bewedth ot the federal role soy is at crossroads.

U. the aseeples smbilisatiee of federal resourcea to provide an

sducatioeal future to our poor sad minority citiseis seder President Lynda*

Johasoo in the early 1960e. the fedora government has sot takes $ leadership

rols. The basic outlines of the Great Society progress remain in place. but

their influence sod effectiveness has withered. While liberals and
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oseeervatives sees mostly cohere jolsed hoods I. **dorsi'i se educatlosal

opal* that would ellwe the Oelted States to teep pace productively with other

aimless, the Lest advesteged (atlases, as usual. have Uses left out of the

ranked* - eves theeth It la their thildres who will sets or break the

seestry's seseeelc future.

is spite ef relative slight grouts la enders, programa that offer student

sti and assist the basdlearpmil hews efferedi they soy have kept pace with

projected figure. from sealer la the 4enol*, but they have mot kept pace with

need. Programs that support research lestitutioes sod *erre dleolventaged

school-seed childrea, on the other held, hue lost ground by ogy objective

'measure. Asd the serious, nationwide irate cm euslified teachers. coupled

with the "mem la the smoky of school -ego children, creates am unsettling

seestlee.

Moder our sevadelaistratIse, with saw Secretary of Sdicetioe oe board,

we seed to tabs * **sloes look at the federal role la aim:atlas - tram

"bottom op' rather than a -top dove poini of view. Greater access to the

riche* at higher edtmation fur ell children, sod greeter capabilities on the

part of the mationse collet*. amd universities, are fundamental goals. bUt

absent the nurturing sod preparation in the early years, those goals become

Mopt.

Our responsibility to chilAren who are poor, mad often minorities. nust

Wel* loft before school. It must begin before birth.
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If compassion cosset dictate this meoessity, pragmatism must. Our ftcurs

productivity, sad ovr future hersamy, s society, depends se providine a

ptductive future for these chilftem. The United States cammot hope to

compete S. the global areas, as the recut Committee for tcoeoutic Development

Report gads uncoefortably plain, *se eme-fifth at our children live In

poverty sod ome-third gram up la lipioreace.

President-slect lush has made the commitment to strengthen our Seed Start

program. a magelficestly toot -effective program that hes proved its worth in

making its eradiates three times less likely them their peers to drop out of

TAO ochool. That's a worthy promise, hut a deep coupitment to our most

disadvantaged children, ore that will mesa results la a few years iosteed of a

fee geseratious esquires aors.

Ve must marshal our remources, streagthemieg the VIC fool program for

eamme, leftists end childrem ebere It heelless proved that $1 spent ma

nutrition saves three tines that la future hospital coots. Vs suet improve

the delivery of prematel curs, the access to Medicaid services sod early

immunisation to the childhood diseamis that tea cripple youmg elude sad

bodieo. Surely, theirs things are the birthright of each and every child horn

under our flaj. Sheathe ties for echool comes, the proven& suet be in

place. Fever them 1 in S ellgthle abildrea sou participates ia Seed Start,

eves vith the evident sales that year or so of early education can mean.

V. must mike summer progress died compeosatory propose sveileble for those

districts *ere chi:Urea seed them, and in so doing fend off the dulliag of

skills that takes place whoa children do nothing but stare at television
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duriag the summer. Ve most 4t. almb youths employeble at graduation, by giving

thee Access to esployemat sad trsialig programs berm they *nitrate. V. smut

hemmer sway et the threeteetag possibilities that arias Moe three sillies of

ow yew, rms., wedgy 21. oaaset fled vests/ work.

The seed ter prides:time, reepseeible. cost..etteative *wort tram the

feder.L! -overesest does eat sad elth eicoedary mama. The rola ot the

soverment is armies this 'titles with future leader* exceeds isto their youmg

adulthood. While Goose earnest* a magic carpet ride for those students who

have =emcee, or permits, able to fund their college educetioas. It's a

simple feat that ma are not the satioo, demographically diet we mere 20 Yesr.

Ths so-called two-paycheck prosperity and the lacreesiog dependence as

short...term loses eases tbst today's collese modest* hems permits wbo are

operatieg at tbs limits of their financial ability. College costs hews riseo .

buts because of their cos cost burdens, institutions here been increasingly

unable to offer financial aid to incoming tudents. The inability of

graduates to repay their federally-goarenteed studeot limos is a setter of

comers. Tat it is counter to everything our country's morel structure

represents to dam post -secomiery educatiou to a student who cat make the

arid..

In keeping with that belief, over the past two decodes the federal

gowsrament hes became the largest cootributor to student aid. Almost $0

viscose of total *alums now ammo through federal programs yet student

*id has failed to keep up with collese costs. lbe foam, in student aid,
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eoreaver4 bee sbifted from grants to loess. Greet sid per stalest peeked is

1973-76 eed hes steadily declimed - by wore thee half is scorcely gore thee a

decade. Buries the ease time period. tbe oversee loss per studoet grow by

1231. Still, etedests availed tbeaselwes of tbs obese*. Osly a third of

degree recipients s decade ego bad college debt; bet ls 194344 nearly half of

thee MAL

fed the figures coetinued to rise for 1947 baccalaureate recipieeta.

Their avenge debt may be a etaggeriag 17000. Nei wbot *bout tbose students

who enroll, iscur debt iced tbes drop owe under the weight of coats before

condo& the degree tbat, ironically, would help come their ability to ropey

the governemott

Sucb a structure, clearly, cas result is the actual leolatloe froe

miscast* proerese of thoee loudest. who seed thee post. Aid titer diecourage

all studeets from career choices that cowld put tbee et tbe forefrost of

discovery, such as teschi og. doctoral study or public servics . moos sroduatioo

sod drive thee directly into the arse of tbo job market.

The prospect of iscurriog a S7,300 debt before ever entering tbe work

force would discourage soma; how much sore does it discourage needy etcvlsoss

who have truggled their way to the steps of a college education only to find

those stops pose pot soother sorioue obetecle.

The dieilluelonsent that mesrelty of fisenclal old engenders ewes capable

but disadvantaged students need not be estisated. The proportion of rinority

youths *storing collete wham ald was sore available - free tbe mid 19S0a

through tho mid 1910. - increased. But it levelled off as old grew mere*.
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sed the* decreased accordiag to fedral etstistics. !tie has happteed just

*s rising college costs have csueed area Riddle-class students and their

families to rs'evaluete the coat and quality of a college education.

If polleyeakers mesa wbat they coetieue to say about the role of education

la steweda development aed latereatiosal competitiom. the role of the federal

goveremest Is educating omr seedieat itudests. from preschool thrompb college,

tea he ignored cmly st our tatioeal peril. V. seed es horseee is grant

hallo& Parlay-income stolen.: es well es programa that provide that such

uedergradtates receive grants instead of loans for the first two years of

their educatloos so that a fear of debt will not discourage them from trviag

their wings. Chace they have developed some degree of eelf-sesursace. it ram

he reas000d diet students would be loss intimidated by the process of taking

out loess. the basic fouodatioe of the aid structure. the Pell Great program,

seeds to be strengthesed in order to provide reeular &usual increase. la the

grant maximums to keep up with rising costa, and full fuodine so that 120

eligible students have their *words reduced.

We &leo aced to increase fuuding to the Supplemeotal Educational

Opportusity Groot proves, to that students with very high need still have a

choice of public and independent !institutions *ad are not limited to the

lowest cost inatitutioos. hut there are other important programs that Cam be

shored yp to benefit 'Rudest..

Collseawo.k-Study snipes. mesa that students need not go into debt to

support their -!*icationsi and they mess that the taxpayers' money is spent in

two very worthwtult weyes to assist mlauts sod to assist theist 000-profit or
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tastituticoal settings %foremost avrkstudy students do their work. More

college-based progress. that allow ledividuel institutions to be sensitive to

the particular needs of their particular stuSsets, need to be put ta place.

It seems *leer that only by rehellding these kinds of incentives, tar

Math sppropriatiome have lagged bolds* leflatios throngbout the l9808, can In

rosily lacrosse the number of minority studesta In our uedergraduste and

graduate progress - thereby nestles equity soals sad ioeuring that our notion

develops the talent to 'meet the needs of the scholarly end technologicel

professions in the cosine centumy.

lut those ends require means that do sore than insure access to a

secondary education. Those sods require the highest quality research

facilities we can provide, and the federal role in fug:dine such institutions

is not lesubstantial.

Research universitis ars the great engines of knotdedge in our society,

sod the public good relies on their discoveries. Most of the beeic rescarch

in this country is conducted at universitlec this is a fact,.and it's

entirely appropriate. Private industry cannot take over this service. First,

industry cannot be *soured of the immodiete returo on the dollar it needs to

make pure research cost-effect/vet and perhaps more importantly, the discovery

of knowledes suet not depend am the price that knowledge will coessand in the

marketplace. Our universitiee cannot soot the expectation of providing the

sothetifAc sad technological personnel vanguard of tomorrow - as well as

diecharge their responsibilities in research and education - without looreased

support.

nut just am these crucial xpectations have become painfully clear, the

federal govelrmeent is &Wog the results of its skimmed-down support approach

to research. Facilities are aging; up-to-date equipment is missing froe
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classrooms sad lsborstories; aid most alarming of all, there are critical

shortages of faculty members la the most important field of science sad

mathematics -aspi es a remelt, !elver graduates is these. vital fields.

Federal support for valvervirr research peaked 20 years sea, the year the

Oalted States pet se satremeet oa Osamu It reached el low point la 19711,

rose la 1,79 sad MO, thee, dallied steadily throughout the 1,40e. *Ile the

soot meet EaMi imereasea have hosavell received, they do sat Address the

reel moods of sur research valvereities.

Parlor* the met oarless comeaqmsece of this trend has bees the deferral

of mederefestioe of research Gad lastrectiosal facilities et sur pre-eminent

research seiversities, ei as Viacomels. Dories the '80e, state-of -the -srt

fecilities were outmoded by rapid technological cheese; lack of fondle, for

asistessece caused exist/mg iaatremestatimate fell into disrepair; mid

teaseled researchers opted eat of the university eavireamest. The very home

of research - laboratories - Imre met refurbished. es thet the soot

sophisticated umrk, such as micros1ectrosi4e, which requires air 100,000

times purer ohm roes air aod floors free of vibration, asceeetrilT

suffered.

ell these factors combined *sue that a potestial shortfall of hundreds of

thousands of traies4 professiomals by the tura of the cestury exists. It l

sot theoretical; It will ezist sales* the seed for excellence la the provision

of scientific sad tachaelogiaal education is achieved.

To catch op, to tura the tide, es seed to make a fire natiosal comeitmeat

to retool our research infrastructure - the very heart of our greatest

renearch universities. V. can no loner ignore the conseemeccoa cf

umderfneding sa academe.* research structure. V. need to return to the bright,

atroeg vision of the steered respoaeibility of the federal government end

universities in the development of knowledee.
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sodest1 but leportemt first step is tbs National Science Promdetios

Amboriastive Act of 19011. That autbarlsatios twinges $0 sillios dollars for

madeakt roman* feollitiossodersisatios is 19$9; amd 123 eillios for tbat

purpose is 1990 - Ugpims out st 230 milli= for sodermisatios ia 1993.

Theis finis, if appropriated, eill oaly beela to Mimeo tbe seeds of

research faallitiss tbst have bees tea lone deferred. The abort-tore spaodlog

will be sigsifiosst, but tbo /*WO= autos gill be IMMOSAS.

Is own. we suet umderteste a pis* La abide tba fedaral annulment resumes

its letting, profitsble role in the protectima of ovary ome of our childrea's

elide and Opportmgcles from creulls to mortarboard. A resumption of a stroOd

Moral role is la the interest of our nation as o global force and each of

coo catimos. It is oely me each of owe childrem - witbout reepoot to rote

or @cosmic background - grows up strata sad nurtured. *fisted so much emcees

to lemmas. as Limit tadividuel talooto pereit, at academic facilities

coepetitive with tba very best ths world *ea offer, that we as a eosins will

be able to rest assured of our position es power is mums, industry. defense'

and human welfare.
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Representative Sounita. Well, thank you very much, Donna.
You don't like loans; you do like grants; you do like fr..nolarships.
Do you consider it a viable and reasonable goal for us to say that

we're moving toward a society where an education system starts
with the first year of Head Start in the third year of a child's life,
and it goes through postsecondary?

Ms. SliALALA. Absolutely. I mean, I believe that countries like
America ought to have big dreams and big goals and that we ought
to work toward those goals. While I understand the financial impli-
cations of all of that, as a society and particularly using the Fed.er-
al Government as the bully pulpit, those are the kinds of things
that we ought to be headed toward as a society. We know that with
the rate of program in terms of technology, people are going to
need something beyond high school, in terms of being able to be
productive members of our society. So we ought to be realistic

Representative &HEUER. Between one-haU and three-fourths of
all the jobs that are being created between now and the end of the
century will require some postsecondary education.

Ms. SHALALA. That's exactly right.
Representative &HEUER. And a third of the jobs will require 4

years of college as compared to 22 percent of the jobs now t.hat re-
quire 4 years of college.

So the need is perfectly clear, but we don't seem to be creating a
system or an apparatus that encourages the flowthrough to college
of kids who would benefit from it, and much more important, who
would enormously benefit our country by getting it.

You may have been here when I talked about the cost-benefit
study that our subcommittee just did of the GI bill of rights. Forget
the benefits to the individuals and just look at it from the point of
view of the benefits to society. That was an investment, a capital
investment we couldn't afford not to make. And when we beg4n to
think in those terms, then this hundred billion dollars of invest-
ment in Head Start will also be an investment that we can't afford
not to make. It is unconscionable that 40 percent of the low-income
minority kids who are doing well in high school can't afford to go
to college and therefore do not go. We'll soon begin to understand
that that is a waste to society that we cannot endure. Excluding
those kids from postsecondary education is an unconscionable
public policy decision. And it's just as unconscionable an economic
decision, that we're making every single daynot providing the fi-
nancial wherewithal to get those kids into a clear, predictable, ex-
pectable track through college, if that's what they want.

Now the question is, How do we produce the apparatus to do
that? And I'm sort of like the kid who's looking at the horse and
the rider, and I'm saying the king is naked. I mean, if you look at
it, if you go up to Mount Olympus, and you just look at this whole
scheme that we have, it's obvious that we need kids who are col-
lege capable, who are postsecondary school capable, to enjoy the ex-
pectation of going through a postsecondary experience and the ex-
pectation gives them the hope and the confidence and the drive
and the will to make it through high school, even though condi-
tions may not be perfect. Then why aren't we getting on with it as
a society?
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And I would like to ask you, Donna, how olo we do that? What
changes do we make in our present system to move toward the goal
of an educational system that goes from K minus 2 to plus 16?

Ms. SHALAIA. Well, obviously, different levels of government
take different responsibilities.

The first thing we have to assume is that we cannot have a neat
system unless we're going to redesign the whole thing, which we're
probably not going to do. Whatever we do must take advantage of
the richness of the current system, and that's why, as we look at
what the Federal role if4 which I believe, very strongly, is in early
childhood education, and then ends up in postsecondary education.
These programs that we're talking about, a set of programs to get
young people, get children, essentially, set to go into our school
system is helpful.

Second, a number of the papers talked about the bully pulpit of
the Federal Government, in terms of educational reform, and we're
clearly seeing a great debate going on in this country which contin-
ues aut the nature of the elementary and secondary system, pa-
rental involvement. I said to Frank Newman, I don't know a school
for disadvantaged young people in this country that works that
doesn't involve pm ents. One of our findings in the research is the
ones that work involve parents. It may require school officials to
learn how to speak Spanish to involve parents. It clearly requires
many of us to have different kinds of sensitivity, but the ones that
work clearly involve the parents.

When you get through that system and the kinds of reforms that
people are talking about, whether it's school-based management or
more parental involvement or a strong teacher corps, a group of
teachers and more professionalism and autonomy on the part of
the professionals in the school system, and you get to the higher
education system, and with three college presidents here who rep-
resent very different systems who have significant contributions to
make. I lead one of the great research universities in this country,
but I have enormous respect for what my friend, Audrey Cohen,
does in the Colle.ge for Human Resources, which is just as impor-
tant as what I do with a different population, a different set of
goals. The Federal response in terms of financial aid has to recog-
nize the needs of the ;nstitution I lead, as well as hers. It can't be
so rigid. It's got to have a flexibility that absorbs these different
kinds of needs, whether it's Towson State or the College for Human
Services or the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

It's the flexibility of the Federal role, it's recognizing that we
have young people that need opportunities not just for their job but
for their third job, as they move on, and it's the ability of a nation-
al government to have that kind of flexibility it certainly has to
have in the other problems it runs to recognize the difference in
federalism.

I think that we can make it work, but it sure requires a lot more
imagination than we have to date, and I don't know of any way to
do it without spending some more money too.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, I would only just change one
word. Instead of "spending some more money," I'd say "investing
some more money."

Ms. SHALALA. Fair enough.
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Representative Scums& And I think you'd join with me in that.
And you're saying, go with the system that we have, use the Feder-
al presence in a lot of interesting and stimulating roles.

Ms. SitAnAimk. The structure that we have is different kinds of in-
stitutions. It doesn't mean our institutions don't have to change.
We need some ftmdamental changes in higher education to be able
to really provide opportunities to minority students, for example.
Higher education is way behind some other parts of our society in
hiring of minority faculty and staff and the kind of support sys-
tems that we need, not only for minority students but for low-
income students in general. We're organized for a different popula-
tion, and those kinds of sensitivities we're beginning to introduce
and to think about with some pain, I should note, in institutions
across the country. And my view is that we will change. We will
change our institutional behavior, because we believe we cannot
provide a first-rate education in a setting that is not multiethnic or
multicultural, and that in the next decade higher education will go
through those changes, as will elementary and secondary educa-
tion.

What I mean by the structure is that we ha.e different kinds of
institutions, not that we ourselves won't change in response to
these goals. We will be going through changes, and in fact, we can't
survive unless we go through them.

Representative SCHRUKR. If you had to describe the two or three
most important changes that we could make in our elementary and
secondary education system and in our higher education system to
enable low-income minority kids to get through elementary and
secondary schools and to have access to higher education and bene-
fit by it, what would your wish list be?

Ms. SHALM.A. That's interesting. My first wish listobviously, I
could talk about the programs. We have to believe in those kids.
We have to send them the message that we have high standards
for them, but we could believe that they could succeed. If anything,
we have to instill in them the self-confidence, that we don't care
whether they're black or brown or whether they come from a dis-
advantaged neighborhood, that we believe they can make it in this
society, that we have high standards for them. It's transmitting our
high expectations and an educational structure that keeps sending
that message.

What Gene Lang has done is important because it has a goal at
the end which is higher education, but the secret of Gene
program is not just the rich people who bought the higher educa-
tion and have some interaction with kids, but every single one of
his groups of young people have a full-time or a part-tune social
worker, usually, who interacts with those kids, someone that keeps
on them.

Representative SCHEUER. Plus Gene Lang himself and his wife.
Ms. SHAIALA. Yes; exactly. But it's lots of adults who believe in

these young people, and we have to transmit that message. So it's a
support system, but also the kind of enthusiasm for their future
and a sense that we, as a society, really care about them and have
high standards.

So I'd begin with that. And then a package of pmr ams which
includes child care, end I'm very interested in the AW bill, as you
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probably know, since rm deeply involved with the Children's De-
fense Fund. It .;,r. a package of programs with teenage pregnancy
prevention, access to Medicaid and t e Head Start programs put to-
gether to get children going. School-based management giving more
opportunities and strengthening opportunities for teachers to play
a role in the governance of their schools. That will make all the
difference in the world. Work-study programs at the high school
level. One of the things we know that holds young people is a com-
bination of work-study opportunities, and in higher education, we
need to go through the kinds of institutional reforms to eliminate
racism and sexism in our institutions and to demonstrate that
there is no inconsistency between institutions of very high excel-
lence and opportunity, and that involves both what we do in our
hiring but also the attitudes that we transmit in terms of opportu-
nity both for our faculty and staff as well as for the young people
that we bring to our institutions.

Representative &HEUER. Donna, thank you very, very much.
We'll now hear from Mr. Hoke Smith, president of Towson State

University in Towson, MD.
Mr. Smith has presided over this 15,000-student university since

1979, a university system that was restructured from five divisions
into eight schools and colleges. Mr. Smith serves as chairman of
the executive committee of the Council on" Economic Education in
Maryland and is a member of the Baltimore County Economic De-
velopment Commission.

We're delighted to have you here, Mr. Smith, and we appreciate
your patience and forbearance. Please proceed with as much time
as you may need.

STATEMENT OF HOKE L. SMITH, PRESIDENT, TOWSON STATE
UNIVERSITY, TOWSON, MD

Mr. &uric Thank you very much. I have been quite impressed
by this hearing today as well as the ones which preceded, and you
wonder, as you get later in the day, what there is new to say. So
I'm not sure I will add as much as I will emphasize.

In my prepared statement, I focused on expectation. I focused on
emotion and passion, because I think that many of the other parts
of the testimony have given facts and figures. To state the obvious,
it is the person who learns, it is the school that teaches. If a person
does not wish to learn, there is precious little we can do with the
school that teaches. And education is part of a social system. There
is formal education and there's informal education.

I refer in my prepared statement to what I regarded as one of
the most seminal questions I was ever asked. It occurred in a park-
ing lot in Des Moine3, IA, while I was at Drake. A Peace Corps offi-
cer asked if I were the prime minister of a developing country and
only had money for 3 years of formal education, what 3 years of an
individual's life would I pick? I think it is a very interesting ques-
tion, because it does show that there are limits to what we can fi-
nance in formal education, but it also brings up the question

Representative &HEUER. Well, vii,At was your answer?
Mr. SMITH. At that point, I said early childhood, puberty and

above 20 or when the person has settled into the labor force. I'm
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not sure I'd give the same answer now, but it wasn't a bad answer
at the time.

Representative Scutum. That was a damn good answer. In other
words, it wouldn't be 3 consecuti.e years.

Mr. &writ. No, it wouldn't be 3 consecutive years. But it raised a
very interesting question, and that is, what does an individual
learn when they are not in school and who teachos them? Part of
the problem, as we look at the Los Angeles ganr.,s that you were
talking about, obviously, we have a number of people who have
learned a great many things. We just don't like what they've
learned. And I think that raises a question that's been a theme
throughout today, and that is, what has happened to our social
syCem? What are the limitations of it as an educational system,
and how well is it serving our youth, both in the preschool period
and the postachool period? How well does it serve the dropouts?
Where do they go for their learning? What do they learn on the
street corner? What do they learn about the drug culture? What do
the. learn about the culture of welfare dependency without hope of
providing a means of self-sufficiency?

So I would agree with Donna SWala, we have to use what we
have. We can't totally reform the whole system, and it's a very
complex system. But I think we have to focus both on what the in-
dividual learns within our educational system and how we can uti-
lize the out-ofechool learning system.

Part of the problem is that our society has grown more complex.
We have single-head families. We have rapidly changing technolo-
gy.. Some of the traditional social ways of learning aren't working.
The apprenticeship system is good. We still use it, but in a stable
society, you do not need the recurrent education that you need in a
rapidly chaneng society. In a society in which the traditional
family is the basic unit, you have an educational system which you
don't have if both members of the family are working or if there's
only one parent heading the family.

So I think that we have to take a look at what tasks the tradi-
tional social system in education is no longer as competent to per-
form and how we compensate for that with formal education. It's
been intriguing to me that you have a group of higher educators,
and although we have, I think, delicately pleaded for more money
for higher education and more grant money, we have focused much
more on the early childhood education. Perhaps this is where our
social system cannot compensate as well for the kind of education
needed, while we can at more advanced levels. Business and indus-
try are picking up more of the educational load in on-the-job train-
ing. But at least there's an alternative social system for education,
in addition to our formal educational system.

I think there's one other thing in dealing with passion and emo-
tion about learning. It's very apparent in the different progress
made by our new immigrants that a culture which honors uca-
tion, stimulates students to learn, while a culture that does not,
does not stimulate students to learn. Somehow we have to improve
in our society, maybe by jawboning, maybe by using the bully
pulpit, maybe by putting in money in matching grants, the legiti-
macy and honor that is accorded to education and to learning.

4
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In the United States, and I comment about this briefly in my
prepared statement, we have a love-hate relationship with formal
learning. We honor it to some extent, but there's Hofi3teder's com-
ment of the anti-intellectual tendency of the United States.

I am intrigued by the fact that now, for reasons of self-interest,
many members of the business community have joined with what
were liberal positions of a decade ago because of manpower needs.
Suddenly we recognized day-care centers, child care, and education
as in the national interest. It's not ideological anTmore; it's prag-
matic. And we have to, in some way, through the mfusion of more
fimds or development of more opportunities, improve the expecta-
tion that students can gain an education and improve the value
which they accord to that education.

Somehow we have to deal with the low-income culture in which
education has not historically been honored or has even been coun-
terproductive. I think in some of our minority cultures, there is a
real tension between the mainstream of American education and
the way that that culture, whether that's black or Hispanic, de-
fines itself. Sometimes members of such a culture have a real ethi-
cal or moral dilemma about maintaining their identity while par-
ticipating in education.

Representative &muss. Well, are you agreeing or disagreeing
with my quote from the assistant professor at the University of the
District of Columbia who said that there is a sort of ethos out there
in minority schools, that it's chic and its macho to fail, and that if
you achieve real success academically, you have a real problem in
your acceptance by your peer group?

Mr. &Erni. I thought that was a very good paper that she pre-
sented to you last year. I would ask the question slightly different-
l3r, and I clo not bave an answer. This is really a question that I
have been searching for.

Representative SCHRUM. Well, ask the question.
Mr. &am. To what extent, given the historical evolution out of

slavery of our black population, have they been forced by our cul-
ture to define themselves in terms of not being white? Have we put
them in that position? To what extent do they define themselves in
terms of not being white, and then if they move into an education-
al institution in which we are, in effect, promoting the mainstream
culture, do they have to sell out on their own heritage in order to
be successful?

I don't know the answer to that.
Representative SCHEUER. When you're equating not being white

with not being learning capable.
Mr. SMITH. I will get back to the other point. All people learn.

It's not a question of if they're learning capable, it's who they
choose to learn from and what they choose to learn.

Representative SCHEUER. No, I'm saying that the ethos may be
and I'm no expert on this, I'm sort of groping, but as I get it from
Signithia Fordham, there's sort of an ethos out there that the
school system really wasn't designed for minorities. Going back to
the past centur3r, there was no expectation that blacks would be lit-
erate, that they'd read books, that they'd write, that they'd go on
to higher education, and that the sense that the school system was
designed to exclude them, is a lingering piece of baggage that mi-
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nority students may cam, to some extent today, that the system
isn't designed for them, th.at it was really designed to screen them
out, to exclude them, to fail them, and that therefore in sort of self-
protection, they may say, "We're not going to compete in that
system that's going to give us a good shafting, and we're opting out
of that system.

Is that a phenomenon that in your perception may exist to a
greater or lesser extent?

Mr. Sawn. I believe it does exist. I think we have to be careftil
not to treat any of our ethnic groups as though they are monolith-
ic. These is a wide range of motivations.

Representative &mum Well, obviously. I mean, half of the
blacks in America have solidly emerged as middle-class people who
are professionally skilled and very competent.

Mr. Sham. One of the things that intrigues me, as the "Damn
Yankee" from the Middle West who has now moved below the
Mason-Dixon line, is the complex relationship about historically
black institutions and the attitude of the black community toward
those. I think that is--

Representative SCHEUER. Toward the Hack institutions?
Mr. &um. Yes. And the feeling that black institutions serve a

very valuable role for many black students. Because they are con-
trolled by the black culture, they legitimize learning within a pre-
dominantly black environment. And I think they raise some very
significant questions about the character of our society in this year
that may not be there in 20 years. But it shows the complexity of
this question about how do we motivate and how do we sustain
that motivation.

Just one more comment about that which is in the prepared
statement. I agree with those that say that weI make the point
in the prepared statement that we have always had mixed support
of education, private, State, individual self-help, and Federal. I
think the balance has switched too much toward loan. I totally
agree with the statement that you made earlier, the question you
asked about: Are there people who, as a matter of principle, will
not borrow? Yes, there are. There are many, and they come from a
variety of culturesEast European, Hispanic, and black. There are
a lot of our poorer students, who not only for financial reasons but
for reasons of pride, will not borrow. So that particular access is
not as effective with those groups. I favor, if we have limited re-
sources, in concentrating our :grant money more in the first year,
because I think it does provide an expectation of access. It also
means that those students who are not capable--

Representative SCHEUER. This is the point that Donna Shalala
was making.

Mr. SMITH. Yes. And I think Bob Atwell made it too. Then if
they do fail, if they find that they cannot achieve, they are not bur-
dened by a debt that they are less qualified to pay. I don't know
what the simple answer--

Representative SCHEUER. It's not the actuality that when they
fail, they're not burdened with the debt if it's in the first year or
two. If they fail in the first year or two, they're going to be bur-
dened with a terrible debt that they won't be able to sustain.
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Mr. &arm That is an element for some. There is also the actual-
ity tied to the default rate, that if a student comes and goes heavily
in debt, and then does fail, they still don't have the adequate prep-
aration for the level of salary to repay that debt easily.

So I think that the problems of access are very complex, and I've
been intrigued by the range of issues brought up here. They do get
to the early preparation, to the health of the child, the ability of
the child to participate in learning, to the articulation of the
formal educational system with other learning systems and sup-
port, parental involvement, the quality of the education as the stu-
dent goes through the K through 12 years, and then the expecta-
tion that there will be an opportunity to go beyond that.

I would agree with your question that you asked early on. We've
developed from an agrarian society, in which one ciphered, in
which eduaition, being able to write, read, calculation was enough,
in which the basic tricks of the trade depended on a strong back
and a willingness to learn how to use it. We evolved to a manufac-
turing society with a factory model of education, somewhat inflexi-
ble, not geared to individual need. We are evolving now to an infor-
mation society in which the education system which fit the agrari-
an society and the factory society is not adequate. And I think that
it is an investment, and somehow we have to couple that invest-
ment with a statement to individuals that the investment is being
made because edwation is important, both to the system and to the
individual and that those who participate in the education are as
honored as those who are doers. The learners and the thinkers are
as honored as the doers in our society.

We have been a society in which traditionally, if we think back,
many of our industrial era heroes were those people who were not
formally educated but had a curious mind and many of our inven-
tions came out of that perioal. There is still that track in American
society, but I think we nerd other models of the successful person,
which do incorporate those with more formal learning.

So it's a question of advocacy. It's a question of finance. It's a
question of realization. I think these hearings are important and
certainly contributing to the realization and the opportunity for ad-
vocacy. Matching funds are a great way of changing that advocacy
to a statement beginning to honor the process, because in our socie-
ty that means we regard it as important. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMEhT OF HOKE L. SMITH

2 am pleased to have this appeal:unity to testify on the

issue of access ta postooscondary education. The heeringe you

bald last year on *Competitiveness and the gOality of the

American bark forme warm very impressive and covered many of the

Prablems ocafronting the American nation and our educational

system. They highlighted the need for an educated and

intellectually flexible work force. The issue of access dowis

relate directly ta that need.

It is difficult to imagine what our nation today would be

like without the benefits of theial bill, the.Sational Defensa

Act, and the succeeding grant, loan, and work-study programs. As

we look back, could we honestly say that our nation would have

been as well served had these programs not existed. Millions of

Americans have beem assisted in obtaining their educations, and

they and the nation have benefited. In fact, X am one who has

benefited tram the Morgan GI Bill.

But se important as assistance with the means of acquiring

an education has been, the development of the expectation that

college was possible has been equally as isportant to millions of

individuals and their families. Without that expectation, many

Americans would not have dreamt o- a college education and would

have started the process of settling for lees while in grade and
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high sobool.

It Ls painfully apparent that aopees to education dove not

guarantee that all individuals will take advantage of that

opportunity. Tha dropout rate in our secondary schools

illustratas that all too clearly.

Thera is another element that must be presentleducation

must be valued by the individual. It seems apparent that those

cultures that honor education motivata their members to

participate in learning and to benatit from schooling. If we

look at our various immigrant groups, it appears as if those who

value, honor, and support education achieve more.

We cannot separate Amass to education tram the cultural

rapport of edUcation. It is not enough simply to make education

possible. tducation must be made deiirabla.

American culture has always had a love-bate relationship

with learning and the intellectual life. Learning, particularly

laarning related to an economic or applied goal, has been valuad.

Put this Characteristic ham ooexisted with an anti-

intellectualiam in Amerioen culture. We have prided ourselves an

being a practical and a pragmatic, pawls. Many of our heroes,

4ave been self-taught. We have often valued 'doers' above

thinkers" and applied education above theoretical education.

This bas beeo appropriate for an agrarian and industrial nation.

This tendency has been reentorced hy our youth as a nation

and as a people. Ve have tanded to honor the energy and

croativity of youth above the wisdom of age. We have had a

4 ()
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philosophical streak of believing in the innate wisdom and

"madames 02 youth. As a society, we have honored untutored youth

in our magic are in our fashions.

The provision of access is effective only to the extant that

education is valued by oor culture and its citizens. Vhen

education is valued by the individual, educational opportun.ty

will be used.

vould like to maks one additional point bfore turning

more specifically to the issue of access. Over twenty years ago

a Peace Corps officer asked me a seminal question. °If you Ware

Prime Minister of a developino country and only had money for

three years of public education, what three years would you

pick/1'

The goostion itself is provocative. But the questions that

flow from it are even more intriguing. *When individuals are not

in school. What are they learning and from whom?" *Row does the

formal education system relate to the educational systems

provided by the family, the church, the community and the work

place?* W. cannot view the formal educatioo system in

isolation. It is only part of a larger educational system that

involve. the whole of society. To the extent that society is

failing in its e4acational roles, we must turn to formal

education for assistance. V. have seen this happen as additional

responsibilities have been assigned to the public education

system.

we must face the fact that although we are not limited to

, IA
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three years of public education as was the hypotbetiml Frims

Minister, there ars financial limits on how much education we can

provide. To be most effective we must view education as a whole

amd take into consideration what and from whom individuals learn

%Oben they are not in school. But in a rapidly changing societY.

46004041 to feIrmal education becomes more, met less, impnrtant as

tha Larger society becomes mare ineffective in its informal

educational !Unctions.

The two worker family is not the same educational unit as

the farm family or the single worker family. The single persist

family is not the same educatioeal unit as the two parent family.

A rapidly changing informatien based week place is net the same

educational unit as a manufacturing plant hosed cm the physical

strength of its employees.

=location provides both individual and social benefits. The

individual benefits through an enriched life and higher average

income. Out it education does not meet the needs of a

productive society, then the individual benefit cannot be

realised. Therefore. edoaation is properly viewed as a social

icarastmeat before it can be view as a personal investment. For

this reason, we as a nation have encouraged private and public

investment in education. The queetion is, is our ourrent level

and form of investment adequate to meet our social needs? I do

not believe that it is.

our traditional spates of providing acmes* is fooded by a

mix of support from the federal government state and local

407
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goverment., privets organisations, corporations, and

individuala, and by student. and their families. Over time the

balance of that mitt has changed and its effectiveness in meeting

social nmeds Ms changed. Among other techniques, mupport far

anoess has been achieved by grants, loans, work study, tax

benefits, imatitutional gupport to perait low tuition, private

savings, work, and low salaries tar faculty and staff. During

recent ymars the balance has shifted toward self-help as both the

federal and many state governments have decreased their relative

levels of direct support and have increased the emphasis on

individual payment. I believe that the balance has shifted too

tar toward individual investment. It is time again to rebalance

the mix of funding by providing sore direct support for access.

In my view, this rebalancing should have at least three

componentst an increase in direct, med-based grants; an increase

in support for capital investmentt and, an increase in support

for educational equipment and learning materials.

The shift of emphasis from grants to loan, bas created a

default problem. At a minimum, mphasis should be placed on

supporting access to the first year of poet-secondary education

through grants. This policy would have two effects. First, it

would increase the expectation by students and their families

that college is an option. Second, it students find that they

are unable to perform adequately, they will not be burdened by

debts that they ars ill-prepared to repay.

Grant funds should also be available to permit adults older
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than the traditional college ego to reenter into the tarsal

educational system. Thaw are an essential part of our national

Moen resources.

Ve are a continental nation composed of many states and

ethnic groupe. Not all of our states valua educatIon equally.

Our states ars not equally capable of supporting higher

education. Tbe economic ommiition of the states change. And yot

our need for an educated population I. national. Therefore, the

federal government has an essential role in providing scouts.

I favor retaining a mix of grants, loans, and work-study.

anuever, the balance among therm should bo changed toward nor*

grants and less self-belp. The current heavy dependenco on loans

has made many of our graduates debtors during the critical

beginning years of their careers and family lives. This

dapendenoe on loans has also influenced career decisions toward

higher paying fields.

Out financial support of the individual is not enough.

Time must be en educational irate* with sufficient physical

capacity to provide acmes. VI have been living oft of the

capitol invsatment that vas made to accommodats the baby boom.

Tvo major problems are developing in the capacity of that system.

First, the physical plants ars aging and are inadequate to meet

the demands of our changing tachnology. We must maintain our

physical infrastructure and that is becoming increasingly costly.

Also, many buildings designed twenty-five years ego cannot easily

accommodate tbo new technology without renovation. One simpla

4
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example: offices deeigned for typewriters are often too small to

handle the space requirements of micro-computers.

Second, the increase in mile's-going rates has maintainod

emexalmimrs at levels near our plant capacities. When the

demogrOkic rebound occurs in the sid-OC's, we will have

inadequate capacity. This will be particularly trus if

individual financial access is improved.

Therefore, we need to consider seriously alternative means

of maintaining and probably expanding our physical capacity.

Importantly, even if *mess is financially feasible and the

capacity is available, quality is necessary if access is to be

seandngdUl. Although tending dose not guarantee quality, ther

are at least two ernes in which fmnding is critically isportant:

0CUIPment and learning resources, and personnel.

Mob of 4ur instructienal and reesarch equipment is aging.

It is increasingly difficult to keep equipment operatinnal. Ths

speed of technological change has increased the rate at which

equipment becomes obsolescent. In many cases, research equipment

must be state of the art. Although instructional equipment need

not be state of the art, it must be sufficiently current to

permit students to be educated to use equipment relevant to that

used in the work place. also, the increased coat of printed'

materials has made the maintenance of adequate library

collectians, particularly of periodicals, increasingly difficult.

Large numbers of our faculties will be retiring within the

next IS years. Ascause of the length of tbe educational pipeline

41
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Representative &HEUER. Now if you had your wish list of two or
three things that you could mandate to smooth the Foams so that
young black or Hispanic children from impoverished families
would maximize their skills, maximize their talent achieve the
maximum development of their own potential right straight
through poetsecondary, what are a few of the changes that you
would advocate that we make with our systems to create the
desire, the will, the expectation, the confidence and the sheer abili-
ty for them to move right straight through K minus 2 to grade 16?

Mr. Sum. The first is a change in attitude. Let me refer to one
other experience in my own background. When I was in the Army,
I served for a while at Fort Denning as an executive officer for a
research group that was trying to teach people with IQ's of 60 to 70
how to use a map and a compass for land rroilgation, and they suc-
ceeded in doing so. They simplified a number of concepts. But it il-
lustrated to me that many people can learn; it's a question of how
we structure the information we give to them. I think we first have
to change our attitutde to assume that people are learning ani-
mals; that they will learn. It's a question from whom they learn
and how they learn.

Representative SCHEMA. And maybe how quickly they learn.
Mr. Sum. And how quickly they learn.
Representative Smarm. Maybe some people just take a little

longer to learn the same thing.
Mr. SMITH. Then I think we need to reinforce the teaching and

learning atmosphere of those people whom children naturally
learn from, the family, or what serves as the family in their case,
and that is part of parental involvement in the early childhood ex-
perience. We need to provide structured opportunities for formal
education in those early years to compensate for what society no
longer can do adequately because of changes in social structure.
And then I think, as a minimum, as a first step toward access,
changing the first year of pmtsecondary experience as much as pos-
sible to ?rants, 2 years, if possible, but start with one so that the
expectation is there. Then as a final element for both the public
schools, starting in the middle schools and the colleges, improve ar-
ticulation in terms of teaching the student more about how to use
formal education.

We have this in higher education. For example, university 101,
developed at the University of South Carolina, teaches students
how to use the system. Too often, we present a student with a com-
plex college or university, throw a catalog on the desk and say,
"Here, use it." Somehow we have to teach students how to use our
formal education system better and that has to do with orientation
to the use of formal education.

Representative &HEUER. Mr. Smith, your testimony has been
marvelous. We appreciate it very, very much, and we thank you
very much for your patience.

Audrey CA:ohen, who is a valued and old friend of mine going back
well over two decades.

Isn't that true, Audrey?
Ms. COHEN. That's absolutely true.
Representative SCHEUER. We worked together in the vineyards,

producing an education system that would take people from pover-
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ty-laden backgrounds and move them into literacy, pride, and com-
petence in themselves and into public service jobs; is that not cor-
rect?

Ms. COHEN. That's absolutely right.
Representative &HEUER. Yes. Audrey Cohen founded the College

for Human Services, which offers a bachelor of professional studies
degree in professional and managerial services and business. She's
also founder and president of the American Council for Human
Services, which is a national organization created to represent the
millions of human service workers, including those employed in
legal services, mental health, child care and also in education
itself; right?

Ms. Comm Yes.
Representative SCHEUEE. We're delighted to have you here,

Audrey, and we value our friendship with you and some of the
great works that we were engaged in together 20-odd years ago.
And I think time has proven us right. We were on the right track,
and certainly through your continuing leadership over the last
couple of decades, you've benefited tens of thousands, if not hun-
dreds of thousands of people enormously, and you should be very,
very proud of those rich, productive several decades during which
you've been accomplishing so much.

So please take as much time as you may need, and then I'm sure
I'll have some questions for you.

STATEMENT OF AUDREY COHEN. PRESIDENT, T7'.E COLLEGE FOR
HUMAN SERVICES. NEW YORK, NY

MS. CoHEN. Very good. Thank you. It's really a great pleasure to
be with you today, Congressman. It has been a long time since we
started our work together, and it's out of that early work that a lot
of my present activities have developed. So I want to touch back on
thpt just briefly. I'm going to deal with access to education in two
areas.

The first area to look at is access to education for young chil-
dren. I certainly agree wholeheartedly with the principle of univer-
sal free preschool education. However, we must ask ourselves
whether we will achieve our goals by simply trying to get more
children into the system through more and batter preschool pro-
gramsor through trying to keep children in the system through a
variety of services installed in the schoolsor through improved
teacher pay scales and other such ideas for change that have
emerged in previous hearings and are certainly out in all the re-
ports and the literature that exists.

My feeling is no. Even putting all these pieces into the schools
will not change the basic problem. The basic problem is both re-
taining youngsters in school and helping them to become critical
thinking, productive, significant adults and good citizens in our
radically changed, very sophisticated global economy. The educa-
tional changes mentioned above will not make that possible, be-
cause they do not get at something very significant which I have
been writing about for almost 20 years. That is the fact that we
have shifted to a new kind of economy, and if you agree that the
old systems of education may be irrelevant, then we have to rede-
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finb education for this new service economy. We really have to
think through a totally different type of education that makes
sense in a world where everyone, including ouiselves, gives service
to another human being.

We all work in service. Yet not one teacher in the public school
system that I have ever heard has stood up in the front of a class-
room and said to the kids, "You're going to work in insurance, or
health, or teachinif or financial planning. You're going to work in
one of the expanding areas of service. So you had 'better start un-
derstanding that you're going to use knowledge to give service to
other human beings."

At least 76 percent of the American population work in service
riffht now, and everybody agrees that by the year 2000, the figure
might be 80 or 85 percent. In some places like New York C'ity,
we're close to that now.

We have to rethink education. Now let me go back to when you
and I began our relationship almost 25 years ago. At that time I
discovered something very significant with my Scheuer grant, and
that was that all people who work in service, no matter what their
specialty, do a lot of things in common. There are similar areas of
performance that we all engage in. For example, managing tasks
and projects is something a lot of people here in congressional of-
fices have to be able to do. And that's something everyone has to
do in the service sector. So is establishing professional relation-
ships. You can't keep a client if you can't do some of that. These
then are examples of areas of performance that everyone in service
has to be competent in no matter what his or her specialty.

After helping to establish the paraprofessional movement in the
sixties, we did a lot of research on the service professions, and on
their common areas of performance. We said why not teach stu-
dents the core tasks they will have to perform through life? If
that's what they're going to do for the rest of their lives, if they're

igoing to have to engage n these big areas of service activity, then
why not make each one the focus of a semester's work? Vinly not
organize learning around these performance issues, rather than
around unrelated disciplines? And why not take the great works,
take Shakespeare, take Freud, take Spinoza, take Machiavelli and
relate them to what somebody really has to do in life.

So we've spent 25 years perfecting a new higher education
system. But the exciting thing, I thin.k for the purposes of this
community, is that in recent years we tocik the principle of relating
all academic learning to one area of service activity each semester,
and we began to apply it at the elementary and secondary levels of
education. And we have found that doing this energizes even the
youngest child to learn enthusiastically.

What happens when we apply these new ideas to elementary and
secondary education? Little children who didn't feel that anybody
cared about them now become the focus for making change in their
own communities. They go 1 day a week to some agency or busi-
ness. Now these are elementary, junior h, and high school kids,
and they know that they must do some constructive to im-
prove service out there in the community. Al their subjects, their
English, their math, their social studies relate to a significant pur-
pose which they can grasp and which makes sense to them. A se-
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master's purpose might be "I will help overcome poverty in East
Harlem," or "I will meet the needs of my neighbors:"

The child now knows why he or she is in school. Children know
that math is going to have a purpose, that they will use it to ac-
complish a constructive action at an agency or business where they
work 1 day a week, not for money but to learn to apply academic
learning to action.

One of the things that you learned in some of your earlier hear-
ings was how distant what happens in the classroom is from what
happens in real life. We need models like the one I just described
=Ms that say there is a bridge between the two, that you can
learn every math problem, every piece of science in relationship to
something significant, a purposea purpose which is going to
make a drfference in the world.

Structuring education this way works. We have over a 90-percent
retention over 6 years at a junior high school that we run m East
Harlem.

Representative Salguint. Ninety-percent retention over 6 years?
Ms. Comm That is right That is correct
Representative SCHEUMR. That is a formidable record.
Mi. COMM. It certainly is, and it's absolutely accurate. We've

now been asked to work with two of what Comnussioner Sobel calls
the community schools. These are schools that have services like
the kind that were described by some of the people here before
your subcomrnittee--services which are put into schools, but with-
out any fundamental change in the educational procet, Now what
happens if you put a kid into a school where the education is exact-
ly the way it has always been, yet where you don't have the role
models we all had when we grew upparental and community fig-
ures who gave us wonderful pate on the back and encouraged us to
study? We studied that math. We sat there and were bored, as
Frank Newman said, for all those years. But kids today aren't
going to stay bored. They're going to leave the classroom and the
school. But if these children come into a classroom and they know
that every piece of knowledge relates to something significant they
can do, and they can actually take that knowledge out into the real
world and turn those communities around, then they will stay in
school, because they will see their own importance, and will want
to make use of it.

Can you rely on the communities that are out there to change,
communities where there are drugs on every corner, where there is
incredible poverty, where the housing is al2solutely unlivable? No.
Who's going to make the difference'? You can keep putting little
pieces in the cracks, and you can call for various kinds of piece-
meal programs, but they are not going to change the system. You
need a new system of education and a system that focuses on pur-
pose and helps the kids see their relationship to this whole econo-
my that they're living in.

la.t me now turn to the second issue of access to education. I'd
like to focus on what happens to a single independent student at
the college level. Now I can deal with all kinds of students on
loans, but I would like to focus on the single independent student.
This student is totally victimized by the present grant systemthe
Pell system. A single independent student who makes between

4 5
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$9,000 and $10,000 adjusted gross income gets no Federal support.
A full-time student who also works full time may make $12,000,
$11,000, $15,000. Now these are independent students. These ern
poor students. These are primarily black students or Spanish stu-
dents. But they get no support to go to college. They are out of the
system. They get nothing. Absolutely nothing. They are the stu-
dents today that are absolutely ignored by the system.

I ask you, as you rethink what we are going to do about loans or
grants, to consider that single independent. I don't know where the
process of discrimination started, and I don't know why it started. I
suspect it started with middle-income kids whose parents did not
cover their tuitionkids who came from homes that could have
paid for their higher education and in fact did not. So someone, in
their wisdom, thought it was a idea to cut off the independent
single person, so that these mi dle-income kids would not be able
to leech off the Government. But I am talking about the many poor
single independent people. Here's a ?erson struggling, maldng
their first attempt at being somebody in the world, getting their
first foothold in a job in a service agencylet's say, a hospital, a
mental institution, a school. These jobs don't pay very much. They
pay nothing. These people are martyrs to the system. They give us
excellent service all over the United States and they make almost
no money.

They're the forgotten group. Twenty percent of our students at
the College for Human Services fit this category. These are grown-
ups who are not dependent. Now as soon as you're dependent, if
you belong to somebody, you are more favorably treated fmancial-
ly. And as soon as you have a child, you get some funds. But if
you're alone, struggling to make it, and you make a tiny tiny
salary, $9,000, you are locked out of the system. And who can start
to think of taking a loan, if they make an adjusted gross income of
$9,000?

I would like to make a special plea for single independents, be-
cause they are increasingly entering higher education. If you want
the child who is in high school to come into college, or the grownup
who is trying to work and make it and not go on welfare, you have
to change grant regulations. Current rules actually encourage an
individual to go on welfare or to have children out of wedlock. As
soon as you have a child, your higher education starta getting paid
for.

So these two issues are the issues I'd like to focus on. The need to
help single independents, and the need for a different system of
education. You're not going to keep kids in school by promoting the
present system, when you're talking about youngsters who don't
have role models, who may be parts of gangs. For example, if you
just extend the school day, you're going to push them out. And
work study is also not enough. Let's face it. The statistics on work
study aren't as good as they look. What does the kid do? Sure, he
goes to work, but is he also back in school? Listen, I know. I've
been in those high schools. I now run five schools, two in Florida,
three in New York, and I know what they're doing in those other
programs that call themselves work study and co-op ed. You'll get
the kid out there, but you won't get the child to be taking in the
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understanding. Why? Because it has no relationship to his life or to
bis work.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cohen followsl

95-658 0 - 89 - 14
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF AUDREY COHEN

IUS ECMOOyS MUST RECOOna T VICt =NOW'S sum

Effective education is today an urgent national priority.

The global pre-eminence of the United States has alway* been

based on it* ducational pre-eminnce. At the height of the

industrial era, our country possssed the most highly ducated

work force in the world. But today, with adult literacy rates

of only 80% compared to Japan's literacy rates of over 901, and

with a national high 'chool drop out rate of one third, our

Country is in serious difficulty.

I believe we must consider two root causes of this

difficulty, in dvising solutions to our ducetional problems.

First is the rapid growth of a service economy which is

displacing the traditionel institutions of the industrial
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economy and requiring new skills of our workforce. Second ia

the decline of family and community, especially among the

growing body of the poor in our country. If we take a clear

look at thats* causes, we will come out with a single verdict.

Our educational system must be fundamentally and radically

restructured. Anything short of this restructuring will only

increase our problems.

I am asking the Committee to consider the urgent need for

radical restructuring as a framework within which to look at

the viability of specific educational reforms. I believe that

it is Only in the context of the broader issues that how we

should treat partieJlar problems will come clear. I propose

outlining for you not only my reading of our current problems

but also the types of solution I believe need implementing.

lett ma start by turning briefly to the implications of the

service economy.

seventy-five percent of our population now makes its

livelihood through providing services to others. Lawyers,

bankers, retailers, accountants, teachers, mental health

workers - all of these are service professionals. The

transformation from an industrialized economy to a service

economy has been extraordinarily rapid. And it has caused a

great amount of dislocation in a society not prepared for

tranaizion. In the nineteen eighties alone 2.3 million workers

were displaced a year, mostly from manufacturing sectors.

Almost a third did not find new jobs. They simply could not

meet the requirements of service jobs, and found no effective

retraining.

4 I ;)
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The youth who are graduating from high school today are

also poorly trained for service professions. The service

economy is a high technology economy, dominated by complex

information and communications systems. Its jobs demand higher

rates of literacy then ever before, greater employee

flexibility, and an increased ability to handle complex

interpersonal relations. Good service professionals also need

to know how to deliver not goods but high quality services

which meet client needs. Education must therefore emphasize

teaching communication skills, developing flexibility, and

increasing literacy. And it must instill in our youth the

importance of service - of working not merely for individual

but also for social gain. Even the best traditional schools

have trouble meeting these goals. They encourage passive

assimilation of information, are insufficiently experiential,

destructively individualistic, and too competitive. Education

in a service society has to be different.

The traditional school system, established over a hundred

years ago, remains in principle the same as when it was estab-

lished. But our other institutions have changed drastically.

Mass education trained people to live by the clock (a virtue in

an industrialized society), to perform rote activities, and to

be obedient. Among the elite, it fostered extreme

competitiveness. But the qualities we need today, both in the

mass and .in our leadership, are different. If we cannot meet

the demand for change, any incremental reforms will be

meaningless.

While the needs of the service economy make contemporary

education increasingly less relevant, the decline of family and

4
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community among large portions of our population have

aggravated this problem enormously. The effectiveness of

traditional academic learning depends on having strong support

structures at home and in the community. Children need to be

encouraged to read and to speak at home. They need to find

promising professional role models in their parents, and to

find abundant outlets in the community for meaningful

recognition and for effective social involvement. Without

these supports, acaciemic learning is irrelevant and boring to

children. And if school is boring, children tend tO do poorly

or drop out.

Between 25% and 40% of our nation's children are estimated

to be at risk. The vast majority of them come from

dysfunctional families and communities. Families whose heads

of household are themselves illiterate or semi-illiterate, and

who often provide little in the form of role models.

Communities riddled with drugs, crime and poverty, also offer

little in the way of vision towards a productive future. It is

the rare child who will not be engulfed by this environment and

will be able to make sense out of book learning.

Even that rare child will have to strugele with a sense

that academic learning is poorly tailored to the needs of his

or her future life. Academic learning alone does not foster

effective problem solving or develop many of the abilities

children need in adult professional life. Recent studies in

fact point out that both what children learn in school and how

they learn bear little relation to the kind of learning they

will have to do outside of school. This sorry state results

partly from the fact that it is established disciplines which

421
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determine what and how children study, and not some sense of

overall purpose or empowerment.

How then do we give children an education which is

relevant for them and therefore inspiring? Which helps to

reverse the trend toward disintegration of community? And

which prepares them for professional and civic life in a

service society? By radically restructuring the school

experience. The school sflould be not just an academic

institution but also a primary force for social Change. As a

school participant, the child should be the *gent of that

change. Children should learn in school that they can make a

difference in their own lives and in the lives of their

communities. And they should learn that by applying what they

learn in school to making social improvements in the Community.

We should .reorganize the entire curriculum around

purposes which relate to service. As I have already pointed

out, the traditional curriculum is not guided by an overall

purpose. Its content is determined by the discrete subject

matters taught in the various grades. How limited! I propose

instad that each semester be focused around a purpose related

to service. Such as "I will improve the health of my community"

zr "I will meet the needs of the children of my community."

Then let children study their math, English, etc. as they

relate to that purpose. And let the students carry out

that purpose in the community, through specific programs for

social improvement.

The kinds of purposes I have in mind would simultaneously

nable children to take charc..3 of their own lives, promote the

improvement of local communities, and teach children the value
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of service in a service society. Let me give you an example of

how a curriculum focused around a service-related purpose would

work.

Let us imagine an eighth grade class whose semester's pur-

pose is "to improve the community through fighting poverty."

Students could focus on helping the homeless. As a group,

they could organize carnivals to raise funds for the homeless,

run food drives, and develop media events to publicize the

predicament of the community's homeless. AS individuals, they

could develp specific projects for helping the homeless at

agencies dealing with homelessness where they would intern

one day a week.

Academic Studies would help students help the homeless.

Math skills could be applied to designing shelters for the

homeless, or laying out the floor plan for a carnival. In

social studies children would learn not only about historical

patterns of poverty but also about the backgrounds and cultures

of homeless people in the community, and about changing social

services for the poor. English would come in handy for writing

flyers to educate the public on issues involving the homeless,

for giving speeches, and for soliciting help from politicians.

In their art and drama classes, students would prepare special

performances for the community to raise funds for the homeless.

Students would also be monitored at their internship sites

by both faculty members and internship supervisors. They would

be given responsibility for developing a specific plan of

action to help improve their agency's services They would

work with both teachers and supervisors to guarantee that their
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project, or °Constructive Action," would be both socially and

educationally rewarding. And a special clasi.in school would

be devoted to discussingo planning, processing and evaluating

service experiences. Learning would have a meaning. Students

would ass that they could use it to turn their own lives

around, along with the lives of people around them.

Purposeful and service-oriented learning would take

different forms in different grades, and would always be

moulded by the overarching purpose of the semester. In the

earlier elementary grades, for example, children would learn

service values primarily by developing healthy relations of

Cooperation and teamwork through Constructive Actions in the

school. By third or fourth grade, they would start exploring

community issues through short term group Constructive Actions

under teacher supervision outside tho school. In middle school,

children would begin to explore individual internships once a

week in agencies f)r businesses outside 'the school. In high

school, internship experiences would acquire increasing value,

and students would be challenged to set themselves increasingly

demanding goals relating their class work at their !ilternship

sites.

Many high schools now are having students engage in

cooperative education and work study programs. But they are

not radical enough. They do not require teachers to relate

math, English and science studies directly to practical

service problems to s larger purpose outside the classroom.

They simply ask children to work, and to study. But schools

should become a conscious force for social improvement, and

children should be given the responsibility and right to care

424
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about their environment. If that happens, the school system

will find the loyalty of its students, engage their energy

and will be able to teach them effectively. And we will also

be preparing our children for professional lives of dedicated

service in a service society.

Unfortunately, the search fat solutions to ouz educational

problems has been all too piecemeal. Lengthening the school

day, increasing teacher pay, providing more preschool

education, etc., are all extremely valuable. But they can only

become powerful instruments of social change when the content

and structure of schools are changed to meet the needs of the

service economy. Without these basic alterations, the

intention behind incremental changes will be thwarted by

inertia, bureaucratization, hostility and ignorance. But if we

do begin to understand and countenance these basic

alterations, we will begin to harness the productive potential

of our society.
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I would like to address my comments concerning federal

support for postsecondary education to the problems facing

single independent students. The overall need for federal

financial support increase's along with the rapid rise of

tuition Costs and declining real income levels of growing

portion of our population. Out the situation is most severe

for Single independents who ere gainfully employed. In fact,

the diecrieinatory pressures exrtd against these individuals

ere such as to encourage them either to leave gainful employment

end get on welfare rolls; or to have children, despite the costs

Of the latter. MO surely dn not want to encourage either of

thmee Choices.

Oeceume MI. assistance is based on needs analysis,

end there are no clear cutoffs for assistance, the figures I

will offer you aro approximate only, and are based on the

experience of the College for Human Services. However, the

story the figures tell is clear. And the story is sad.
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This past semester, single independent students at the

College whose adjusted gross incomes were $10,000 or more

received no federal financial esaistamce for their

education. In contrast, single parents of two with adjusted

incomes of close to $16,000 received close to full federal

assistance of $2200 per year. And married students in a

family of three received anywhere between minimum and maximum

federal assistance with adjusted gross income ranging between

$20,000 and 830,000 -ver year. Clearly, the cutoff for

mintage federal aid to single independents is both

excessively harsh and discriminatory. In the Korth east today,

it is extremely difficult to survive on 810,000 adjusted gross

income a year, let alone finance an education for oneself.

Those independent students who did receive aid received

loss than they could reasonlbly manage with. Students whose

adjusted gross income ranged between $8,000 and $9,000

received somewhere between $400 and $650 dollars a semester

for two semesters a year. Students with adjusted gross income

of less than 88000 received'incroasing financial support frost

11824 up to the maximum of $1100 per semester, for two

semesters a year.

The failure of the federal government effectively to

support education for single gainfully employed independents

cuts the only lifeline these people have - their hope for a

reasonable future based on a reasonably priced education. When

the cost of education is too high, the social price also

becomes too high. The federal government must take action to

remove the excessive hardship currently confronting single

independents.

427
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Representative &mum Well, you've given us some very provoc-
ative testimony, Audrey. I don't have to tell you that you've given
us a great deal to think about. You're really describing quite an
alternative model of education.

Is that in eecondary or I. that in elementary and secondary also?
Ms. Comm. We're focusing on elementary education, although

the basic principles of our system of education work at all levels,
from elementary right through graduate school. By the way, I don't
agree with the comment that was made earlier about the unions

so negative. I think some of the union leadership is really
to see that they're in trouble, that we're all in trouble

with our schools and we need to do something. The head of the
United Federation of Teachers in New York has called the new
system of education I described the iliture of education. She has
asked us to take over several schools in the city and to model them
along the lines of this new system.

Representative &MUIR. You're talking of Ms. Feldman.
Ms. Corixx. Yes, 1 am.
Representative &MUER. She's a very terrific person.
Ms. CAmmir. She's terrific.
Representative Sun:mt. Unfortunately, she's unusual. There

aren't many like her in education unions.
I know that when we took testimony about extending the school

year and school hours, keeping schools open evers, weekends,
and holidays as community resources, we got a sigcant amount
of flak from teachers' unions around the country. It might be that
if we ask teachers to work a full year, let us say, or longer hours,
we're going to have to make some changes. MaAe we have to give
them more thus off. Maybe we have to hire more teachers to do
that. It seems axiomatic, if you go from a 9- or a 91/i-month school
year to a 12-month school year, either you have to raise the bridge
or lower the water. Either teachers are going to have to be asked to
work very, very much lom: er hours, longer days, weeks, and
months, and maybe some vMI want to do that if they receive in-
creased compensation for having to give up several months over
the summer when they may have been carrying on other jobs, or I
guess it may be that we'll keep the schools open, but we won't ask
teachers to work a 12-month year, we'll hire more teachers. We'll
attract more teachers into the system.

Certainly, the teachers can't be exted to absorb the burden of
working substantially more hours, days and months without com-
pensation, and it may be that the choice could be theirs as to
whether they want to work longer hours, days and months at in-
creased salaries, or whether they'd rather more or less continue
their present lifestyle. And that would then leave us with the
option of adding more teachers to the system, since it's now a
larger system.

Well, you've given us a great deal to think about.
Should I ask you the question that I asked the others? If you had

your druthers, what two or three changes would you make in our
system to encourage the flow of young people before they come to
the Head Start program, aged 2, right straight through postsecond-
ary? What impediments would you remove, what incentives would
you provide?
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Ms. Conex. I agree with the major points that you made during
the testimony t.hat I heard, that is, that all children should have
access to preschool education, and that everyone should have
access to 2 free years of college education. I think if parents
thought that preschool opportunities provided a good environment
for their children, they would certainly want to enroll their chil-
dren in these.

Representative SCHEME& And take advantage of new opportuni-
ties themselves, to learn about parenting, to learn about how to en-
hance the health of their kids for both those already born and
those to be born in the future. It involves a great deal of benefits
and learning on the part of the parents.

Ms. COHEN. I think what I'd like to see is this whole new envi-
ronment, this reinvigoration of the community that could come
from the child's participating in the community from almost the
beginning of elementary school, participating in service. I think
that pulling the agencies and businesses into the school ristem, in-
tegrating their interests and school interests, begins to get the par-
ents interested too. "My child is going to have an opportunity to do
something real. Perhaps there's hope for my kid to have a decent
job someday. Gee, he's now in the district attorney's office, seeing
the world and doing a little of the intake work."

Representative Scitxtrea. At what age would a young child be
able to do intake work in the D.A.'s office?

Ms. Comm. I would like to see themand we have seen them at
our elementary schoolsbeginning to do work outside the school in
the fourth or fifth grade. At that time they do group constructive
actions, that is, they work together to do sow. thing significant for
the community. We don't let them go out all by themselves to a
particular place to do service until they're in the sixth or seventh
grade. But by seventh grade, a child can go to a nursing home, a
day-care center, a computer center, or a local deli. Children at this
age can do real jobs and begin to take on service projects that help
the community. Over time these service projects grow into mejor
acts of service improvement, as children mature and learn more
about their own power. So we can start very, very young to have
children take their knowledge and skillsI mean, what is really
extraordinary is to see the child make the connection between
math and science and English and what they do outside. And that's
the key. If we don't make these connections for these children,
they're just not going to want to come to school.

So I would like to see that.
Representative SCHRUM. Well, you've made a convert out of me,

Audrey. I knew of some of the marvelous things you were doing
several decades ago, but I wasn't aware of this new development,
and I'm very, very impressed.

I very much appreciate your coming down here today. You've
contributed something really quite new and different to the stream
of commerce down here, let us say. I'm also grateful for your pa-
tience and forbearance. It's now almost 2 o'clock.

Ms. COHEN. I had you all to myself. It was wonderful! [Laughter.]
Representative SCHEUER. We've enjoyed it, and we are very

grateful to you for coming and contributing. Thank you very much.
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Ms. Coax. Thank you. With your permission, I would like to
submit for the record an article that I wrote and which appeared
in the Journal of State Government on the subject of the new serv-
ice economy.

Representative SCRIM. Certainly. Without objection, the article
entitled "The New Service Economy and Its Implications for the
Future," written by Audrey Cohen, and which appftred in the No-
vember/December 1986 issue of the Journal of State Government
will be inserted at this point in the record.

[The article follows:]
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States Look to the Future
The Policy of Confrontation: A Path to Certain Destruction by Isaac Asimcw

The Future and Stale Government, bY (lenient ReZdid and Robert Wadley

The Challenge ot Sdence and Tedurology in the States try Erich Wad%
The Second Wave of School Reform by LU Bransearth

Technology Will Shape the Way We Live by Marvin Cetron

The New Service Economy and Its implkations for the Future
by Audrey C Cohen

Mending the Sodal Safety Nei: A Responsibk Agenda for the 100th Congress
by Senator David Durenberger

Adolescent Pregnancy: Everybody's Problem try Marian Wright Edelman

The Challenge of the Stares by Stuan E Elzertslat

The Challenge of School Reform Over the Next Decade try Davki P Gardner

Education in the Year 3000: Toward a Productive Wort Force and Cidzenry
by David W Hornbeck

Stales Look to the RUM!: Health CM by rktvid A Jones
Confessions of a Prodigal Parent by Richard D Lamm

Limits Of GOvetnilller: An Emerging Lane by William I Renfro

As If There Were No Tomonow by Carl Sagan

sheltering the Homeless: An Amesican Inventive
by Mach Snyder end Mary Enen Hombs

A Bipsfilsan Soladon Needed for the Coming State Fiscal Crisis
by RObert S Strauss
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INT RODUCT ION

What follows sre innahts end obiervatioes from some oi the nation's hieddna
thinkers. With gem paean, they join cm in the mmlocation of the theme. ltiots Look
to the %tuft." which added the 191 Annual Mediae of The Council a State
Governments.

From the worlds of lettere. teem. aovernment. politics, business. indumry. public
interest, and 'decagon. thew individuele offer mate loaders their mama perspectives on
what the future holds for the datile 0111W nation.

Writer, hiatodan and biochemist law Manse whoa is us to abandon the policy of
cnnfrootialon and embeace coope.Nt in an era of deer m profound that it these:mu
the very foundation oi our middy. .easideot and foundee of the Colby for Human
Seddon Audrey C. Cohan demimonde new notice ethic. "system of education and

work . . . orianised around bengal other people." Futurist William L. Barite. who
otearese "situational ethics on a societal mile" in Amino. novo: time "dorlinins
public ateeptance of governance" will limit future state Wass. Scientist and author
Carl Sagan dots several problem from unacceptably high raw of Infant modality to
lead poiminina to "rampant illitmecy" as evidence of a &mead for the future.

nes I. a provocative cc/Notion a tows that. while it nwewtenes chastises
aovenument tor its faiLints offers promise to Its racy evidence. It is proof that
Americana trout all walks of life are not only concerned about the future of this nation
but have connate. carminative idtaa about how bat to pr Tare for it. Whars more.
they ncoantor matt leaders as the odes who mint chart our course into tomorrow.

Oo behalf of Thy Council of State Governments. I thank each of the authon included
in thie collection. Their collective wiadom Is once *On proof thee we eNa nation of
individuals who are ready and ease to meet the challenge of the futon:.

Governor Richard Bryan
Vice President CSG
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The New Service Economy
and Its Implications for the Future

by Audrey C. Cohen

the Challenge

As a *two. we an oo the verge of olio
of the moet fulfilling times in our history.
Prosody. over TS pace* al all Amor*
work in the service wow of our economy.
and by the year MOO thee figure Is frOwied
to reach SS want Sr**, *kw which
out society hes ahvays held In high emeno.
parte* it dorm host ow pitoconOn co the
cum. hee now become the way we earn ow
dying. Now. wee than ever. a I. nodal
thee we leam to mew others not lust
because it io a pooitive. altruisic goad. but
oleo bemuse by doing so we win be Mem
mg to survive and prosper at the service
economy

The problem. and our gnaw dial/mug,
is that nettle, education nor work es
moonily sentetwed raper* w or future
pourtions for this taxation How do we
know thie to be trel The symptoms are
all around us. One such symptom is the
fed that. Mph* our demotic *kw-
fennel edvantft, we am fang behind In
world wax** leatinehip What can we
do about itT The echoole we attend. dr
boomers and winos m which were
employed. and the commuswint in winch
we Ure sty ell dramaturgy out of Mr* with
with other A total shitt of all thew
dioperate demon of ow *trey to Oh
ethos of service I. required

Problems Out Nation is
Currently Vert trig and

Plo.sibi( Solutions

Why to thane ouch a high level X diwitu.
*moment among our nation a yeath. a.

I s 1

evidenced by the mown, itt dna, user. vaiv
dawn and the adton$ drop ent MX? The
main noon Is that many of our sutlers'
school espedencoe Wed Own to believe that
the., la no stupor whet*** la rentaitt-
ins In mitool. The tyrant does not teedt
the connection between We in the clam-
room and Mk in the outside world, A solo-
ikst mania be to have an educetionel
swims thei sr* dune students a rime of
pinto* by showing then that A) What
they leem Is directly referent to OW: own
trie mid SI Whet they '.: tm can be applied
and wed to enake a positive difference in
the world.

Ono wow would be to have each NO
school sod tunics high school eenieeter
focus on a pwpoee that teachers could
directly relate to *Me students bets and
to service. Alt the claws thee the student,
take wosid relate to thee gummy For Inv
ample. In a juror high ethool werreter
focosed on improving ureic* to the com-
munity. all thor knowledge of the moneeter.
from the origins American investions
and the we of the ecientlfic method to the
we of writitt e. ancl measurer** in
mathematics. uvula be foctreed at how the
koowleilai can Wm* the etudent's elf on
to improve write to other cinema.

Students. theo. could take what they
Nave homed and apply it to their Intern.
Alp Of ViOfit. we For Memo. one duld
inialit organise special activities within a
day care cern that would cahoot* the
socusatinnthills af the childien. Such OA
approach that takes knowledip sod thew"
from al/ disciplines and *plies it to a
foe wed purest that 16 oteaninOul for
students in their daily hew. both wnhin
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and outside the claseroom. would
make learning come ahve. This
would motwate students to stay in
ocliocit and to learn.

Why hove we produced on entire
grnerotton of professionals who are
spersalists? Effective leadership for
the service society demands people
who ate capable- of looking at iteltei
Art a new, multi-faceted and com-
prehensive way -- kaciees who we
the big picture The machines of the

. new technology. although con-
tmuously expanding their ability to
give us knowledge, thus far can only
think in linear, and therefore.
limited fashion Its a service
economy, the linear approach a Mat
cut ficient We will need leaders who
can int that knowledge en a total con-
text viewed from a yarietY uf PersPec.
tives. the way the human brain
naturally functions, to solve a
multiptictty al problems

For example. the regional planning
of states' natural resource% require%
knowledge of supervision. teaching
And communicaton. and the
management of change, to name a
few of the critical afeas 04 Nativity
that are necessary for productive ser-
vice We must begin to see that suc-
cesafully accomplishing the goals and
purposes we face in life requires an
understanding of the broader me
plicatiOnt o. Criet aCtions. The so/u-
non is to develop generalists who
think en depth from a variety of
perspective% and who are flexible and
adaptable at solving problems

Why Are so many ot our cthrens
telf-cente r e d and ill-equipped to thing
beyond themselves? The problem
with a -nte- generation ut that it
leaves very little room for a 'you
Since it es the integral focus on peo-
ple that nuke* the service economy
so unique and exciting and that chi-
ferennates it from all others, we need
a system cif education And work for
the service economy that is organized
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around helping other people Such a
syqem. en which bustnesses, service
agendal. schools. loon/leg and the
whole Community work together.
would help students develop an
understanding of the Mations:sip be-
tween one's own needs and the needs
of others,.

A solution would be having
students perform -constructive ac-
tions- at busuieues. hospitals, homes
for the aged and other sites within the
community. Foc example. en a hiah
school semester that has the perfot.
mance ares of issa.otAining health and
well-being as its printery focus, a qu-
dent working with a withdrawn and
looely widow in a senior citizens'
center could help her find new In.
terests that would restore her in-
volvement in life Since all the
knowledge covered in thr semester,
from biology to American history.
was organised around health and
well-belng, the student could easily
apply what was learned to the world
outside of class in this ease, a
center for senior citizen* Of course.
surfs community service has value in
and of itself, but the constructive ac

' tion goes beyond this it is a way
of building a bridge between know-
ledge learned in school and action In
such a system. everyone, both the
giver and the receiver oi service.
benefits and the result would be a
"we" rather than a me- generation.

Why do we have so many
educated citizens who don't know
how to use what they hive learned?
It isn't the MY* acquisition of
knowledge but the way people use it
that makes the critical difference.
Knowledge divided into traditional
disciplines without a common pur-

i Pete lust doesn't fit into a servos-c-
onceited educational system Every-
one working in a service occupation.
if they are effective, improves the
lives of others as an integral part of
their fob Thus, the rtaa of the service

economy give% us the potential to
create a society in which one's Rit-
mo is determined by helpthg other
pea*

A service curriculum. therefore.
would have no departments arid
diticipline% so we now know them. Al/
of the knowledge taught would be
otganited around putpose, a separate
pert ormance arra of effective human
service practice coveted each semes-
ter. If ne turn education right side up
end focua knowledge on purpose.
rather than the present system in
which knowledge is serendipitously
accumulated. we'll have a process
which radically changes the way pea-
pie think and act .

For example, in the Buf4nefai Pro-
tram at the College for Human Sec-
vices. one semester is focused on
developing a Tarkeeinj strategy. A
student learns in the classroom how
the coocepts and theones of Freud
and Shakespeare. as well as Smith
and Keynes. are connected to the
focus of the semester, Each week at
their respective corporations.
students ute this knowledge to
develop. for example, a program to
help customers use a new banking
iltrvicr

In this way material from the
liberal arts and the biomess disci.
plates would be directly related to the
particular purpose being covered.
Thus, instead of seeing knowledge as
a pile of static material lumped into
vanous categories, we could enoisoon
the vat* body of knowledge so being
a living crystal, growing in all clirec.
flora aatrultallretilly When such
theoretical learning is integrated with
practical experience. from the very
beginning ot the educational process
through graduate school, students
develop the ability to not only think
critically but also to apply what they
learn
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Representative Sclizuza. This ends 11 days of hearings on how
our society can improve our education system to produce a more
successful, more unpetent, more skilled, more competitive work
force and also a group of citizens who will be more contributing to
society, more confident of themselves and who will provide a rich,
supportive, contributing citizenry for our jemocracy. We think it's
been an enormously interesting set of hearings. We hope you have
to.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all.
[Whereupon, at 1:52 p.m., the subcommittee ad,' mrned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[Mr. Joseph S. Murphy, chancellor, City University of New York,

New York, NY, was invited to participate in this hearing day, but
was unable to do so. His statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH $. MURPHY, CHANCELLOR, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW
YORK, NEW YORK, NY

Chairman Schumer and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify

today on a subject that is of such vital concern. As the

nation looks forward to a now Administration all of us in

academiaand all other Americans concerned with education

at *very levelwelcome the opportunity to reassess our

programs and try to determine how they can be improved. We

are grateful that the Joint Economic Committee, and

specifically this subcommittee, have taken the lead in that

effort.

As Chancellor of The City University of New York my

most immediate concern is naturally with posteecondary

education and it is in that area that I will offer my

comments. I want to say at the outset, however, that I am

fully cognizant of the linkages between my segment of the

education universe and all others: my colleagues at CUNY
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devote considerable effort and attention to strengthening

thoas links. During eight difficult years higher education

generally has resisted the temptation to indulge in

internecine warfare with the alementary-secondary or

preschool or vooational sectors in fight for larger

& lice of smaller pie. If I may modify phrase from an

e arlier era, ws know that what's good for education

generally ia good for The City University of Mine York end

all other universitieaand vice versa.

As you, Me. Chairman, are aware, my own institution

holds the distillation of being the largest urban public

university in the United itatea. We enroll over 1115,000

students and though that total include& significant number

of middle or upper-income individuals, the fact is that

CUNY's population includes a vast number of men and woman

who rely on federal assistance, for whom federal programs

were designed, and who are adversely affected in some very

dramatic ways when federal progress are curtailed.

Approxiestely 351 of our undergraduate students (about

55,000 people) coma from families with incomes below 012,000

a year. Mora than three-quarters work while in college,

ither on a full- or part-time basis--and, they typically

use their income not for trips to Fort Lauderdale but for

groceries, textbooks end rent. About 700 are the first in

their families aver to go to college. Three out of five are

non-white. In typical freshman class, two students out of

c'
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every three desonstrate a need for intensive reasdiation

before they :an begin college-level work.

Programa like Pell Grants, College Work Study,

guaranteed student loans, and Veterans Cost of Instruction

make it possible for these tudents to participate in higher

education. About 100,000 CVNY students get federal

oesistance of one form or aoothAr, and if the programs did

not west, most ur them would :tot be in school. It is as

simple as that. If they were not able to continue their

education, not only would it be a human tragedy tor the

stude4ta denied an opportunity for social and economic

mobility; it would be a calamity for the City or New York

and COr the econcey of the region of which New York is a

part.

The statistics make the case convincingly. Between

1979 and 1987 New York City saw 130,000 manufacturing jobs,

which typically required little formal education, disappear

or go to other parts of the country or to the Third World.

Major industries that had once been a cornerstone of the

local economy, including the garment trade and the shipping

industry, found themselves struggling to survive, laying off

workers, and hiring few if any new people. Opportunities

for those without any college education vanished. While

there are a number of other contributing causes, it is clear

that much of the shocking probles of homelessness stems from

4 (
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the lack of eaployment prospects for people with limited

education.

Yet at the same time, New York has experienced a net

increase in private sector employment of about 350,000 jobs.

These are positions in the communications, health care, and

financial industries, and eleawhers, that typically require

advanced training and very often a college degree. These

businesses have had a hard time filling positions. At a

time when 130,000 or sore unemployed manufacturing workers

have been looking for jobs. Partly for that reason many

business** leave New York, with a resultant negative impact

not only on our tax base but on the general quality of City

life. It is easy to see what is happening! As the basis of

our econoay changes, the need for an educated workforce

grove dramatically.

With the help of federal programs, CUNY and other

co:loges in New York try to meet that need. In the past

five ye! s we have graduated approximately 10,000 people

with bacotlaureata degrees in business, 3,500 computer

speciftlists, 4,000 teaches, 1,700 engineers, 3,600 health

are professionls - -and, at*the community college levl,

4,500 data processors, 3,500 nurses, and 2,000 sedical

technicians. Sven more gratifying, among the total 100,000

or so people to whoa we granted degrees in tharperiod there

ware several thousankothers who have continued their

4.W
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education at our own univeraity or elsewhere. Nany of these

re the people who will be or have become already the

doctors, lawyers, corporate leaders, government officials,

writers, artists and philosophers of the next generation.

CINIT has produced eleven Nobel Laureates in our history, and

/ as aura that smcmg our 188,000 students today there are

asveral who will join that list.

Tha question before tha nation is how Federal programs

can be strengthened to enable us to do a better job, to

roach sore people, and assure that the quality of what we

offer remains high. The question before this body is how

the Congress can build upon the very strong record of the

100th Congress to enhance the national commitment to ccess

and equity.

I have four recommendatioaa to offer in that regard.

First, we should act now to alumni that the Pall Grant

program le fully funded. The current maximise benefit of

$20300 should be increased to at least $4,000 a year ea

first step to making student choice once again reality in

our system and to making college attendance realistic

option tor the truly low-income. tven at my own relatively

low-cost institution, Poll Grants do not cover the full coat

of attendance, at higher-cost schools they cover barely a

fraction of tuition and living expenses. The original goals

4.11
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of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended in 1972 and

subsequently, were to promote both access and choice. Those

goals remain unmet as long as grants are limited to an

unrealistic amount.

Second, the Congress should act in the coming year to

reverse the trend of the past eight years of emphasizing

loans as the primary instrument of assistance, in place of

grants. The results of the Reagan policies in that

direction are now becoming clear: excessive debt burden for

people at the most vulnerable level of society, unacceptably

high default rates, effective foreclosure from graduate

study for most of the economically disadvantaged (which

translates into a denial of opportunity for many minority

group members particularly) and even an impediment to

completion of undergraduate degrees.

Loan programs have an important place in the network of

federal assistance vehiclesbut that place is as a support

to the truly middle-income. In my city, a student form a

family of four with an income above $33,000 a year is

precluded from Pell Grant support and must rely on loans: I

submit that no rational person familiar with New York living

costs would consider that someone coming from a family whose

income is $24,000 has no need for or ntitlement to grant

support.

4-1
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There ought to be e more sensible demarcation of loan

versus grant eligibility that provides some grant support

for people in the $23,000 to $30,000 income range, that

provides more than the WO or $700 grant per semester given

to people whose family incomes tall between $16,000 to

$20,000 a year and that continues to make loan programs

accessible to students at what are truly middle-income

levels.

Third, I would urge dramatic) increeeee in funding for

the TRIO remedial programs, on which the government

currently expends less than $200 million. The purpose of

these programs is to enhance the prospects of low-income and

minority students (who, in omehination, represent 760 of

CURV4 enrollment). I will be frank to adnit that one of

the great concerns I have, and one that I know my colleagues

at other urban public institutions share, is that our

retention rate tor minority students from working-clase

backgrounds is unacceptably low. Wei keep experimenting to

find the right mix of remodiation, oounseling, financial

support and other assistance to help highly-motivated

students Seat our standards--but when we provide at some

campuses one curricular guidance officer tor every SOO to

1,000 students, we have a problem right tram the start.

TRIO an4 programs like it can help us provide the services,

determine the best combination, and alleviate the attrition

problem.
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Fourth, in somewhat different sphere. I ask that

Congress provide far sore eXtensive support for the

construction and renovation of college and university

research facilities. The first step in that direction would

be implementation of tho $250 million program recently

enacted by the Congress to provide support to the National

Science Foundation in this effort. Other, more broadly-

based programs should follow.

know that fit my own University as at most others,

capital programs have frequently been relegated to low

priority and put in abeyance during periods of fiscal

stress. The result is not just a set of dilapidated

facilities: of even greater concern, it is a dcline in our

ability to help faculty and others do research.

Particularly in the sciences this has implications not only

for our own institution but for the nation as a whole.

There is now a pretty firm national consensus that the

competitiveness of the American economy depends heavily on

research and development, much of it originating in pure or

applied fors at American universities. support for upgraded

facilities represents not just institutional aid, but an

investment in the productivity of the nation's economy.

These four recommendations --de-emphasis on loan

programs as the basic student support mechanism, full
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funding of Pell Grants, increased funding for TRIO and

similar programs, and aid for the rehabilitation and

construction of research facilities--represent a modest

agenda, within the context of the nationos and our own

institutions* needs. I believe, however, that they build on

a firm foundation of national support for higher education

and will begin to help us better MIMI the goal this

Congress and those past have set for us--to make amasses to

higherneducation a reality for every American capable of

attending college, and thereby to strengthen the social,

economic and political fiber of our national life.
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